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Multicultural social policy in Latin American countries surfaces as a new form of
social policy reform aimed at 1) reforming social sector reform in order to reduce the cost
and increase the effectiveness of the service; and 2) expanding citizenship of indigenous
populations. This new way of delivering social services invites different actors into the
social programs. In this dissertation, I examine how multicultural social policy actually
works in the ‘local’ arena, where participants struggle, vie and negotiate with each other.
I also address the impact of interactions among actors on social policy.
To do so, I look at three intercultural hospitals which had different levels of
participation from communities, the state, and NGOs. While Makewe Hospital was run
by a Mapuche organization, Nueva Imperial Hospital launched a state sponsored
intercultural health program. Nueva Extremadura Clinic installed an intercultural health
program implemented by NGOs. These different types of interactions among actors
emerged in the three cases and ultimately shaped each of the programs.
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In Makewe Hospital, where there was strong participation from communities, the
program had better results in expanding cultural rights as well as in increasing the
effectiveness of the program. However, the strong participation from communities did
not necessarily transcend into sustainability of the program. With strong state
involvement in the program of Nueva Imperial Hospital, there was tension between the
state and the communities, which resulted in limited improvement of the quality of the
service and the expansion of cultural rights. However, the state sponsorship provided the
program sustainability. In the case of Nueva Extremadura Clinic, the effectiveness and
flexibility of the program increased significantly but the program did not have any impact
on the expansion of the cultural rights of local Mapuche population.
These findings show that the constant negotiation and struggle among these actors
ultimately shape the content of the policy and its outcomes. Multicultural social policy as
a state action is not uniform and has diverse implications for multiculturalism, depending
on the actors involved and their capacity for independent actions.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
When I arrived at Temuco, the capital of IX Region of Chile, in 2001 to conduct
my pre-dissertation research, the focus of the news was the quemas, acts of arson by
“radical” Mapuche communities in the municipality of Ercilla in Malleco area, against
Mininco, the largest forestry company in Chile. Austral, a local news paper, reported with
evident concern the acts of criminal violence committed by radical Mapuche 1
communities (Austral June 26, 2001). This incident was followed by a fierce
confrontation between the state and Mapuche communities. The police tried to break into
the office of the Consejo Todas Las Tierra, one of the oldest and largest Mapuche
organizations in Chile, to search the place and seize documents and computers (Austral
July 21, 2001). Mapuche communities in the municipality of Ercilla had a physical
confrontation with the police when the police broke into Mapuche communities at dawn
of July 25 of 2001 to arrest supposedly criminal Mapuche members of the communities.
Four policemen were injured in this conflict but the police succeeded in arresting all four
Mapuche suspects (Austral July 25, 2001). The tension between the state and Mapuche
communities was heightened.
However, in the middle of this tense atmosphere, the same paper reported that the
Chilean Government planed to embrace Mapuche culture and develop better health
service in the region based upon the rich Mapuche heritage (Austral July 20, 2001): the
Ministry of Health (Ministerio de Salud: MINSAL) was going to build the first public
intercultural hospital of Latin America in Nueva Imperial. How to explain this variation
of state actions and its meaning became one of my research questions.

1

The Mapuche is the largest indigenous group in Chile.

1

Moreover, the different actions of indigenous peoples in the relation with the state
also require us to furnish new angles to look at multicultural social policy. Some
Mapuche communities fiercely criticized and protested against the state action and its
policy while other Mapuche communities seemed to be willing to negotiate and cooperate
with the state. The variation of reactions from indigenous communities toward
multicultural social policy programs holds a key to understanding the meaning and
impact of the participation of communities in multicultural social programs.
In sum, my research questions are: 1) How multicultural social policy actually
works in the ‘local’ where participants struggle, vie and negotiate with each other; 2)
What the impact of interactions among actors is on the policy implementation; 3) What
the case of multicultural social policy tells us about the state and state action under
neoliberalism.
MULTICULTURAL SOCIAL POLICY: ITS HYBRIDITY AND ACTORS
The mixed messages presented in the local newspaper depict the remarkable
complexity of multicultural social policy, a set of social policies which aim at promoting
multicultural citizenship. 2 This complexity stems not only from the coexistence of
historically antagonistic actors in the process of policy implementation, but also from
multiple goals that such policies should pursue in meeting demands from participants of
the policy implementation such as the state, communities, NGOs and, at times,
international institutions.
In the last decades, multicultural social policies have emerged in various Latin
American countries as a symbol of democratization as well as the reform of the social

2

Multicultural citizenship is “group-differentiated rights, power, status or immunities, beyond the common
rights of citizenship” (Kymlicka 1995). I define multicultural social policy as a set of policies which seek to
enhance both social rights as well as cultural rights of culturally differentiated groups. Examples are
policies such as intercultural education programs or intercultural health programs.
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sector. International development agencies like the International Labor Organization
(ILO) and the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB) have issued policy
recommendations to Latin American countries and organizations to incorporate long
alienated indigenous populations into the process of state reform. Other agencies, such as
the UN and the World Bank prepared internal principles/declarations to urge
development workers and member countries to consult respect and include ‘indigenous
peoples’ needs.

This became widely known as “ethno-development” (Davis 2002;

Kingsbury 1999; Brysk 1994).
While international development agencies have been promoting so-called “ethnodevelopment” policies in Latin America, land rights for indigenous peoples have been
recognized by the establishment of reserves in Bolivia, Brazil, Ecuador, Colombia,
Panama, and Venezuela. Other constitutional and legal reforms recognizing indigenous
rights have been introduced in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay and Colombia (Brysk
1994). Furthermore, as of January 2003, thirteen countries in Latin America – Mexico
(1990), Bolivia, Colombia (1991), Costa Rica, Paraguay (1993), Peru (1994), Honduras
(1995), Guatemala (1996), Ecuador (1998), Argentina (2000), Venezuela, Dominica,
Brazil (2002)-have ratified ILO Convention 169, which embodies indigenous rights to
identity, participation, territory, and self-government (ILO 2003).
Considering the long history of oppression of indigenous peoples in Latin
America, the emergence of multiculturalism represents new political and social
relationship between the state and indigenous people. The end of authoritarian regimes in
many Latin American countries raised the hopes and expectations of those who have
been marginalized and often oppressed by the state. The demands for political reform
forced the state to devolve service sectors such as social programs which have been
traditionally monopolized by the state. In the process, growing pressure on the promotion
3

of indigenous rights, not only at home but also abroad, has pushed the expansion of
multicultural citizenship into the agenda of democratization of the region (Van Cott
2000).
At the same time, during the past decade, most Latin American countries have
experienced economic crisis and consequent economic adjustment measures, which have
carried severe repercussions for the social sector. Under neoliberal economic
restructuring, it became imperative to pursue an alternative way of delivering social
services besides state-sponsored programs due to the limited capacity of the state to
deliver social services. International financial institutions such as International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and World Bank urged Latin American countries to reduce the public sector.
They have issued various recommendations for the reform of the social sector
emphasizing the withdrawal of the state from the social sector via privatization,
decentralization and participation (World Bank 1996; CEPAL 2000). Based upon these
policy recommendations, Latin American countries have promoted both privatization and
community participation programs believing that these programs would solve the
problems of excessive state power and the economic burden of social programs. The
emphasis on participation of the indigenous peoples in policy formation, especially in
social policy formation, represents the core principle of the social policy reform under
neoliberalism: better service delivery via withdrawal of the state from the social sector
and participation from ‘civil society’ and market.
Multicultural social policy reflects one aspect of neoliberal reforms in terms of its
strong emphasis on targeted social programs delivered via participation of indigenous
peoples. This emphasis derives from the urgency of incorporating local knowledge into
social policy formation as well as reducing the cost of the social policy by actively
seeking support from “users” of social services who do not fit into a universal approach
4

to the traditional social services delivery system. In many cases, the state is claimed to
have a “supporting” role in policy implementation to guarantee more participation and
better services for indigenous communities leaving significant responsibility for
delivering services to local communities. Concurrently, multicultural social policy seeks
to expand the cultural rights of culturally differentiated groups. This often transcends
simple diversification of social services and signifies to local communities an opportunity
for empowerment. In many cases, like Chile, multicultural social policy has actually
emerged as a result of a social pact between the state and Mapuche communities.
Therefore its political or “normative” traits strongly affect the outcomes as well as the
nature of multicultural social policy programs.
In sum, multicultural social policy in Latin American countries surfaces as a new
form of social policy reform aiming at shooting two birds with one stone: 1) “practical”
and conventional social sector reform in order to reduce the cost and to increase the
effectiveness of the service; and 2) “normative” principles such as expansion of
citizenship and democratization of the state. In other words, the hybrid goals of
multicultural social policy stem from the reality that most of Latin American countries
experienced democratization coupled with neoliberalism 3 in the last decades.
This relatively new way of delivering social services invites different actors into
the social programs. And the actors in the multicultural social policy program often
negotiate and struggle with each other to define the meaning of and the results from
multicultural social policy. First of all, the state, even though its presence has decreased
in comparison with the conventional form of social policy, maintains an important
position in the multicultural social policy. Thus, we witness in various multicultural
3

Neoliberalism is defined as a series of economic policies which consist of the opening of the domestic
economy to the international market, the privatization of the public sector, and deregulation (Manuel Pastor
and Carol Wise.1997. “State Policy, Distribution and Neoliberal Reform in Mexico”, Journal of Latin
American Studies 29(2): 419-456)
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social programs that the withdrawal of the state under neoliberalism by no means
indicates the absence of the state. Due to the political dimension of multicultural social
policy, the state often plays the role of main actor inviting indigenous communities as
well as NGOs to support its action. However, the state faces the challenges of being an
“invisible” actor in these programs. On the one hand, too much involvement is often seen
by indigenous communities, as well as NGOs, as breaking the promises of creating
participatory social programs. However, on the other hand, the state tries to maintain its
control over these programs to sustain its hegemony without creating new conflicts
among the participants. Studying the actions of the state under the pressure of redefining
its role and control in social policy gives us a better sociological understanding of
transformation of the state and its actions in the era of “small but strong” government.
Secondly, indigenous communities enter the realm of social policy formation as
important actors in the emergence of multicultural social policies. The participation of
indigenous communities creates various new challenges to indigenous communities.
How can they justify their collaboration with the state when they have a long history of
antagonistic relations with the state? When the political rhetoric of struggle is organized
around anti-state arguments, how can participant communities persuade their rank and
file to participate in a state program? This process often causes conflicts and struggle
among indigenous communities. Also, how to effectively organize and mobilize members
of communities to act effectively in a highly professional and bureaucratic realm of
policy is another challenge. Social policy design requires professional knowledge about
the project as well as bureaucratic rules of the government. Many indigenous
communities meet with difficulty in transforming their needs and demands into a
standardized state program. Regarding mobilization, they often face serious limitations
due to their social and economic situation. Despite the fact that they are “politically”
6

invited to participate in various social programs, they often face the “economic” reality of
lack of resources and time, which seriously limits their participation.
Finally, NGOs have expanded their presence in multicultural social policy.
Unlike the state or indigenous communities, NGOs are not an indispensable participant in
multicultural social policy. However, considering the growing prominence of
international NGOs in the promotion of indigenous rights as well as social policy reform,
NGOs act as the “third sector” in multicultural social policy, technically assisting both
the state and indigenous communities as well as bridging indigenous communities and
the state in a constant negotiation process. When we look at the role of NGOs in
multicultural social policy, the extent to which NGOs can maintain their position as a
mediator or “third sector” remains an open question.
Dialectic interaction among these actors around hybrid goals constantly changes
the nature of each multicultural social policy program depending on the local context.
The whole policy implementation process becomes fluid and transforming. This is why
there are such mixed results from various multicultural social policies in Latin America.
Yet the existing approaches to social policy evaluation or to multiculturalism often do not
capture the whole picture of multicultural social programs. A policy evaluation solely
based on indigenous rights does not explain some of the positive social service outcomes
that occur despite

the

failure to expand cultural rights, whereas the analyses of

multicultural social policy exclusively as an attempt to increase the effectiveness of social
service delivery systems overlooks the political implications and the power relations
between actors.
In this dissertation, I combine these two approaches to explore the complexity of
multicultural social policies from an actor-oriented approach. By doing so I attempt to

7

overcome the shortcomings of existing studies on policy and contribute to the theoretical
discussion of state action and, specifically, multiculturalism in the neoliberal era.
The State: Reforming Health Sector via Community Participation
The idea of community participation in local health systems has been around for
decades and is one of the most important issues of public health care reform. Even though
community participation in local health systems became more popular with
neoliberalism, its history started with the Declaration of Alma-Ata of 1978, which was an
attempt to develop an action strategy for the development of a comprehensive system of
primary health care in all countries, with priority given to the most needy population
groups. This was formulated by leading world health organizations such as Pan American
Health Organization (PAHO) and World Health Organization (WHO) (Badgley 1992).
In fact, the Alma Ata declaration was a result of the realization that the main
problem of health in recent decades was not a general supply of health care but its
unequal distribution and the exclusion of the poor, especially in poor countries.
Therefore, the Alma Ata declaration’s central organizing principle was a low-cost
strategy utilizing paraprofessional health workers to administer preventive and simple
curative measures in the countryside. With this approach, leading health organizations
throughout the world have sought to extend inexpensive health coverage to rural areas, to
promote community participation in health, and to achieve no less ambitious a goal than
“health for all by the year 2000”(Morgan 1993; Campbell and Jovchelovitch 2000). The
phrases found in the Alma Ata Declaration continue to echo across Latin America.
Primary health care, community participation, and “Health for all by the year 2000”
became favorite slogans that synthesize and reinforce values publicly praised by nearly
every government. Politicians use the phrase in their campaign platforms to take
advantage of their symbolic associations: “inclusion in the international endeavor to
8

improve health, membership in the prestigious international development community,
and commitment to equality, social justice, and participatory democracy” (Morgan 1993:
12-13).
The support by almost every Latin American country for community participation
in primary health care derives from both political and economic reasons. During the past
decade, most Latin American countries have experienced economic crisis and consequent
economic adjustment measures, which carried severe repercussions for the health sector.
The health sector in many countries faces severe governmental budget constraints, while
population growth and deteriorating economic and social conditions tend to increase the
need for social services, including health services (IADB 1993). Structural adjustment
programs of the 1980s affected the health sector in two aspects: first, those programs
reduced household income, particularly of the poorer groups in the population
eliminating direct and/or indirect subsidies from the state. Decrease of household income
brought serious problems because people, particularly those at the lowest income level,
experienced deterioration in their diets and nutritional status and increased morbidity risk.
Secondly, economic adjustment measures reduced the health services provided by the
government (World Bank 1996). Therefore, the emphasis given by international health
agencies on inexpensive health care alternatives through community participation had a
ready audience in the region.
At the same time, Latin American states politically faced strong pressure from
below for a more democratic administration of the public sector, which was perceived to
suffer low morale, absenteeism and little interaction between workers and users (IADB
1993). As a result, democratization in most Latin American countries in the 1990s
created a favorable environment for a more participatory administration of public health
in order to make the public sector more transparent and open.
9

THE CHILEAN CASE
Chile is a country located in the southern part of the Latin American continent
sharing borders with Peru, Bolivia and Argentina. It is the longest country in the world
with population of 16.2 million. The country had Latin America's fastest-growing
economy in the 1990s and has endured recent regional economic instability. Consisting
largely of people of mestizo (interracial Spanish and indigenous descent), Chile has been
praised as “model” democracy in Latin America where the coups and arbitrary
governments have scared the region. The exception was the 17-year-long rule of Augusto
Pinochet, whose coup in 1973 was one of the bloodiest in 20th-century Latin America
and whose dictatorship left more than 3,000 people dead and missing (BBC 2006).
One of the reasons why Chile became the country of interest of this research is its
long history of neoliberal economic policy. The Chilean state has maintained neoliberal
economic policy from 1973 and this long history of neoliberal policies can secure the
consistency of economic policy, which enables us to see the impact of specific social
program. i.e. multicultural social policy more clearly. As mentioned earlier, multicultural
social policy can not be understood without considering the influence of neoliberal
economic restructuring of the social sector.
The other reason that Chile is an interesting case for this study is its long history
of the centralist state (Angell, Lowden and Thorp 2001), which would bring inevitable
challenges for the state to reduce its own power and control over social policy. While the
Chilean state is the main actor of reform in social programs and intends to maintain its
centrist control over social sector, the policy of decentralization in health sector has
mainly relied on NGOs or civil organizations (Weinstein 1997). Especially, the
intercultural program in health contains strong emphasis of participation from indigenous
communities as its key element. Exploring how the state would let go of the power and
10

control over the service sector in such a centrist country like Chile certainly enhances our
understanding of social sector reform.
INTERCULTURAL HEALTH PROGRAMS IN CHILE
Chile has used the principle of the Alma Ata Declaration to solve problems of
health service caused by neoliberal economic policy and political repression during
Pinochet regime. Chile has followed neoliberal economic policies since the Pinochet
regime and the basic principles of neoliberal economic policy have not been altered by
civilian governments. The health sector reflects this continuity of economic policy.
Despite the fact that the Chilean health expenditure has increased moderately from 2.15%
of GNP in 1991 to 2.50 % in 1997 (PAHO 1999), it has not recovered the level of health
expenditure of 1984, which was 2.9% of GNP (Titelman 2001).
However, the central problems of the Chilean health system are the inequalities
and inefficiencies within these data. After the introduction of a private health insurance
system via the Health Institutes (Instituciones de Salud Previsional: ISAPREs), 11
percent of the beneficiaries moved to the new ISAPREs system taking with them 48% of
the yield from health contributions (Titelman 2001). Regardless of the quality of the
reform, this effect evidently constituted a regressive form of “targeting” because health
care was being financed by a payroll tax. And it helped to deepen the crisis in the public
health system due to transfer of funds from the public system to the private one. Most
people in the four lower quintiles are covered by the public health system, and only in the
richest quintile does ISAPREs cover a higher proportion of people than the National
Health Fund (Fondo Nacional de Salud: FONASA) (PAHO 1999; Ffrench-Davis 2002).
According to FONASA (2004), as of 2003, 68.3% of total population is covered by
FONASA and only 17.6% is covered by ISAPREs.
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The inequalities and inefficiencies become even more remarkable when we look
at the health situation of indigenous peoples. Many available but incomplete
epidemiological data show that municipalities with the largest concentrations of
indigenous populations have more serious health indicators than the rest of the country
(PAHO 1999). For example, the infant mortality rate in the period 1988-1992 shows that
among the Aymara the rate was 40 per 1,000 live births; among the Atacameños, 57;
among the Rapa Nui, 32; among the Mapuche, 34, while the average infant mortality rate
in Chile is 11.1. Health conditions among the indigenous population appear to have
worsened even more in urban areas than in rural ones (PAHO 1999). 4
Besides the economic limitations on the public health sector due to partial
privatization and the unequal health situation for indigenous peoples, the Chilean civilian
government had other reasons to introduce policy measures to tackle health problems of
indigenous peoples. One was the need to show that civilian government was better than
the Pinochet military regime. Additionally, they felt the need to invite more participation
from society and broaden social control over public health. The political pressure from
indigenous communities to open space in health sector grew rapidly.
To address both inequality in health and demands from the society to democratize
the sector, the Chilean health reform has explicitly emphasized social participation in
ministerial policies. First of all, Chile Decree N 1/3063, ratified in 1980, transferred the
responsibility of the administration of primary care facilities to the municipal level. By
1988, most of the establishments of primary health care in Chile came under the control
of municipal government. Municipalization of the primary care in Chile is an attempt to

4

From the national census of 2002, the main indigenous ethnic groups in Chile are listed as the Mapuche,
Aymara, Rapa Nui or Pascuense, Atacameño, Quechua, Colla, Kawashkar or Alacaluf, and Yámana or
Yagán. Mapuche is the largest ethnic group in Chile, which represents 87% of the indigenous population.
The second largest group is Aymara (7%) followed by Atacameño (3%). Quechua, Rapanui, Colla,
Alacalufe, and Yámara correspond to 0.9%, 0.7%, 0.5%, 0.4%, and 0.2% respectively (INE 2005).
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decentralize the administration as well as to improve the accessibility of the service,
tailoring it to the need of each community (PAHO 1998). Regional Offices of the Health
Ministry were established throughout the country, with oversight for particular programs
and secondary and tertiary levels of care. However, control of the Regional Offices and
their budgets remained firmly under MINSAL in Santiago.
Social participation and control are expressed operationally in 283 Development
Councils, in both hospitals and outpatient health centers and groups of municipalities.
These Councils, which had increased to 340 by 1999, include representatives from both
inside and outside of the facilities to evaluate how the facility is progressing, recommend
priorities, and obtain contributions of additional resources. However, “the councils do not
have their own resources and are not formal legal entities, although they were taken into
account in the amendments being studied with the introduction of D.S.42/86 on the
Organic Regulations on the Health Services” (PAHO 1999: 16).
Furthermore, to promote better health service for the indigenous peoples, the
Chilean health system introduced the Bilingual Information Services to serve the
Mapuche population in the IX Region and the Patient Care Services designed to greet and
accompany patients and their families from admission to discharge at the hospital. From
the perspective of the state, a bilingual office within hospitals, hiring indigenous health
workers and allowing some input from indigenous communities in hospital
administration was expected to improve the accessibility of the service and reduce the
inequality between indigenous population and non-indigenous population. This becomes
the key aspect of the intercultural health program and remains the key target for such
multicultural social policy. The focus of the state on multicultural social policy remains
the expansion of social rights of indigenous population rather than the promotion of their
cultural rights.
13

The urgent need for transformation of the health sector to make it more effective
and accessible and the strong political demand for democratization of the social sector
incorporating needs from historically marginalized populations gave birth to different
social policy programs under neoliberalism. The intercultural health program is one of
these social policy programs targeting indigenous population in Chile. The intercultural
health program in Chile represents a clear case of multicultural social policy. It emerged
as a social policy to answer strong demands from indigenous communities to promote
their cultural rights as well as their social rights.
In 1989, when Mapuche indigenous communities, the largest indigenous
population in Chile, agreed to support the future president from the Concertación, the
center-left coalition which consisted of 17 political parties in 1989, in Nueva Imperial –
one of my field sites in the southern part of Chile, one of the demands from Mapuche
communities was to promote intercultural health by incorporating their medical
knowledge into the Chilean medical system. It represented the restoration of their culture
as well as an improvement in the health situation among Mapuche communities (Cañulef
and Díaz 2000; Ibaxache 1997). The Chilean civilian government was quick to act upon
this demand. It created the Health Program with Mapuche People (Programa de Salud
con Mapuche: PROMAP) in IX region, which has the highest indigenous population, in
1992 and soon launched the national Health Program of Indigenous Peoples (Programa
de Salud de Pueblos Indígena) within MINSAL in 1997.
These programs seek to recognize indigenous people’s need in the health sector,
redefining the state as democratic, humanitarian and pro-cultural rights. At the same time,
by building bilingual offices in the public clinics and hospitals and hiring bilingual
workers, the state seeks to increase the accessibility of health service for indigenous
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populations who show the worst health indicator among various population groups. 5
Rather than expanding the public health system, which is already stretched due to budget
constrains, the state attempts to utilize local knowledge and local health professionals to
reach out to indigenous populations. Thus the intercultural health programs in Chile
emerged as a solution to chronic problems of Chilean health care system dealing with the
long marginalized indigenous population as well as the urgent need for expanding
citizenship to indigenous peoples to democratize/legitimize the state.
However, the state and indigenous communities, two major actors in the policy,
differ greatly in their interpretation the program. For the state, the intercultural health
program is an attempt to reduce state intervention and to increase participation from civil
society in the face of deteriorating health within indigenous population (MINSAL 1999;
PAHO 2003). For indigenous communities, the intercultural health program is an
opportunity to finally enhance a long awaited political goal: expanding multicultural
citizenship (MINSAL 1999).
The state and indigenous communities agree on an abstract level of understanding
interculturalism in health. They understand interculturalism as a dynamic cultural
process, where reciprocity, good will, acknowledgement, validation, understanding,
interaction, participation, equality, respect and solidarity among cultures are established
(SSAS 2000). However, they have quite different perspectives on the concrete goals of
the intercultural program as well as on how to implement the program. The state mainly
aims at the improvement of the health situation of the indigenous population and the
legitimization to prove its democratic nature, home and abroad, while, besides the

5

There is a high concentration of indigenous groups in 39 of the municipalities and a significant presence
in 26. Standard-of-living indicators are lower in the municipalities with higher concentration of indigenous
population than in other parts of the country, and an association between poor areas and indigenous areas is
high. Infant mortality rates for the Atacameño are up to 40 deaths per 1000 live births higher than the
national average, and life expectancy for the Aymara is up to 10 years less (PAHO 2005).
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improvement of the health service, the indigenous people pursue empowerment and
active participation in the political process of the program implementation in order to
achieve political recognition of their multicultural citizenship rights.
Therefore, the state expects the intercultural program to assist the existing health
system by hiring special bilingual assistants for indigenous people and opening a “help
desk” for indigenous people (SSAS 2000). The indigenous people, in contrast, see the
intercultural program as an opportunity to have their own culture recognized and to
change the dominant discourse in the Chilean society (Cañulef and Díaz 2000). Building
a clinic within the hospital that specializes in their medicine and hiring a machi, 6 a
Mapuche spiritual leader or shaman who practices Mapuche traditional medicine, gives
them an opportunity to transform an intercultural hospital into a focal point to mobilize
Mapuche movements toward autonomy.
Despite these differences, the state and indigenous communities have come to
conclude that the participation from indigenous communities is crucial to implement
intercultural health programs. Again the meaning of participation for each party is
different. On the one hand, for the state, community participation is not only for
intercultural health program but for general reform on health sector. Individual
responsibility becomes a crucial element of the primary care (Paley 2001) and partial
privatization of health insurance has been maintained since 1989. In these efforts, the
state emphasizes the responsibility of communities to take care of their own health issues
with reduced intervention from the state. On the other hand, indigenous communities
cautiously seek changes in community participation to transform it into democratic

6

Machi is considered as the intermediary between Mapuche world and the spiritual world by Mapuche
communities. Since Mapuche culture embraces holistic approach to health and illness, the spiritual power
of Machi is directly related to her/his ability to diagnose and cure illness (Bacigalupo 2001; Citarella 2000)
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governance for indigenous communities i.e. autonomy, especially in the local level
(Mariman 1990).
Indigenous peoples’ interests are not limited to the expansion of social rights
through social sector reform. Moreover, indigenous peoples interpret the intercultural
health program as a part of their project to transform the Chilean society as well as their
own communities into a new form of multicultural society. This does not mean that
indigenous peoples do not care about the expansion of social rights. It means that
indigenous peoples demand more than mere reform on social sector and, more
importantly, it shows the complexity of multicultural social policy. To understand the
complexity of such policies and why indigenous people demand fundamental
transformation of the relationship between the state and indigenous peoples, it is
important to understand the historical relation between the Chilean state and indigenous
peoples, especially Mapuche people. The following section elucidates the demands from
indigenous peoples, especially Mapuche demands, regarding intercultural health
programs in the context of an historical overview of the relations between the state and
Mapuche population.
Indigenous Communities in Chile: Struggle for Multicultural Cultural Citizenship
Even though about 4.6% of Chilean population is indigenous, 7 Chile has ignored
its ethnic and cultural diversity throughout its history. Chile’s ruling class has been able
to establish and internalize in Chilean society the idea that Chile is a racially homogenous
society, basically of European origin. This idea that has been promoted through education

7

According to 2002 census, total indigenous population is 692,192, which is 4.6% of total population.
However, in 1992 census, the first Chilean census incorporated questions of ethnicity, showed that total
indigenous population is 928,060 and 7% of total population. The drastic decline of indigenous population
in census between 1992 and 2002 provoked criticism from indigenous communities and some argue that it
is bureaucratic genocide (Bussani 2003).
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and the literature and successfully created the dominant discourse of the Chileans as
being the “English of South America” (Aylwin 1998: 1). Within this dominant discourse
of Chilean cultural identity, indigenous populations - especially the Mapuche - were seen
by many “as remaining pockets of the Araucanian Indians, living in small areas of lands
which were left to them after their territory was occupied by the army at the end of the
last century” (Aylwin 1998: 1) and as people who need to be modernized, civilized and
eventually Chileanized in order to become “real citizens”.
However, the history of the Mapuche in Chile is very different from the claims of
the dominate discourse. When the Spanish invaded Chile, from the northern extremity to
Tierra del Fuego, there were more than one million indigenous population in Chile. The
Spanish attempted to take control the land and the indigenous peoples by defining them
as people “sin Rey, sin fe, sin ley (without king, without faith and without law) (Boccara
1999: 427). However, the Spanish failed to colonize the Mapuche territory because of
strong resistance from Mapuche people, which lasted for almost three centuries. The
Mapuche were the only indigenous people in Latin America never conquered either by
the Spanish or by the Portuguese (Aylwin 1998; Boccara 1999; Rodríguez 2000;
Richards 2004). Due to the failure to control Mapuche territory, the Spanish negotiated
with Mapuche people and established a series of pacts that ensured the coexistence of
Mapuche people and Spaniards in Chilean territory. The pacts between the Spanish and
Mapuche people not only enabled Mapuche people to live independently in their
territory, which is south of the Bio-Bio river, but also enabled Spaniards to develop
commercial relations with Mapuche and to maintain their colony in the rest of the
Chilean territory. The situation did not change drastically with independence. The
Mapuche population maintained its autonomy within its territory (Rodríguez 2000).
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Contrary to the dominant discourse, Mapuche people have not been an
“uncivilized” and “barbarian” population who has an inferior cultural background to the
Spanish and the Criollos, who are believed to be the founders of the Chilean nation state.
Rather, they have been the owners of their own civilization and have vigorously protected
their own territory and autonomy against the Spanish invasion.

Maintaining their

autonomy, they developed crucial commercial relationships with Spaniards, which were
beneficial for both Mapuche people and Spaniards (Boccara 1999; Rodríguez 2000).
More importantly, the flow of labor from the Mapuche territory to Spanish colony and
the imposition of the “encomienda” system on those Mapuche living in Chile’s central
valley until the end of the colonial period resulted in ethnic blending between the Spanish
and the Mapuche populations, which gave birth to a new cultural identity of Chile
influenced by that of their indigenous ancestors and by the Spanish (Aylwin 1998).
The dominant discourse on Mapuche people and Chilean cultural identity was
constructed during the latter part of the 19th Century by the state in an attempt to build a
strong nation state (Millaman 2000). In 1866, after a series of debates in Santiago
regarding the Mapuche population in the southern part of Chile, the Parliament passed a
law declaring the lands south of the Bio Bio River to be “fiscal” or private. This enabled
authorities to assign these lands to individuals for their colonization. The state also
created a commission in order to “help” the indigenous peoples to inhabit the lands over
which they were able to prove their property rights. Parallel to this, the Chilean army,
with the support of the government, occupied the Mapuche territory. Although the
Mapuche resisted this occupation, the so-called “Pacification of the Araucania” ended up
succeeding in subjugating Mapuche population, imposing Chilean laws and authorities
over their ancestral lands by 1881. The so-called “pacification” of the Mapuche territory
by Chilean state was done in the name of building a strong nation state and it was
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claimed to be the only way to achieve economic development (Aylwin 1998; Rodríguez
2000). Immediately after this occupation, the Mapuche were forced to settle in lands
granted by the state through communal titles extended to their lonkos 8 and family
members. The 3,000 “reducciones” included 510,000 hectares of land, which represented
only 6.39% of their ancestral territory south of the Bio Bio River. These titles were called
“reducciones” due to the reduction imposed by the state on the indigenous traditional
lands (Aylwin 1998).
Through this process, the Mapuche population began to be portrayed as “lazy” or
“ignorant” and became a symbol of “backwardness”, because they did not follow the
capitalist system. Mapuche people neither used the monetary system nor the concept of
private property, which are the two bases for capitalism. The state was diligent in
attempting to co-opt the Mapuche territory and culture into the capitalist system by using
the above mentioned cultural discourses and the only way for the Mapuche population to
be legitimate citizens of Chilean nation was to be assimilated into the mainstream
Chilean society as poor peasants (Aylwin 1998; Millaman 2000; Rodríguez 2000).
The relatively late invasion of indigenous communities by the state in comparison
to the other cases in Latin America shaped rather strongly antagonistic relations between
the state and Mapuche population, at least in the discursive level. Many Mapuche
organizations often openly express their distrust and resistance to the incorporation into
the Chilean nation state. Also, it is quite common to see a Mapuche call a non-Mapuche
a “Chilean” marking the line between the Chilean and the Mapuche. The same thing
happens with non-Mapuche when they are asked if they are Mapuche. This sharp
linguistic distinction between “being Chilean” vs. “being indigenous or Mapuche”
illustrates challenges of how culturally and historically such different actors come to
8

Lonko means “head” in Mapudungun, Mapuche language. Lonko is a traditional Mapuche leader
predominantly elderly male.
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consensus or react to a policy which aims at expansion of cultural diversity and equality
among social groups.
The imposition of the capitalist system by the state affected the Mapuche
population in many ways. Military occupation in their territory and the reduction of their
land necessarily resulted in massive migration of the Mapuche population from rural to
urban areas, reducing their ability to maintain their traditional lifestyle and their quality
of life. For example, only ten percent of Mapuche houses have electricity and 20 percent
of them have no radio or electronic equipment at all. The education level is also relatively
low. The number of heads of households with less than four years of schooling in 1998
was 79.2 percent of the total Mapuche population (Aylwin 1998). The urban Mapuche
population is also the poorest, living in shanty towns on the margin of cities such as
Santiago, unemployed or under-employed in activities which offer minimum wages and
lack employment stability as well as social security services. There is a huge gap between
the health situation of indigenous people and that of the non-indigenous population. For
example, the infant mortality rates of Chile is within range of a developed country while,
in the area where the indigenous population lives, the infant mortality is double that of
Chile as a whole. The same thing appears for other diseases such as tuberculosis,
bronchopneumonia, hepatitis, etc. (Ibaxache 1997).
The military dictatorship ignored the cultural diversity of Chilean society (Aylwin
1998; Bengoa 1999). The military coup reversed the Agrarian Reform implemented
during the Allende regime which enabled Mapuche people to substantially recover their
land. Between 1971 and 1972, 69,436 hectares were recovered, which benefited 201
communities, and in 1971 alone, 1278 land occupations were carried out (Saavedra
2002). However, with the military coup, 28.63% of the lands that had been recovered by
Mapuche people between 1964 and 1973 were returned to their former owners; 33.08%
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were given to local peasants; 6.94% were transferred to institutions; and 31.62% were
publicly sold (Bengoa 1983). In addition to the usurpation of the Mapuche’s territory, the
military regime perceived any recognition of indigenous rights as a threat to national
sovereignty, since they believed that the Chilean nation should be homogeneous without
any special treatment for culturally different “minority” groups. The Chilean Constitution
was written based upon the assumption of “homogenous” and “Western” national identity
(Castro Lucic 2005).
Despite the brutal state policy of assimilation and acculturation and the
deteriorating economic situation, the Mapuche people continued their resistance. They
developed a new strategy to resist the ethnocentric state and to preserve their own cultural
identity: mobilizing Mapuche movements and actively participating in Chilean
democratization process (Bengoa 1999; Millaman 2000). Due to their active participation
in the process, many of their demands became a part of the agreement between the
Concertación and indigenous peoples, the Nueva Imperial Accord. According to the
Nueva Imperial Accord, the Concertación promised to constitutionally recognize
indigenous peoples, to establish a special commission to draft an indigenous law, and the
formation of a governmental agency for indigenous affairs (Richards 2004).

Also

interculturalism became a part of the proposal that indigenous organizations and the
democratic government drafted together. It has been mainly discussed in social policy
areas such as education and health as a part of a solution for unequal social service
delivery as well as a part of an expansion of cultural rights and multiculturalism in the
society. Because of its origin as a part of the Nueva Imperial Accord, for indigenous
peoples, interculturalism represents a highly political demand and a channel to their
empowerment rather than a mere administrative reform for troubled social services.
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The political meaning of interculturalism has strengthened in recent years. It is
because the failure of the state to keep its promises in 1989 generated great frustration
among Mapuche population. Seventeen years have passed without the constitutional
reform to recognize the indigenous peoples and their rights 9 and the ratification of ILO
Convention 169. Every demand and agreement which was not fulfilled by the state
became a symbol of the betrayal of the state as well as a goal for Mapuche struggle.
Intercultural health and education certainly belong to the list of “unfulfilled” promises by
the state. In addition, the neoliberal economic policy which has remained the principal
economic policy of the civilian governments after Pinochet seriously threatens the fragile
economic situation of indigenous peoples, and especially Mapuche people. In the late
1990s, Mapuche communities realized that neoliberal economic policy posited a new
threat to the small pieces of land that Mapuche communities still maintained due to the
growing presence of the forestry companies in their territory (Rodríguez 2000).
In 1990s, the struggle of Mapuche people intensified. The demands for cultural
and land rights emerged in 1980s and expanded in 1990s with the consolidation of
indigenous movements. Also the movement became more visible in the late 1990s due to

9

In January 10, 2006, the Chilean congress passed unanimously the constitutional reform to “recognize
indigenous peoples and their rights” but it has not been passed yet in the senate, where previous efforts to
recognize indigenous rights as well as to ratify ILO 169 were blocked by the opposition. However, the
whole process was incredibly appalling considering the fact that the so-called constitutional reform to
recognize indigenous people ended up reinforcing the “homogenous” national identity with the insertion of
a subsection under the Article 1, which declares “La Nación chilena es una e indivisible (The Chilean
Nation is one and indivisible)”. The appendix to the fifth subsection of the Article 1, which actually could
have recognized indigenous peoples and their rights - “Especialmente, la ley garantizará el derecho a
conservar, desarrollar y fortalecer la identidad, idiomas, instituciones y tradiciones espirituales, sociales y
culturales de los pueblos indígenas que forman parte de la Nación chilena (Especially, the law guarantees
the right to preserve, develop and fortify identity, languages, institutions and spiritual, social, and cultural
traditions of indigenous peoples, who are a part of the Chilean Nation)”- were rejected in the congress
(Gómez 2006; Mapuexpress 2006; Observatorio de Derecho de Pueblos Indígenas 2006). In sum, the
rushed attempt by the Concertación to push the constitutional reform as an electoral effort to show their
sensitivity toward indigenous peoples ended up strengthening the conservative perspectives on the Chilean
national identity and alerting indigenous peoples the bitter reality of Chilean society (Gómez 2006;
Devalpo 2006).
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growing discontent in Mapuche communities. With the occupation of the land in Lumaco
against the forestry companies in 1997, Chilean society, especially the media, started to
pay attention to the indigenous issues. The conflicts between the forestry companies and
the Mapuche organizations intensified in 1998 and 1999. In an interview with the
Austral, a local news paper of Temuco, in 1998, Galvarino Reiman Huilcaman, one of
Mapuche leaders in Lumaco argued that the conflicts between Mapuche and the Chilean
state have not disappeared after the land occupation in 1997 but rather consolidated the
mobilization of the grassroots. He warned of more possible confrontations both with the
Chilean state and with the forestry companies (Austral June 7, 1998). While Mapuche
organizations demanded land rights and cultural rights in Chile, some Mapuche
organizations began to appeal to international organizations such as the Inter-American
Human Rights Court (Corte Interamericana de Derechos Humanos). In 1998, el Consejo
Toda la Tierra, one of the Mapuche organizations that strongly advocate the recuperation
of land, formally denounced the Chilean state to the Inter-American Human Rights Court
saying that only in 1992 the Chilean state had convicted 144 Mapuches for land
occupation and the unlawful association (Austral January 26, 1998).
With the growing mobilization and struggle of Mapuche people against forestry
companies, the media finally commenced covering the long history of discrimination
against the Mapuche and their socially marginalized situation in education, labor and
health (Austral February 1, 1998; Austral June 19, 1998; Austral July 12, 1998). But, at
the same time, the media began to warn of the emergence of “radical” and “extremist”
Mapuche organizations, which could be very violent and threatening to the stability of the
society. According to the media, Mapuche issues are issues of national security as well as
social justice. Responding to the growing social pressure from Mapuche communities as
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well as non-Mapuche media, the Chilean civilian government had to pay attention to its
long forgotten promises to Mapuche people: the recuperation of land and culture.
President Frei’s visit to IX Region in July of 1998 shows how much the Chilean
state took the Mapuche mobilization seriously. During the visit to the cultural center to
meet with the Unión de Comunidades Autónomas de Nahuelbuta (the Union of the
Autonomous Communities of Nahuelbuta), President Frei promised that his government
would respond to the demands from the communities: land and education (Austral July
17, 1998). Also the Human Rights Commission and the Natural Resources Commission
of the Congress visited the IX Region to examine the situation and concluded that the
poverty of Mapuche was the problem for the Chilean State (Austral June 7, 1998).
However they changed their travel plans at the last moment, canceling the visit to the
communities in conflict. The cancellation of the visit was severely criticized by Fernando
Pérez, a representative of the Communities in Pangueco de Galverino. He said,
This reflects that the authorities are ignorant of where the latent conflict is. We
wanted to take them to the place where the usurpers threaten us, the place where
the violation of Mapuche rights exists. But they did not want to go. It shows us
that there is just manipulation. They (the members of the Human Rights
Commission and the Natural Resources Commission of the Congress) just doing
their political stuff. (Austral June 7, 1998)
President Frei’s and the congressmen’s visits to the IX region in 1998 show us
two faces of the state regarding Mapuche issues. First, the state sees the social problems
of Mapuche people as problems rooted in poverty and, especially, in lack of opportunity
to education. However it also shows that the state is reluctant to be involved in the
conflict about land rights. The state provides resources for the Mapuche communities as
long as they do not get involved in the issues that are directly related to the conflicts
between the forestry companies and Mapuche communities (i.e. the issues which would
not threaten the economic policy of the state).
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The visit of the president and congressmen to Mapuche communities did not solve
the conflicts. In January of 1999, 70 Mapuches attacked Mininco, another forestal
company in the Mapuche territory, in Traiguen. Six Mapuche men and one Mapuche
woman were arrested; eight policemen and six Mapuche were injured. One Mapuche was
hospitalized in the hospital of Traiguen (Austral March 6, 1999). Later six Mapuche
leaders of the area were indicted by the Ministry of the Interior. On the other hand, at the
Ralco, the Mapuche communities received national-wide attention on their struggle to
protect their land and to stop the construction of a dam in the area.
Meanwhile, Mapuche advisers for the National Corporation for Indigenous
Development (Coraporación Nacional de Desarrollo Indígena: CONADI), the leaders of
the Consejo de Todas Las Tierras, Ad Mapu and other organizations got together in
February of 1999, right before the conflict in the Traiguén, and claimed that CONADI,
which was created by the Aylwin regime as a fruit of the Nueva Imperial Accord of 1989,
had lost its legitimacy because it could not resist the dismissal of Domingo Namuncura,
the ex-director of CONADI, who was believed to truly work for Mapuche communities
(Austral February 1, 1999).
Facing growing grievances and several conflicts between Mapuche communities
and the forestry companies in the IX region, Roberto Muñoz, the senator of the region
from Party for Democracy (Partido Por la Democracia: PPD), warned the authorities that
the Mapuche people were preparing for an uprising like Chiapas. He called upon the
central government to invest more resources to the local CONADI. He said that, even
though farmers wanted to sell their land to CONADI in order to allow CONADI to
distribute the land to the local Mapuche communities, CONADI did not have resources to
buy those lands (Austral Mach 4, 1999).
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The emergence of multicultural social policy, specifically intercultural health
programs in Chile coincides with the outburst of Mapuche activism against the state and
the forestry companies. The three cases in this research also emerged between the late
1990s and the early 2000s: Makewe Hospital in 1997, Nueva Imperial Hospital in 1999,
and Nueva Extremadura Clinic in 2000, all owe their origin to the growing Mapuche
demands for their cultural rights. For the state, the growing mobilization of Mapuche
communities represents “radicalization” of the Mapuche, which possibly threatens the
national security of Chile while, for Mapuche communities, it symbolizes their efforts to
recover their land as well as their culture. Interculturalism perfectly fits into their political
agenda to obtain political recognition. Multicultural social policy, including intercultural
health programs, thus becomes the method by which Mapuche communities attempt to
recuperate political power in addition to the improvements in the quality of social
services.
The different interpretation of intercultural health programs from the state and
Mapuche communities derives from their different goals for the programs. There are
multiple goals in intercultural health programs yet none of them are exclusive. Each actor
has his specific political as well as economic agenda to achieve through these programs
yet each actor needs to negotiate or vie with each other due to the participatory aspects of
the programs. Intercultural health programs in Chile show us how these different actors
interact with each other. And these interactions ultimately shape the nature as well as the
outcomes of such programs.
METHODOLOGY
Multicultural social policy, especially intercultural health programs in Chile,
comprises multiple goals and actors and is affected by the geographical context to which
it is applied, particularly the difference between rural and urban locations . The
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complexity of these issues requires the use of case studies that provide sharp contrasts in
context and the use of both quantitative and qualitative research methods. Quantitative
and qualitative methods were used to tackle specific tasks of this research as well as to
minimize methodological shortcomings of using exclusively either qualitative or
quantitative method.
Location and Choice of Cases
This dissertation is a comparative study of intercultural programs in Chile through
two intercultural hospitals and a clinic in Chile: Makewe Hospital and Nueva Imperial
Hospital in IX Region and Nueva Extremadura Clinic of Santiago in the municipality of
la Pintana in Santiago.
IX Region and Santiago are the sites of the research. IX Region provides a strong
site for this research because the region has the poorest health situation in Chile and
largest Mapuche population. IX Region has total a population of 867,873. Among them,
203,950 are indigenous – mostly Mapuche, which is 23.5% of the total population of the
region. Nationally, the IX Region has the highest percentage of the Mapuche population.
Not only does the region have a demographic concentration of indigenous population, the
indigenous population became poorer compared to non-Mapuche population (INE 2005).
Of the total population of the municipality of Padre Las Casas municipality, where
Makewe Hospital is located, 40.8% is indigenous while 53.4% of the total population of
the municipality of Nueva Imperial, where Nueva Imperial Hospital is located, is
indigenous (INE 2005). Interestingly enough, the concentration of the indigenous
population seem to be correlated to higher level of poverty. Both the municipality of
Padres las Casas and the municipality of Nueva Imperial turned out to be one of 10
poorest municipalities in Chile, where 46.9% (Padres las Casas) and 46.4% (Nueva
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Imperial) of total population lives under poverty (MIDEPLAN 1999). 10 In addition to
the problems with poverty, IX Region experienced serious crisis with public health
system in late 1990s. As a result, Chilean authorities felt an urgent need to implement a
“new” remedy to improve health in the region, especially targeting historically
marginalized population. It is obvious why the first intercultural health program emerged
in IX Region as an attempt to reform the public health system.
The Metropolitan Region of Santiago is also important due to its large indigenous
population. Contrary to public perception that Mapuche people would mostly live in
remote rural area in the southern states, out of total population of the Metropolitan
Region of Santiago (5,982,938), 191,454 are indigenous and indigenous population
constitute 3.2% of the overall population of the region. More importantly, the region has
27.7% of the total indigenous population (INE 2005). 11 Thus roughly one out of three
Mapuche people lives in the Metropolitan Region considering the fact that 87% of the
indigenous population is Mapuche. The municipality of La Pintana, where Nueva
Extremadura Clinic is located, is one of the municipalities in the Metropolitan Area of
Santiago which have high indigenous population. The municipality of La Pintana has
6.2% of total population identified themselves as indigenous (INE 2005). As the
municipalities of Padre las Casas and of Nueva Imperial, the municipality of la Pintana is
one of the poorest municipalities of the region.
In addition to the demographic importance of the area, I chose the municipality of
La Pintana of the Metropolitan Region of Santiago as my third field site because of the
10

The 15 poorest municipalities in Chile are Mulchén, Angol, Carahue, Gorbea, Constitución, Coihueco,
Curanilahue, Padre Las Casas, Nueva Imperial, Traiguén, Coronel, Lebu, Collipulli, Nacimiento, Cañete
(MIDEPLAN 1999).
11 The total population of indigenous people in the Metropolitan Region of Santiago decreased drastically
from the National Census in 1992. According to the results from the Census 1992, the total indigenous
population in the region was 409,079 and 10.6% of overall population was indigenous (Instituto de
Estudios Indígenas 1998). Overall population of the Metropolitan Region increased from 3,848,121 to
5,982,938 yet the indigenous population decreased from 409,079 to 191,454.
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high urbanization rate in Chile. According to the 2002 census, 86.6% of the total Chilean
population lives in an urban area, while 64.8% of indigenous population lives in an urban
area. More importantly, the same census shows that the pattern of internal migration for
indigenous population is from VIII Region and IX Region to the Metropolitan Region of
Santiago (INE 2005). Therefore without understanding the situation faced by indigenous
people in urban areas, it would be impossible to show a general picture of multicultural
social policy.
The first case is Makewe Hospital which is supported by strong community
participation and minimal intervention from the state. Looking at the procedure of the
formation of the program and the development of specific relation between Mapuche
community and the state, this case enables us to understand the dynamics of multicultural
social policy when indigenous communities succeeded in mobilizing strong participation
from the grassroots. Exploring this case also elucidates how effective the initiatives from
grassroots levels are to participate in social service provision and how the state reacted to
it in the face of these initiatives, and what made this program successful and in what
sense it is replicable or not.
The second case is Nueva Imperial Hospital. Despite the fact that this hospital
shares cultural and ethnic conditions with Makewe Hospital, it differs from hospital
Makewe due to the strong state initiatives in the intercultural program. This case
elucidates how the state and indigenous communities interact in the presence of strong
state intervention and how these interactions influence the outcomes of the program.
Especially, the comparison and contrast between this case and Makewe Hospital allows
us to realize the importance of actors and their interactions in understanding multicultural
social policy.
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The third case is Nueva Extremadura Clinic of Santiago, in the municipality of La
Pintana in Santiago. The municipality of La Pintana emerged as a product of the
eradication of the poor forced by military dictatorship from sectors that had become a hot
spot for development in the city of Santiago (El Arrayan, Las Condes Alto, Vitacura alto,
etc.). Those who lived there and could not afford to buy new luxurious real estates were
relocated, mostly to the south part of the Metropolitan Region (Valdes 1996).
Interestingly enough, the municipality of La Pintana is not only characterized by its poor
population but also by the high concentration of Mapuche population. In some blocks
89.14% of the total population identified themselves as Mapuche in the Census of 1992,
the first national census in Chile which included the category of indigenous people.
Therefore, La Pintana has a strong urban character as a barrio with the additional
characteristic as a community based upon an indigenous population (Instituto de Estudios
Indígenas 1998).
The Nueva Extremadura Clinic has a relatively similar background to that of
Makewe Hospital in terms of relative absence of the state at the beginning of the
program. The clinic started an intercultural program as a part of an academic project
funded by the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). The program was
coordinated by scholars of the School of Nursing at the Pontificia Catholic University of
Chile and the project was funded for only one year. However, the municipal government
decided to keep the program going without support from either central government or
active community participation by using some of the municipal health budget. In this
case, neither community nor the state was the main actor of the program. It is the third
sector. i.e. an NGO – the DECIDE project team at the Pontifical Catholic University of
Chile. Therefore, this case offers a rich field to understand; 1) the outcome of community
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participation that is driven by a NGO; and 2) the relationships between state, NGO and
community in social policy implementation.
Choice of Indicators for the Success of Intercultural Health Programs
The three case study chapters analyze the process of program formation focusing
on the actors and their interactions. How the “main” actors shape the relationship among
actors and ultimately the nature of the program is discussed in each chapter. After
looking at the process of program formation, I evaluate each program in terms of 1)
sustainability, 2) satisfaction level, 3) mobilization of the grassroots and 4) cultural
diversity. Improvements in sustainability and satisfaction levels are closely related to the
goals of social policy reform. I chose these two categories based on the Methodology for
Monitoring and Evaluation of Health Sector Reform in Latin America and the Caribbean
published by PAHO/WHO in 1998 as an effort to provide guidelines to their workers and
partner countries. Equity, efficiency, sustainability, quality and social participation are
the five categories that PAHO and WHO suggested in this work. Of the five categories, I
chose to use the sustainability and the satisfaction level (perceived quality) because of
particularities of intercultural health program. Unlike the other reform efforts on health
sectors, intercultural health programs specifically design to target indigenous peoples
who suffer discrimination in the health sector. Thus, the satisfaction level becomes a
core aspect of evaluating the program. Sustainability also is a crucial aspect of
intercultural health programs. They are often seen as a “special” program only for
indigenous people and have to face a lack of resources. The public health system as a
whole in Chile has dealt with financial difficulties in recent decades like many other
public health systems in the world. As a result, achieving sustainability became one of
important challenges for the public health sector. However, it is even a more difficult
challenge for intercultural health programs because public perception of the programs as
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well as lack of resources of the beneficiaries. Thus I decided to look at the level of
sustainability to evaluate these programs.
Selecting categories to evaluate the multicultural aspect of intercultural health
program turns out to be a much tougher task simply because there is no guideline or
manual for multiculturalism. It is a topic which is constantly debated and more
importantly evolves. However, Hale’s article, Rethinking Indigenous Politics in the Era
of the “Indio Permitido”, offers some insights to select the categories to explore cultural
aspects of intercultural health program. In this article, he criticized “neoliberal
multiculturalism” as being “far from opening spaces for generalized empowerment of
indigenous peoples…. (and) eliminating racial inequality” (Hale 2004:16). Instead, he
suggested that “generalized empowerment” and “racial equality” as categories to evaluate
multicultural policy. While these terms remain somewhat abstract, I do agree with his
arguments that multiculturalism needs to address these two issues. Thus, I include
mobilization of the grassroots and cultural diversity of the health service as categories to
examine the extension of cultural rights.
Methods
I conducted the fieldwork in Chile in summer 2001 and between January 2002
and August 2002.
First, I conducted semi-structured, open-ended interviews. These were conducted
with Mapuche patients, doctors, nurses, paramedics in three hospitals. Respondents were
selectively sampled based on their representativeness and willingness to participate.
Secondly, I did in-depth interviews with the main actors of each intercultural
health programs; health officials from national, regional and municipal governments with
which the three hospitals interact and negotiate, Mapuche leaders in Makewe, Nueva
Imperial and la Pintana, and NGO workers in Santiago. Ninety eight interviews, both in33

depth and semi-structured interviews, are my main method because I was interested in
how different actors interpret the meaning of intercultural health programs and how these
distinct interpretations interact in the policy formation and implantation process. Also
these interviews are crucial to evaluate each intercultural health programs in terms of
expanding cultural rights within the social service sector. The quality of service is a
subject which needs to be addressed using mixed methods.
In this research a quantitative survey elucidated a general level of satisfaction in
each program while interviews with patients and health workers revealed how patients
and health workers “feel”, “react to” and “understand” cultural differences, which greatly
influence the quality of health service especially in the primary care. Also interviews give
us more detailed information about community participation in the three cases. While any
historical documentation of participation from Mapuche communities in these three cases
is absent, memories and experiences of participants were the only source of recording any
participation efforts. More importantly, considering the fact that “participation” does not
only mean physical attendance in meetings, expanding the range of participation
including collective memories, knowledge, and discursive actions were an effort to
develop an elaborated analysis of “participation”.
Thirdly, I conducted observations in three hospitals and participant observations. I
observed the interaction between the health workers and patients in the lobby, in the
waiting area as well as in doctor’s offices with permission from doctors. While observing
the functions of each program as well as doctor/nurse-patient relation (especially
Mapuche patients), I checked time of waiting and recorded the administrative process to
get treatment as well as benefits from various health programs run by the Chilean public
health system. Regarding participant observation, I attended meetings, cultural
celebrations, and events held by these organizations and actors in Temuco, Nueva
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Imperial and Santiago. I participated in the seminars on intercultural health programs
both in Makewe and in Santiago and attended various community meetings and
governmental workshops in Nueva Imperial.
Fourthly, I collected documents from the organizations, PROMAP, MINSAL as
well as written state and media representations of Mapuche and intercultural health
programs. I conducted extensive archive analysis of newspapers to record the historical
process of the formation of these programs and to double check the information I
collected from interviews from different actors. The actors always tried to tell me the
story about each health programs. However, since each actor has different goals and often
has conflictive relation with the other actors, the story they told me was strongly based
upon “their” version of stories. More importantly, many had hard time to remember the
factual details of the programs. The detailed archive analysis of local news papers
enabled me to clarify facts as well as to understand better each story that I collected from
different actors. 12
Finally I conducted surveys both in Makewe and in Nueva Imperial. The surveys
were an effort to evaluate the intercultural health programs in more depth. Interviews I
conducted with patients provided me certain level of understanding about the
intercultural health programs in three hospitals. However, since most of interviews with
patients were conducted in the hospital, I had to consider the possible influence of power
relations between health workers and patients on the interviews. Just because patients are
physically within the hospital setting, even though their interview was confidential, there
is possibility that patients would more easily agree with the hospital rather than criticize
12

I do not believe that newspapers unbiased or less biased than actors. Each newspaper also has its clear
political agenda. Austral, a local newspaper of Temuco, is a sister company of el Mercurio, which has been
the most conservative newspaper in Chile. The overall bias of Austral is not less than any biases found in
my interviews. Therefore, my analysis of the newspaper articles regarding the intercultural health programs
was focused on finding factual information which interviewees could not remember clearly. Also using
various web-based newspapers in the area, I verified the information collected from Austral.
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the administration. Moreover, the emphasis on community participation in intercultural
health programs made it imperative to look at how the community in general, not only
patients or users of each program, perceived and participated in the program. One
hundred and three households from Makewe-Pelale area and 97 households from Nueva
Imperial municipality participated in the survey. All the households are Mapuche. I used
cluster sampling based on the map provided by CONADI.
The survey explored 1) demographic information of users of each institution; 2)
level of satisfaction expressed by residents of the area about regional and local medical
facilities; 3) level of knowledge about intercultural health programs in each institution
and; 4) level of participation in administrating the intercultural health programs in the
area. Due to time and resource constraints, a similar survey in the service area of Nueva
Extremadura Clinic of Santiago was not conducted. However, I was able to obtain the
results from a survey done by the School of Nursing at the Pontificia Catholic University
in the area with similar questionnaires regarding the level of satisfaction expressed by
users of the clinic. Ninety seven households participated in this survey.
The limitations of each method and the discussion on ethical aspects of this
research can be found in the appendix. The questionnaires and sampling technique of the
survey as well as the list of interviewees are also provided in the appendix.
THE STRUCTURE OF THE DISSERTATION
This dissertation consists of five chapters. Chapter 2 looks at the theoretical
discussion on multicultural social programs in Latin America. Due to the complexity of
multicultural social policy, I review various perspectives on multicultural social policy in
order to create a more comprehensive understanding of such a policy. The literature on
social policy reform is analyzed to explore multicultural social policy. The literature on
multiculturalism in Latin America is discussed in order to analyze the cultural aspects of
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multicultural social policy. After reviewing the literature, I argue that (in order to get the
whole picture) it is necessary to look at the interaction of the social and cultural aspects
of multicultural policies and delve into the actions of the state. I use a discussion of
Foucault’s notion of governmentality under liberalism to understand the particularity of
multicultural social policy and state action under neoliberalism. Also it provides clues as
to how to look beyond a structural analysis of state action, which has dominated
literatures on social policy reform and on multiculturalism in Latin America. However, I
argue that it is the interface perspective that actually connects the macro level analysis
with the micro level analysis introducing interactions among actors as a focus for the
study of state policies. The interface perspective is especially relevant to research on
multicultural social policy where various actors use distinct understandings of such
policy and constantly interact with each other in policy formation process. Looking at
actors’ interactions in the formation of multicultural social policy enables us to develop a
more elaborate understanding of such policies and their diverse outcomes.
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 look at each of the cases that attempted to achieve
“authentic” intercultural programs in their communities with constant interactions with
different levels of the state as well as with NGOs: Makewe Hospital, Nueva Imperial
Hospital and Nueva Extremadura Clinic. These three cases all aim at promoting
intercultural health in their hospital setting and target, primarily, the Mapuche population
within the service area. Also, these three cases face the difficulty in administrating
intercultural health due to the lack of legal support from existing health system where
non-Western medicine is not considered as legitimate medical knowledge. 13 Furthermore,
13

Under the current Health Code, Mapuche medicine is recognized neither as “legal” nor “legitimate”.
Until 2004, no alternative medicine was legally recognized by the Chilean Health Code as a legitimate
medical practice. However, in 2004, the Ministry of Health approved a decree to recognize and regulate
acupuncture, homeopathy, naturopathy, chiropractics and floral therapy. It did not include any sort of
indigenous medicine (El Decreto Supremo N.42 de 2004: el Reglamento para el Ejercicio de las Practicas
Medicas Alternativas).
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all three cases have to deal with health inequality between the Mapuche population and
the non-Mapuche population with limited financial support from the government. All
three are affected by the crisis of the public health system in Chile due to the
restructuring of the sector.
Despite the fact that all three hospitals share similar challenges and structural
conditions and aim at promoting intercultural health within their hospital setting, the
meaning of intercultural health varies from case to case depending on the interaction
among the actors. The three cases differ from one another in term of who has initiated the
program and who plays the most active role in the program. For example, Makewe
hospital began its intercultural health program with strong participation from
communities. Unlike Makewe hospital, Nueva Imperial Hospital launched the
intercultural program with strong initiatives from the state, especially the central
government. Finally, Nueva Extremadura Clinic of Santiago began its intercultural
program due to a research project of the Center for Intercultural Health at the School of
Nursing at the Catholic University. The project was initially funded by the Canadian
International Development Agency.
In chapter 6, I compare three programs in terms of what they achieve as a
multicultural social policy, which aims at expanding both social rights and cultural rights.
In addition to previously mentioned categories – sustainability, satisfaction level,
mobilization of the grassroots and cultural diversity, I add two more categories:
flexibility and accountability to explore the expansion of social rights and cultural rights.
Even though were not used to evaluate each program in the case study chapters, these two
categories were frequently mentioned and analyzed in the analysis. I believe the
incorporation of these two categories in the chapter 6 enriches comparative analysis of
three intercultural programs in Chile.
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Throughout this research, I argue that the different interactions among the actors
who participate in the program certainly shape the content as well as results of each
program. Actors participate in the process of multicultural social policy formation and
each represents certain aspects of multicultural social policy. Communities often
represent the goal of political recognition of cultural rights, while the state represent the
goal of political legitimation and improvement of health service, and NGOs attempt to
achieve goals of reduction of the state as well as increase of efficiency of health service
but not necessarily paying attention to any political dimension of intercultural health
programs. In my research I show that constant negotiation and struggle among these
actors ultimately shape the content of the policy and its outcomes. This means a
multicultural social policy can not be explained simply by political or economic factors:
neoliberalism or democratization. The analysis of multicultural social policy needs to
incorporate the analysis of interaction among actors in policy formation as well as
implementation; and the actor who takes initiative and control over the process has great
influence on the policy formation process.
In addition, my findings answer theoretical questions of how to understand the
state and its action under neoliberalism. The state and its action are not monolithic
because the state faces constantly changing interactions among actors in the local where
the state action is finally exercised and practiced. Despite the fact that structural
conditions that impose certain “homogenous” conditions to policy implementations, my
research shows that the interpretation process of the policy can have relative autonomy
from the structural conditions and produce mixed results from the state action.
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Chapter 2 Multicultural Social Policy: Theoretical Discussions
Existing literature regarding multicultural policy tends to focus on only one aspect
of the policy: the social policy reform or the enhancement of multiculturalism. While
each branch of literature offers some insight into understanding an aspect of the
multicultural social policy, they often fail to look at the complex nature of this new type
of social policy. Multicultural social policy is a hybrid of social policy reform and
multiculturalism. It represents both democratization and neoliberalism. It represents the
hegemonic model of political economy and, at the same time, counter hegemonic struggle
against the hegemonic model of political economy. Without understanding fully this
ironic cohabitation of social forces, and more important, the interactions of actors around
this cohabitation, one can not expect to develop serious solution to overcome limitations
of multicultural social policy. And this hybridity can not be explained from a perspective
which assumes that either social policy reform or multiculturalism is the dominant policy
goal.
Furthermore, I find the literature on multicultural social policy, focusing either on
social policy reform or on multiculturalism, is overly structuralist to analyze mixed
results from multicultural social programs, which share similar structural conditions. I do
not deny the importance of structural conditions/limits posed by current model of
political economy and it is certainly crucial to bear in mind the structural conditions and
limits of multicultural social policy. However, structural conditions are often not enough
to explain variance in multicultural social programs in the local context where
multicultural social policy became materialized. I argue that understanding these
variances in the local context and their possible causes sheds lights on ways to overcome
those structural limits.
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In this chapter, I look at the existing literature which examines the social policy
reform in terms of community participation since multicultural social policy, especially
intercultural health policy, is often seen as an attempt to renovate existing health policy
inviting participation from communities in order to make the system more accessible and
effective. And it represents the approach of the state to multicultural social policy, which
is based on neoliberal economic model. Then I discuss the literature on multiculturalism,
which represents the other goal of the multicultural social policy: enhancing multicultural
citizenship via democratization of the state. The literature on multiculturalism analyzes
multicultural social policy from the perspectives of indigenous communities, who find
the meaning of multicultural social policy in empowerment of indigenous peoples. After
reviewing these two branches of the existing literature, I argue that we need to combine
these two approaches to multicultural social policy, introducing an actor-oriented
approach to capture the dynamic and complex nature of the policy and to overcome
limitations of structuralist approach to the policy.
SOCIAL POLICY REFORM VIA COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Multicultural social policy is a new type of social policy which shares a basic
principle of the recent social policy reform: the inclusion of community participation into
social policy sector in order to boost the effectiveness as well as to reduce the cost. The
local knowledge from local communities has been praised as the most effective way to
correct problems caused by the big, ineffective, bureaucratic and top-down approach to
development, which has been dominant for last decades (Campbell and Jovchelovitch
2000).
In spite of the fact that community participation gained importance in social
policy, the effects of this new focus have not been studied in detail, especially in the
health care. However, it does not mean that there was no effort to evaluate the impact of
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community participation in the social policy reform. There have been several efforts to
look at the impact of community participation in health care and in education.
The Pan American Health organization has been active in those efforts. In
recognition of the need for more information about community participation, PAHO
undertook several initiatives including exploratory and qualitative evaluation of sixteen
communities in eight countries in 1983. This evaluation was followed by a review of
some 30 feasibility case studies and several sub-regional workshops in 1988 and 1989
(Badgley 1992). As the result, the Pan American Health Organization concluded that the
conceptions and definitions of participation embodied in national policies are not
implemented in actual practice. Health systems have often limited the scope of
community involvement and have failed to work effectively with community
organizations or to encourage their initiatives (Pan American Health Organization 1984).
However, at the same time, the Pan American Health Organization admits to the
shortcoming of this study saying that, despite the fact that the need for participatory
action research has been recognized, the documentation baseline is still largely
impressionistic and unrepresentative because most of the urban cases represent primarily
the experience of housing developments not primary health care, data on informants are
not given, and there is no mention of community participation in the formal evaluation of
activities or services (Badgley 1992). This study notes that the reports gave little detail on
the effects of community participation on broader objectives. Such impact is by nature
very difficult to define and the scarce data in these few studies hardly merit the statistical
connotations of correlations (PAHO 1990).
Angell, Lowden and Thorp (2001) examined the participation of poor
communities in various state-sponsored programs in Chile and Colombia. Comparing
Chilean case with Colombian case, authors concluded that participation could yield good
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outcomes if the program is organized and administrated by motivated and committed
leadership or there are many NGOs to challenge any possible clientelistic behavior of the
state. However, authors also acknowledged that “the immense success of Chile in
achieving poverty reduction through growth underlines the importance of this question
(of ‘does it matter’ if no efforts are made in the direction of building local capacity)”
(Angell, Lowden and Thorp 2001: 212). This kind of question is common in the research
of participation in any social service programs: Does it matter to have participation? Does
it improve the quality of any social service especially when communities are not experts
of policy formation or design?
These questions are valid ones to answer and I certainly try to address them in
evaluating the cases of this research. However, the authors face these questions because
they center their analysis on the “cost-effect” of such participatory programs. They found
that both in Colombia and in Chile, poverty has been reduced significantly with
participation in the one case and without participation in other. Because the authors
believe that both cases achieve their goals, they emphasized the importance of
participation more on normative basis than on participation being an essential in proverty
reduction: “These communities will remain more dependent on the state, particularly
their local governments, than wealthier ones; their options of ‘exit’ are limited. It is
difficult to see how giving them voice cannot help but be an essential ingredient of the
development process, together with making that voice one which is listened to and acted
upon” (Angell, Lowden and Thorp 2001: 212). After showing “no-effect” of participation
in achieving a goal of community participatory programs, their assertion on the
importance of participation does not seem strongly compelling.
Both PAHO’s evaluation on community participation programs in health and
Angell, Lowden and Thorp’s assessment of participatory programs in Chile and
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Colombia began their research with assertion on the important of community
participation in social policy reform but could not confirm the effect of participation in
achieving the goals of the program. And I believe it is because such evaluations of social
policy reform through community participation only focuses on cost-effect analysis
largely ignoring political dimension of such reform. In other words, both studies on
community participation programs considered delivering certain service as the only goal
of such programs. However, social policies are more than a mere service delivery system.
Social policy is crystallization of political and social relations among social forces
(Roberts 2002). Therefore, the reform on the social policy does not only aim at improving
the delivery system of social service but also attempts to transform the relationship
between actors. Participation positively influences on the social service delivery system
but it also plays a crucial role in shaping the politics of social rights. Only when political
and social elements of social policy are included, an evaluation of community
participation programs in social policy constructs a comprehensive analysis and
evaluation.
Political Economy Approach
One of the few examples of research on community participation in social policy
in terms of political relations is Morgan’s work (1993) on community participation in
Costa Rica. In this work, Morgan showed the limits of community participation due to
the political agenda that the state pursued in community participation programs, which is
neither democratizing nor empowering the community but introducing inexpensive health
care program. She states that community participation programs in Costa Rica was a part
of political gesture to show the world that Costa Rica complied with international efforts
to reduce inequality in health because the country has to compete with the other
developing countries in achieving grants, loans, and favorable terms governing debt
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repayments. As a result, the state adopts more participatory measures in primary health
care, not in an effort to democratize social sector but in effort to please international
health agencies. Therefore, she states that it is not surprising that “participation” in these
programs only ended up being “induced participation” which is “sponsored, mandated
and officially endorsed” by the state (Morgan 1993: 5).
Ugalde’s study on community participation (1985) also approaches community
participation in health in a more political and sociological way emphasizing on the state’s
true political and ideological agenda behind the community participation programs. He
argues that states promoted community participation as a smokescreen using it to
legitimize their own policies while aiming at other policies unfavorable to the poor. He
states that community participation has been used to hide the abusive purpose of national
elites.
Paley’s work (2001) on participation in primary health care service in Chile shed
lights on how to understand community participation in health under certain political and
economic conditions. In her book Marketing Democracy: Power and Social Movements
in Post-Dictatorship Chile, she argues that the participation of communities encouraged
by the state serves mainly to reduce the cost of health service provision and to effectively
eliminate mobilization against neoliberal economic policy. In her case study of the selfhelp program of the Ministry of Health to promote preventive care, she illustrates how
active encouragement of the state to participate serves mainly to reduce the burden on the
public health sector. Citizens who participate in the health programs often end up doing
the work for the state, filling the gap that neoliberal policy produces due to the
withdrawal of the state from the social sector (Paley 2001: 168). She also maintains that,
transforming community organizations as a part of public sector through participation,
the Chilean state succeeded in demobilizing the resistance against neoliberal state reform.
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Paley’s work shares the same perspective on community participation with
Morgan and Ugalde in terms of its emphasis and criticism of state-sponsored
participatory programs which often produce quite reactionary effect on existing
grassroots organizations. She argues that the question is neither whether there is
participation in the program or how to measure its short-term empowerment effect on
community, but “how participation functions as a form of power-as a kind of
governmentality-within the context of political democracy” (Paley 2001: 170). Like
Morgan’s and Ugalde’s works on community participation in health, Paley offers a very
critical view on community participation emphasizing the political and economic
conditions which impede grassroots participation from truly democratizing the society
through empowerment.
However, even if we admit the political and economic conditions which
constantly put pressure on communities to act as a part of the neoliberal agenda, is it
enough reason to assume that communities, which have long history of resistance and
challenge against the dictatorship in Chile, became totally “demobilized” and
“subordinated” to the state? As much as it is important to consider the structural
conditions that limit the democratization of the society via grassroots mobilization, it is
also important not to forget that there is still - even not always winning or prevailing - a
struggle resistance of the grassroots against absorption by the state.
As we can see from Morgan’s, Ugalde’s, and Paley’s works, political economy
approach to community participation tend to overemphasize structural conditions i.e. it
focuses more on how the state approaches community participation program rather than
how the state and community interact through and/or around community participation
programs. Therefore, political economy approach was unable to explain why we witness
mixed results from community participation – from total failure to partial failure through
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partial success to total success- despite relatively similar structural conditions. Because of
its lack of analysis in actors’ reactions to structural conditions, it often fails to identify the
conditions under which community participation in health actually works.
As these researches show, there are various actors - often frustrated and/or coopted by the state - who express different logics regarding participation and try to insert
their understanding of participation into the discussion of policies. If it is important to
consider participation within the context of political democracy, the context of political
democracy should mean not only the state-centered structure but also every day struggle
of the grassroots and interaction between the state and the grassroots.
Social Capital Approach
While a political economy approach to community participation has limitations in
examining the detailed picture of such a policy due to its over-emphasis on structural
conditions, social capital theorists developed interesting approach to community
participation, even though the definition of social capital remains debated. Social capital
theory shows successfully the importance of understanding community in terms of
relations and interactions because they believe that social capital is primarily based upon
interrelations in the society. Among others, I looked at two schools of social capital
theory which examined participation as a core ingredient of social program/development.
The first school of social capital theory is that of community social capital, which
considers “ that social capital is made up of all the interpersonal links that can activate an
individual, corresponding to what were already known as diffuse self-centered networks
of reciprocity” (Durston 1999: 7). This position considers the importance of relations
within the community in determining the success of the community participation social
programs because it emphasizes the “collectiveness” of social capital. Also this position
emphasizes the importance of state intervention in social programs in terms of creating or
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increasing social capital in communities (Bebbington & Perreault 1999; Durston 1999).
However, the emphasis is on the community, while the state should intervene as long as it
serves to create social capital in the community. In other words, the state can be a trigger
for the formation of the social capital but should not be the actor in the program.
The second school of thinking is individualistic social capital theory, which
considers social capital as primarily individual, although they also admit that social
capital is created in networks and interrelations between people (Durston: 1999). This
position sees that the benefits of social capital are created “individually” and used
through “individual” civic culture. Due to its emphasis on the individualistic component,
this school tends to believes that social capital can not be created “intentionally” or
increased (Putnam 1993). As the result, the role of the state in the formation of social
capital is not considered important. Putnam, as an important member of this school,
emphasizes individual civic engagement by “responsible citizens” in creating social
capital (Putnam 1996). Therefore he has been criticized as tautological because he ends
up saying that “social capital is what gives rise to cooperation and civism, so that if there
is civism there will be social capital” (Durston 1999: 12) without pointing out how social
capital emerges and disappears.
As described briefly here, social capital theory- in both community and
individualistic forms - highlights the importance of the community or individual’s civic
engagement without specifying the structural conditions that might limit the formation of
social capital. While the individualistic theory of social capital does not have much to say
about the role of the state, the community social capital theory pays attention on the role
of the state in so far as it enhances the creation of social capital. Therefore, even though
there is difference in degree, both theories accentuate the role of civil society or
community in creating and maintaining social capital and tend to consider the role of the
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state as merely supplementary in the process of social capital building. As a result, both
theories fail to capture constant interactions and interfaces between the state and civil
society, which offer us more detailed and complex understanding of community
participation programs as well as the relation between the state and civil society.
Citizenship Rights Approach
T.H. Marshall developed a theory of citizenship showing three dimensions of
citizenship rights: civil rights, political rights and social rights. According to Marshall,
social rights are “the whole range from the right to a modicum of economic welfare and
security to the right to share to the full in the social heritage and to live the life of a
civilized being according to the standards prevailing in the society” (Marshall 1964: 78).
He also argues that this dimension of citizenship rights emerged from the fact that “the
components of a civilized and cultured life, formerly the monopoly of the few, were
brought progressively within reach of the many, who were encouraged thereby to stretch
out their hands towards those that still eluded their grasp” (Marshall 1964: 106). In his
theory, a state action is a reflection of the struggle among social forces to obtain more
rights and is defined by these progressive collective movements to bring civilized and
cultured life to more people. The extension of social rights comes from political struggle
and social movements where the working classes gain significant participation in
capitalist society with the effect of influencing and limiting the profitability of capitalism
(Turner 1986). From the importance given to the collective struggle to extend social
right, we can find the theoretical basis upon which to argue that the success of social
programs is defined by the interactions between citizens and the state. In the citizens’
struggle for the extension of rights, the state becomes defined as “authoritarian” or
“regulator” based upon the power structure of the struggle. At this point, Marshall
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provides a valuable starting point to evaluate community participation in terms the
interactions between the state and community.
Spink’s article (2000) The Rights Approach to Local Public Management:
Experiences from Brazil applies Marshall’s theoretical understanding of social rights to a
case study in Latin America showing how the success of social programs is defined by
this interaction. He argues that the transformation of the public sector is possible only
when the reform aims at broadening citizens’ participation and rights in the public
administration. Highlighting both the role of the state and civil society, he states that the
elimination or reduction of state intervention under the name of economic efficiency,
which is the main theme of the neoliberal approach to the community participation, only
results in growing social inequality and exclusion, because the neoliberal approach thins
the relation between the state and civil society and reduced democracy to a purely
electoral one. With the neoliberal solution to state reform, citizens have not been
guaranteed the proper channel to influence the state action and this can be a serious threat
to long term improvement of the public administration. He argues that “it is vital to
consider ways in which empowerment is stimulated and above all turn public service
organization outwards towards citizens and increase their sensitivity to the many small
elements of service provision that create subtle and not so subtle barriers to the poor, to
women, to indigenous peoples and afro-descendants” (Spink 2000: 8). Therefore, the
issue is how to introduce community participation in social policy making it more
sensitive to citizen’s rights and fomenting “healthy” interrelations between the state and
community. He states that the healthy relations between the state and civil society
increase the sensibility of the social service provisions, which mean better service for
people.
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This approach is successful in overcoming the disadvantages of the first two
approaches without loosing their advantages i.e. it successfully stresses the importance of
relations between the state and communities without downplaying structural conditions
which limits full development of social rights. Furthermore, this approach gives us
important lessons on how to evaluate social programs. The rights-based approach
emphasizes the fact that to be successful in the long term, social programs should provide
not only services but also channels for inputs of the citizens.
However, despite rich theoretical findings, the rights-based approach does not
identify differences in participation or inputs of the citizens. The main sociological
inquiry regarding community participation programs is under what conditions
participation actually works. Based upon the right based approach, it is clear which
would be a good state action and how it would be possible. However, this approach did
not look at how “good” participation would be possible to make a “good” struggle to
transform the state. In this sense, rights based approach is not free from limitations of the
state-centered analysis of community participation.
MULTICULTURALISM
If one wing of multicultural social policy belongs to social policy reform efforts,
the other goes to expansion of multicultural citizenship. The growing demand from the
grassroots on political recognition of “culturally differentiated groups” as well as the
apparent willingness to grant the political recognition of these groups are significant – if
not the most significant – political as well as social issues. This issue can be translated
into how to expand citizenship beyond traditional “three” spheres to reach multicultural
citizenship (Kymlicka 1995) or how to modify liberal democracy in order to combine its
universalistic approach with the pluralistic reality of the value (Taylor 1994). As
Habermas (1994) points out, multiculturalism means the struggle of oppressed ethnic and
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cultural minorities and it is certainly not a uniform phenomenon. Different ethnic groups
have different goals which are derived from different historical and political conditions.
Multiculturalism draws either from the endogenous minorities who become aware of
their identity and demand recognition, or from the new minorities who are a direct result
from immigrations in this globalized world (Habermas 1994: 118). And each and every
country of the world had to face the challenge of multiculturalism one way or the other.
In Latin America, most discussion on multiculturalism occurs around the political
recognition of the endogenous minorities who become aware of their identity i.e.
indigenous peoples. The political struggle to achieve the expansion of multicultural
citizenship also has been mostly and more successfully organized around indigenous
movements rather than other ethnic movements such as Latino African movements
(Hooker 2005). And numerous scholars have tried to understand the particular success of
indigenous peoples to enhance multicultural citizenship in recent years after long history
of repressive indigenous policy aiming at assimilation and acculturation of indigenous
peoples in Latin America.
There are several explanations about the emergence of indigenous movements as
well as multicultural policies in Latin America in terms of democratization process and
its consequent opening of spaces within the state to legitimize state power internationally
as well as domestically. Van Cott, in her book The Friendly Liquidation of the Past: the
Politics of Diversity in Latin America (2000), argues that the constitutional reform in both
Bolivia and Colombia show how the state attempts to modify the constitution to broaden
the meaning of the democracy and equality incorporating long excluded indigenous
peoples. Based on her comparative study of constitutional reforms in these two countries,
she concludes that these constitutional reforms with inclusion of variety of multicultural
rights represent an attempt to achieve political legitimization both at home and abroad
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(Van Cott 2000:6). Sieder partly agrees with Van Cott on the importance of political
legitimization as one of reasons for the emergence of indigenous movements as well as
multiculturalism in Latin America. However, Sieder also points out two more causes for
the emergence of multiculturalism in Latin American: the emergence of indigenous
political movements onto the national and international political stage during the 1980s
and 1990s and a developing international jurisprudence, which increasingly characterized
the rights of indigenous peoples as human rights (Sieder 2002).
The importance of international jurisprudence with increasing emphasis on
indigenous rights caught attention from many scholars as one of the main reasons for the
emergence of indigenous movements (Stavenhagen 2002; Plant 2002; Davis 2002; Brysk
1994; Kingsbury 1999). Many legal as well sociological studies have been conducted to
understand why and how the international organizations such as the ILO, World Bank
and UN moved toward the recognition of indigenous rights and often concluded that the
failure in development projects in many Latin American countries especially where the
indigenous communities protested against the massive development project with
environmental pollution made various international organizations. Various international
organizations had to adopt and modify its developmental strategy to incorporate demands
from indigenous communities under the consideration of cost and effects of their
programs (Davis 2002).
Finally some scholars argued that the emergence of multiculturalism in Latin
America is due to neoliberalism i.e. the political implication of the neoliberalism, which
emphasizes the withdrawal of the state, yields unexpected space for the indigenous
peoples to maintain their relative autonomy and further the struggle against the
“weakened” state. “In attempting to restructure society into class-based federations that
could be controlled from above, corporatist citizenship regimes unwittingly provided
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autonomous spaces that could shelter rural indigenous communities from state control”
(Yashar 1999:79). Hale (2002) also explains the emergence of the multiculturalism in the
context of neoliberalism in Latin America. Both argue that, due to limitation of neoliberal
multiculturalism based on its emphasis on market principles, it often causes the conflicts
with indigenous peoples who advocate collective rights on land and property (Yashar
1999) and ends up allowing selective realization of multiculturalism ignoring more
radical demands from indigenous peoples (Hale 2002).
These various analyses on the emergence of multiculturalism in Latin America
though share the same ground. Even though they argue different reasons for the
emergence of multiculturalism, they often overlook the fact that multiculturalism in the
reality yields various outcomes i.e. focusing on structural conditions of multiculturalism
in Latin America, they are limited in explaining how different outcomes of the
multicultural policy emerge. Especially, facing mixed reactions and outcomes from
multicultural social policy, the explanations solely based on structural changes tend to
treat negative or positive outcomes of these policies either as “inevitable outcomes from
limitation of political and economic conditions” or “unexpected or unintended
consequences”.
Gustafson (2002) tries to overcome this limitation of structural analysis of
multiculturalism. After exploring the intercultural reform in Bolivia, he attempts to
explain the mixed outcomes of multicultural policy in terms of the process of negotiation
and struggle between the state and indigenous peoples under neoliberalism. He argues
that “contrary to its own rhetoric, neoliberal interculturalism is not a uniform process of
‘inclusion’ of previously excluded Indians, but rather a set of uneven, contradictory shifts
of political languages and institutions that seek to reorder and legitimate changing
expressions of social difference, citizen identity and hierarchical forms of participation”
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(Gustafson 2002: 270). However, despite the fact that he captures the importance of the
process of multicultural policy formation, he does not explain why some multicultural
policy offers better outcomes and transformation of the state/ indigenous people’s
relation, while the others do not.
Overall, literature on multiculturalism in Latin America tends to be more cautious
about multicultural social policy. Scholars of multiculturalism in Latin America
emphasizes the power of dominant model of political economy, neoliberalism in terms of
subjugating indigenous activism into “indio permitido” or “dangerous others”. However,
concerned with neoliberal aspect of such policy, many scholars overlook the
heterogeneity of the local context where the policy is implemented. Furthermore,
multicultural social policy is not only a multicultural policy but also a social policy which
requires more detailed analysis on its outcomes i.e. some multicultural social programs
yield positive outcomes as a social policy while they do not necessarily enhance cultural
rights of indigenous people or vice versa. In these cases, the question is not to choose one
over another but to understand vehicle behind these differences to overcome the
dichotomy.
CRITIQUES ON STRUCTURALIST APPROACH TO MULTICULTURAL SOCIAL POLICY
This literature on both community participation as well as multiculturalism offers
valid points to how to understand multicultural social policy. The literature on
community participation shows that the link between participation and improvement of
social service delivery can be incomprehensible if we do not approach the program’s
political implication: the change of the relationship between the state and the civil society
in general. The literature elucidates the fact that often community participation programs
start as an attempt to reform the social service sector, but end up serving the state in terms
of reducing political and economic cost of neoliberalism by offering “free” labor from the
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civil society and co-opting the grassroots into the state. Participation can be crucial to
determine the success of a social policy program offering an opportunity to increase
social capital or to sensitize the state to demands from citizens. However, it is not clear
from the existing literature how the state and civil society actually end up creating a
feasible atmosphere to boost possibly positive aspects of the community participation
program without falling into the realm of being a “typical” neoliberal policy: transferring
the burden to “civil society” without delegating any real power (Dresser 1991).
The literature on multiculturalism also tends to emphasize the pessimistic
outcomes of multicultural social policy. It offers detailed discussion of how
multiculturalism has emerged as possible results from democratization under
neoliberalism. Even though there is ongoing debate on whether democratization derives
from elitist attempt to legitimize their power, or from constant struggle of indigenous
peoples in the region, most scholars tend to agree with the fact that the democratization
couples with neoliberalism and this somewhat uneasy combination ultimately poses the
most serious constraints against full guarantee of multicultural citizenship rights. In other
words, because of the very nature of neoliberalism that emphasizes individual and
market-oriented solutions to social problems, the goals of multiculturalism, which are to
expand collective rights to one’s own culture and identity, becomes significantly limited
in policy implementation (Hale 2002; Yashar 2005; Gustafen 2002; Postero 2004).
Therefore, most scholars of multiculturalism emphasize the possible danger of
multicultural social policy under neoliberalism as an attempt to co-opt indigenous
movements allowing only “indios permitidos” (Hale 2003: 17) to join the state while
grossly ignoring more crucial and core aspects of multiculturalism.
These two branches of literature offer an important lesson on how to understand
multicultural social policy: the importance of political economy surrounding the policy.
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From the existing literature both on community participation as well as multiculturalism,
the structural constraints that multicultural social policy faces become clear. The complex
political economic structure plays a significant role not only globally but also locally in
everyday policy making processes and it is unwise to ignore the importance of structural
conditions which limit the implementation of any policies if one thrives to achieve a
serious evaluation of a policy. However, here I wish to raise some questions regarding
these structural approaches to multicultural social policy due to increasingly diverse and
mixed reactions and results from multicultural social policies in the region. If we perceive
that certain structural conditions are so powerful as to be a final determinant of series of
social policy reform, how can we understand the mixed results from multicultural social
policy under relatively similar structural conditions? In other words, how can we explain
the difference in degrees of success or failure of multicultural social programs? It is true
that certain structural constraints offer rather homogenous macro level conditions for
social policy reforms. However, is it safe to say that multicultural social policy would
follow the path of the extreme case of neoliberalist social policy reform such as
privatization? If not, what makes multicultural social policy different from other
neoliberal measures to social policy reform and how can we understand the differences?
The existing literature does not yet offer satisfactory answers for these questions.
First of all, the existing literature on multicultural social policy interprets the policy as a
mere social policy reform or as a part of multiculturalism whereas I believe that
multicultural social policy is a complex combination of both and it should be studied in
both aspects: improving social service delivery to citizens, and expanding multicultural
citizenship. Multicultural social policy is a part of neoliberal reforms on social policy but
it is also different from the other neoliberal measures such as privatization because it
contains very strong political elements from multiculturalism. At the same time,
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multicultural social policy is a part of multiculturalism which aims at expanding the
multicultural citizenship but it is different from legal and political battles for recognition
because it aims to deliver social services in addition to political recognition.
More importantly, a strong focus on macro level structural constraints to the
policy hinders the analysis of mixed results from the policy under presumably similar
structural conditions. As most “skeptics” of multicultural social policy also admitted,
there are cases where indigenous people participated in such policy programs and
succeeded in making their demands met. One can argue that the demands easily accepted
by the state are not threatening under neoliberalism while the other indigenous struggles
against neoliberal model of political economy are certainly thwarted often by state
violence. In a macro level analysis, it is correct. However, we can also see mixed results
from participatory programs which aim at “acceptable” demands under similar structural
conditions. Also we began to see transformation of indigenous communities from
communities only demand the “acceptable” into those who always push the limits to go
beyond the “acceptable”. Explaining these variances under similar structural conditions is
largely ignored by structural approach to multicultural social policy.
As Roberts (2004) points out, new types of social policy promoted in Latin
America reduced the direct reliance on the state and increased more open space to citizen
participation. This new policy generates opportunities as well as limitations. Roberts
argues that the primary limitation is the reduction of the role of the central government in
redistribution and in ensuring equity. However, it also opens opportunity because it is a
social policy “that is potentially more attuned to local needs and priorities and can build
upon local capacities” (Roberts 2004: 422). The issue is how to exploit these
opportunities without falling into limitations of multicultural social policy under
neoliberalism. And understanding multicultural social policy as a part of neoliberal
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governmentality, which contains various layers of “technologies” as well as multiple
actors, provides valuable insights for such endeavor.
MULTICULTURAL SOCIAL POLICY: NEOLIBERAL GOVERNMENTALITY
Many have considered the state as a subject with particular political economic
discipline – capitalism or communism- and the action of the state has been identified with
political economy of the state. Marxist understanding of the state is an example of
identifying the state with the state action. Marx states that the state is only “a committee
for managing the common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie” (Marx 1888: 221) in
Manifesto of the Communist Party. Although in The German Ideology (1845) he
acknowledges the possible autonomy of the state from bourgeoisie under the condition
that there are many competing classes in the society without a dominant class, he expects
that the state would behave on behalf of the bourgeoisie with emergence of a “solid”
capitalist system. In the modern capitalist society, the state represents the dominant
political economy, capitalism, and acts against the will of proletariat.
Despite the insight that Marx offers on the nature of the modern society and the
domination of bourgeoisie, others still struggle to answer the questions of how the state
actually perpetuates the spirit of capitalism to the masses, which often opposes to the
bourgeoisie and, more importantly, how to politically transform the state, if possible. The
need to answer these questions became urgent with the emergence of formal/institutional
democracy and the formal separation between politics and economy in the Western
society, and Antonio Gramsi added a political discussion to Marxist understanding of the
state. Gramsi argues that a new form of domination, hegemony, emerged in modern
society on the basis of capitalist accumulation. He argues that the ruling class hegemony
is generated not just through coercive imposition from above, but through the
incorporation of some of the interests of different social actors into state priorities
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(Gramsi 1971: 80). Furthermore, “hegemony involves not just the expansion but the
extension of the state to the newly constituted civil society, the complex of institutions
and organizations that stand between state and economy” (Burawoy 2003:215). With
Gramsi’s analysis of the hegemony, it becomes clear that the capitalist system
encompasses economic, political and civil sphere adopting more various apparatus such
as education, the law as well as welfare agencies not only to coerce but also to make
consensus from various actors in the society.
However, as Burawoy (2003:230) notes, “Gramsci so appreciates the power of
capitalist hegemony that, ultimately, he is at a loss to understand how it can be
undermined.” Thus Gramscian scholars tend to assume that the articulation of any actor
into the state contributes to the construction of hegemony, and brush off the possibility
that this could also represent a counter-hegemonic strategy. While the discussion of
hegemony enables us to understand various ways of operation by the state to impose
capitalist hegemony to society, the lack of analysis on counter hegemony leaves main
sociological questions: how do actors, who have opposing views on the policy from the
state, would react to this state action? How could we develop alternative discourse
regarding state action, i.e. the sate policy?
Foucault (1978) offers us more insights with the notion of governmentality to
understand the nature of the state action. Governmentality or rationality of government
for Foucault means “a way of system of thinking about the nature of the practice of
government (who can govern; what governing is; what or who is governed), capable of
making some form of that activity thinkable and practicable both to its practitioners and
to those upon whom it was practiced” (Gordon 1991: 3). Contrary to many who identify
the state with its action, Foucault succeeded in distinguishing the state from the
governmental action. Foucault points out that “political economy is a form of scientific
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knowledge of which government must need and realize but what political economy can
not do for the state is to generate a detailed, deductive programme for state action”
(Foucault, in Gordon 1991: 16). The state has its political economic principles to pursue
(capitalism, communism or socialism) but the political economy of the state does not
always explain the actual actions of the state to penetrate its political economy. In other
words, defining a state as capitalist or socialist does not give us much to understand the
actual action it takes to promote its political economic ideology in the society. For
Foucault, it is governmentality which actually makes political economy of the state
penetrate into, manipulate and, in some sense, persuade the society. Foucault’s
governmentality shares its view on the action of the state with Gramsi’s hegemony in
terms of diversified apparatus of the state to manufacture the consensus from the society.
Incorporating Weber’s rationality into the analysis into his own analysis of state actions,
Foucault succeeded in capturing differences between the state and state actions as well as
variations among state actions under similar political economy of the state. In doing so,
he explains what neoliberalism actually means: neoliberalism is not a new mode of
political economy or philosophy but a new way of governmentality.
Foucault contended that one of the primary challenges to Western societies
becomes how to rationalize the role of government as it came to rely less upon political
institutions of the state and “to develop techniques for governing at a distance, relying
increasingly upon a pluralization of forms of governing and of technical, organizational,
and administrative knowledge” on the based on the principle of individual freedom to
self-government (Hay 2003:165-66). The modern society not only develops dominant
hegemony to make consensus with the society but also perpetuates the principle of self
government through technology of the self, which encourages citizens to govern
themselves based upon morality or “ethic” of self-reliance. Neoliberalism encourages
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ever greater reliance upon self – self-expertise and self-governing as essential
components of a new form of governmentality affecting every aspect of life. Because
neoliberal governmentality emphasizes that social subjects should not be subject to direct
forms of state control, “it relies upon mechanisms for governing “through society”,
through programs that shape, guide, channel – and upon responsible, self-disciplining
social subjects” (Hay 2003:166).
Multicultural social policy fits into Foucault’s notion of “technology of the self”
from neoliberal governmentality. It emphasizes “participation” from indigenous
communities to be a “responsible” partner of the social policy. It is not just the state but
communities who should participate in the process. More importantly, it aims at the
reform of social policy to reduce direct control from the state as well. Instead of direct
coercion and repression toward indigenous struggles, the state can adopt more “selfrelying” and “participatory” methods to govern indigenous peoples. Through
multicultural social policy, the state could govern indigenous communities at distance.
Many scholars point out this issue when they analyze multiculturalism under neoliberal
era. The other analyses on community participation also agree with the notion that
community participation programs represent a new form of neoliberal governmentality
rather than a participatory democracy in social sector.
Understanding neoliberalism as a type of governmentality offers not only a
detailed account of state actions but also a way of exploring the formation of state actions
as well as the possible changes in the actions. As described before, neoliberalism builds
up various state apparatus or technologies of the self to govern the society at distance. For
Foucault, the purpose of these tools is clear: expand the control/power of the state over
the society. However the actual results from governing at distance are not self-evident
because “individuals are the vehicles of power, not its points of application” (Foucault, in
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Hay 2003:167), i.e. “how or whether technologies facilitate and limit the exercise of
power is never guaranteed because, while power may be everywhere, it must be
practiced, exercised, and carried out through conduct and through technical procedures
and the deployment of particular technologies at and across specific sites” (Hay 2003:
167). Because of the distance that the state should maintain in governing in the modern
society, the effect of “technologies” is always determined by actors who govern or are
governed by technologies. Individuals’ willingness to conduct the technologies and the
negotiation or struggle among individuals dealing with the technologies shed lights on the
fluidity of neoliberal governmentality and the chances of transforming it. His lengthy
discussion of the “self-subjectification” or “self-making” reflects his interests in the
process where the actually perpetuation of power happens among actors and between the
state and society.
Dagnino (2004)’s discussion on the democratization project in Brazilian social
policy, which underlines participation from civil society, shows how new
governmentality works in Latin America. In the case study of Brazilian recent political
project of democratization, she stressed the ambivalence of state actions. The state
actively invites participation from civil society in the name of democratization. However,
this tendency often foments more individualistic views on social issues when collective
actions or solidarity are required. In that sense, the state seems to use the new technology
of “civil participation” to perpetuate neoliberalism into the society. However, she also
shows that because of growing importance of the local context, local governments are
forced to work with actors such as various social and community organizations. The
participation of more actors in the public sphere also opens possibility that it could lead
further strengthening of civil society.
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Multicultural social policy, as a new type of social policy in Latin America, is a
technology within neoliberal governmentality and it involves many actors, who represent
different goals of multicultural policy. Some become new subjects of neoliberalism and
“willingly” perpetuate the dominant hegemony into the society while others express
doubts, attempt to negotiate or resist the technology or the dominant hegemony. Actors
are not autonomous from the structural conditions but, at the same time, actors’ action is
not self-evident under specific structural conditions as state actions are not self-evident
under certain political economy. Understanding this discrepancy - between the state and
state action, between technologies and actors - enables us to comprehend the complexity
of the policy as well as the motivity for changes. And it requires looking into the
interactions among actors and put actors in the center of analysis. In the following
section, I discuss how to restore the importance of actors and their interactions in the
analysis of policy and the actions of the state.
INTERFACE PERSPECTIVES
Analyzing society in terms of social interactions among actors is not new to
sociology. Simmel (1908), in his analysis of the poor, points out that:
We see manifested here an essential sociological form of the relationship between
the individual and the totality. Wherever prestations or interventions are
transferred from individuals to society, regulation by the latter tends to be
concerned either with an excess or with a deficiency in individual action. …But
this scheme sometimes deceive us; there are cases in which social regulation
includes in fact both sides, although practical interest only focuses attention on
one side and overlooks the other (pp.167-8).
He emphasizes the importance of analyzing “both sides” when he discuss the
assistance to the poor in the modern society. He writes,
In this way, poverty is a unique sociological phenomenon: a number of
individuals who, out of purely individual fate, occupy a specific organic position
within the whole; but this position is not determined by this fate and condition,
but rather by the fact that others – individuals, associations, communities- attempt
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to correct this condition. Thus what makes one poor is not the lack of means. The
poor person, sociologically speaking, is the individual who receives assistance
because of this lack of means (p.178).
His assertion that the determining factor of the poor is not one’s lack of resources
but the actions taken by “others” to define the meaning of poverty refreshes the
importance of social interactions in analysis of any policy. When the meaning of the poor
is determined within social interactions among actors – individuals, associations and
communities, it becomes crucial to look at social interactions among actors. However, as
we can see in his analysis of the policy toward the poor, the social interactions by no
means are autonomous from structural changes. In his essay on the poor, Simmel shows
how the assistance to the poor has evolved from the right to the assistance to an abstract
obligation of the state in response to changes in political, social and economic structure
of the society. According to him, transformation of the politics of the poor greatly
depends on the departure of the society from Christian/ altruistic principle, the emergence
of utilitarian principles and the centralization of the state. In the process, the right to
assistance as a core of the policy toward the poor loses its importance and the assistance
to the poor became an obligation of the state for interests of society – not necessarily for
interests of the poor because actors in the society has changed their attitude toward the
poor based upon structural changes. In this work, he shows that his analysis of the poor is
based upon the combination of micro level analysis with macro level analysis.
The issue of combining an actor-oriented approach with structural analysis
becomes essential to explore any social issues but it is especially important for the
analysis of the state actions/ policies and their outcomes because it allows us to realize
multidimensional nature of the state and state actions. Then, the challenges become how
to achieve the combination of macro-level analysis with micro level analysis in the state
actions. Norman Long (2001), in his book Development Sociology: Actor Perspectives,
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proposes an interface perspective. He states that the notion of social interface is “a way of
exploring and understanding issues of social heterogeneity, cultural diversity and the
conflicts inherent in processes involving external interventions” (Long 2001:50). By
doing so, he maintains that social interface analysis seeks to elucidate the types and
sources of social conflicts or negotiation present in such situations and to identify how
the power or dominant hegemony is reproduced or transformed.
Interface is not merely a sum of interactions of individuals or groups. It is
certainly neither the aggregation of individuals or groups nor a mere reflection of
structural schemes. Interface is the moment or space where various actors vie, struggle
and negotiate over social issues. Long argues that,

through constant interaction,

boundaries and shared expectations that shape the interaction of the participants emerge
so that eventually the interface itself grows into an organized entity of interlocking
relationships and intentionalities (Long 2001: 69). In other words, social interface reflects
different discourses as well as structural conditions regarding social issues such as state
policies but it goes beyond being a mechanical sum of various interests and power
relations. The continued negotiations and struggle among actors make the social interface
relatively autonomous entity from any single source of power or resources. This
dialectical relation among actors/discourses/powers in the interface is vital to answer
questions of why there are mixed results in local from comparatively homogenous state
actions such as multicultural social policy. The detailed analysis of social interface
provides useful insight to examine variations in state actions seen on the ground.
Furthermore, Long emphasizes usefulness of the social interface analysis of state
action or policy intervention because it offers “a more adequate analysis of policy
transformation processes since it enables us to understand more fully the differential
responses by the local groups (including both ‘target’ and ‘non-target’ population) to
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planned interventions (p.66).” He argues that, “external” factors become internalized and
often come to mean different things to different groups and actors involved. Looking at
the process of deconstruction of ‘external’ meaning of the state action and exploring the
process of meaning construction enable us to realize that policy implementation is not
simply a top-down process. Therefore, Long suggests that any policy implementation
means
a transformational process that is constantly reshaped by its own internal
organizational, cultural and political dynamic and the specific conditions it
encounters or itself creates, including the response and strategies of local groups
who may struggle to define and defend their own social spaces, cultural
boundaries and positions within the wider power field (p.72)
Long’s definition of policy implementation presents key elements in the analysis
of multicultural social policy. Because of its complexity and various actors involved in
the complexity, multicultural social policy implementation is constantly influenced by
cultural and political dynamics and specific conditions “given” to the actors as well as
“made” by the actors. In other words, the research on the process of policy
implementation is the connecting point between the macro level and the micro level
analysis. The answers for mixed results and possible alternatives to overcome limitations
of this new type of social policy also exist in the interactions of actors, who are “the
vehicle of power not the point of its application”.
CONCLUSION
Existing literature on multicultural social policy either narrowly focuses on one
aspect of such policy or overemphasizes the power of structure or the state. It becomes
evident that more research on communities and their interactions with the state to
understand the complexity of multicultural social policy as well as causes of its mixed
results. To do so, this dissertation is based upon interface perspective, which defines
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policy implementation as a transformation process where various actors negotiate and vie
with each other to defend and define one’s social space, cultural boundaries and political
positions in the power field.
In the following chapter on case study, I use the interface perspective to explore
the differences among cases and possible reasons for these differences.
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Chapter 3 When Communities Meet the State: Makewe Hospital
By 2003, Makewe Hospital was a legally private type 4 1 hospital with 35 beds for
hospitalization and a policlinic. It became a public hospital in 2004 when the SSAS
bought the hospital from the Anglican Corporation of IX Region (Corporación Anglicana
de IX Región: Anglican Corporation). However, the administration of the hospital still
belongs to the Indigenous Health Association of Makewe-Pelale (the Asociación
Indígena de Salud Makewe-Pelale: the Indigenous Association), an indigenous
organization consists of 35 member communities, lonkos (community leaders) and
machis (Mapuche shamans) of the area.
In addition to primary care, the hospital provides dental and kinesiology services.
It covers a population of approximately 20,000. There are 30 staff members in the
hospital including two doctors, one dentist, three midwives, one kinesiologist, six
paramedical health workers, four custodial workers, three secretaries, three cooks, three
drivers and one assistant for the dental service (PAHO 2001). Also this hospital has
developed a special connection with traditional health specialists such as machis, who are
religious, spiritual and medical authorities in Mapuche culture. These traditional
Mapuche health specialists participate in various events of the hospital as a symbol of
Mapuche culture and advise the Indigenous Association about how to formulate
intercultural health care. The hospital transfers to machis the patients who doctors believe
need care from traditional Mapuche health specialists (PAHO 2001). Therefore, in terms

1

Hospital type 4 means a medical facility with low complexity. In Chilean health care system, there are
nine categories: Hospital type 1 and Hospital type 2, which are medical facility of high complexity.
Hospital type 3 is a medical facility of middle range of complexity. Type 4 covers resting homes for the
elderly. Type 5 comprises delegated hospitals. Type 6 consists of attached out patient facilities. Type 7 is
rural and urban general primary health care centers. Type 8 is rural medical stations. Type 9 is health posts.
(Ministerio de Salud. 1996. Visiting Card: Health Situation in Chile 1996).
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of intercultural health, this hospital is one of the most advanced in Chile with the longest
history.
However, the most notable characteristic of Makewe Hospital is not only its
intercultural health program but also the strong participation of Mapuche communities in
the administration of the hospital through the Indigenous Association. The Indigenous
Association was formed in 1997 based upon the mobilization of the communities around
the Makewe- Pelale area. 2 The mobilization increased from 1993, when the Anglican
Corporation, 3 which built the hospital and administered since 1895, decided to close the
hospital. Through constant negotiations with both the state and the Anglican Corporation,
the Indigenous Association succeeded in taking control of the hospital from 1999 and has
administered the hospital ever since. In spite of the refusal of the Anglican Corporation to
renew the no-interest loan of hospital facilities in 2003, the Indigenous Association
maintained the administration through negotiations with the state and the mobilization of
Mapuche communities. In 2004, the SSAS bought the facilities from the Anglican
Corporation and the Indigenous Association continues to be responsible of the
administration of the hospital (Austral January 30, 2004).
Because the Indigenous Association took the administration of the hospital on the
basis of constant and solid participation from the communities in the area, Makewe
provides a rich case to explore a multicultural social policy when there is large-scale
participation from communities in state policy. It offers a case that elucidates how
constant interaction between the state and strong community participation influences

2

The area is based upon geographical division from Rio Quepe to Temuco. See the map.
The presence of Anglican church in Chile go back to 1830s with the arrival of British captain Allen
Gardiner, who had the vision of evangelize the indigenous people in the south of Chile. Also at that time,
small but influential British communities obtained official permit to celebrate the discrete cult in British
consulates and flagships. The first British church constructed is the St. Paul’s church in Valparaíso, which
inaugurated its services in 1869. (http://www.iglesiaanglicana.cl/sitio/cronograma.php)

3
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policy implementation in terms of achieving the different goals of multicultural social
policy: namely, the expansion of cultural rights and the increase of social rights.
In this chapter, I first look at the participation building process of the Indigenous
Association in order to strengthen their negotiating position with both the state and the
Anglican Corporation. Looking at the process I analyze both social and political
conditions and the interfaces among actors during the process. The analysis of the process
and the characteristics of interactions among actors provide a lens to look into the
outcomes of the intercultural health program in Makewe. Specifically, I show how the
relationship between the Indigenous Association and the state influences the program in
terms of meeting the various goals of multicultural social policy. In conclusion, I
elucidate the implication of the Makewe case in understanding challenges of
multicultural social policy.
THE PROJECT FORMATION PROCESS: THE INDIGENOUS ASSOCIATION, THE
ANGLICAN CORPORATION AND THE SSAS
Makewe is located in the municipality of Padre las Casas, which is categorized by
MINSAL as a poor urban municipality due to its geographical proximity to Temuco, the
capital of IX Region. However, the municipality of Padre las Casas includes a large
number of Mapuche communities and rural areas.
Even though Makewe is located in the municipality of Padre las Casas and it
belongs to the Department of Health of the municipal government, it covers the
population beyond this administrative (governmental) district. As shown in map 1, the
Makewe-Pelale area covers part of the municipality of Padre las Casas as well as Nueva
Imperial, Freire and Temuco. The discrepancy between the official administrative
districting and the conceptualization of Mapuche territory stems from the history of
colonization by the Chilean state. The Chilean government does not acknowledge the
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concept of “Mapuche community” and Mapuche territorial districting. 4 As a result, there
is no official demographic information about Mapuche communities and the Chilean
government does not have any information about the actual number of communities in
the area Makewe-Pelale. The only information that CONADI can offer about the
communities is a map of land titles, which is supposed to have information about the
community names. 5 Based upon this map which was created in 1987, the number of the
communities in Makewe-Pelale is 190. However, the number varies depending upon
different sources. 6

There is no demographic information about the communities.

However considering the fact that these communities are located in rural areas with
strong traditions of Mapuche culture, we can safely assume that the majority of the
population is Mapuche. 7

4 Therefore, in carrying out the fieldwork, I faced great confusion because people in the communities gave
me the geographical information about their communities based upon Mapuche territorial concepts while
the CONADI of IX Region could not give me any demographic information about those communities.
5 Usually the land title is made under the name of the lonko of the communities. And in many cases the
name of communities coincides with the name of the lonko of the community in the time of the land
entitlement.
6 The number of communities in the area Makewe Pelale varies from 80 to 103. The Hospital believes that
there are 80 communities while the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) argues there are 92
communities. I personally counted the number of the communities in the map that CONADI provided, it
was 190. I will use 190 as the number of communities in the area.
7 Conducting the survey in the communities, I encountered a very few residents who declared themselves to
be non- Mapuche. It is not surprising given the fact that the survey targeted mostly Mapuche communities.
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(Source: the SSAS)

Illustration 1: Map of Area Makewe-Pelale (Based on Mapuche Districting)
Makewe Hospital launched its service in 1895 as a community clinic by the
Anglican Corporation with financial and technical support from the British Anglican
Corporation. Later, due to increasing needs for services, in 1925 it became a hospital with
35 beds for tuberculosis patients and general pathology in addition to its policlinic
service. In 1962, this hospital signed an agreement with the National Health Service (el
Servicio National de Salud), which is currently the SSAS.

8

With the agreement, the

hospital began to receive governmental subsidies to finance its services under the
condition that the hospital would administer basic public health programs such as

8

Under MINSAL, there are 19 regional health offices called Servicios de Salud. Those regional offices of
MINSAL supervise the public system in each region and at the same time those offices are directly under
the central government (MINSAL) not under the regional government. Each regional government has their
own regional ministry of health (SEREMI de Salud). With strong emphasis of health reform in
decentralization of the service, Servicio de Salud becomes central part of the Chilean public health system.
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vaccination, health control of the elderly population and health education about
contagious diseases (PAHO 2001).
The First Attempt to Close the Hospital and the Resistance
According to the interview with Bishop Avelino Apeleo 9 of the Anglican
Association of IX Region (2002), the hospital faced serious economic problems from
1963 due to the transformation of the Anglican Corporation in Chile. With growth of its
capabilities and scale, the British Anglican Association in Chile became independent
from the British Anglican Corporation and grew to be the Chilean Anglican Corporation.
He explained that this transformation drastically reduced financial support from abroad.
Despite the success in making an agreement with the National Health Service to receive
subsidies, the size of the subsidy was not enough to cover even basic services. The
Bishop pointed out that the religious nature of the Anglican Corporation made it less
competitive in applying for any government projects or additional funding. In 1993, the
Anglican Corporation of the IX Region finally decided to close the hospital due to its
accumulated deficits. At that time, the Anglican Corporation had already closed a
hospital in the municipality of Chol-Chol without major problems.
However, the communities in the area of Makewe-Pelale were quite different
from the communities in Chol-Chol. According to the interview with Rosalino Catrilaf
(2002), vice president of the Indigenous Association, the communities had already
mobilized and formed the Support Committee for the Makewe Hospital (Comité del
Apoyo al Hospital Makewe) when they learned of the Anglican Corporation’s plan to
close the hospital in 1993. He explained that the Anglican Corporation had to sell a major
part of the land around the hospital in order to finance the hospital but that was not
9

I offered to interviewees three options about over revealing their last name: full revelation, revelation of
the first name, and use of a pseudo name. I respect their decision and every name in this dissertation is
described as the interviewees wished.
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enough. Soon after the communities found out about the possible closure of the hospital,
they began to organize and mobilize themselves in order to support the hospital. The
mobilization of communities resulted in the formation of the Support Committee for
Makewe Hospital.
In 1993, when the Anglican Corporation officially announced its intention to
close the hospital, about 92 communities joined the protest against the closure in front of
the hospital (PAHO 2001) and also they organized a protest in front of the municipal
building of Temuco (Padre las Casas was at that time a part of Temuco) to show the local
authorities that the communities in the area opposed the church’s decision. Anibal Inglés
Cayul, a leader of community Inglés Ñancumil, remembered the protest:
A few leaders of communities who knew the situation of the hospital informed the
leaders of the other communities. There was not a specific organization that
mobilized people. People in the community passed the news to their neighbors
and then we started to protest. We organized protests not only in front of the
hospital but also in Temuco. We used all the organizations that we had such as
Junta de Vecinos (Neighborhood Committee). …… So many people arrived from
everywhere. Then the authority understood immediately that it (the closure of the
hospital) would be a difficult task. (Interview with Anibal Inglés Cayul March 13,
2002)
The scale and importance of protests are constantly remarked in interviews with
members of communities. The news of protest was in the local newspapers and became
an important issue with respect health services in the area. However, it was not only the
media coverage of the incident that made communities remember the incident. As shown
in the interviews, the protests in 1993 became a part of the collective memory, which is
still very vivid and strong in the minds of the Mapuche in the area. More importantly this
memory became one of the reasons why communities feel that they have ownership over
the hospital. Many interviewees stated a sense of pride because they saved the hospital
from the closure. Many referred the hospital as “our hospital”. This feeling of ownership
influences not only the growth of participation in the Indigenous Association but also the
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level of satisfaction. Furthermore, the experience of massive participation from
communities as well as later successful negotiation with both the Anglican Association
and the state give the Indigenous Association a better position to negotiate further with
the state.
However, it was not only the local authorities that felt the resistance from the
communities against the closure of the hospital. The Anglican Corporation also felt
strong pressure from communities. Bishop Apeleo described the pressure from the
communities in the interview;
We had two options to deal with the economic crisis of the hospital. The first one
is obviously to close the hospital. Not only the administration but also the
technical team realized that we could not meet the demands from the
communities. The closure of the hospital was an easier solution for us because we
reached the point where we did not want to work with the hospital any more.
However, we would have to face tremendous pressure from the rural communities
(if we had closed the hospital immediately). (Interview with Bishop Apeleo
March 20, 2002).
The state was closely following the case and Mapuche communities around the
hospital organized in a surprisingly massive scale against the closure. The Anglican
Corporation, which had already been attacked by Mapuche communities in the area
because of its ownership of large amounts of land in the middle of Mapuche territory, did
not want to cause more trouble because of the hospital. After all, the hospital was a part
of the project to earn the heart of Mapuche communities not to loose it. To deal with the
financial crisis as well as strong resistance from communities, the church decided to
search for an institution that would administer the hospital maintaining basic services.
From Resistance to Mobilization
Meanwhile, the Mapuche communities consolidated the Support Committee for
Makewe Hospital and organized a donation drive to help the hospital. There is no
information about the amount of donations that the hospital received through the Support
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Committee. However, again, various interviewees remembered the campaign and said
that they participated in the campaign.
I do not remember exactly when… it was when the church wanted to close the
hospital. I came to leave some donations here in the hospital. Our community also
made some donations. A lot of communities donated. (Interview with Jose
February 2, 2002)
It seems that there was a campaign. My community donated agricultural products
such as wheat, potatoes, chickens and some money to make the hospital keep
working. (Interview with Matilda February 13, 2002).
Not only is the memory of the campaign for donations strong among Mapuche
communities but also 16 % of households surveyed in the area Makewe-Pelale (16 out of
103 households) responded that they participated in the donation drive. Donations as well
as participation to save the hospital boosted the mobilization of Mapuche communities
around the hospital.
In this process, the state did not play any significant role. The National Health
Service did not increase its subsidy for the hospital nor did it maintain a minimum level
of increase to match inflation rates. The economic situation of the hospital did not
improve. Facing a constant deterioration of the hospital’s financial situation, from 1993,
the church actively looked for an institution to administer the hospital. According to
interviews with Apeleo and Chureo, there were several institutions that showed an
interest in administering the hospital including a major private health service provider in
Santiago. Noticing the possibility that the hospital would be administered and owned by a
private entity, the Support Committee for Makewe began to have meetings and organize
themselves to take on the administration of the hospital. Finally in 1997, the Support
Committee transformed itself into the Indigenous Health Association Makewe-Pelale
with 32 member communities. The urgent need to organize communities to take control
of the hospital emerged in communities and many interviewees remembered the moment.
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We called a general meeting of the communities in the area and told people that
the only way we could save the hospital is to form an association because a
committee does not have a legal status to administer a hospital. There were 35
communities out of 92 10 communities in the area Makewe-Pelale that agreed to
join the association. (Interview with Rosalino Catrilaf, vice present of the
Indigenous Association April 3, 2002)
There were several reasons that only 35 communities out of more than 100
communities participated in the formation of the Indigenous Association. Fist of all,
communication problems played a major role in limiting the number of communities
which participated in the Indigenous Association. It was hard for the central figures of the
Support Committee to reach all the communities. Some leaders of the communities said
that they would have participated in the Indigenous Association if they had known about
it on time. Also some communities were skeptical about the possibility that a Mapuche
organization could administer a Western hospital.
Only 35 communities participated in the Indigenous Association because we
Mapuche had 100 years of evangelization and more than 200 years of dirty
Chilean politics. Mapuche communities are divided…Some of our own The
Mapuche told us that Mapuche were not capable. (Interview with Francisco
Chureo, President of the Indigenous Association & Director of Makewe March
11, 2002)
Our community did not participate in the Association from the beginning. It is not
because we did not like the idea but because we simply did not know about it
then… They (the Support Committee for Makewe) had to form an association as
soon as possible to summit a proposal to the SSAS and they did not have enough
time to call and visit everybody. Thirty five is the minimum number of
communities you need to form an association. So if you have 35, why do you
need to ask more? (Interview with Anibal Inglés Cayul March 13, 2002)
Due to communication problems, the urgency of forming an association and some
skepticism from Mapuche communities in the area, the Indigenous Association began
with 35 communities out of 190 communities in the area. Once the minimum number of
10

Even though the map provided by CONADI of IX Region shows there are 190 communities in the area
Makewe-Pelale, often community leaders tell me that there are 92 communities in the area. This
discrepancy is due to the fact that there are several communities that merge to form a new community since
they registered to CONADI in 1987.
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communities required to form an association was met, the leaders of the Indigenous
Association focused on negotiating with the state to induce support from the state for
their proposal to administer the hospital in an intercultural way rather than trying to
gather more members to their association.
While the church was contacting several health institutions to confer the
administration of the hospital, the Indigenous Association contacted the state government
to pressure the church. The Indigenous Association presented a project to administer the
hospital with an emphasis on intercultural health to the SSAS. And the emphasis on
intercultural health was a decision of the general meeting of communities when
communities formed the Indigenous Association. With the new way of administering the
hospital, the Indigenous Association actively communicated with the SSAS from 1997.
Unlike its reaction to the Anglican Corporation’s proposals, the SSAS extended its
support to the Indigenous Association. With the support from the SSAS, from 1997, the
Indigenous Association participated in an intense negotiation process with the Anglican
Corporation. At that moment, the closure of the hospital was dropped.
After two years of an intense negotiation between the Indigenous Association, the
Anglican Corporation and the SSAS, in 1999 the three parties finally reached an
agreement (Austral January 27, 1999). The Anglican Corporation agreed to sign a nointerest loan to let the Indigenous Association use all the hospital facilities and administer
the hospital for 5 years until 2004 under the condition that the Indigenous Association
would keep health workers who had been hired by the Anglican Corporation insofar as
they wanted to stay with the new administration of the hospital. Also the Anglican
Corporation promised not to transfer any debt to the Indigenous Association in order to
let the Indigenous Association have a fresh start. However, the Anglican Corporation did
not transfer the ownership of the hospital land and facilities to the Indigenous
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Association. Therefore the agreement between the Indigenous Association and the
Anglican Corporation became again the subject of negotiation in 2003.
Despite the fact that the Indigenous Association could not gain total control over
the physical facilities of the hospital, it was a victory for Mapuche communities in the
area because the closure of the hospital became out of question (for the moment) and,
more importantly, they became the owner of the hospital. It was seen as a symbolic
recuperation of Mapuche territory, which had long been occupied by the Anglican
Corporation. And the key to understand the success of Mapuche communities in
preventing the closure of Makewe as well as to obtain its administration is to understand
the multiplicity of the interfaces between the state and Mapuche communities.
While the communities actively tried to transform the existing social service
(Makewe Hospital) into a multicultural social service adding an intercultural health
program, the state supported the project even though its support was rather indirect and
passive. More importantly, the state and Mapuche communities succeeded in forming a
loose coalition in face of the Anglican Corporation. I would not describe the relationship
between the state and the Indigenous Association as a strong and unified alliance based
on mutual trust. The community leaders stated their distrust of the state due to its
reluctance to renovate the hospital and to expand intercultural health programs to other
communities. As one of leaders of the Indigenous Association put it, “the state would
never act before the communities make noises”.
However, it is also true that the state indeed acted upon the “noise” that
communities created and took the side of communities in the negotiation with the
Anglican Corporation. In the following section, I explain how this loose coalition
emerged between the state and the Indigenous Association.
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The Loose Coalition between the State and the Communities
The loose coalition between the state and the Indigenous Association derives from
the fact that the intercultural health program in Makewe Hospital turned out to be an
almost ideal tool for both the state and the communities to achieve their different goals in
multicultural social policy: Expansion of cultural rights as well as social rights. And it is
the strong community participation that made the intercultural health program in Makewe
an ideal tool for both parties.
Political Legitimacy vs. Strong Participation
With support from the SSAS and the local communities, the Indigenous
Association had a better position to negotiate with the Anglican Corporation of Temuco.
To minimize grievances from communities, the Anglican Corporation had to find an
institution which would be more easily accepted by the communities. At the same time,
since the hospital had suffered from lack of funding, the church preferred an institution
that showed fund-raising ability. The Indigenous Association met both conditions. Since
it is an organization of Mapuche communities of the area, the communities in the area
would accept the Indigenous Association better than any other institutions. Also, the
Anglican Corporation was impressed by the negotiating capability of the Indigenous
Association, which induced support from the state. It is clear in Bishop Apeleo’s remark.
We thought that the committee of indigenous sectors (the Indigenous Association)
would have much better acceptance. Their projects and demands would be
accepted better by the state than those of the church. So we chose them and
handed over the administration of the hospital in order that the communities could
maintain their hospital. (Interview with Bishop Apeleo March 20, 2002)
On the other hand, the SSAS agreed with the Indigenous Association to keep
subsidizing the service of the hospital. Furthermore, once the Indigenous Association
took over the administration of the hospital in 1999, it succeeded in increasing the
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subsidy from the SSAS from 5 million pesos (c. US$ 7,000) to 8 million pesos (c.
US$12,300) per month. Also the Indigenous Association received a new ambulance from
MINSAL and wrote a successful proposal that allowed PROMAP to fund one registered
nurse, one paramedic and one kinesiologist.
In addition, the Indigenous Association obtained considerable autonomy in the
administration of the hospital. The SSAS required the Indigenous Association to sustain a
few health programs that the government promoted and to maintain a certain level of
health indicators. Besides those basic responsibilities, the hospital gained freedom to
pursue its own health service model. This autonomy has derived partly from the fact that
this hospital was legally a “private” hospital even though more than 90% of the budget
comes from the SSAS. Because the infrastructure was owned by the Anglican
Corporation, its legally “private” status was maintained until 2003.
However, a more important reason for the Indigenous Association’s relative
autonomy stems from the state’s urgent need for political legitimacy within Mapuche
communities with democratization and the efforts to decentralize the health service
sector. These urgent needs became evident in the interview with Dr. Ricardo Celis, who
was the director of the SSAS in 2002 and is now the governor of the IX Region.
I believe that the role of the state is not to allow or to prohibit but to facilitate.
Then the role of the state is rather that of a guarantor or supervisor not of an actor.
If the state has its goal to promote intercultural health and places the task to the
local institutions, the state should only regulate and supervise the institutions.
Especially about intercultural health, they are those who have better knowledge
than ours. The state should learn from them. (Ricardo Celis, director of the SSAS
April 19, 2002)
In this interview, Dr. Celis reiterated that the SSAS would not intervene in the
administration of Makewe Hospital. He stated that it has sought to learn valuable lessons
about intercultural health from Mapuche communities. When asked about the legality of
having a machi as a part of health service system in Makewe, Dr. Celis argued that the
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state should change its law as soon as possible to embrace the reality of intercultural
health and to respect Mapuche culture. The attitude of Dr. Celis shows us that the
negotiation/ interaction between the Indigenous Association and the SSAS have been
cooperative rather than conflictive. More importantly, there is willingness in the state to
accept the reality of intercultural health. This is not a typical picture of the relationship
between Mapuche communities and the state. Often the state and Mapuche communities
have openly stated their mutual distrust and confronted each other. Why did the state
become relatively cooperative toward the Indigenous Association? Why did the state
accept, in this case, the Mapuche communities’ demand for intercultural health?
To answer these questions, it is important to understand that the demands of the
Indigenous Association turned out to be quite compelling in the middle of conflicts
between the state and Mapuche communities around land rights in late 1990s. From
1997-1999, when the Indigenous Association negotiated with the state, the state already
faced serious problems of legitimacy among the Mapuche in the area. The civilian
government, which received strong supports from the Mapuche in the democratization
process, did not retain the support of the indigenous peoples. At the same time, the
neoliberal policy inherited from military dictatorship threatened the land and the life of
Mapuche communities. In the middle of acute conflicts between the forestry companies
and Mapuche communities over land, the state failed to resolve the land problem.
Furthermore, CONADI, the flagship state institution for indigenous rights, was under
severe attack from Mapuche communities due to its lack of political and economic will to
deal with indigenous issues. As a result of the frustration and distrust widely felt among
Mapuche communities, Mapuche organizations not only declared a struggle against the
state in Chile but also conferred with the international institutions such as Inter-American
Court of Human Rights to bring attention and pressure from abroad onto the Chilean
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state. Criticism of the state both at home and abroad over indigenous rights put the newly
democratized Chilean state in a vulnerable position. The state had to restore its legitimacy
as quickly as possible.
Also the demand for more open administration of Makewe Hospital with more
participation from the Mapuche communities coincided with the democratization project
of the state.

To the state, the Indigenous Association did not follow the so-called

“radical” separatist views of the state. Francisco Chureo, the director of the hospital and
the president of the Indigenous Association, made clear the political stance of the
Indigenous Association.
When we are talking about intercultural health and new health policy, they are
about the complementarity. We argue that there should be no exclusion. We are
going to improve the quality of life for the two peoples: Chilenos and Mapuches.
If the two peoples decide to respect each other’s culture, that is interculturalism.
We do not want separation. We want complementarity. (Interview with Francisco
Chureo March 11, 2002)
However, the nature of the demands from the Indigenous Association and the
social and political situation in IX Region do not fully explain why the state responded
positively to the demands of the Indigenous Association. We need to also consider the
impact of strong community participation on state action, which enables the Indigenous
Association to develop a specific proposal firmly rooted in the political and economic
situation of the area.
Even though conflicts over land rights intensified in Mapuche communities in the
late 1990s, Makewe-Pelale area was relatively remote from the direct conflicts with the
forestry companies simply because there is no huge forestry company in the area. Also
the majority of Mapuche families in the area succeeded in protecting their lands better
than communities in the other areas due to its proximity to Temuco, the capital of the IX
Region. Mapuche communities in the area Makewe-Pelale had better information about
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land titles and better chances to visit governmental offices to register their land. The
geographic proximity to Temuco made quite a big difference in the area:
When the Chilean state wanted to make titles for the land and asked the Mapuche
to come to register their land, we Mapuche did not even know how to spell our
name correctly in Spanish. And all those procedures were so hard. But more
importantly, in the region, there were a lot of communities that did not even know
the fact that they should register their land to the state. My grandfather was lucky
enough to register his land. He was a lonko in the area and he heard the news from
Temuco so he told his neighbors to register the land. But I guess it did not happen
in the remote areas of the region (Interview with Alejandro Antiman March 15,
2002)
Makewe-Pelale area can be qualified as a passive center of our struggle. The
communities in that area do not participate in the Mapuche struggle for the land
rights. (Interview with Andrés Cuyul Social Worker of Makewe March 12, 2002)
The relative absence of conflicts about land rights and big forestry companies
such as Mininco shaped the demands from communities in the area into less “radical” and
more “acceptable” for the state. The main concerns for Mapuche communities of the area
Makewe-Pelale has not been the recovery of the land from large forestry companies but
the improvement of social services such as hospitals, schools or roads and the eradication
of poverty through various economic projects. Since the Indigenous Association is based
on strong and constant participation of the communities of the area, the concerns from
communities shaped the demands of the Indigenous Association.
However, the acceptability of demands does not explain the success of the
Indigenous Association. Considering the fact that not every “acceptable” demands turned
out to be accepted by the state, I argue that it is the participation that forced the state to
accept “acceptable” demands. Knowing that there is strong and genuine participation
from the communities, the state could not deny their demands especially when the state
was suffering a crisis of legitimacy in Mapuche communities.
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The Crisis of the Health System vs. Renovation from Communities
If the successful negotiation of Mapuche communities in Makewe-Pelale with the
state relies on the political situation as well as strong community participation, the other
reason to force the state to listen to the demands from the Indigenous Association was the
severe crisis of the public health care system in the IX Region.
In April 27 of 1998, the vice-president of the Medical School of Chile, Dr. Juan
Luis Castro, visited the Regional Hospital of Temuco and declared that the hospital was
the worst public hospital in Chile (Austral April 28, 1998). His visit to the Regional
Hospital of Temuco resulted from growing concerns and complaints about the hospital
and the overall quality of health service in the region. The interviews done by Austral in a
special report on the crisis of the Regional Hospital of Temuco showed the deterioration
in the quality of service that the Regional Hospital of Temuco provided.
I brought my kid to the emergency but they (the administration) sent me to wait in
line without giving us any remedies. (Hector Neuculaf, Austral February 8 of
1998)
I have asked an appointment with an ophthalmologist for 4 years. (Maria Acuna,
Austral February 8 of 1998)
We arrived at the hospital at 4 AM to receive a number. Luckily we arranged the
transportation which took us here so we could receive a number. (Maria Cuna de
Quepe, Austral February 8 of 1998)
The problems were not limited to the Regional Hospital of Temuco. The
municipalized system of health also experienced severe deterioration. The leaders of the
Association of Municipalized Health Workers (Asociación de Funcionarios de la Salud
Municipalizada) had a press conference in May 5 of 1998 and stated,
Our concern is about the financial crisis of the municipality of Temuco. The
budget cut was a death sentence for the service since 1996. Unfortunately we are
already in the fifth month of the year and we see that the municipalized health
service of Temuco does not have any money to offer its service. (Austral May 5,
1998)
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Due to the financial problems of the municipality resulting from the denial of its
per capita budget by MINSAL, the municipalized health service of Temuco had to put
restrictions on the use of medicine in every clinic. Several clinics in the municipality of
Temuco were in danger of closure (Austral May 5, 1998). However the crisis of
municipalized health care was not the only problem of the municipality of Temuco.
Another clinic in Victoria was also in danger of closure due to lack of medicine and
doctors. Virtually the whole region felt the crisis of the health care system.
More importantly, Padre las Casas, the municipality, within which Makewe
Hospital is located, had more serious problems due to the conflict between the municipal
government of Padre las Casas and MINSAL about the per capita budget. The
municipality of Padre las Casas had been recently created as a separate jurisdiction from
the municipality of Temuco. Even though it covers a large rural area, since it was
originally a part of Temuco, MINSAL classified the municipality of Padre las Casas as
“urbana no pobre (urban and not poor)”. If the municipality were classified as “rural and
poor”, the municipalized health service of Padre las Casas would have received 1020
pesos (c. US$ 2.19) 11 per beneficiary. However, because it was classified as “urban- not
poor”, the municipality of Padre las Casas received only 759 pesos (c. US$ 1.64). In
addition to the problem of classification, the number of beneficiaries in the municipality
estimated by MINSAL was different from the estimate of the municipality of Padre las
Casas. MINSAL estimated 26,814 beneficiaries while the number of the population who
were registered in the Plan de Familia Sana ( Healthy Family Plan) 12 in the municipality
of Padre las Casas was 38,500 (Austral May 4, 1998).

11

This figure is based on the exchange rate of January 1998.
Plan de Familia Sana is a plan to establish connection between the beneficiary populations with the
system of municipalized health service.
12
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Rosa Oyarzun, mayor of Padre las Casas and José García Ruminot, a
congressman from the National Renovation Party (Partido de Renovación Nacional: RN)
severely criticized the SSAS and MINSAL. They argued that there would be no
ambulance in the clinic of Padre las Casas and the deficit would paralyze the
municipalized health service because the municipality could not pay health workers
(Austral January 25, 1998; Austral March 13, 1998). This crisis attracted more attention
from the media because Rosa Oyarzun, mayor of the municipality, and José Garcia
Ruminot, congressman of RN accused the SSAS and MINSAL of discriminating against
Padre las Casas due to political reasons. They were both from the political opposition,
Independent Democratic Union (Unión Demócrata Independiente: UDI) and National
Renovation (Renovación Nacional: RN) respectively. Therefore, their political
accusations were, in effect, a denunciation of the official party (the Concertación)’s
incapacity to govern because the governor as well as the SSAS were affiliated with the
official party. With general crisis of the health sector in IX region and especially with the
crisis in the municipality of Padre las Casas, which had been transformed into a political
conflict, the SSAS could not afford to loose one more hospital in the municipality,
especially when local communities were well organized and well prepared to fight to
keep their hospital.
However, the crisis of the health sector in IX region does not mean a mere
financial crisis. The quality of service had worsened, too. Accusations were made about
the negligence of doctors and health workers in the public health service system. In 1997,
60% of total medical negligence cases came from public hospitals. And the accusation
had increased from 99 cases in 1997 to 110 cases in only first 5 months of 1998 (Austral
July 19, 1998). Families who used the Regional Hospital of Temuco claimed that there
was aggression and maltreatment from ambulance drivers. They blamed drivers for
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refusing to transfer a patient who suffered a heart attack, declaring the death of the patient
even before the patient had deceased. Also some patients claimed that drivers kicked one
of their children saying that they were “bothering” the clinic (Austral June 15, 1998). The
severe financial crisis of the SSAS as well as questions about the quality of service in the
public health system established an urgent need to reform the health sector in the IX
region.
Since the majority of the poor population in the area is Mapuche, the proposal
from the Indigenous Association to administer a hospital had a solid ground in front of
the SSAS. Furthermore, the SSAS already had special interests in promoting intercultural
health in the region to solve the problem of quality of health in the area. First of all there
had been a special program, PROMAP, to promote intercultural health since 1992.
PROMAP is the first state program in Chile which aims at promoting interculturalism in
health. This program aims not only at the improvement of the health situation of the
Mapuche in general but also at invigorating Mapuche culture through the transformation
of Chilean society. Jaime Ibaxache, director of the program said in an interview with an
internet newspaper, El Diario Gong,
From mutual and innovative concept of health, it is possible to achieve more
autonomous and better space for Mapuches. And those spaces would be possible
only when the Chilean society, in perfectly horizontal relations, admits that there
are so many things that could be learned from The Mapuche and the other
indigenous population. Maybe we could start this movement with PROMAP,
where men and women gather together with perfect consciousness about the
importance of the autonomous spaces for indigenous peoples. (El Diario Gong
November 14, 2002)
In addition to PROMAP, Dr. Miguel Angel Solar, director of the SSAS at the
time has been one of the advocates of intercultural health from late 1980s. In his article,
“Necesaria Relación de Cooperación entre Medicina Occidental Moderna, de Origen
Hipocrático, y la Medicina Indígena Tradicional Mapuche (The Necessary Relation of
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Cooperation between Modern Western Medicine of Hippocratic Origin and the
Traditional Mapuche Medicine)”, he argues that the origin of real medicine is rooted in
the synthesis of biological diagnosis/cure and psychological and spiritual diagnosis/cure.
In other words, the real health system should be holistic rather than purely biological.
Therefore, he argues that to establish this holistic health system, it is indispensable for the
Western mainstream Chilean medical society to accept Mapuche medical knowledge and
to start a conversation between two knowledge systems.
Due to the favorable intellectual atmosphere on intercultural issues, when the
SSAS received the project of the Indigenous Association, the SSAS promised to support
the Indigenous Association sending one of the founders of PROMAP, Dr. Jaime
Ibaxache, to the hospital as the director of the technical team.
The negotiation between the SSAS and the Indigenous Association brings out the
nuances in the position of the state, which has to tackle multiple goals in multicultural
social policy. The financial crisis of the health care system as well as the deteriorating
quality of the service forced the SSAS to execute necessary reforms to address the crises.
At the same time, growing demands from Mapuche communities for their cultural as well
as land rights seriously jeopardized the legitimacy of the state at home and abroad.
As an effort to solve these issues, the state accepted the intercultural health
program proposed by the Indigenous Association without major objection. The
intercultural model of the Indigenous Association actually offered an interesting way to
handle multiple issues that the state has to face under neoliberalism. The state expected
the intercultural health programs to expand the cultural rights of the Mapuche while its
strong emphasis on community participation would both democratize the health care
system and minimize state intervention. The SSAS could show itself as a “supporter”. In
addition, strong participation from communities gave legitimacy to the Indigenous
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Association as a true representative of the Mapuche/citizens. Accepting the legitimacy of
a Mapuche organization, the SSAS could gain some legitimacy from communities.
The Second Attempt at Closure: Limits of Community Participation
If strong participation from communities gives the Indigenous Association
political as well as cultural resources to maintain and improve the health service of the
hospital, it certainly has not provided a feasible solution for the financial problems of the
hospital. The financial supports that communities could provide are limited in light of the
fact that most residents in the area are poor small farmers. Donations for the hospital are
occasional and Mapuche small farmers do not have much to gain under neoliberal
economic policy which favors large scale agro-businesses. The hospital has used the land
and buildings owned by the Anglican Corporation and received more than 97% of
funding from the SSAS. The Indigenous Association did not achieve any financial
“autonomy” either from the state or from the Anglican Corporation. The strong support
and participation from the communities has enabled the Indigenous Association to
maintain its political and cultural autonomy from the state and the Anglican Corporation
despite its total dependence on both institutions. On the other hand, the strong initiatives
from communities in the administration of the hospital made the state a reluctant
supporter/observer while the Anglican Corporation became a rival in the area.
Despite its official praise of Makewe Hospital for its success in building the first
intercultural health program in Chile, the state has not raised the funding since the first
raise in 1999 when the Indigenous Association took over the administration. The SSAS,
especially through PROMAP, provided funding for hiring a new nurse as well as a
paramedic but, considering the increase in the population that Makewe covers, the
financial support from the SSAS has been very limited.
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The financial crisis of pubic hospitals in Chile is not a new phenomenon.
However, for Makewe, the financial issue is more severe than in any public hospitals.
The public hospitals are owned by the state and the state has every responsibility to
provide an adequate level of funding. Yet, the state does not need to feel any
responsibility toward Makewe unless there is some political and social pressure for more
funding from communities. That is why the Indigenous Association holds many general
meetings of the communities inviting the health officials of the SSAS to demonstrate the
urgent need for additional funding. The SSAS, from its perspective, does not want to
involve itself too much with the administration of the hospital. Makewe Hospital is not its
priority. The SSAS wants to maintain a “supporting role” not only in the administration
of the hospital but also in the financing of the hospital. Since it has not been directly
under the control of the SSAS, the attitude of the SSAS is to undertake “minimum”
actions to alleviate the financial problems of the hospital when they occur.
Furthermore, the officials of the Indigenous Association firmly believe that they
should not increase the fee for the service, which is 1,500 pesos (c. $ 2.55). Chureo stated
that it is the responsibility of the state to provide adequate health to its citizens and the
health is not a product to buy. Considering the fact that the majority of the Mapuche are
poor small farmers in the area, not raising the price of the service is a politically
important decision in order to maintain support from communities. Instead of increasing
the fees for the service, the officials of the Indigenous Association propose to
communities in the area to participate in every protest or event where they can urge the
state to provide more funding for the hospital. In sum, strong participation from the
communities enable communities to have a better position in political negotiation with
the state but, at the same time, puts the community in a vulnerable economic situation
and causes serious problem for the sustainability of the program.
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While the SSAS wanted to maintain its “supporting” role in the administration of
the hospital, the Anglican Corporation had a somewhat different position on Makewe. It
signed a no-interest loan of 5 years of hospital land and facilities to the Indigenous
Association in 1999. However, the relation between the Indigenous Association and the
Anglican Corporation became somewhat contentious after that date. The Indigenous
Association believed that the Anglican Corporation signed the loan thinking that, once
the Indigenous Association fails to administer the hospital, it would be easier to close the
hospital in the area (Chureo March 11, 2002).
Bishop Apeleo disagrees with the perception and reiterated that the Anglican
Corporation wished nothing but the best for the Indigenous Association. However, he
also did not hide in the interview that he had deep concerns about the administration of
the hospital partly because the Indigenous Association has not been financially
responsible and mostly because of the intercultural practices within the hospital (Apeleo
March 20, 2002). He emphasized in the 2002 interview that the buildings, the land and
ambulances still belonged to the Anglican Corporation and, if anything happened, the
Anglican Corporation would be legally responsible. In addition, he stated his unhappiness
with Mapuche religious ceremonies on land owned by the Anglican Corporation. He
argued that he did not know that the Indigenous Association would bring such a model of
health care to the administration of the hospital. He neither believed in machis nor
accepted Mapuche religion. He viewed Mapuche religion as opposed to the religious
principles of the Anglican Corporation.
The Indigenous Association tried to buy the land and facilities from the Anglican
Corporation with funding from CONADI several times but it did not work out. The
funding was limited and the Anglican Corporation refused to sell the land. The distrust
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between the Indigenous Association and the Anglican Corporation deepened and the
SSAS maintained its “neutral” stance on the issue once again.
In 2003, one year before the end of the no-interest loan, the Anglican Corporation
notified the Indigenous Association that it would not renew the no-interest loan of
hospital facilities and land. Immediately, Francisco Chureo sent an open letter to the
SSAS and Mapuche organizations in Chile saying that the true intention of the Anglican
Corporation is to close the hospital because the church does not respect the Mapuche
religion and culture that is practiced in the hospital. Chureo, in the letter, explained that
the Indigenous Association had tried to buy the land and facilities from the Anglican
Corporation but the Anglican Corporation refused to sell them. Furthermore, he argued
that according to the loan, it is renewable for an additional three years and the Anglican
Corporation refused to do so (Gong February 8, 2003). He declared that the intention of
the Anglican Corporation is to eliminate the culture of Mapuche and urged the
communities in the area as well in Chile to support the Indigenous Association in the
struggle against the Anglican Corporation (Enlace Mapuche International February 6,
2003).
Soon after the Indigenous Association announced its plan to fight against the
Anglican Corporation’s decision, a religious group called “Organización de Intermisión
(Inter-Mission Organization)” passed out flyers in the Makewe-Pelale area, which argued
that “The Bible and Jesus condemn these practices (machi and her religious ceremonies)
and the Holy Spirit actually prohibits them.” The flyer also states that “they (machis) are
idolaters and liars…People who visit them for the illness must bear the fatal
consequences.” (Austral February 14, 2003: Austral February 15, 2003) It turned out that
the writer of this flyer, Elías Huilipang, a Mapuche, belongs to the Anglican Church of
Chol Chol. The minister of the church, Alberto Mena, not only had approved the content
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of flyers but also announced that the church was ready to send five thousand more flyers
to the area to caution residents of Makewe-Pelale about the danger of Mapuche religion
(Austral February 14, 2003).
Bishop Apeleo of the Anglican Corporation said that he does not agree with
intercultural health program of Makewe both because of the incorporation of the machi
and of Mapuche religion in the administration of the hospital (Austral February 16,
2003). The bishop said in the interview with Austral (2003), the local paper of Temuco,
that “the church absolutely disagrees with the incorporation of machi in the hospital.
Besides the fact that it does not correspond with the church, it is illegal.” He also stated
his displeasure with the fact that the Indigenous Association built in the hospital an
“educational facility”, which is a ruka, a traditional Mapuche building. He argued that the
Indigenous Association does not have any right to build anything on the land owned by
the Anglican Corporation according to the specifics of the no-interest loan. Furthermore,
he pointed out that the Indigenous Association did not repay the debt of 7,511,342 pesos
(c. US$13,253.31) 13 to the Anglican Corporation and it did not transfer the title of the
ambulance to the Indigenous Association so the Anglican Corporation had to pay the auto
insurance for 4 years.
The Indigenous Association was enraged by the flyer and condemned the act as
“racist and fascist”. Chureo stated that the church had expropriated the land from
Mapuche communities but now claimed the ownership of the land. He warned the church
that even though this expropriation had happened once in history, it would not happen
again (Austral February 16, 2003).
While the conflicts between the Anglican Corporation and the Indigenous
Association intensified, the SSAS did not take a clear stance on the issue. Dr. Celis, the
13

Based on the exchange rate of Nov. 2005.
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director of the SSAS at the time, stated that “Makewe is independent. We extend our
service to the hospital but we are not particularly interested in where the service is
located. It can be in the current hospital facilities or can be a few miles away from it. For
us, it does not matter.” (Austral February 20, 2003). Thus, the state would not actively
support the program unless it became absolutely inevitable under huge political pressure
as happened in 1993 and 1997. This reluctant intervention of the state in Makewe offered
a unique opportunity for the Indigenous Association to develop a more flexible health
care model independent from the bureaucratic scheme of the state. However, “being
independent” also meant that the state does not have any responsibility, especially
financial, to sustain the hospital.
To show the support from Mapuche communities in the area, the Indigenous
Association held a Trawun (an assembly) on March 27, 2003 inviting Mapuche
communities, Mapuche organizations as well as supporters of the hospital. However, the
support did not come only from the communities or supporters. The media in Temuco
wrote articles and opinions favorable to the Indigenous Association. Austral, a local
newspaper affiliated with el Mercurio, which had portrayed Mapuche movements’ often
violent and radical mobilization and had been the target of criticism and protest from
Mapuche organizations, wrote unusually detailed reports on the conflicts in Makewe.
Furthermore, on March 23 of 2003, the paper wrote a piece which examined the meaning
of machi and Mapuche culture in terms of Chilean society. The title was “Machis son
depositarias de la sabiduría Mapuche (Machis are the depositories of Mapuche wisdom)”.
The favorable coverage of the struggle of the Indigenous Association by Austral is
important since it is the only local daily newspaper published in the area. Meanwhile
many Mapuche organizations such as KONAPEWMAN and the Coordinación de
Organizaciones e Identidades Mapuche (the Coordination of Organizations and Identity
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of Mapuche) publicly criticized the Anglican Corporation and announced their intention
to fight against the church (El Diario Gong March 17 and 28, 2003).
While the SSAS did not offer any significant support for the Indigenous
Association, the CONADI of Temuco signed a contract with the Indigenous Association.
The contract between CONADI and the Indigenous Association is to provide resources to
the hospital for training programs on intercultural health for health workers as well as for
Mapuche leaders in the area of Nueva Imperial, Freire and Padre las Casas. CONADI
offered 6 million pesos (c. US$ 10, 586.64). It was a surprising gesture from CONADI
which showed its support for the Indigenous Association in a very subtle way (El Diario
Gong April 7, 2003).
In spite of a broadening of support for the Indigenous Association from the media
as well as from Mapuche communities and CONADI, the SSAS did not change its
passive and “neutral” position toward the conflict. Thus, the Indigenous Association
decided to travel to Santiago to visit MINSAL and the Ministry of Development and
Planning (Ministerio de Planificación y Cooperación: MIDEPLAN). When they met with
sub-secretaries of MINSAL and MIDEPLAN, the Indigenous Association reminded the
central government that Origínes, a governmental development program for indigenous
population in Chile funded by IADB, set intercultural health as one of main goals in the
program, yet an existing intercultural hospital, Makewe, was on the verge of closure. In
the meeting, the Indigenous Association demanded that the state provide enough
resources not only to support the current system but also to build new hospital facilities
(Austral August 5, 2003).
It is not clear how the central government, MINSAL and MIDEPLAN, responded
to the demands from the Indigenous Association. However, after the visit to Santiago, the
SSAS announced that it would actively mediate the conflicts between the Anglican
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Corporation and the Indigenous Association. At the meeting with the representatives of
the Indigenous Association in October 5 of 2003, the sub-secretary of the SSAS, Antonio
Infante stated that MINSAL was ready to negotiate with the Anglican Corporation in
order that Makewe Hospital maintained its operations permanently in the same place. He
also added that MINSAL strongly supported the health model that the Indigenous
Association had implemented in the area of Makewe-Pelale. Thus, in case the Anglican
Corporation refused to negotiate with the SSAS, the SSAS would buy lands in another
place through CONADI to offer a new hospital for the Indigenous Association in the area
(Austral October 5, 2003).
Now the negotiation involved three parties as in 1993 and 1997: the SSAS, the
Indigenous Association and the Anglican Corporation. At the beginning, the Anglican
Corporation agreed to sell a part of the land and hospital facilities saying that they wanted
an institution other than the Indigenous Association to run the hospital. The Indigenous
Association immediately announced its plan to build a new hospital close to Makewe
with funding from CONADI (Austral October 16, 2003).
The negotiation continued among the three actors through the winter of 2003 and
in 2004, the SSAS finally succeeded in purchasing the land and hospital facilities from
the Anglican Corporation with $12,000,000 (c. US$ 21,173.28). The hospital became a
public hospital but the Indigenous Association maintained its control over the
administration of the hospital. The director of the SSAS, Dr. Osorio stated that “the
hospital is going to be under the administration of the Indigenous Association with
support and participation from communities in the area. The SSAS will support the
hospital to continue its intercultural health practices.” However, he added that “as a new
owner of the hospital, the SSAS will implement a series of measures to improve the
administration as well as the financing of the hospital.” (Austral January 30, 2003). It
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meant that the state was not going to be a “passive” or “reluctant” supporter of the
hospital anymore.
It is not clear yet what will be the nature of the new relationship between the
SSAS and the Indigenous Association. Some argue that the state totally controls the
hospital now while others claim that the Indigenous Association has managed to
overcome its political as well as economic problems. However, the clear lessons are the
limitations of an intercultural health program in dealing with the issue of sustainability if
the program relies mostly on a strong participation from communities, especially when
communities themselves are underprivileged and marginalized.
Community participation can provide vital political power to the Indigenous
Association when negotiating with the SSAS and the Anglican Corporation. However, a
better political position does not guarantee the sustainability of the program. As we can
see in the process of the negotiation between the Anglican Corporation and the
Indigenous Association, the Anglican Corporation could easily ignore the political
pressure from communities. The SSAS, the state, is a different story. Unlike the Anglican
Corporation, it has to legitimize its action and can not ignore political pressure from
communities. Note, however, that the central government in Santiago was in the Makewe
case more sensitive to the pressures of supporting indigenous rights than its regional
dependencies in the IX Region. We will see a similar dynamic in the case of Nueva
Imperial. However, the state can still be a “passive” observer of the process and does not
need to actively support the Indigenous Association so long as its political legitimacy is
not in jeopardy.
The Indigenous Association succeeded in sustaining its administration of the
hospital this time. However, they had to pay significant political price by letting the state
be the official owner of the hospital. The future relationship between the state and the
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Indigenous Association is likely to be different since the state declared that it would not
be a “passive” observer any longer, whereas the Indigenous Association still claims the
virtual ownership of the hospital based upon the strong support from the communities in
the area. However, if one thing is clear, it is the fact that the strong support from the
communities does not always guarantee the sustainability of multicultural social policy.
EVALUATION OF THE INTERCULTURAL HEALTH PROGRAM
As shown earlier, the interactions among three actors – the state, Mapuche
communities, and the Anglican Corporation- have molded important traits of the
intercultural health program of Makewe. The relative autonomy of Mapuche
communities in administering and implementing the intercultural health program is one
of these traits. Relatively autonomous Mapuche communities and their administration of
the hospital also provided ideal condition for the state to maintain a “healthy” distance
from the administration of the hospital in order to enhance its legitimacy as well as lower
the financial burden. In addition, the loose coalition between the state and Mapuche
communities is another trait of the program, which effectively pressured the Anglican
Corporation to transfer the administration of the hospital to Mapuche communities and
ultimately to sell the land and hospital facilities to the state.
In this section, I explore how these traits affect the other goals of intercultural
health programs and to see if these specific interactions between the state and
communities resulted in particular outcomes for the program. To do so, I evaluate the
outcomes of the intercultural health programs of Makewe in terms of 1) mobilization and
participation 2) cultural diversity and 3) satisfaction of Mapuche patients.
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Mobilization and Participation
Participation from Mapuche communities has played a significant role in making
the Indigenous Association as an undeniable part of the policy implementation process.
The strong participation made the Indigenous Association’s demand more acceptable as
well as powerful. However, community participation in the Indigenous Association is not
just a tool to obtain a better position in the negotiation with external actors. It is also one
of the important goals that the intercultural programs aim to achieve. The intercultural
health program, as a part of democratizing efforts in the health sector, intends to broaden
indigenous people’s participation to improve the quality of the health service (for the
state) and to empower indigenous communities in the struggle for their cultural rights (for
the indigenous communities). In this part, I evaluate the outcomes of the intercultural
health programs in Makewe in terms of its broadening participation in the administration
of the hospital.
Galvanizing Participation via Multiple Channels
The case of Makewe shows that the initial strong participation from communities
and the relatively low level of intervention from the state have furthered the participation
of the communities in the intercultural health program. The collective memory of
participation and struggle against the closure of the hospital provides an encouraging
basis for the further development of such participation. In addition, since the participation
from communities in the area played such an important role in increasing the negotiating
capacity of the Indigenous Association, it continues to develop various mechanisms to
induce more participation from communities.
First of all, it has various committees to hear voices from the communities. One of
them is the Committee of the Wise (Comité de los Sábios), which consists of lonkos of
the communities. A lonko is usually an elderly person who has legal and social authority
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in each community. The Committee of the Wise plays a significant role in shaping the
health model of the hospital and giving legitimacy to the proposal of the Indigenous
Association. Francisco Chureo, the director of Makewe emphasized the importance of the
Committee of the Wise in the interview.
I personally learned a lot from the elderly people of the communities…I always
ask lonkos how I am doing and they will tell me how I am doing. They are very
important. Especially doing intercultural health, I always ask them what to do and
how to do it. They are very wise and they know Mapuche culture. They know
how to work with the state because they know the history of Mapuche. (Interview
with Francisco Chureo March 11, 2002)
The Committee of the Wise meets whenever an important issue emerges. Often
the officials of the Indigenous Association visit important lonkos in the area when lonkos
could not visit the hospital for a meeting.
Secondly, Makewe organizes frequent general meetings of all members of the
communities. Those meeting are held occasionally when the hospital needs support or
inputs from the communities. When I was in Chile, the Indigenous Association organized
two general meetings to discuss the future of the hospital. For the second one held in July
2, 2002, community members and the Indigenous Association discussed the funding
situation of the hospital. Also the officials invited the mayor of municipality of Padre las
Casas, the director of SSAS, and various Mapuche organizations such as
KONAPEWMAN, which is an organization of young Mapuche professionals.
In this meeting, representatives of two communities in the area of Rañintulef in
the municipality of Nueva Imperial handed an open letter to the Indigenous Association
asking Makewe’s medical team to provide services to their area. It was a surprise not
only for the health officials but also for the Indigenous Association because nobody
anticipated such a request from the communities during the meeting. However, it showed
how the hospital was perceived by the communities and, at the same time, how
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participation from the communities directly influenced the decision making process of
the Indigenous Association. The director of the hospital received the letter and gave it his
support. Public health officials responded that they would discuss the issue with the
municipality of Nueva Imperial. Later, the communities succeeded in establishing an
intercultural health post in their area with technical supports from Makewe Hospital.
In addition to the Committee of the Wise and the general meetings, every last
Friday of the month, the officials of the Association have a meeting at the hospital. These
members are usually representatives of communities in the area Makewe-Pelale.
Therefore, during the meeting they deliver public opinions from the communities about
the services of the hospital. The officials are elected by 35 member communities of the
Indigenous Association. Also, the officials of the Indigenous Association, especially the
director, regularly visit communities in the area of Makewe-Pelale to discuss the
administration of the hospital. While I was conducting the survey in the communities,
quite a few people told me that they met the director of the hospital when he visited their
community to inform them about the hospital.
Direct participation of the members of communities in the administration is
limited to occasions when the hospital needs strong support or input from the community.
However, the leaders of each member community are frequently invited in various
meetings and often asked to be a member of the governing body of the association. José
Ladino Cayul, the secretary of the Association, explained this web of participation.
To administer this hospital, we need to form an indigenous health organization.
And people participate in the association. Those people elected me as a secretary.
.. Before I was just a member…..When we (the officials) have meetings in each
community, we talk with its leader then later we organize general meetings so that
people would come and express their opinions about the hospital. (Interview with
Jose Ladino Cayul March 14, 2002)
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Several questions in the survey sought to evaluate the participation of
communities in the administration of the hospital. One of the questions was whether they
had ever participated in any community meetings that discussed Makewe. Out of 103
households participating in the survey, 31 households responded that they have
participated in the community meetings. In the area close to Makewe, 16 out of 27
households said that they participated in community meetings that discussed the hospital.
The communities close to the hospital show a higher level of participation because the
proximity to the hospital meant greater accessibility to information.
When I asked a leader of a community, which does not belong to the Indigenous
Association but strongly supports the organization, he told me that they had not
participated in the Indigenous Association from the beginning not because they did not
like the idea and efforts of the Indigenous Association but because they did not hear
about it. The officials of the Indigenous Association also told me that it is hard for them
to reach to communities in the remote area since there is no good transportation system in
the area. 14 However, the overall participation rate is still high. Thirty one percent of
households in the area Makewe-Pelale said they had participated in community meetings
that discussed Makewe, while 59 percent of the households that live close to Makewe
reported that they have participated in the meeting where they discussed Makewe.
The survey results about participation of leaders of the community in the general
meetings of Makewe show the same tendency. Twenty two out of 103 households
reported that their leaders participate in the meetings with Makewe, while 14 out of 27
households declared that their community leaders participate in the meetings with
Makewe. Again there is strong concentration of participation in the area close to the
14

The transportation system in the area Makewe-Pelale is in very poor condition. There are several buses
running to and from Temuco to and from the communities. And they usually run 1-2 times a day. However,
there is no connection between communities. So if you want go from one community to the other, either
you need to go to Temuco first and change bus there or need to use your own transportation method.
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hospital. Fourteen out of 22 households whose leaders participate in the meetings are in
the area close to the hospital.
In the survey, I also asked households whether they know who administers
Makewe. The knowledge about the hospital, especially knowledge about the
administrator of the hospital reflects the level of active conversation about the hospital
within communities. To the question of who administers the hospital, 58 out of 103
households answered that the Indigenous Association administers Makewe. If we just
look at the area close to Makewe, 20 out of 27 households who live close to Makewe
correctly identified the Indigenous Association as the entity that administers Makewe.
Although overall level of participation is high, the concentration of participation
in the area close to the hospital can be problematic. Those community leaders who could
not participate in the Indigenous Association but now support strongly the organization
stated their concerns.
I would like to participate more. But often I could not hear the news about the
meetings. I got impression that those communities which are registered as
member of Indigenous Association were too close. As far as the hospital is
working fine, I will not complain. But if you keep something within a few people,
it could be corrupt. I am not saying that they are corrupt. However, it would be
better for them to open up a little bit more for more communities to participate in
the Indigenous Association. (Interview with Alfredo, March 13, 2002)
The concentration of participation can be explained by poor transportation.
Physically it is hard to reach the communities in the remote area. In addition, the officials
of the Indigenous Association are non-paid and voluntary positions except the president
of the Indigenous Association. The president holds the director’s position in the hospital,
and is paid as a health worker of the hospital. In most cases, the active participation of
officials of the Indigenous Association means sacrifice. Being self-employed, it is not
easy to come and work for the hospital so often. The limits of “voluntary” participation
become more serious with organizations in urban area. The rural area is known to have
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relatively better conditions for the participation due to its flexible work schedule.
However, it still poses limits on active participation.
Another channel to galvanize participation is through donations. Through
campaigns for donations, the officials of the Indigenous Association visit each
community in the area and inform community leaders as well as members about the
problems of the hospital, which are, in most cases, financial. The first donations occurred
in 1992, when the Anglican Corporation admitted its financial difficulties in providing
health services at Makewe. Many people who participated in the interview recalled the
donation drive and said,
Suddenly people realized that Makewe needed some help in order to keep
working. So my community donated something. I donated half a sack of potatoes.
All the communities around the hospital donated something. The Indigenous
Association came to my communities to ask help. (Interview with Avelina
February 13, 2002)
I voluntarily donated twice. The Indigenous Association came to our community
and I donated. I donated wheat and potatoes. (Interview with Carlos February 26,
2002)
The survey results about the donations show high participation from the
communities. I asked the households in the area Makewe-Pelale if they had ever donated
anything for the hospital since 1992, out of 103 households, 30 households said yes. But
if we look at the responses from the communities close to the hospital, 15 households out
of 27 responded that they had donated something for the hospital. Thus, more than 50%
of households in the area close to Makewe donated for the administration of the hospital.
Despite the fact that the Indigenous Association initiated several donation drives
to help the hospital financially, the donations work more in terms of generating political
support rather than providing feasible financial support for the hospital. The majority of
the residents in the area are poor and due to the decline in the price of agricultural
products as well as famine in the 1990s, the Mapuche communities in the area had
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limited economic room for donations. Often patients left potatoes, eggs and wheat for the
hospital in order to express their appreciation for the service but donations have never
been a regular support for the administration of the hospital.
Another method that the Indigenous Association uses to expand participation
from communities is constant monitoring of their service. Even though the members of
the communities have limited chances to directly participate in the administration of the
hospital, they have various channels to evaluate the services. Each community which
receives medical service in their community from the hospital evaluates the service and
passes it along to the Association. This practice works to promote participation from the
community. José Ladino Cayul, the secretary of the Association explains,
The evaluation from the communities that receive our service in their
communities is important. If there is not input from the communities, there is no
use to bring all the medical team to the communities. Obviously if the service is
good, people would not like to tell us anything. However, this evaluation is a way
to encourage more participation from the communities and to let them know we
care about their opinions. (Interview with Jose Ladino Cayul, secretary of the
Indigenous Association March 14, 2002)
Since the Indigenous Association consists of community leaders, people also feel
free to contact the officials of the Indigenous Association directly. In the interviews with
the patients, various people stated that they would meet the president of the hospital or
the officials of the Association if they have any complaint or suggestions about the
service. The staff members of the hospital also know that if a patient has any complaint
they would talk to the officials directly.
If the patients have any complaint, they would go and talk directly with Don
Francisco (the president of the Indigenous Health Association of Makewe-Pelale
& the director of Makewe). Everybody comes here (the administration office)
because they know that they could find Don Francisco here. … Whoever needs to
talk, they look for Don Francisco. (Interview with Rut Hidalgo, administrative
secretary of the Makewe February 15, 2002)
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To identify the channels of evaluating the service, the survey questionnaire asked
the users of the service how they would make their complaints or suggestions. Out of 50
households who use Makewe, 15 households said that they would talk directly to the
director of the hospital; 6 households declared that they would talk to the Indigenous
Association; 9 households said that they would talk to the representative of their
community; 7 households responded that they would use the book of suggestions. Ten
households responded that they would not complain or make any suggestions. One
household said that they would talk to Dr. Ibaxache, who is the technical director of the
hospital. And 2 households did not reply. In sum, 76 percent (38 households) said that
they would express their concern through one of the channels that the Indigenous
Association offers. The channels to address concerns and opinions of patients and their
proper function are crucial to furthering participation and to improve the accountability of
the service, especially when institutionalized racism within health institutions have
prevented indigenous peoples in the past from using available channels to express their
grievances about the quality of the service.
The development of various channels to invite participation from communities
was possible because of constant efforts from the Indigenous Association to create more
participation to secure their political resources as well as to strengthen their organization.
Nevertheless, the relative autonomy of the Indigenous Association from the state
bureaucracy also facilitated the development of various channels for participation. The
Indigenous Association maintained fluid relations with communities and became flexible
in adapting new ways of communication as well as modifying existing rules to
communicate to the communities. Unlike public hospitals which are controlled by
detailed rules and have to be supervised in every steps of their administration, Makewe
benefited from the relative autonomy of the Indigenous Association from the state in
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terms of implementation of new initiatives and flexible measures such as the Committee
of Wise as well as community meetings. The state intervened only when there was
trouble. The reluctant involvement of the state raises the issue of sustainability but it also
allows space for Mapuche communities to create and maintain participation.
Spreading Mobilization: The Cases of Colpanao and Rañintuleufu
While the Indigenous Association encourages participation from communities in
the administration of the hospital, the participatory network of the hospital as well as the
collective memory of successful negotiation with the state have enhanced the
mobilization of communities in the area. One good example is the case of the Colpanao
area.
The Colpanao area is in the municipality of Padre las Casas. This area covers
seven Mapuche communities whose population is 540. Since the access to the clinic of
Padre las Casas is difficult and the majority of residents of the area live in the remote
rural area, the Colpanao received ronda médica (visit of medical team at the emergency
medical center in the communities) of the clinic of Padre las Casas twice a week. Even
though the service that the municipality offered was crucial for the residents of the
Colpanao, the quality of service was not good. The residents in the area felt that health
workers often discriminated against Mapuche. Ana describes how doctors and nurses
from the municipality of Padre las Casas treated patients:
The doctors or nurses who came to our communities were not nice at all. Old
Mapuche grandmas can not understand Spanish very well. Sometimes they are
shy and sometimes they are afraid. Those doctors and nurses treated us like
children. One nurse told one of the grandmas that she was feeding dirt to her
grandchildren. It was just an insult not even an advice. They just did not want to
come to our area to look at these poor Mapuche patients. So often they did not
come on the date they should have come. Imagine those people who had to leave
their house before the sunrise in order to visit the center and had to find out later
that there was neither a doctor nor a nurse. We did not like the service at all.
(Interview with Gabriela, community leader, March 12, 2002)
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In addition to the poor quality of the service in the medical visits, in 2000, the
municipality of Padre las Casas decided, with little notice, not to come to the area
anymore because of lack of resources. Mapuche communities in the area were upset
about the decision. Thus, they began to explore other options. In process of doing so, they
contacted the Indigenous Association to see if the Makewe medical team could deliver
the service instead. The Colpanao area had largely preserved Mapuche culture and the
lonkos of the communities wanted to have intercultural health service in their territory
(PROMAP 2001).
In order to invite Makewe to their communities, the residents became organized
and wrote three letters; one for the Indigenous Association, one for Ministry of Health
and finally one for the SSAS. Meanwhile, the Indigenous Association, after several
meetings among the officials, decided to send a medical team to replace the service that
had been provided by the municipality of Padre las Casas. However, when the
municipality of Padre las Casas realized that the medical team of Makewe would provide
medical services to the area of Colpanao, it revoked its decision to cut service to
Colpanao. This was in part due to the attempt of the communities and the Indigenous
Association to negotiate with the SSAS to get funding for the provision of service, which
might have entailed a cut in Padre las Casas budget. The attempt to obtain funding for the
service partially succeeded since the SSAS and Makewe signed an agreement to provide
2,433,19 pesos (c. US$ 470) 15 per month to Makewe for the service; but Padre Las Casas
kept its per capita budget.
The communities of Colpanao were upset by the municipality’s decision to
continue medical visits in their area because they preferred the service from Makewe. To
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This figure is based on the exchange rate in January of 2000.
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express their concerns, the communities called a public hearing of the residents of the
area and invited the department of health of the municipality of Padre las Casas.
People of the communities said to the authority that they did not want the service
of the municipality of Padre las Casas. They said that the service of the
municipality is not useful for them. It was the most hurtful thing to hear for the
municipality. There were doctors and nurses who used to come to our
communities. They did not know what to say. People can be courageous
sometimes. If they have opportunity, they can be courageous... They
can...(Gabriela March 12, 2002)
As Gabriela’s remark shows, many interviewees from the community proudly
told the story of their meeting with the municipal government. Many said that it was the
first time ever in the history of Colpanao that people in the area resisted the state and,
more importantly, showed that they were not “passive and ignorant” Mapuche as the state
expected.
Despite the fact that the residents of Colpanao made clear that they did not want
health service from the municipality of Padre las Casas, the municipality kept sending
their medical team anyway. As a result, the residents of Colpanao had two medical teams
coming and delivering health services. The reaction from residents of the area toward the
two medical teams was quite different. Communities organized volunteers to offer lunch
to the medical team of Makewe while few people even used the service of the municipal
government. After a few months, the municipality finally decided to stop sending their
medical team saying that the municipality could not send their medical team to the places
where people did not trust them.
Once it became clear that the medical team from Makewe would be in charge of
the service, the communities began to actively lobby to transfer a larger share of the
budget from the municipality of Padre las Casas to Makewe.
We started to talk about the funding for Makewe. We liked the hospital so much
and we wanted to keep the service. But we also knew that there was not much
resource in the hospital…. They (the municipal government and the SSAS) gave
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up avoiding us and told us that then we needed to do all the paper work for the
budget transfer procedure. We knew that the state paid 1000 pesos (c. US$ 2) 16
per each patient that medical team would see, if the medical team comes from the
municipal government of Padre las Casas ... We demanded that, since the medical
team (of the municipal government) would not come to our communities any
more, those money should go to Makewe. We are still demanding the transfer. We
have done all the paperwork for the petition. But they (the SSAS and the
municipal government) keep telling us to wait. (Interview with Gabriela March
12, 2002)
Making communities comply with all the bureaucratic procedures involved in
social service delivery represents one of the often used methods by the state to delay the
whole process of participation and negotiation with the state. Despite the state’s
unwillingness, the communities of Colpanao succeeded in filing the necessary
documents. During this process, Makewe continues to provide health services twice a
week all day from 10:00 in the morning to 6:00 in the afternoon at the Hogar de Cristo
(the Christ’s home) 17 and the communities provide the food for the medical team
(PROMAP 2001).
The area of Rañintuleufu in the municipality of Nueva Imperial also had a similar
experience to that of Colpanao. The only difference is that the municipality of Nueva
Imperial was more cooperative than the municipality of Padre las Casas and transferred
the funds immediately to Makewe.
While the results from the survey and interviews show that Makewe has promoted
participation in administration, the case of Colpanao shows how Makewe became a
means of empowerment for communities. By being a partner for communities which
opted to mobilize themselves and demand better services as well as cultural recognition
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This figure is based on the exchange rate in January of 2000.
“Hogar de Cristo is a non-governmental, non-profit, Church institution, whose mission is to provide
appropriate and loving shelter to the poorest among the poor and, particularly, to the helpless aged, to the
homeless, to the terminally ill and irrecoverable who lack any form of support, and to children and youths
who
are
abandoned,
excluded,
and
lacking
in
opportunities”
(http://www.hogardecristo.com/navegacion/sitio_ingles/sitio/institucion/mision.htm#historia).

17
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by the health service, Makewe presented a new opportunity for empowerment. In return,
these mobilized communities enabled Makewe to have a stronger position in negotiations
with the state. The state does not respond to all the demands from the hospital as can be
seen in the case of Colpanao, i.e. SSAS offered some funding for the hospital but the
transfer of the budget per patient from the municipality of Padre las Casas to Makewe is
still being negotiated. However, the state could not completely ignore the demands from
Makewe, providing some extra funding for the hospital.

Participation by the

communities became an effective meant to control the quality of service in the Hospital,
while the mobilization of the communities became a source of power for the Indigenous
Association in negotiations with the state. Furthermore, the interaction between the
Indigenous Association and the state encouraged more mobilization in the area.
Cultural Diversity
Chile does not have a single definition of intercultural health. The Ministry of
Health does not offer any “official” definition or guidelines for intercultural health
programs. However, there are several common denominators at an abstract level. The
increase of cultural diversity within the hospital setting is one of the goals that most
public health officials and official documents emphasize. In other words, an intercultural
health program aims to increase accessibility of the health service via a more culturally
diverse atmosphere in which the Mapuche or any indigenous people could feel
comfortable.
The need for a culturally diverse hospital derives from the reality that the state has
limited resources to build new hospitals or clinics. Due to the problem of absolute lack of
hospitals and clinics in the rural areas, the issue became how to make existing facilities
more “accessible” to indigenous people in order to improve the efficiency of facilities.
The first answer was the elimination of any discrimination against indigenous peoples.
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Health workers should have some understanding and respect toward indigenous culture.
Also the hospital structure and policy should be sensitive about indigenous culture
(Interview with Ricardo Celis, the director of SSAS 2002). That is why “official”
intercultural programs have heavily focused on the education of health workers about
indigenous culture and on the installation of a bilingual service center within the hospital.
Elimination of discrimination is also a priority of Mapuche communities.
Institutionalized racism against the Mapuche in education, health, and labor markets
attracted national attention due to growing conflicts between Mapuche communities and
the state.
In addition, the intercultural health program seeks to combine medical knowledge
from various cultures. Many scholars argued that the combination of the two medicines
would enhance indigenous peoples’ health as well as the non-indigenous population’s
health by expanding options to treat illnesses (Citarella 2000; PROMAP 1997; Solar
1989). The combination of medical knowledge represents not only a new way of
improving effectiveness of the health system. It resonates among The Mapuche as a
symbol of long delayed recognition of their culture. Intercultural health means more than
mechanical combination of medicines. As Fidel, a Mapuche community leader explained,
intercultural health means “finally Mapuche becomes as equal as Chileans. It shows our
medicine is as good as Chileans’. We have been forced to live in an intercultural world
from your birth. Now, Chileans should learn how to live in an intercultural world.”
(March 24, 2002). Since the Mapuche approach the intercultural programs as a way of
reconciling the two worlds (Mapuche/ Chilean), many Mapuche leaders refused to
consider governmental initiatives to use “bilingual” signs or hire bilingual specialists
(facilitators) in the hospital as an intercultural health program. Given the political and
cultural meaning of combining the two medicines, it is not surprising that the strongest
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resistance against intercultural health programs occurs in the Chilean mainstream medical
community as well as in certain indigenous communities.
In this part, the degree of cultural diversity in Makewe is examined in terms of 1)
the attitude of health workers toward Mapuche medicine and culture and 2) the
combination of Mapuche medicine and Western medicine in the hospital.
This Hospital is Mapuche’s Hospital: Change of Attitude as an Imperative
Makewe is located in the middle of Mapuche communities and, according to the
hospital, more than 90% of its patients are Mapuche. However, the concentration of The
Mapuche in the area does not automatically guarantee culturally sensitive health services
to the Mapuche, especially since most workers of the hospital are non Mapuche.
To increase cultural sensitivity as well as the diversity of the service, the
Indigenous Association emphasizes the importance of changing the attitudes of health
workers toward Mapuche patients and Mapuche culture. When the officials of the
Indigenous Association talked about the intercultural health, they reiterated the
importance of the change in health workers’ attitude.
Therefore, when I talk about intercultural health, it means change of attitude.
Change should be real…We believe that it is about respect and conversation. We
should not ignore either part; Mapuche or Chilean…. Intercultural health is not
just about the combination of medicine. It is about respect for both cultures.
(Interview with Chureo, the director of Makewe March 11, 2002)
The emphasis on the change of attitudes emerges in most of interviews with the
officials of the Indigenous Association when they were asked what makes Makewe
different from other hospitals. It is obviously one of most important tasks that the
Indigenous Association wants to and, more importantly, have to accomplish to earn the
hearts and souls of Mapuche communities of the area.
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To promote the change of attitude toward Mapuche culture, when the Indigenous
Association assumed the administration of the hospital, they organized a workshop to
teach Mapuche culture to the SSAS workers, medical students from universities in the
area and workers of the hospital. They invited two Mapuche professors who have taught
Mapuche history, José Quidal and Pablo Mariman. According to Catrilaf, they taught the
“true” Mapuche history to people and the value of Mapuche culture.
Respect for Mapuche culture manifests itself in the administration of the hospital.
All the signs are written both in Mapudungun, the Mapuche language, as well as in
Spanish. The hospital follows religious holidays of Mapuche culture such as We Tripantü
(New Years Day for Mapuche) and organizes religious ceremonies within the hospital.
The hospital has a ruka, which is a traditional Mapuche house and uses it as a meeting
place. It also has a rewe 18 , the most important symbol of Mapuche religion, in the front
yard. But more importantly, the Indigenous Association encourages the health workers to
acquire knowledge about Mapuche culture and especially about Mapuche medicine.
During the interview, I asked the health workers of Makewe what are the main
health problems of the Mapuche. Answering the question, most health workers of
Makewe related the precarious health situation of The Mapuche to the poor economic and
social status rather than to their ethnic or cultural particularities. They said that the
introduction of the Chilean (Western) way of living to Mapuche communities provoked
certain health problems. They basically believe that the problems that the Mapuche suffer
in health derive not from their own culture but from Western influences and exploitation.

18

Rewe is considered as an element which passes through the center of the universe and communicate
different cosmic worlds. A Rewe can be an invisible element such as machi’s chant or spirit however, it is
common to designate a physical element such as trees considered to be cosmic and altars or carved poles,
which symbolize the connection between these worlds. (Bacigalupo 2001: 23)
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There is emergence of new chronic disease such as diabetes or hypertension.
Recently those new diseases caused many deaths in The Mapuche. I would say
change of living style is the cause for health problem that The Mapuche has.
Awincamiento 19 . It is the cause. The Mapuche has very small amount of land and
often the land is not of good quality. They do not have enough money to buy
healthy and nutritional food. Sometimes they can only afford to buy floor, sugar
and oil. Those are obviously not healthy food. (Interview with Claudia, RN March
11, 2002)
There are a lot of patients who suffer respiratory disease. Usually there are a lot of
people in Chile who suffer respiratory disease. But in case of The Mapuche, it is
related to the fact that they are poor. They live in a very small house with one or
two bed rooms. Then respiratory disease becomes more contagious. (Interview
with Olga, paramedic February 24, 2002)
As we can see in the interview, workers of Makewe see the health problems of the
Mapuche as economic and social problem that the population experience with
“Chileanization”. They know that these problems derive from the industrialization and
capitalization of the area. And this notion of the health problems of the Mapuche
coincides with that of many scholars who advocate social and cultural rights for
indigenous people in Chile (Díaz, Pérez, González, and Simon 2004; Ibaxache 1997).
While some workers find the causes of the health programs of the Mapuche in the
process of colonization and capitalization, others challenge stereotypical assessments of
Mapuche illness. A paramedic, Elisa, said
We see a problem of alcoholism. But it is not only the Mapuche’s problem. We
see a lot of winka, who suffer alcoholism, too. So.. I do not see that many
differences between Mapuche and winka. (Interview with Elisa, paramedic
February 24, 2002)
In the interview, Elisa was eager to stress that she did not see alcoholism as a
Mapuche disease. Alcoholism is a disease which is frequently identified with the
Mapuche in Chile. “Drunken Mapuche” is an expression that shows the racial stereotype
of Mapuche. When she reiterated that she does not think that alcoholism is particularly
19

Winca is the word that Mapuche decry non-Mapuche. Awincar is the vebal form of Winca.
Awincamiento is Chileanization in a decrying way.
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rampant among Mapuche, she was sending me the clear signal that she is not one of those
“winkas” who do not understand Mapuche culture and discriminate against them.
The cultural sensitivity of health workers in the hospital is a result of the efforts of
the Indigenous Association to change the attitudes of existing workers. However, a more
important factor in making health workers respect Mapuche culture is the power relation.
When Mapuche organization administers the hospital, the workers understand that they
should respect the culture of the administration.
One way in which the Indigenous Association exercises power is in the hiring of
new workers. Rosalino, vice-president of the Indigenous Association, states that he would
prefer to hire Mapuche workers or doctors if possible but they are few in number. Thus,
the Indigenous Association tries to hire workers who do not have any prejudice against
the Mapuche and volunteer to learn Mapuche culture.
The ideal situation would be that we could hire Mapuche. But no Mapuche came
to us when we wanted to hire a midwife. We had to fill the position anyway. So
we first explained that this hospital is in rural area and the salary will be bad.
Then we said that we really want a person with calling who understands that one
needs to provide service to people with a different language and culture.
(Interview with Rosalino Catrilaf April 3, 2002)
The efforts to hire workers who are open-minded toward the Mapuche and their
culture show in the interviews with workers who have been hired by the Indigenous
Association. Claudia, a registered nurse explains her primary reason for choosing the
hospital is because the hospital offers intercultural health. She said,
(I have decided to work here) because I am interested in the hospital’s model of
health care. From outside, this hospital looked very different. It has a warm
atmosphere as well as intercultural health. I think Mapuche culture is very
interesting and very respectable. ….I wanted to learn more about their culture and
the health care model that this hospital tries to implement. (Interview with
Claudia, nurse, March 11, 2002)
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In addition to careful hiring process to choose culturally open-minded workers,
Makewe has progressed in the cultural diversity of its health care implementing various
policies that emphasize the value of Mapuche culture. In various interviews with patients,
I asked them if they have ever experienced any discrimination in the hospital. Not only
did no patients tell me that they had experienced discrimination, but also various patients
explained that it is “impossible” to be discriminated in Makewe because the Indigenous
Association is owned by Mapuche and they could talk to the administration any time they
felt discriminated against based on their ethnicity.
The various channels for Mapuche patients to discuss the service are related to the
power of Mapuche communities over the hospital. These measures allow the patients to
evaluate the services and made the health workers of the hospital more sensitive to the
feelings of patients as well as to the cultural diversity of the hospital. Discrimination
against Mapuche patients or poor patients becomes almost a taboo among workers.
Furthermore, many workers stated strong interests in learning more Mapuche culture.
When I asked if they could speak Mapudungun, various workers told me that they could
not speak the language but they would love to learn it because it is very useful. Also
when paramedics called Mapuche patients by their name, which are not easy to
pronounce for non-Mapuche workers, they were very cautious not to pronounce
incorrectly. 20
In terns of changing attitudes toward Mapuche patients and culture, the
Indigenous Association’s efforts succeeded in many ways. Health workers of Makewe
clearly showed respect toward the culture of the Mapuche and did not approved
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How to pronounce Mapuche patients’ name becomes one of important issue to show workers’ attitude
toward Mapuche patients. It is not about that a worker could pronounce a Mapuche patient’s name correctly
or not but about the attitude. Various patients stated that they felt embarrassed when health workers of
Hospital Regional de Temuco made fun of their names because the health workers could not pronounce
their name correctly.
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stereotypical portrayal of the Mapuche. It is partly because the Indigenous Association’s
efforts to educate health workers of the hospital but also the strong power of the
Indigenous Association within the hospital recruited new workers who have more openminded toward Mapuche culture and made workers be strongly cautious about any
prejudice against the Mapuche.
Balancing the Tradition and the Law: Makewe Way of Combining Medicines
The combination of Mapuche medical knowledge with the Western medical
knowledge in the hospital has been shaped by the interactions between strong community
participation and the relatively distanced yet supportive state.
Intercultural health programs aim to combine Western medical knowledge and
non-Western medical knowledge. However, the combination of multiple medical
knowledge is not discussed as the main point of the intercultural program in
governmental documents. According to the Health Program of Indigenous People (el
Programa de Salud de Pueblos Indígena) of the Ministry of Health, the absence of
discussion on how to combine Western medicine with indigenous medicine stems from
the state’s lack of knowledge about indigenous medicine. The state simply can not give
guidelines to combine those medicines because it does not know much about indigenous
medicine (Saez July 14, 2002).
In addition to the state’s ignorance about indigenous medical knowledge, the legal
status of indigenous medicine impedes any official debate on the ways of combining
medicines: any non-Western medical practice within the hospital settings is illegal
according to the Health Code of Chile. Due to the growing interest in alternative
medicine, the Health Ministry of Chile changed the Health Code to incorporate some
alternative medicines as “legitimate” but the practitioners of such medicine were
categorized as paramedics, who can not treat a patient without the supervision of a
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registered nurse or a doctor. This modification of the Health Code in 2005 does not
include indigenous medicine.
While legal status does not allow the practice of indigenous medicine within the
hospital, indigenous communities do not offer any clear solution as to how to combine
Western medicines with their medical knowledge because there is no consensus about
how to combine Mapuche medical knowledge with Western knowledge. Each
community has a different tradition and practice with respect medical ceremonies and
knowledge. As a result, the interpretation of medical tradition varies from community to
community. In the absence of guidelines by the state as well as the lack of consensus
among indigenous communities about how to combine the two medicines, the way of
combining both medicines depends heavily on who decides and how it is decided.
However, despite the fact that it is “illegal” to have a machi within the health care
system, the participation of machis in health care is clear in Makewe. There are eleven
machis in the area of Makewe-Pelale and six of them have strong ties with Makewe.
Doctors often tell patients to consult with a machi. If necessary, doctors do not hesitate to
transfer a patient to a machi while machis of the area constantly transfer their patients to
Makewe if they find the need for Western medicine for patients. Once the transfer
happens, doctors and machis visit each other and discuss the patient. The hospital offers
transportation for patients who wish to see a machi (PAHO: 2001). Despite the strong
participation of machis in the administration of the hospital as well as in its actual health
care, Makewe does do not violate any health code nor has it upset any community in the
area.
To understand the “Makewe way” of combining the medicines, we need to look at
the process by which machis and lonkos participate in the intercultural health model of
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Makewe. The officials of the hospital state that the meetings they had with machis and
lonkos defined the program.
The participation of the communities in the area, especially machis and lonkos
played a significant role in creating an intercultural health program which satisfies both
the SSAS and communities and it happened because of the Mapuche’s cultural view of
the machi. Ladino, an official of the Indigenous Association, explains,
Well... We have intercultural health because doctors incorporate medicine that the
Mapuche use and because there are machis who are connected with this hospital.
We do not force to people to see a machi. It depends on people’s choice. We just
recommend people to see a machi if necessary. If people did not like the idea, it is
okay. If there is no solution in Western medicine, people want to go and see a
machi. It is totally up to patients. (Interview with José Ladino Cuyul March 14,
2002)
As we can see in this interview, the intercultural model of Makewe opted not to
invite machis or herbalists into the hospital. Instead, the hospital arranges an appointment
with a machi if a doctor decides that the patient needs to see a machi or a patient requests
a visit to a machi. The hospital provides transportation if necessary. The medical service
of a machi is totally optional and depends on each patient’s decision. Doctors might
suggest that their patients visit a machi and they have a list of machis who work with the
hospital in the area. Patients, however, can always refuse to follow the recommendations.
For those who imagine an intercultural hospital as a hospital where you could see
machis and doctors together within a doctor’s office, this arrangement might sound
strange. However, communities around the hospital welcomed the decision not to place
machis or herbalists in the hospital itself. According to Mapuche culture, the spiritual
power of the Machi comes from her land and is limited to her territory. If she leaves the
land, she looses the spiritual power. Therefore, she needs to see patients in her territory
where she can receive the power from the land. With urbanization, there are many machis
who now travel to Santiago or the other urban areas to see patients and they have
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different interpretation about the spiritual power that comes out of the land (Bacigalupo
2001). However, Makewe opted for a more orthodox interpretation of Mapuche tradition.
It is because the area of Makewe-Pelale is a largely rural area with many communities
which maintain the Mapuche tradition with a strong presence of machis. As a result, the
Indigenous Association invites machis to religious ceremonies held in the hospital but
does not invite machis to see patients within Makewe. This decision was certainly
welcomed by the SSAS and PROMAP too because, as long as machis do not perform
medical practice within the hospital facilities, it does not violate the current health code,
which mainly governs the public health care system.
Even though machis do not practice their medical knowledge within the hospital,
the hospital offers various herbal medicines to the hospitalized patients if necessary.
Patients can always request certain herbal medicine. Actually, the hospital is very active
in studying and marketing herbal medicines. They opened a pharmacy, Makewelawen,
specialized in Mapuche herbal medicine in Temuco in January, 2003 and opened a
branch in Santiago in 2004. These pharmacies handle all the medicinal herbs used in
alternative medicines in Chile, particularly Mapuche medicine. In of the statement of
purpose of the Mapuche Herbalist Pharmacy (Memoría Explicativa de la Farmacia
Herbolaría Mapuche 2003), the Indigenous Association declared six goals of the
business:
1. To develop a Mapuche medical herbal medicine store that is economically and
commercially viable.
2. To consolidate an establishment for pharmacies which grow to be the most
relevant, traditional and ethnic herbal medicine store. This could supply Chinese
traditional herbal medicine, North American indigenous medicine as well as
Mapuche herbal medicine.
3. To establish a master program that would facilitate intercultural use of
medicinal herbs, using pharmacological techniques with support from the
technical team of Makewe.
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4. To Develop ethno-pharmacology applied to our national reality and to the
other countries, especially European countries.
5. To establish the domain of a commercially outstanding maker of
"HERBOLARIA MAPUCHE", which contains concepts previously discussed.
This should not only determine the quality of the pharmacy but also will be a
synonym of natural health supported by holistic medical clinic of Makewe.
6. To export natural therapeutic Mapuche resources to European countries
through fair trade.
As can be seen in these goals, opening Makewelawen is not only to promote
Mapuche medicine but also an attempt to propagate indigenous medicine as a
commercially viable alternative to Western medicine. The emphasis on interculturality
stems from the deep involvement of Makewe in organizing and supporting these
pharmacies.
Also important are the perceptions that the health workers in the hospital have of
Mapuche medical knowledge. There are two doctors in the hospital. One of them, Jaime
Ibaxache Burgos, is the director of PROMAP at the SSAS. He has worked on
intercultural health for decades and came to Makewe due to its emphasis on intercultural
health. He speaks in fluent Mapudungun and has published various articles on
intercultural health policies in Chile. When I asked why he came to work in Makewe, he
told me that it was because the Indigenous Association proposed implementing an
intercultural health program in the hospital. Soon he developed a rapport between the
SSAS and the Indigenous Association. His technical and professional skills assure the
SSAS of the stable administration of the hospital while his specialty in Mapuche
medicine satisfied the Indigenous Association.
There is one more doctor, Dr. Labraña, who had worked at Makewe for two and
half years by 2002. He was hired by the Indigenous Association. He did not decide to
work at the hospital because of its intercultural health policy but because of its pleasant
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and flexible working environment. However, he began to learn the importance of
intercultural health while working in the hospital and became especially interested in
Mapuche herbal medicine. Actually he was the one who advocated for the first time the
need to develop a systematic study of Mapuche herbal medicine in the hospital. He
explains his perception about machis,
I have transferred patients to machis and I did not learn about machi from the
medical school. I learned it here. Sometimes patients asked me to transfer them to
a machi and sometimes I told patients to see a machi. I transfer patients to a machi
when I could not find anything that causes the pain. Then I believe that, with
Mapuche medicine, a patient could get better. I do not know much about
Mapuche disease or Mapuche medicine. However, I know it works. I know
several cases that patients went to see a machi and they got better. (Interview with
Dr. Carlos Labraña April 3, 2002)
He did not express any doubt about the claim that Mapuche medical knowledge
can be useful to cure several diseases that Western medicine can not cure. The other
workers of the hospital also admitted the effectiveness of Mapuche medical knowledge
and had no problem sending patients to a machi.
The Mapuche has lived in a domineering health system, which dictated rules on
them. The system has always told the Mapuche what to do and when to do it. It
was very domineering. And it has punished the Mapuche for a long time. … We
as a medical team feel the need and responsibility to return the practice back to
people. The Mapuche lost one of their most important aspects of culture because
of colonization from winkas and from foreign religions.” (Intercultural health) is
to return their culture back to people who have lost it due to foreign forces.
(Interview with Claudia, nurse, March 11, 2002)
In this interview, Claudia makes a clear link between the recovery of Mapuche
culture and autonomy and the intercultural health practices. However, not all the workers
in the hospital agree with the idea of combining Mapuche medical knowledge with
Western knowledge, particularly with the machi’s involvement in the hospital and the
transfer of patients to a machi. Disagreement is mostly due to religious reasons. The
evangelical churches in the region see machis as idol worshipers. Also evangelical
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churches have demonized all the Mapuche medical ceremonies. The survey also reflects
this tendency. If a participant is an evangelical or belongs to any protestant church, she/he
tends not to visit machis and the reason for not visiting machis is largely related to one’s
religious beliefs. There are several evangelic or protestant nurses and workers in the
hospital. The workers who have worked in the hospital from the time the Anglican
Corporation administered the hospital are mostly Protestant.
Such workers did not have anything against the study of herbal medicine or the
use of herbal medicine in the hospital; but expressed uneasy feelings toward machis.
I am a Christian. Due to my personal principles, I would not go to see a machi.
But I understand the hospital’s perspectives. It is just my personal opinion. I
should not express it because the hospital is managed by the Indigenous
Association and I do not have right to say things like this. I just personally don’t
go. That’s it. (Interview with Juana: March 14, 2002)
This person emphasized several times that it is just a personal opinion and nothing
to do with the administration of the hospital. Also Juana reiterated her absolute support
for the Indigenous Association. So even though she has personal opinions against specific
aspects of the Mapuche culture, Juana was very careful not to connect this personal
feeling with her service. She understands the importance of combining Mapuche
medicine with Western medicine as a hospital policy even though she does not agree with
it. Ironically the interview with a worker who personally disprove of machis shows us the
strength of the policy of the Indigenous Association, which tends to eliminate
institutional racism against Mapuche medical knowledge at least within the hospital. All
the interviewees stated that their opinion about the machi is very personal and should not
limit their performance in the working place. And they reiterated that they never
prevented any patients from seeing a machi because it is the patients’ choice.
The administration of the hospital by the Indigenous Association based on strong
community participation has created a suitable environment for cultural diversity and
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cultural sensitivity in the hospital. Furthermore, the Indigenous Association, reflecting
communities’ demands as well as enjoying a certain level of administrative autonomy
from the SSAS has developed an interesting way of combining Mapuche medicine with
Western medicine, which does not violate current Chilean law not Mapuche tradition in
the area.
Satisfaction of Mapuche Patients
In my interviews concerning their satisfaction with Makewe, patients showed a
high level of positive opinions about the hospital. The first question of the survey was
why people used the service from Makewe. Since the hospital had been a private hospital
up until 2004, the residents of the community can choose one of various health
institutions available in the area. For example, a resident of the municipality of Padre las
Casas can choose between the Municipal Clinic of Padre las Casas and Makewe. The
majority, 34 out of 50 households who use the hospital answered that they chose the
hospital because of the high quality of its service. Twelve households said that they chose
the hospital due to proximity. Four households responded that they chose Makewe
because of lower cost.
I asked how long they normally had to wait to see a doctor or nurse in Makewe.
This question is important since the major complaint about the public health system is its
very long waiting time. The IX Region is not an exception to this trend. In February 8th
of 1998, Austral published a special report on the quality of service in public hospitals in
the region and the title was “Cuando la Salud Depende de un Número: Humillante Espera
(When health depends on a number: Humiliating Wait)”.
The majority, 29 out of 50 households who used the hospital service at Makewe
said that they waited less than one hour. Eighteen households said that they waited more
than 1 hour but less than 2 hours. Two households stated that they waited more than 3
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hours. Even though many patients stated that the waiting time in the Makewe was short
and was strictly based on first come first serve, I found in my observations over a week 21
in the reception area of the hospital, which people usually waited about two hours on
average except for those who arrived before the opening of the hospital.
The discrepancy between my observation and the patients’ feeling on waiting
time are possibly explained by the patients’ satisfaction with the hospital’s efforts to
minimize waiting time. Furthermore, “unlike the other public hospitals” patients stated in
the interview that they were confident that Makewe would serve patients on the basis of
“first come, first serve” without any discrimination based on their ethnicity or income
level. And the absence of favoritism and discrimination is an important issue in
influencing a patient’s feeling about waiting time. Many interviewees stated,
If I have to wait, it is something normal because there are people who arrived
earlier than I did. Obviously they should be attended first because I arrived late.
And they (doctors and nurses) will attend me later. I do not have any problem
with that. (Interview with Silvia February 19, 2002)
Sometimes I have to spend all day to be attended by doctors or nurses because I
live very far from the hospital and there is no good transportation to come here.
But if I arrive early, they will treat me early. It is not like city (Regional Hospital
of Temuco), where you need to know somebody to be treated early. (Interview
with Celestino February 19, 2002)
I don’t think Makewe gives better treatment but it gives you fast treatment… I
had to get operated this year and I got an appointment faster than anybody else
from the Regional Hospital of Temuco because the lady for whom my wife is
working has a friend who is a doctor of that hospital. I just needed to wait two
weeks and the operation took only one hour. If my wife had not known the lady, I
would have been still waiting for an appointment. That kind of thing does not
happen in Makewe. You do not need to know anybody to get an appointment.
You just need to come early to be treated early. (Interview with Cristino February
26, 2002)
The discrepancy between actual waiting time and the waiting time that patients
perceive reveals an important element with multicultural social policy. The impact of
21

The observation is done from Feb. 11, 2002 to Feb. 15, 2002 between 8:00 am to 12:00 pm.
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multicultural social policy does not entirely rely on the effectiveness of social service per
se. It also relies on the “cultural’ aspect of the service. When the cultural problems that
specific racial/ethnic groups face such as discrimination or inequality dissolve, the users
of the service respond quite positively to the policy as a whole. I do not argue here that
the cultural aspects of such a policy define the entire results of the policy. Rather I
maintain that the success of multicultural social policy depends on both sides of the
multicultural social policy: the expansion of cultural rights and the improvement of social
rights and it is imperative to develop more “holistic” analysis for multicultural social
policy.
One of the reasons why people positively react to the service provided by the
hospital is because the hospital tackles not only the problem with social service delivery
but also the cultural problems inside the service delivery system. This point becomes
clear with the issue of the clarity of doctors’ explanation of the illness. When asked how
clear the explanation was provided by doctors about their health problems, forty seven
out of 50 households, users of Makewe, answered that the explanation the doctors gave to
them was clear. Only two households answered that it was so-so and one household
answered that it was not clear. The perception that doctors’ explanation are clear stems
from the fact that doctors try understand better the cultural aspects of the Mapuche. One
of doctors, Jaime Ibaxache, the director of technical team of Makewe, could speak fluent
Mapudungun. Also there is a paramedical health worker, who is Mapuche and a native
speaker of Mapudungun. Overall, many patients stated that they feel “known” in this
hospital since nurses and doctors “know” them. This familiarity also facilitates
communication between the doctors and patients.
When I asked about the general quality of attention given by health workers in the
hospital, thirty one out of 50 households reported that it was very good and 16
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households said that it was good. And there was not a single household that expressed
dissatisfaction with the service. This tendency is also shown in the interview.
They (health workers of Makewe) always smile and say hello to me. It is different
from the city (Regional Hospital of Temuco). …..I just do not have anything to
say about the workers. They all treat us so well. The bed is clean and food is
good. Everything is so good! (Interview with Marisol February 19, 2002)
Most of them are very kind and they always treated me well. That’s why I come
to this hospital whenever I came from Santiago to visit my family. (Interview with
José February 20, 2002)
Again, we could see that the high level of satisfaction is closely related to the
feelings of the patients about the service. Makewe is an old hospital with limited
resources as well as staff. It is not by any means the best hospital in the area. However,
the patients give the highest marks to the service of the hospital due to the fact that they
feel comfortable and safe in the hospital.
The next question was how the patients feel about the treatment. I asked how they
evaluate the doctor’s treatment of their illness. Forty three out of 50 households answered
that the doctor’s treatment was adequate. The adequacy of the treatment is also closely
related to the effectiveness of communication between doctors and patients. If a patient
feels that she/he had communicated well with the doctor about her/his illness, the
probability that the patient would agree with the treatment becomes higher. Also the
adequacy of the treatment is closely related to the attitudes of doctors toward Mapuche
culture. Since the hospital seriously pursues an intercultural health program, the attempts
to combine the two medical knowledge increases the perceived adequacy of the
treatment. Many patients stated their concern that Western doctors could not find the true
cause of their disease because Western doctors do not know about their culture and
“Mapuche illnesses”. If a Mapuche patient sees that doctors acquire knowledge about
both cultures, she/he felt more confidence about the doctor’s treatment.
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This shows in the results from questions specific to machi and intercultural health.
When I asked all the households in the sample (no matter if they use Makewe or not)
about the type of disease for which they need to see a machi, 35 households answered
that no disease needs a machi, 2 households answered that all disease needs a machi,
while 64 households said that some disease needs a machi to cure. In other words, 68
households out of 103 believe that they need to see a machi for some disease. When I
asked the same questions about Western doctors, 47 households out of 103 answered that
a Western doctor can cure every disease while 56 households (more than 50%) said
Western doctors can cure some but not all. These results indicate that Mapuche patients
believe both medical knowledge to be crucial to cure their illness. It is logical that, then,
that patients feel more confidence about a doctor’s treatment of their illness in Makewe
because they know that doctors will refer patients to a machi if necessary. The following
interview reflects this point.
Machi also works. Sometimes if doctors here can not cure me, they send me to
Machi. … It seems very good to me. Because sometimes people get better with
medicine of this hospital but sometimes people also get better with machi’s
medicine. Or, if a machi can not cure people, they send them here. It is really
good for me. (Interview with José February 20, 2002)
Finally, I asked how they evaluated the service of the hospital in general. Again
the majority indicated that they evaluate the service as very good or good. It is clear that
Makewe has a distinct working environment and rules that make health workers more
effective and accessible to the patients. Makewe also incorporated many innovative
policies in the administration of the hospital. For example, unlike the other hospitals in
Chile that strictly restricts time for family to visit hospitalized patients, Makewe
encourages family members to come and stay with their ill relatives. Some health
workers expressed concern because letting family members in the hospital at all times
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often impedes their work. But these workers did not deny that it had been good for the
patients.
Another interesting aspect about the survey responses is the attitude of the
patients or member of communities about complaints or suggestions about the hospital.
Whenever I asked this question, I found that interviewees often became very defensive
about the hospital. I had to explain that I did not intend to criticize or attack the hospital.
Most interviewees strongly objected to telling me any concerns or complaints, saying that
Makewe is much better than the other places. Some of the interviewees stated that “their”
hospital does not have any problems, a feeling of ownership that derives in their eyes
from the participation of the communities in the administration of the hospital. Also, in
the process of negotiating and struggling against the closure of the hospital, members of
the communities developed a collective memory about the hospital as well as feelings of
collective “ownership” of the hospital.
The satisfaction level with Makewe is very high both in the answers to the survey
questions and in my in-depth interviews. This is surprising since Makewe is an old and
insufficiently funded hospital with a limited number of workers as well as services.
Despite the efforts of the Indigenous Association to deliver the service as efficiently as
possible, the hospital does not differ much from any public clinics in the area. Then why
does it make such a “satisfactory” hospital for Mapuche patients in the area?
The importance of achieving complex set of goals in multicultural social policy
gives us answers to this question. Mapuche patients who used the hospital perceived the
service is good not only because the hospital offers effective service but also because the
hospital tackles specific issues that Mapuche communities face in the health care system
such as discrimination, poverty and need for an intercultural approach to health and
illness. In other words, the intercultural health program in Makewe attempts to expand
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both social rights and cultural rights. The high levels of satisfaction with the services
provided by the hospital shows that multicultural social policies can be effective only
when they achieve multiple goals.
CONCLUSION
The intercultural health program in Makewe presents an important case of
multicultural social policy, which is based on strong community participation with a
relatively passive intervention from the state. This case offers us crucial lessons since one
of the important goals of multicultural social policy is to increase social rights through
community participation and reducing the intervention of the state,
First of all, this case elucidates that strong participation and the initiatives from
the communities in the intercultural health program shape interactions between the state
and the communities giving a favorable position for communities in any negotiation with
the state. The state, which needs to expand its legitimacy through the multicultural policy,
becomes more sensitive to the demands of communities when the communities actively
participate in the process of policy implementation. Furthermore, the favorable position
of the Indigenous Association in the negotiation with the state allows the organization to
have greater flexibility to meet the demands from the communities independent of the
bureaucratic framework of the state.
This relatively autonomous status of the Indigenous Association brought about
various positive impacts on intercultural health policy. It was able to implement many
innovative measures to improve the quality of the service such as the extension of family
visits and the provision of Mapuche herbal medicine in the hospital. The Indigenous
Association could enhance cultural diversity as well as health workers’ cultural
sensitivity because it has clear goals and policies since its own legitimacy also depends
on the expansion of cultural rights within the health care system. Furthermore, the
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intercultural health model of the Indigenous Association created a new way of combining
Mapuche medicines with Western medicine, which is innovative but not necessarily
conflictive with the current Chilean legal system. It was possible because the Indigenous
Association surveyed thoroughly the tradition as well as the opinions of communities
about the intercultural health in the area Makewe-Pelale.
The satisfaction level of the hospital is unusually high because the hospital
implemented flexible schedules as well as measures to respond the needs of the
communities in the area. However, I also believe that the high satisfaction level shown in
both the survey and the interviews derives from the Indigenous Association’s success in
expanding cultural rights in their health care model. Many patients stated their content
not only because the care itself is effective and speedy, but also because they do not need
to worry about discrimination against Mapuche or the poor. It shows the importance of
achieving multiple goals of multicultural social policy. Multicultural social policy aims at
accomplishing both social rights and cultural rights. The improvement in social rights
needs to accompany the expansion of cultural rights and vice versa.
Participation and mobilization of the communities have increased in the program.
Because they realize that they are the owner of the hospital and that they could succeed in
negotiating with the state as well as administering a hospital, the communities in the area
keep participating in the Indigenous Association and, furthermore, as we can see in the
case of Colpanao, communities challenge the existing health care system to force the
state to respond to their demands. The Indigenous Association, which knows that the only
resource they have is strong support and participation from communities, attempts to
increase the participation of communities via various channels such as general meetings,
the Committee of the Wise and frequent visits by the officials of the Indigenous
Association to communities.
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However, the fact that the Indigenous Association relies heavily on strong
community participation also poses significant threat to the sustainability of the program.
Because the Indigenous Association can not afford to loose the support of communities, it
is reluctant to increase the fee for the service despite the fact that it is the only viable
financial source that they have. Since the communities themselves are underprivileged,
they can not offer any feasible economic supports to the hospital. Therefore, the state
becomes the only source of stable financial support. However, strong community
participation in the administration of the hospital makes the state less willing to intervene
in the hospital. On the one hand, the state agrees with the Indigenous Association in
terms of the importance of autonomous administration of the hospital by communities.
The state does not want to give impression of intervening constantly in the administration
of a hospital, which is supposed to be a hospital that belongs to the communities. On the
other hand, low intervention in the administration of the hospital allows the state to
involve itself less in the hospital. As we can see in the two major financial crisis of the
hospital in 1997 and in 2003, the state always tried to maintain its distance from the crisis
claiming that the Indigenous Association and Makewe are independent from the state.
Strong community participation in the intercultural health program in Makewe
created an autonomous relationship between the state and the Indigenous Association.
Both parties respect each other and both parties engage in constant negotiation with one
another. However, the semi-autonomous interactions between the state and communities
in the program could be a double-edged sword. It improves the flexibility and creativity
of the administration which allows tackling both cultural rights and social rights within
the health care system. More importantly, the autonomous relation with the state gives
communities a positive collective memory of negotiation with and challenges to the state,
which becomes a significant basis for further activism in the area.
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However, can

communities, largely poor and underprivileged, be a viable option for the sustainability of
the program? So far the Indigenous Association has managed to overcome the major
problems of sustainability with constant and persistent negotiations with the state based
on massive participation and support from communities. However, it is quite a delicate
issue because, to do so, you need to have both constant and strong participation from
communities and a state which needs to gain political legitimacy within the communities.
When both conditions are not present, it is quite likely that the Indigenous Association
had to choose either autonomy or the maintenance of the hospital.
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Chapter 4 When the State meets Communities: Nueva Imperial Hospital
The Hospital de Nueva Imperial (Nueva Imperial Hospital) is located in the
middle of the city Nueva Imperial. It is type 3 hospital with a capacity of 142 beds. This
hospital is the largest and the only public hospital in the municipality of Nueva Imperial
which has 40,059 inhabitants (INE 2003). At the same time it is a hospital of intermediate
complexity (type 3) which covers the coastal area of the IX Region. It provides primary
care as well as specialized health care such as pediatric, psychiatry, internal medicine,
and gynecology to about 15,373 patients who are registered in the hospital (Nueva
Imperial Hospital 2001; Departamento de Estadísticas e Información de Salud 2003;
SSAS 2005a). According to the SSAS, the estimated number of beneficiaries of Nueva
Imperial Hospital is 27,359 (SSAS 2005b).
Facing increasing demand for health care and the worsening conditions in the
health services, hospital workers, municipal health officers and community leaders
formed the Coordinadora Comunal de Salud de Nueva Imperial (The Communal Health
Coordinator of Nueva Imperial: The Coordinadora) as a part of health reform efforts from
Nueva Imperial hospital. Mapuche leaders as well as non-Mapuche people participated in
the Coordinadora. It started as an advisory committee to improve the health service of
Nueva Imperial set up by the management of Nueva Imperial hospital. After several
meetings, the Coordinadora formulated two urgent goals for the hospital: 1) Improvement
of accessibility and efficiency of the care for the non-Mapuche population and 2)
Provision of more appropriate attention to the Mapuche and Elimination of difficulties in
communication caused by differences between Chilean culture and the world vision of
the Mapuche people (Coordinadora Comunal de Salud 2002).
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The Coordinadora was not formed as a grassroots organization by the Mapuche
communities. However, Mapuche paramedics in the hospital chanelled demands from
Mapuche communities for better health services for the Mapuche population in Nueva
Imperial. Those demands received positive responses from the director of the hospital,
Sergio Castillo, who was the head of the indigenous programs (the Orígenes) funded by
Inter American Development Bank until 2003.
In 1999, the Coordinadora talked with the Ministry of Development and Planning
about the need to have health care which satisfies the cultural or intercultural needs of
communities. As the result of these talks and support from PROMAP, bilingual offices
were inaugurated in both the hospital at Nueva Imperial and the public clinic at Chol
Chol. The director of the hospital, Dr. Sergio Castillo supported the intercultural program
and invited many Mapuche workers to join the project. The Coordinadora became the
main actor in the program. When this happened other non-Mapuche participants
withdrew from the Coordinadora and the Coordinadora became the key organization
pushing for more intercultural health programs in the Nueva Imperial Hospital.1
In 2000, the department of standards of the SSAS reviewed several health
facilities in the area, including Nueva Imperial Hospital. After the review, the department
of standards concluded that Nueva Imperial Hospital was in good condition and needed
just minor improvements in infrastructure (Austral November 28 2000). The
communities, especially the Coordinadora and other Mapuche organizations were
unhappy with this finding and demanded reconsideration of the results. Furthermore, the
Coordinadora demanded an intercultural health program in Nueva Imperial, which would
go beyond bilingual services and seek a program that would integrate the two medicines:
1 Interview with Sergio Castillo March 20, 2002; Interview with Herna Aravena Fernández, nutritionist,
April 22, 2002; Interview with Daniela, ex-cultural facilitator at Nueva Imperial Hospital March 20, 2002;
Interview with Jorge Neira, anthropologist and consultant at PROMAP March 26, 2002
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Western medicine and Mapuche medicine. The department of standards of the SSAS was
not sympathetic to the plan, thus the Coordinadora visited both the regional director of
the SSAS, Dr. Ricardo Celis and the governor of IX Region, Berta Belmar Ruiz to
present their ideas. The meeting yielded positive responses (Coordinadora Comunal de
Salud 2002) and the regional director announced in a general meeting with Mapuche
leaders the decision of the regional government to construct an intercultural hospital in
Nueva Imperial (Austral January 3, 2001).
In 2001, March 8 and 9th, the Coordinadora organized a Fütra Ngillatun
(Mapuche traditional religious ceremony to pray to Ngünechen, a god in Mapuche
culture) for the success of this project. Many communities donated goods and services to
support the ceremony (Austral March 11, 2001; Coordinadora Comunal de Salud 2002).
The Coordinadora announced this event through local radio stations and about 3000
people attended the ceremony, including the minister of health, Dr. Michelle Bachellet
(the recently elected Chilean president), the director of the SSAS, Dr. Ricardo Celis and
the WHO officer, Dr. Ana Cristina de Nogueira (Interview with Daniela March 20, 2002;
Interview with Javier Melipil, president of the Coordinadora May 2, 2002; Coordinadora
Comunal de Salud 2002). At the ceremony, Dr. Bachellet promised that the construction
of the first public intercultural hospital in Chile would start in the second semester of
2002 and would be inaugurated before the end of Lagos’ presidency (Coordinadora
Comunal de Salud 2002; Austral March 11 2002).
In July 20th of 2001, 18 investment projects in the health sector were officially
approved for IX Region by the Ministry of Development and Planning. One of these was
the project to transform Nueva Imperial Hospital into the first public intercultural hospital
in Chile. The amount of the investment was 5,000,000,000 pesos (c. US$20 million) with
the condition that the design of the hospital had to include inputs from the communities
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(Austral July 20, 2001). This announcement began a long and complicated process of
negotiation and, at times, conflict, between the actors involved.
THE PROJECT FORMATION PROCESS: THE COORDINADORA, THE STATE AND
MAPUCHE COMMUNITIES
This brief history of the intercultural program indicates the interesting relation
between the Coordinadora, which is in charge of organizing and mobilizing demand from
Mapuche communities in the area, and the different layers of the state. The Coordinadora
tended to have a better understanding with the central government while both the regional
government and the municipal government had a more difficult relation with the
Coordinadora. Since the intercultural health program in Nueva Imperial Hospital is based
on a state initiative, the examination of the relations between different layers of the state
and the Coordinadora reveal important lessons about the state-driven community
participatory programs in multicultural social policy. These include the different
interpretation of the program among the actors (Mapuche communities, the Coordinadora
and the state) and how these differences in interpretation gave birth to an antagonistic
relation between the state and the Coordinadora as well as among Mapuche communities.
Negotiation with the State: Bureaucracy, Selective Participation and the Politics of
Authenticity
The relation between the department of standards of the SSAS and the
Coordinadora began antagonistically. As noted, the department of standards did not
recommend to the SSAS that there should be major renovation at Nueva Imperial
Hospital, but was forced to work with this project by the SSAS and MINSAL due to the
Coordinadora’s successful negotiation with the higher authorities.
As a principal actor in the project, the Coordinadora has been in charge of
developing a proposal to build the intercultural part of the Hospital. However, it had to
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work closely with the department of standards, which is a highly specialized and
technocratic part of the SSAS. It oversees the infrastructure of the health care system of
the region and works as an intermediary between MIDEPLAN, MINSAL and the SSAS.
Most of the employees of the department of standards are architects or doctors. As
Eduardo Diaz, who worked as an architect in the private sector and became the director
of the department, put it in the interview (April 30, 2002), the department of standards
does not handle cultural issues or social conflicts with the Mapuche population. They
claim to be highly professional technocrats mainly dealing with construction and
renovation of medical infrastructure in the area. Therefore, they focus on the procedures
that they have to follow to finish projects and keep track of budgets.
When the Coordinadora requested financial support, the department of standards
required the Coordinadora to submit the entire detailed budget before the department
issued any funding for the project. Further they asked the Coordinadora to submit the
budget and drafts of the proposal by several deadlines. These two requirements are not
what the Coordinadora is organized to fulfill. The Coordinadora believed that the
department of standards demanded every detail of their budgets and meetings to control
them while the department of standards thought the Coordinadora did not follow
instructions due to a lack of professionalism and transparency. The following quotes from
my interviews show the differences between the two actors clearly.
When they ask us for resources for their project writing, we also need to have
information about the budget to submit to the SSAS. But they do not give us
information. They did not submit a budget and we can not do anything about it….
Our department is about architecture and infrastructure of the hospital. …We
asked the Coordinadora some questions about how they want the annex, but they
did not give us information about their plan. Then we can not finish the plan for
construction. We need to keep deadlines. We need to give all the information to
MINSAL by a certain date. It is a bureaucratic procedure, which the Coordinadora
does not want to follow. (Interview with Eduardo Diaz, director of the department
of standards April 30, 2002)
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The difficulty (in working with the government) is the fact that there is no
participation from the government. The government talks about participation. Of
course. But look at what the so called advisors do. They do not act at all because
we do all the work. We have worked and struggled so much to reach authorities
but authorities always say they can not participate.... Surely we can do some work
with a lot of effort. We are those who started the process and put the idea on the
desk. However, nowadays the authority did not even bother to say where are
resources that we could use to develop the project further... We would not tell
them every detail of money we spend as kids would ask money to their parents to
buy pencils and erasers. We can not do that. That just shows you the distrust of
the authority for our organization.... (Interview with Javier Melipil, President of
the Coordinadora May 2, 2002)
As those quotes show, the major problem between the Coordinadora and the
department of standards is about the bureaucratic procedures required by the state.
Because the project is driven by the government and is about renovation of a public
hospital, the department of standards requires the Coordinadora to follow standards and
instructions that the SSAS applies to its organizations. However, the Coordinadora as an
organization of Mapuche activists in the area seldom feels comfortable with or capable of
following those procedures. And there were constant troubles regarding deadlines and
documentation of activities. To understand this problem between the Coordinadora and
the department of standards, we need to understand the characteristic of the
Coordinadora, too.
The Coordinadora consisted of a small number of people. The number of workers
in the organization has varied from 5 to 20 since some workers joined and others left for
other programs. Most importantly all of them are voluntary workers. In other words, they
are not paid by the Coordinadora. Furthermore, most of them do not have adequate
training to write a formal budget for governmental programs or proposals. That was why
the Coordinadora requested funding to hire an architect, an anthropologist and a social
worker to work in their organization (Interview with Daniela March 20, 2002; Interview
with Jimena, secretary of the Coordinadora March 20, 2002). The department of
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standards hired a Mapuche architect for several months but he mainly worked at the
department of standards not to directly support the Coordinadora. Furthermore, he
resigned criticizing the department of standards for excluding and discriminating against
him. This incident intensified the conflicts between the department of standards and the
Coordinadora.
Because of the worsening antagonism between the Coordinadora and the
department of standards, the SSAS called for a more active involvement by PROMAP,
the main branch within the SSAS to deal with intercultural health programs. Also as a
governmental program with the longest history of promoting intercultural health
programs in Chile, the active involvement of this program in the formation of the project
made sense.
There were conflicts between architects and the Coordinadora. People (in the
department of Standards) did not like the Coordinadora and did not respect the
Coordinadora. It caused a series of tensions and conflicts. It is why they
contracted me (a member of PROMAP) as a mediator because I know the
situation and culture of the Mapuche. I went to the department of standards from
PROMAP to get conversations started between the SSAS and the Coordinadora to
reach some consensus and, at some level, to manage the direction of the SSAS
and MINSAL. (Interview with Jorge Neira, worker at PROMAP March 26, 2002)
However the involvement of PROMAP created additional problems rather than
resolving disputes between the department of standards and the Coordinadora. PROMAP
raised questions regarding the authenticity of the ideas proposed by the Coordinadora as a
“true” intercultural program. PROMAP, after several meetings with the Coordinadora,
concluded that the Coordinadora did not have a proper knowledge of Mapuche medicine
and culture because it planned to include health services from a machi and other
Mapuche health specialists within hospital settings. Also PROMAP concluded that the
Coordinadora did not understand Chilean health regulations and proper terms because,
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under the current health code, any health worker who does not have “institutional”
medical training can not treat patients.
We (PROMAP) supported the Coordinadora by providing the theoretical basis of
intercultural health. PROMAP has managed intercultural health more than 10
years. We have some theoretical approaches to the issue while the Coordinadora
did not achieve this level of understanding. The Coordinadora does not have
enough knowledge about medical terms and health regulations to write a proposal,
either. PROMAP wanted to help on those issues. (Interview with Jorge Neira
March 26, 2002)
Other workers at PROMAP also said quite openly that they did not think that the
Coordinadora had a proper understanding of Mapuche culture and medicine. And this
inaccurate understanding of Mapuche culture and medicine, for workers at PROMAP,
stems from lack of participation on the part of the communities.
What is the Coordinadora? Who coordinates what? There is no Coordinadora. We
do not know what the Coordinadora does. There are some people who claim that
they represent communities but who knows? Communities would not agree with
the idea of having a machi in a winka (Western) hospital. It is not a Mapuche
tradition. (Interview with Nestor, a worker at PROMAP, March 26, 2002)
And this debate about who has the most accurate and authentic knowledge of
Mapuche culture extended to a constant and sometimes conflict-ridden debate among the
community leaders over the construction of the intercultural hospital at Nueva Imperial.
Due to the doubts that PROMAP had about the authenticity and knowledge of the
Coordinadora as specialists in Mapuche culture, it acted as supervisor of the project
rather than “supporter” of the project. And this attitude is highly related to the fact that
PROMAP did not believe that the Coordinadora had adequate participation from the
communities. Consider how PROMAP measured the level of participation in Nueva
Imperial. PROMAP based its assertion on the lack of participation in the Coordinadora
on the fact that the meetings did not include those communities that did not agree with
the Coordinadora and instead supported PROMAP’s vision of intercultural health.
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I participated as observer in three general meetings (July 25 of 2000, March 26 of
2001, and May 2 of 2001) of Mapuche communities regarding the projects. The number
of those attending - who are mostly lonkos, i.e., representatives of more than one
community - varied from about 50 to 100. Since there are more than 300 communities in
Nueva Imperial and the public transportation system is terrible in most rural
communities, the participation of communities was not massive especially in terms of the
number of participants. Furthermore, the meetings were mostly concerned with providing
information about what the Coordinadora had decided and asking support from the
communities rather than building consensus based upon open discussion. It was clear to
me that the Coordinadora tended to put more effort into inviting those who agreed with
the Coordinadora. However, I never saw any worker from PROMAP or the department
of standards attending the meetings, either. Without first hand information about the
meetings organized by the Coordinadora, it is highly likely that the harsh criticism from
PROMAP about the Coordinadora stems from the opinions of those who were excluded
from the Coordinadora.
Although PROMAP’s criticism of the Coordinadora for not being a true
representative of communities is too harsh, PROMAP points to a problem in the
Coordinadora’s mobilization of communities. The Coordinadora succeeded in mobilizing
communities which agreed with their plan but failed to get extensive participation and
discussion in the plan formation process. Many community leaders who followed the
process from the beginning were left out. Those who could not come due to
transportation problems and distance simply could not participate.
In my community, we do not talk about Nueva Imperial hospital or the
intercultural program. There is lack of communication and coordination. It needs
more coordination to invite more communities to participate. If the Coordinadora
airs public announcements of meetings on radio or the other media, more people
would come. If many people come, the leaders of community would give opinions
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about the project to the Coordinadora and also take the information to their
communities. In this way, more people can come and participate. (Interview with
Andrés, a Mapuche Community Leader in Nueva Imperial, May 9, 2002)
I did not participate in meetings to elect the officers of the Coordinadora. I
received an invitation to participate in the meeting. But they (the Coordinadora)
already had a project and officers at that moment. I just participated in the
meeting and gave my opinion about their project. … Often I see the news or listen
to the radio and hear stories about the Coordinadora. But I do not have detailed
information about the Coordinadora. It covers all the communities in Nueva
Imperial. It would be hard for them to give every community detailed
information. It is very hard to reach all those communities in Nueva Imperial.
Nueva Imperial is big. (Interview with Pedro, President of the Coordinadora de
Salud of a community in Nueva Imperial April 30, 2002)
The limitation of the Coordinadora in organizing broad participation in Nueva
Imperial stems from its organizational limitation. The Coordinadora itself consisted of a
small number of people and they are not directly elected by Mapuche communities in the
area i.e. they are not lonkos and they do not even live in the communities in the area.
Even though some communities endorsed the organization, their support did not
necessarily mean active participation in its activities. Therefore, covering the whole
Nueva Imperial whose size is 1,160.4 m² (INE: 2001) has been from the beginning a
challenge for a volunteer organization like the Coordinadora. Nueva imperial covers
more than 300 communities and it is the third most populated municipality in IX Region
with a large part of the rural area without proper public transportation.
Not every community actively supports our project. However many communities
know about this project and are very interested. The problem is the lack of
communication with communities. There are more than 300 communities in
Nueva Imperial. As officials of the Coordinadora, it is very difficult for us to
reach all those communities. We do not have transportation. And the distance is
enormous, too. However, those who we meet all expressed strong support for the
project. It is just a problem of time and resources, which we often can not have
enough. (Interview with Raul, a member of the Coordinadora, April 22, 2002)
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We (the Coordinadora) need to work and survive. I, myself, am a mother of a
child and a head of a household. In one meeting, we were told (by government)
that we were ignorant and irresponsible and that was why we could not finish the
project. That remark upset me a lot. We sacrificed a lot to work on this project but
we can not give up our life either. They easily said we were lazy and could not
work on the project but it is not true. (Interview with Maria, member of the
technical team of the Coordinadora, April 22, 2002)
The Coordinadora has always lacked the means of communication and
transportation to organize large-scale participation from the communities, which became
one of the important issues of conflict between the SSAS and the Coordinadora. The
Coordinadora has been very efficient in communicating with the administration of the
hospital, since important members of the Coordinadora are workers at the hospital, and
developed the initial ideas of having an intercultural hospital. Also the Coordinadora had
considerable power of negotiation with higher authorities such as the director of Nueva
Imperial Hospital, the director of the SSAS, the minister of health, the governor of IX
region and various international organizations such as PHO or WHO. However, the
limits of the Coordinadora appeared when the main task for the Coordinadora became a
matter of actively surveying communities in the area to reach consensus on how to build
The Nueva Imperial hospital. Most communities that participated in the projects turned
out to have close relationships with members of the Coordinadora, and had fewer
problems getting information about the Coordinadora’s activities.
The limitation of the Coordinadora was not only its capacity to convoke largescale participation from the communities. It did not have solid and stable human
resources to deal with a massive state sponsored project. Most active members of the
Coordinadora volunteered for the project and they had to come and go depending on the
opportunities presented to them. Some Mapuche leaders who are critical to the
Coordinadora criticized the organization for being used by “some” young members of the
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Coordinadora who were interested more in developing their career through the
experience of working with the organization than in working for communities.
In addition, most of the activists of the Coordinadora do not have training directly
related to writing a project for governmental approval. This limitation of the
Coordinadora became evident when they had to submit a project to transform one of
largest public hospital in IX Region. In other words, the lack of large-scale participation
and the inefficiency in conducting a public project stems from the limitations of an
organization consisting of volunteers with neither proper training nor resources. And
these limitations did not help to ease tensions between the SSAS and the Coordinadora
since the Coordinadora, feeling that they were accused unfairly by the SSAS even though
they did their best, avoided contact with the SSAS.
In contrast with the department of standards which had a hard time even in having
a meeting with the Coordinadora, PROMAP organized various meetings with the
Coordinadora and financially supported the Coordinadora. However the meetings
between PROMAP and the Coordinadora only underlined the differences between the
two entities and created further tension between PROMAP and the Coordinadora.
Dr. Ibaxache told us that we tried to do something (that was) illegal in Chile. It
infuriated us. We consulted machis and lonkos in Nueva Imperial and our
proposal is the result of a series of meetings we had with people from
communities. However, PROMAP did not approve our projects. They treated us
as a child. (Interview with Jimena March 20, 2002)
As the interview shows, the Coordinadora felt that PROMAP not only did not
support fully the organization but also that just like the department of standards it did not
respect the organization. Note the the PROMAP official in this meeting, Dr. Ibaxache, is
the same person who is the technical director of Makewe Hospital. With basic trust worn
out, the Coordinadora began to have the same problems with PROMAP that they had had
with the department of standards: budget and deadlines.
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PROMAP gave us small amounts of money to get projects done. But they made
us give them every detail of the expenses that we made with that money. They
asked us to give all the receipts and detailed explanation about how we spent the
money. Until we gave them documentation they did not give us the funding. So
we had to owe some money at the restaurant where we had lunch meetings, we
had to have debt with photo-copying places, and we had to spend our own money
to travel to various communities in Nueva Imperial. We gave PROMAP all the
detailed info, but still they did not want to give us money. So we decided not to
take any money from PROMAP. We are not a child. We do not want control from
PROMAP. (Interview with Jimena March 20, 2002)
Frustration with, and distrust of the Coordinadora grew on the side of PROMAP,
too. Some workers at PROMAP expressed concern about the capacity of the
Coordinadora to collect opinions from communities in Nueva Imperial and to interpret
them properly with professional knowledge. Furthermore, facing problems over budgets
and deadlines, PROMAP became suspicious of the Coordinadora. After all, as a sub
department of MINSAL, PROMAP also needed to write various reports to the the
Ministry justifying their activities. Since the Coordinadora did not submit the information
about the use of funding from PROMAP, the workers of PROMAP had to cover the
expenses for the Coordinadora, which turned out to be quite stressful for the workers.
PROMAP did not succeed in resolving the problems over bureaucratic procedures
between the Coordinadora and the Department of Standards. Rather, initial dissenting
opinions and tense meetings between the Coordinadora and PROMAP worsened the
relation between the SSAS and the Coordinadora. PROMAP not only began to have
problems with the Coordinadora’s refusal to follow bureaucratic procedures but also
raised serious questions regarding the authenticity of the project, which later caused
severe conflicts among communities and between the Coordinadora and the SSAS.
The Coordinadora felt more frustration with PROMAP than with the department
of standards since PROMAP represented the “good” side of the state. Once they felt no
support from the regional government, even from the “good” side, the Coordinadora
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again sought help and support from the central government bypassing regional
authorities.
They (workers of PROMAP) always treat us like crazy people who kept trying to
make projects. They think that they are the only people working on the issue…
That’s why we go to Santiago. President Lagos could have very good ideas and
his advisors, like the ministers, also have very good intentions. When I visited
Santiago, the minister (of Health) received us immediately despite the fact that we
did not even ask for an appointment. However, here, to meet the governor, you
have to make an appointment before and wait forever. With the government, I
personally do not blame them too much. The problem is the intermediaries. I
prefer to talk to the maximum authority like ministers or president. But not to the
intermediaries like PROMAP and the department of standards. (Interview with
Jimena March 20, 2002)
Due to the constant failure of the Coordinadora to keep to the deadlines to submit
a plan for the renovation of the Nueva Imperial hospital, the pressure increased on them.
The Coordinadora sensed that the regional government’s trust in their capacities and
intentions had been seriously undermined by the questioning of the authenticity of their
project as part of Mapuche culture. Therefore, the Coordinadora decided to talk to higher
authorities such as director of SSAS or the Minister of Health, Dr. Michelle Bachellet, to
prolong deadlines and to get recognition as representatives of Mapuche communities in
the area. They were again successful. Dr. Bachellet gave them more flexible deadlines
saying that they could have enough time to prepare their project according to their
timeline. Members of the Coordinadora repeatedly told me that higher authorities were
more welcoming than local public employees with whom they actually had to interact
more frequently.
However, according to Jaime Ibaxache, who was the director of PROMAP,
bypassing the regional government was not a good idea for various reasons. First of all,
workers at the SSAS, felt slighted both by higher authorities and the Coordinadora.
Second, the Coordinadora should deal with local public officials who know the local
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situation better and who care more about the hospital. He said “talking to Dr. Bachellet
will not help. When she will be moved to another position, then what? She will forget
about the project.”
No matter how efficient the strategy of bypassing the regional government to talk
directly to the central government, the question is why the higher authorities always have
sided with the Coordinadora. I argue that the reason is highly related to the political and
social meaning of intercultural programs and its nature as a multicultural social program.
The intercultural program is not just a health program to improve the quality of service.
The Chilean State connects the intercultural program with its own identity, which is
democratic and multicultural. Consider the following remarks made by high-level
authorities
We (SSAS) have incorporated the world view of the Mapuche people into the
hospital. We widened this incorporation and we are very happy that we have done
it. We believe that it is the right thing to do. Furthermore, it could show that the
state now respects the diverse culture of the indigenous people in Chile.
(Interview with Ricardo Celis, director of the SSAS, April 19, 2002)
The most important thing is public recognition of your (Mapuche) culture. We
know that the Mapuche people have its own way of understanding the world and
its own knowledge. Especially, it has a deep knowledge of health. And this has
been recognized not only by the Mapuche people but also by non-Mapuche
people in Chile. Then we need to be respectful of the medical authorities of the
Mapuche and their knowledge. …Developing an intercultural health program, we
need to find a formula to teach the two different knowledge systems how to
communicate. I, as a member of the Non-Mapuche part of society, came here to
learn and to listen to your opinion and knowledge. (Ricardo Pizarro, governor of
IX Region, at the general meeting at Nueva Imperial March 26, 2002)
Chile has been a multicultural society. Unfortunately this was ignored for a long
time. But now we realize how rich the medical knowledge of the Mapuche is and
how valuable it is. We need to incorporate their knowledge to make a better
health system. By respecting cultural diversity, we can become a better nation.
(Interview with Margarita Saez, director of Health Program of Indigenous
Peoples, July 15, 2002)
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If we listen carefully to what they are saying, it is cleat that the intercultural health
program is not only a health program but also a political project to reform Chile into a
multicultural and democratic society for all, including the long oppressed indigenous
people. The state officials emphasized the importance of cultural diversity and the change
in the state’s relationship with the indigenous people.
It goes without saying that the Chilean state needs urgent reform of its health
service in face of the deteriorating quality of health care and the widening inequality
within the health system. However, it is indispensable also to think of how to deal with
indigenous people, especially the Mapuche people, who fought for democratization,
expected to have land reform to recover their territory and have been frustrated by few
gains in land under “democratic” governments. Intercultural health programs became one
of the best strategies for the state to resolve those problems by reforming health care and
by enhancing ethnic equality in the service. It is why high-level authorities, in their
interviews, are willing to connect intercultural programs with the democracy and
multiculturalism that is an important basis of identity for the current Chilean government.
If the intercultural program is an effective tool for the state to catch two birds with
one stone, it is a good political tool for the indigenous people, too. Demanding an
intercultural program is legitimate by definition. I have never met any public employee
who challenges the need of intercultural programs even though everyone has their own
way of interpreting the program. A Mapuche organization such as the Coordinadora has a
morally and historically legitimate position to demand more spaces for their culture and
knowledge in Chilean society in face of the persisting discrimination against indigenous
peoples.

They have successfully used intercultural health programs to receive the

necessary support from high-level authorities. Dealing with high-level authorities who
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know the political meaning of intercultural health, opens a lot of spaces for the
Coordinadora.
In sum, the expected cooperation between the department of standards/PROMAP
and the Coordinadora did not happen. Besides different views on the nature of an
intercultural health hospital, antagonism over the bureaucratic procedures required by a
state project reduced the trust between the actors to the very minimum level. The lack of
trust and strong antagonism between actors impeded further conversation and discussion
on important issues regarding the project such as how to understand interculturality or as
how to administer the first public intercultural hospital in Chile. The different view points
between PROMAP and the Coordinadora about building an intercultural program in the
hospital remained unresolved beyond the extended deadline to present the proposal, the
end of 2001. Since the Coordinadora did not meet the deadline to present their proposal,
the SSAS (the department of standards and PROMAP) pushed the Coordinadora to
submit their project in vain.
General Meetings: Transcending Conflicts to Communities
Due to the constant lack of communication with the Coordinadora which decided
not to talk to regional government agencies, the SSAS considered the Coordinadora as
incompetent and not transparent. Since the Coordinadora kept postponing deadlines, the
department of standards and PROMAP called for a meeting to discuss their (Standards+
PROMAP) plan to build a hospital and urged the Coordinadora to present its project, too.
The meeting was held in March 26 of 2002 from 10:00 in the cultural center of
the city of Nueva Imperial. Every community in the municipality of Nueva Imperial was
invited. At the meeting PROMAP presented their suggestions for the hospital. The
suggestions did not mention the Coordinadora. The idea and projects were described as
the product of long standing work by PROMAP with the department of standards with
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some input from Mapuche communities. It did not specify how a machi and other
Mapuche health workers would work in the hospital. Their projects were based on 12
basics that PROMAP promotes as principles for intercultural health (Unidad de
Normalización 2002). These basic principles are:
•

Human resources qualified through knowledge and experience of work with
the Mapuche population

•

An Amuldungun office (Bilingual office)

•

A pharmacy where ‘western’ medication is complemented by the preparation
of medicinal plants.

•

An office of co-management with the communities.

•

Adapting diet culturally for Mapuche patients.

•

Placing of beds according to Mapuche Cosmo vision

•

Transfers from or to other health systems.

•

Meetings with community

•

Flexible visiting time for hospitalized patients.

•

Hospitalization of mothers with children or vice versa

•

Search for the complementation of treatments.

•

Number of days of temporary discharge in order to use complementary health
systems.

At the meeting, the difference between PROMAP and the Coordinadora was
revealed again. PROMAP did not include the machi services at the hospital site and
basically emphasized the importance of the cultural aspects of the annex to the new
hospital building. It vaguely mentions a place for machis to rest and have meals but does
not include any facilities for a machi to actually treat patients or diagnose. Rather the plan
from PROMAP focused on the recovery of cultural values and on establishing a space for
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communities of Nueva Imperial to get together and discuss, such as a cultural hall and
meeting places. The following table shows the differences between PROMAP’s plan and
the plan of the Coordinadora, which was submitted in July 2002.
In the plan of the Coordinadora, the annex to the hospital appears as a part of the
medical unit with examination and treatment facilities, whereas the department of
standards and PROMAP view the annex mainly as cultural space for the Mapuche to
share their medical knowledge and organizing place. The idea of inviting Mapuche health
specialists such as machi and componedor (a bonesetter) into a Western hospital setting
and having them see patients within the hospital became the main issue that caused
criticism both from communities and the SSAS. The department of standards in the SSAS
saw the medical presence of machis in the hospital as not plausible since the Chilean
Health Code does not accept Mapuche medicine as an official part of the health system.
Furthermore, they argued that, according to Mapuche tradition, a machi can not leave her/
his community to treat patients because all the spiritual power comes from the land she/
he lives in.
Furthermore, as the table shows, while the Coordinadora wants the project to be a
project to build an “intercultural hospital”, the department of standards understands this
project as one to build an intercultural annex to the new hospital. Note the different titles
of the projects: “Diseño, Edifición e Implementación de un Modelo de Atención en
Salud: Hospital Intercultural de Nueva Imperial: IX Región (Coordinadora Comunal de
Salud 2002).” vs. “Propuesta Construcción Anexa Hospital Intercultural de Nueva
Imperial (SSAS 2002)”
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Table 1: Different Plans for the Intercultural Health Program in Nueva Imperial Hospital
Dining room with kitchen
Sickroom

The Coordinadora de Salud
Yes (dining room 50m² +
kitchen 9m²)
Yes (120m²)

The Department of Standards
Yes (100m²)
Not specified as a room for
hospitalized patients but
mentioned as dormitories for
men (60 m²) and women (60
m²)
Yes (18 m²)
Yes (18 m²)

Restroom
Washroom with a
washstand
Dormitory for machi
Bilingual Office

Yes (8 m²)
Yes (20 m²)

Office of Coordinator
Cafeteria
Residency
Waiting room
Culture Hall
Multipurpose room
Examination room for
machi
Office of Osteopath
Office of Midwives
Treatment Room
Office Statistics
(SOEMA)
Storage for medicine
Office for Statistician
(SOEMA)
Psychiatrist Office

Yes (15 m²)
Yes (8 m²)
Yes (14 m²)
Yes (24 m²)
Yes (60 m²)
Yes (130 m²)
No

No
Office for workers (Not
specified as Bilingual office:
4 m²)
No
No
Yes (140 m²)
Yes (150 m²)
No
No
Yes (80 m²)

No
No
No
No

Yes (12 m²)
Yes (20 m²)
Yes (28 m²)
Yes (36 m²)

No
No

Yes (72 m²)
Yes (12 m²)

No

Yes (12 m²)

Yes (15 m²)
Yes (50 m²)

However at the first general meeting in March 26, neither the nature of
interculturality nor the co-administration of the hospital was the main issue. The main
issue was the deadline. The governor of the IX Region, the director of the SSAS,
PROMAP, the mayor of Nueva Imperial and many community leaders came to the
meeting expecting that the Coordinadora would present its proposal while PROMAP
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would also present its suggestions. The whole idea of this meeting was to promote open
discussion about the proposal and suggestions as to how to complete the project.
However, the Coordinadora did not present its project. When Dr. Ibaxache, the director
of PROMAP, asked the Coordinadora to present its project, Javier Melipil, the president
of the Coordinadora responded,
No….eh… I believe that…we as the Coordinadora finally have our proposal,
which is all done but we are proofreading it. We think that there are some minor
issues that we need to improve. Why do I say this? Because our project is not
something that can be done in a few days. (Javier Melipil March 26, 2002)
And then he added,
We (the Coordinadora) are very sorry that we could not come with more
preparation for the discussion but I would like to say something very important.
The authorities do not allow us to participate in this conversation. On this
occasion, I would like to ask for some resources to finish the project. Indigenous
people have not been able to develop because of things that we have lost, which
are resources that enable us to make proposal to our people about this hospital.
We want to work 8 hours a day only on the project about the hospital. We are not
asking for limousine. We just want some money to pay salary for those who work
for the project. (Javier Melipil March 26, 2002)
Regardless of whether his excuses and demand for more support – mainly
economic – are legitimate or not, the fact that the Coordinadora did not bring a project to
present upset the local health authorities such as PROMAP and some community leaders.
One of community leaders, Alfredo, expressed his frustration,
The truth is that we came here to learn that we are just so weak. Now we should
have had a proposal. Today, the meeting is called by the government and the
government came with its proposal. We need our counter-proposal as Mapuche.
Therefore, we need to have a new session and the Coordinadora should work as
coordinator to put us together… These days, the state wants documentations. We
have to submit documentations. We need to understand clearly that we could
express our opinion via documentations. I am surprised by the fact that the
Coordinadora did not come here with the proposal. However it is not too late. We
need to work together to finish this project. (March 26, 2002)
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At the meeting I sat with members of the Coordinadora and with community
leaders who supported the Coordinadora. While Alfredo criticized the Coordinadora, a
member of the Coordinadora told me that the criticism arose because the SSAS decided
to have a meeting without consulting the Coordinadora. Rather than coordinating a
meeting with the Coordinadora, according to this member, a worker of PROMAP came
to their houses to notify them about this meeting a few days ago. Members of the
Coordinadora clearly expressed their discontent.
At the end of the meeting, Dr. Ricardo Celis, the director of SSAS cordially but
firmly urged the Coordinadora to present its project by 15 of May, 2002. He said,
We have asked various opinions from Chileans or indigenous people. We asked
the Coordinadora and public employees of Nueva Imperial… etc. Now, we need
to decide whether the project is good or bad so that we can advance and start in
order to complete schedule of the program. … I would like to propose. I believe
that as Javier (president of the Coordinadora) pointed out we have already spent
long time. Now, in front of the governor, let’s fix a date to complete the project,
which is the 15th of May. I would like to say that I will provide any facilities,
space or staff possible to complete this date. Let’s have a project by 15th of May.
This meeting shows that the relation between the SSAS and the Coordinadora was
not a good one and that they did not trust each other. The Coordinadora was not shy of
criticizing the SSAS for its lack of support. At one point, Javier Melipil, the president of
the Coordinadora, described the SSAS as an obstacle which constantly demeans their
efforts and capabilities. Calling for a meeting knowing that the Coordinadora would not
bring its proposal was a sign that PROMAP and the department of standards wanted to
pressure the Coordinadora. In particular, their presentation of “suggestions” on
intercultural programs in Nueva Imperial Hospital enabled them to put their
understanding of interculturality on the table in front of an important public. Furthermore,
the director of the SSAS unilaterally set another deadline. When the director asked the
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Coordinadora if they would complete the proposal by the new deadline, the members of
the Coordinadora around me sighed and said yes.
However, it was significant that despite the apparent lack of capacity of the
Coordinadora to produce a project on time and the antagonistic relationship between the
SSAS and the Coordinadora, not one person from the SSAS expressed their doubts in
public about the Coordinadora or suggested an alternative organization to finish the
project. Rather the SSAS reassured the Coordinadora of its support.
I wanted to let you know that 6 months ago our department requested funds for
the Coordinadora and this is now approved. It will take a few days to deliver the
fund so please remind me. Furthermore, we need to have open meetings about the
project soon. We are ready to have those meetings. We are not searching for help
and cooperation elsewhere. It is important that we (the SSAS and the
Coordinadora) reach a conclusion on the project with participation of
communities. (Eduardo Diaz, director of the department of standards)
I am totally with the Coordinadora and the idea of creating an intercultural
hospital in Nueva Imperial. We need to work together and unite to create a
hospital different from the other western hospitals. We need to overcome
differences. Differences among us and differences between SSAS and the
Coordinadora. Let’s build our own intercultural hospital supporting the
Coordinadora. (Anonymous Community leader)
At the meeting, Dr. Ibaxache, a strong critic of the Coordinadora and the director
of PROMAP, did not show any distrust or doubt about the Coordinadora. Rather, he was
very careful to present the plan of PROMAP as just some suggestions that the
Coordinadora might be interested in looking at. Furthermore, he began his presentation
saying that,
I would like to say that what I am going to present is just a proposal for
discussion. ...Of course we want to invite the Coordinadora and hear about the
project that the Coordinadora have worked on for quite some time.
The behavior of SSAS i.e. the department of standards and PROMAP in the
meeting indicates a significant lesson in the understanding of the relationship between the
state and an intercultural program with community participation. Public employees could
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express their discontent privately. Sometimes their discontent influenced relations
between the state and communities. However, as the behavior of the SSAS as an
institution shows, the state could not completely ignore the communities when
communities initiated action and kept participating whether or not the participation is
democratic or formal. Local state officials knew that the Coordinadora still had a certain
level of participation from communities and that the construction of an intercultural
hospital in Nueva Imperial was supported by the vast majority of communities in the area
– even though many communities did not necessarily agree with every detail of the plan
that the Coordinadora would present. In this situation, the state could not fire the
Coordinadora and hire or find another partner in the project.
Furthermore, this is a very important project for the state, which enables the state
to gain legitimacy as a democratic and multicultural entity. When the MINSAL approved
the project of building the first intercultural public hospital in Nueva Imperial, it was not
a random act but a significant symbolic action intended to demonstrate the state’s
democratizing effort for the long oppressed Mapuche people. From the moment of the
approval of the project in 2000 as well as in the difficult general meeting in March 2002,
the state never stopped praising the project as a sincere effort of the state to overcome the
antagonistic ethnic relationship between the Mapuche and non-Mapuche populations. In
the context of the continuous tension and conflict between the Mapuche movements and
the state/ forestry companies in the region, the state desperately needs the success of this
type of project, which enhances social services as well as cultural diversity, with
participation from indigenous communities.
The success of the project for the state can not be measured only by whether an
intercultural clinic is constructed within the hospital or not. It also requires achieving the
political goal that many community participatory projects aim for: reaching consensus
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through participation. Again participation does not necessarily need to be massive or
“genuine”. And it is why dismissing the Coordinadora was not an issue on the table, nor
was opting for the plan of PROMAP as the official plan for the construction of the
hospital, even though it was more complete and less problematic. Again, the idea of an
intercultural health program functioned, at least in public discussion, in favor of the
Coordinadora due to its political significance.
After the general meeting in March, there were no new developments in the
process. After the meeting, the Coordinadora cut all communication with PROMAP and
the department of standards and did not give any information to them about their project.
Foreseeing another failure to keep the extended deadline, 15th of May, PROMAP
organized a second general meeting about the project inviting communities in Nueva
Imperial, the Coordinadora, the department of standards, the director of the SSAS and the
administration of Nueva Imperial Hospital in May 8th, 2002 at Temuco. It was a
workshop type meeting and took a whole day.
Sixty four persons attended the meeting but the Coordinadora did not come. This
time the main issue was where to install a rewe, the spiritual symbol of Mapuche culture
in the new Nueva Imperial Hospital. And this issue caused considerable tension among
communities since it is directly related to the issue of what is “true” Mapuche culture.
The aim of proposing such a delicate issue as the main topic of discussion at the meeting
was straightforward. Expecting that the Coordinadora would not present its proposal on
time, the SSAS needed at least to know where to put the cultural symbol in their blueprint
to minimize the backlash from communities. However, according to a PROMAP worker,
the meeting also aimed at “shocking” the Coordinadora and giving an opportunity for the
communities which did not agree with the Coordinadora’s vision of the project to express
their objection.
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After the presentation by the department of standards about the construction plan
for the annex to the hospital and of its request for advice on where to put a rewe in the
blueprint, PROMAP asked people to form a group and discuss the topic. After group
discussion, a general discussion followed based upon the results of the group discussion.
However, the absence of the Coordinadora raised questions among participants.
One of the Mapuche activists raised their concerns saying that the Coordinadora, which
actually had been working on the projects and represents communities had not come.
Then Dr. Ibaxache whispered to the activists that “They do not represent. All the leaders
of the area came here!” indicating the distrust of PROMAP for the Coordinadora and
doubts about its legitimacy as a representative of communities in the area.
Despite one community leader supporting the idea of having the health services of
a machi within the hospital, every group concluded that having a rewe or a machi within
the hospital was a bad idea. Most groups resisted even the idea of having a rewe in the
hospital setting.
Since this is a governmental project, we as Mapuche need to try even harder to
have our culture and knowledge reflected in the project. Our medicine is not just
about observations and treatment. Our medicine is also about the spiritual. We do
not think the plan presented today reflects our Cosmo vision. A machi has to work
in her natural environment. If a machi can not work in the hospital, the rewe
should not be in the hospital either because her/his rewe represents the sprit that
the machi carries. Each machi has a different rewe. (Pedro summarizing opinion
of group 1 May 8, 2002)
Is there any machi who wants to work at a Western hospital? Each machi has
her/his own rewe and would not like to work under the other machi’s rewe. For
the SSAS, it might be easy to say let’s put a rewe at the hospital then put a machi
at the hospital to make it intercultural. But that would disrespect our culture. Our
culture does not work in that way. (Juan summarizing opinion of group 2, May 8,
2002)
Some participants criticized the Coordinadora for not inviting participation from
communities.
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They (the Coordinadora) have invited me but as soon as I gave an opinion
different from their plan, they just told me that my opinion was not good. … They
consider divergent opinions as an act of delaying the project. … I admit that the
Coordinadora has worked hard but they are very closed. (Rosendo, secretary of
the Association of Carahue, May 8, 2002)
Most criticism regarding lack of participation was made by community leaders
from remote areas such as Carahue, who were not invited to the project at the beginning.
They later started to participate because the Nueva Imperial hospital plans to cover their
area after the renovation. It again shows the limitation of the Coordinadora as an
organization of volunteers executing a public project which covers a vast area. As noted
in the interview, those communities were invited to meetings after major decisions were
made and felt excluded or offended. The Coordinadora, which was already under
tremendous pressure from the government to submit the project on time and were
somewhat defensive about issues regarding the “authenticity” of their Mapucheness, did
not actively invite different opinions and participation from the municipalities other than
Nueva Imperial.
However, there was also harsh criticism of the SSAS and of the meeting itself as a
typical way of dividing and conquering the Mapuche people. One participant argued that
this type of meeting was the typical way of handling Mapuche issues that the state has
used throughout its history. First of all, the state set the date and time of the meeting
without consulting the Mapuche people. For him, that was why the Coordinadora did not
come. Furthermore, the state asked the Mapuche to give information and knowledge as if
the Mapuche owed it to the State. He argued that the Mapuche should decide when and
where to meet and what to discuss. Also he warned of the danger of “fighting each other”
in front of the state. He pointed out that the SSAS constrained the Coordinadora too much
by imposing its regulations and rules when only 800 m² is allowed for the “intercultural”
space.
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Labeling the meeting as a typical strategy of controlling the Mapuche stirred up
the atmosphere. Suddenly, those who supported the Coordinadora and were relatively
quiet expressed their discontent with the state, mentioning the lack of support and stated
that lack of intention or will on the part of communities themselves caused the problem.
Finally, Eduardo Diaz, director of department of standards had to intervene
defending his decision to set the deadline of 15th of May. Also he said again that the
SSAS had been supporting and would support the Coordinadora to finish the project. He
said,
May 15th is the deadline for the plan of construction of the physical annex to the
new Nueva Imperial Hospital. Before we submit a blueprint to a higher authority,
we need to have some time to modify and work on it. That’s why we asked the
Coordinadora to submit the proposal by 15th of May. However, how to manage
the service or how to create an intercultural model in the hospital can be discussed
after 15th of May because we do not deal with these issues in the blueprint. Also
as a person who is in charge of the design of the hospital, I have never thought
that the annex is the only intercultural place. I have thought the whole hospital
would be intercultural and the annex is just a place requested by the
Coordinadora. Regarding the budget, we have never put any limit on resources
that the Coordinadora could use. We just want them to specify the budget and we
thought this to be a minimum requirement. We have office, computers and
transportation. The Coordinadora just needs to ask us and we will be happy to
cooperate. Finally, inviting the machi to the hospital is not our idea. At the initial
meetings, the Coordinadora proposed it and it is still on the table for discussion as
far as I know. We just need to know how you want us to design 800m² that the
Coordinadora requested as a space for the exclusive use for the intercultural
program
This response given by Mr. Diaz reveals once again the difference between the
SSAS and the Mapuche communities. He thinks that he just needs a plan for the physical
building while discussion about how to manage the service could continue afterward.
However, for the Mapuche communities, the construction of the building is not a separate
issue from its management. Especially if it involves their cultural heritage: where to put a
rewe.
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The meeting ended rather abruptly due to a time limit. However, after heated
debate, those present agreed that the Coordinadora should keep its role as the main actor
in the project with a more inclusive attitude toward those communities that did not agree
with the Coordinadora on how to manage the service. Despite strong criticism of the
Coordinadora, as in the general meeting in March, people ended by supporting the
Coordinadora fully and expressed their continuing support for the organization.
A few days after the meeting, PROMAP published a report on the meeting
summarizing the results. In the conclusion, PROMAP reaffirmed their view that the rewe
and the machi should not be in the hospital basing their position on Mapuche cultural
tradition. PROMAP also concluded that the state should keep supporting Mapuche
communities to finish the project, but did not mention the Coordinadora. Finally,
PROMAP recommended that the Coordinadora should incorporate the opinions of
communities which had not had the chance to participate in the project. PROMAP added
that it did not believe that the Coordinadora would be able to finish its project by 15th of
May.
As PROMAP predicted, the Coordinadora did not submit its proposal by 15th of
May. They submitted the proposal in July at a meeting organized by the Coordinadora.
The Coordinadora invited the Minister of Health, the Director of SSAS, the Governor of
IX Region and the Director of the National Health Program with Indigenous People. Also
they invited communities to the meeting. However, they invited neither PROMAP nor the
department of standards.
Their proposal, as indicated in Table 1, is very different from the proposal of
PROMAP, maintaining their stance on the machi and other Mapuche health workers:
they should come to the hospital to see patients as do western doctors and nurses. Also at
the meeting, the Coordinadora asked the authorities to sign a form in support of their
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proposal, which made many of the authorities uneasy. The Coordinadora knew clearly
that submitting a proposal did not mean that their demands would be accepted. Therefore
they wanted to ensure all the support they could get before another dispute or debate
broke out regarding the management of intercultural health. The authorities did not sign
anything but expressed their absolute support for the Coordinadora to the public.
This process took more than one year and intensified tensions between the state
and the Coordinadora as well as among the communities. However, the Coordinadora as
well as the state managed to endure the painfully long process and passed through the
first stage of the construction of the first public intercultural hospital in Chile.
EVALUATION OF INTERCULTURAL HEALTH PROGRAM
The relations between the state and the Coordinadora shaped the outcomes of the
intercultural health projects in Nueva Imperial Hospital. Even though the hospital has not
formally implemented the program, looking at the process of the formation of the
program and its impact on the goals of intercultural health programs is relevant to assess
the advantages and the disadvantages of a multicultural social policy based on the strong
state intervention.
Mobilization and Participation: Selected Participation and Division of Communities
The debate among Mapuche communities regarding the proposal made by the
Coordinadora mirrors the conflicts between the State and the Coordinadora. Serious
questions rose about the lack of professionalism of the Coordinadora and the content of
the organization’s proposal. Mapuche communities which do not support the
Coordinadora were not shy in questioning the Coordinadora’s ability to execute the
proposal as a “professional” organization as well as the “authenticity” of the proposal in
representing true Mapuche culture.
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Criticism regarding the Coordinadora’s professional ability to complete the
project intensified when Mapuche communities in the region realized at two community
meetings organized by the SSAS that the Coordinadora had not finished the proposal.
Several community leaders expressed their frustration.
We have to deliver our own new ideas about how to construct an intercultural
hospital… These days the state wants some documents and we need to give the
documents to the government. Then they will think we have our own ideas. We
do not want intervention from the state then we need to show the State our own
proposal. Talking about an intercultural hospital is not enough. I am frustrated by
the fact that the Coordinadora did not come here with their own proposal.
(Interview with Julio, a Mapuche community leader, March 29, 2002)
The interviews show that, for some community leaders, the failure of the
Coordinadora in submitting their proposal on time meant not only the incompetence of
the Coordinadora but also that of the Mapuche communities. They feared the possibility
that the state would impose its own vision of an intercultural hospital ignoring Mapuche
perspectives on health interculturality because the Coordinadora did not offer any
proposal. Several participants of the community meetings expressed this fear.
Therefore, the Coordinadora had to face a double pressure regarding deadlines;
one from the state and the other from communities. The Coordinadora defended its
position explaining its difficulty in dealing with such a mega project without receiving
any solid funding from the government and accused the government of not being
supportive of their activities during these community meetings. However, the fear of
communities that the project is being dominated by the state has grown when community
leaders realize that the Coordinadora plans to put a machi in the hospital because many
interpreted the efforts to place a machi in the hospital as a typical showcase policy of the
state on the indigenous policies.
According to Mapuche tradition, a machi, a spiritual leader of community who is
in charge of healing community members, sees and cures patients in her/his own
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community. She or he is not supposed to leave one’s community since Mapuche believe
that the spiritual power of a machi comes from the land where he or she lives.
If a machi leaves her territory, she loses her spiritual power. Even though she
performs some spiritual healing away from her territory, you can not know if it
works or not. In worst case, she can harm patients because the land does not allow
her to heal them. We call them calco-machi (pseudo machi or bad machi), who
loses her power and possibly harms patients. (Interview with Francisco Chureo
March 11, 2002)
Unlike Western medical doctors, Mapuche believe that each machi can do her
work in her own territory based on the power of the land. Each community has its own
machi and its own spirit. It does not make sense for the traditional Mapuche culture that a
machi of certain community could cure people of the other communities since that machi
can not know specific spiritual circumstances of patients who are from different lands.
However, this tradition has been changed due to the urbanization of Chile and the
massive immigration of Mapuche to urban areas.

Not only are there not many

communities in IX Region that still have a machi in their territory but because of the
demand from Mapuche in the urban area, machis in the IX Region often travel to
Santiago or other urban areas to see patients. Some machis became famous in healing
patients and opened very successful “clinics” in the Temuco area. Also, it is expected by
Mapuche that a machi would travel to Temuco to visit Mapuche patients who are
hospitalized in the regional hospital and would perform her rituals to calm bad spirits.
Some of the patients I met in Nueva Imperial Hospital told me that they do not go to a
machi because they do not have a machi in their community and said that it would be
nice if the hospital provides a service from a machi.
However, most community leaders expressed concerns about having a machi in
the hospital settings.
a machi can not be in hospital. She needs support from her land, her people and
her spirit. A machi is not a person who can write prescription as she wishes.
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Furthermore, a machi has one’s own territory. We need to be very sensitive and
respect each machi’s territory… If someone wants to see a machi, the hospital
should not tell to which machi she/he needs to go. Instead, the hospital needs to
tell the person that you can visit the machi in your community. Hospital can offer
transportation for the patient but should not dictate the person’s choice. (Maria
Porma, a Mapuche community leader, at the community meeting in May 8, 2002)
Our machi will participate in the project giving us advices and guide us how to do
right things regarding Mapuche health. However, you can not have our machis in
Western buildings. A machi will participate and come to the hospital as they wish.
The hospital can not force them to come and go. (Patricio, a Mapuche community
leader, at the community meeting in May 8, 2002)
Even though some Mapuche leaders expressed their concerns about showing the
state the image of a divided Mapuche, most leaders did not hesitate to express their
concerns. They think that a machi can not be in the hospital and it is not Mapuche culture
to move machis around for convenience.
At the meeting of May 8, 2002, in the absence of the Coordinadora, some leaders
even proposed organizing an alternative committee to write the proposal. The attempts to
organize an alternative committee did not succeed; but, it shows the intensity of
opposition to the Coordinadora’s plan to place a machi within the hospital.
However, we need understand the reason why Mapuche leaders feel so strongly
about having a machi in the hospital not only in terms of which measure is more
“authentic” Mapuche. The more important question here is why the issue of
“authenticity” turned out to dominate the relations among Mapuche communities and
ultimately produced a severe division among communities.
The Coordinadora consulted with several machis in the region and apparently the
Coordinadora got permission from machis in the area to submit their project. Also, the
situation that the Mapuche population faces these days is different to what it was in the
past and some of the leaders who are strongly against the Coordinadora’s project
admitted in private that the transformation of their culture can not be avoided.
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I know that so many Mapuche hermanos (brothers) live in urban area. They need
to see a machi when they are sick. In that case, a machi may travel to see patients
because hermanos (brothers) in Santiago could not find a machi there. If there is
no machi in one’s community, people can come to the other community to see
machi. Things have changed. I know about it. Some machis became so famous
and rich seeing patients from all over the world and they do travel. But it is not
our culture. (Pedro, a community leader, at the general community meeting in
March 26, 2002)
Even some leaders at the meeting discussed a possible way of having a machi in
the hospital should the hospital provide enough open space for the machi with a proper
structure based on Mapuche culture. However, the overwhelming discontent with the
Coordinadora’s proposal did not yield any space for these types of opinions.
Division among Mapuche communities over this issue is understandable since
Mapuche tradition has not allowed a machi to travel to do rituals even though that
tradition is under serious challenge. However, the intensity of the resistance to the
Coordinadora’s proposal should be understood from a more socio-political perspective.
The reason why the Coordinadora had such a hard time to convince Mapuche leaders to
accept their proposal was not only their proposal’s “new” interpretation of Mapuche
culture but the fear that the project could be planned and imposed by the state.
The strong criticisms of several leaders show this fear clearly.
For the SSAS, it is easy to say “look! We put a machi in the hospital. It is
intercultural.” They would do it without any problem. I feel it is disrespectful that
they think they could locate machi or a Rewe without consulting us. This project
does not reflect our culture. (Rosendo, a Mapuche community leader, at the
general community meeting in May 8, 2002)
At a meeting, we have tried to analyze what the machi told us in our community,
but we were not taken into account at the meeting. Then we stopped going to
more meetings because we felt offended. We did not see any meetings organized
by the Coordinadora that analyzed things profoundly as Mapuche… However, we
can not let things happen like this. We should consult a machi and, as a good
Mapuche, follow what they would tell you. (Isabel, a Mapuche community leader,
at the general community meeting in May8, 2002)
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In these comments, it is clear that these leaders see the Coordinadora’s proposal
as a part of the state’s intervention and question its “authenticity” as a true Mapuche
project. As Isabel’s remark shows, even if there are machis who agreed to come to the
hospital, those machis could be “bad” machis. The discontent of some Mapuche leaders
was intense enough to challenge the authority of some machis in their own area. And this
intense discontent, I argue, stems from the fear that this state driven project exploits their
culture without changing the system itself. In other words, the strong presence of the state
in the project made some Mapuche leaders immediately oppose any radical or new
interpretation of their culture and see it as a part of the state’s attempt to distort the
project. And they did not hesitate to accuse the Coordinadora of not being Mapuche
enough or not being authentic Mapuche.
However, the irony is that the state itself does not like the idea of having a machi
in the hospital for legal reasons. A machi is not a health worker certified by the state and
the Chilean Health code does not accept Mapuche medical practices as legal. Therefore,
as Ibaxache pointed out, having a machi in a public hospital and letting her/him practice
would be a violation of the Chilean law. Because of the state’s unhappiness about the
Coordinadora’s project, the SSAS organized several meetings with community leaders
and outlined the Coordinadora’s idea of having a machi in the hospital setting knowing
that many community leaders would harshly react to the project. Therefore, evoking
discontent with the Coordinadora’s proposal actually helped the state’s aim of modifying
and/or stopping the Coordinadora’s project.
The Coordinadora’s logic behind the attempt to place a machi in service at the
hospital also reflects fear of state intervention. They argued that if a machi, who is a true
representative of their culture, is not included in the new intercultural hospital, the
intercultural hospital would become just another state attempt to use and exploit their
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culture to make the system “look” good without implying a major change in the system.
They thought that the presence of a machi in the hospital would force the SSAS and
hospital staff members to accept and respect their existence in the hospital and,
furthermore, enforce further changes in the system (Interview with Daniela March 20,
2002). Furthermore, the Coordinadora also became very suspicious of the leaders who
opposed their plan saying that community leaders who opposed their ideas were
organized by the state to block their efforts to carry out the project (Interview with
Antonio, a bilingual facilitator, April 14, 2002).
Here we can see how the strong presence of the state divides Mapuche
communities. One the one hand, the strong presence of the state in the project made the
Coordinadora push a radical move because they feared that the state would eliminate the
essence of the project, i.e. identity, if they did not force the state to accept its presence.
On the other hand, again due to the strong presence of the state in the project, other
communities see this radical move as a symbol of los vendidos (sell-outs) and treated the
Coordinadora as joining the state to save their project. Since the move that the
Coordinadora took was radical in terms of traditional Mapuche culture, communities
which were deeply suspicious of the Coordinadora accused it as “not being Mapuche
enough or authentic”. Being called non-authentic is a serious attack on the
Coordinadora’s legitimacy. And even the state used this accusation against the
Coordinadora.
The strong presence of the state in multicultural social programs has often been
criticized for dividing communities and diminishing genuine participation from the
communities. Often the state has been portrayed as an active divider with the agenda of
destroying indigenous activism. The “divide and conquer” strategy has been seen to
persist and be “unchanged” since colonization. However, the case of Nueva Imperial
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Hospital shows that the division and conquer strategy, if any, needs to be examined in a
much more complex context. In the case of Nueva Imperial Hospital, the state did not
actively engage in dividing the communities but the strong presence of the state itself
triggered enough worries and fears from communities about state intervention. Due to the
long history of state intervention and oppression, both the Coordinadora and Mapuche
communities desperately sought a measure to prove that they were not a part of the state.
The distrust between the state and communities ironically worked to deepen the division
among communities rather than to unify the communities against the state.
As the case of Nueva Imperial shows, multicultural social programs based on a
strong state intervention have a serious danger of dividing indigenous communities. The
politics of “authenticity” not only suppresses demands from indigenous communities but
also becomes a contested issue that divides indigenous communities in many
multicultural social programs sponsored by the state. However, the strong presence of the
state does not necessarily mean that every state sponsored multicultural social program
would end up dividing the indigenous communities rather than unifying it as happened in
Nueva Imperial.
If the strong presence of the state places structural conditions for possible division
and antagonism among communities, the Coordinadora could not overcome this problem
because of its preference for selective participation. The Coordinadora could not avoid
being suspected as of not being “Mapuche enough” because it failed to galvanize broader
support and communication among indigenous communities. Most leaders who
participated in community meetings and were interviewed by me said that the
Coordinadora did not fully devote itself to organizing and mobilizing the base for its
cause. Several leaders raised the possibility that the Coordinadora intentionally excluded
some community leaders who questioned the Coordinadora’s proposal. The survey
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results also show that there was not a massive participation from communities in the
project.
Only 20% (19 out of 97) of respondents replied correctly to the questions of who
administered the project of construction of the intercultural hospital of Nueva Imperial. If
we look at the actual rate of participation in any meetings called by the Coordinadora, the
number is small, too. Only 21% (20 out of 97) of respondents said they participated in
any meetings to do with the project. To the question of whether they had ever donated
anything for the project, an even smaller number of (6 out of 97) households said yes.
The Coordinadora itself acknowledges the fact that they were not effective in
getting participation from a broad range of communities in the area. They also admit that
they know about the complaints against them over lack of participation. However, as the
Coordinadora repeatedly pointed out, the number of communities that they have to cover
is huge considering the fact that none of the working members of the organization has the
resources to visit all these communities and talk to them. Despite the lack of
communication between the Coordinadora and communities in the area, the
Coordinadora argued that a relatively large number of community leaders have been
participating in meetings. One of the members of the Coordinadora criticized those
leaders who did not participate in the meetings and then expressed concerns later in the
meetings organized by the state. The problem for the Coordinadora is that only those who
can travel easily to the meetings could participate in the meetings and it strongly limited
the range of participation that the Coordinadora could organize. That’s why most leaders
who expressed their concerns about the Coordinadora see the participation as not
authentic.
The debate regarding the authenticity of the Coordinadora’s proposal is more
than a mere debate about interpretation of their culture. The issue of who was correct in
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the interpretation of their own culture became a litmus test of the authenticity of the
project. In the end, the Coordinadora did not have adequate support either from the state
or from the communities to pass the litmus test. The difficult relations between the state,
the massive scale of the project, and the strong presence of the state in the project limits
the Coordinadora’s ability to mobilize the base. However, it is also true that the selective
participation in the activities of the Coordinadora failed to persuade either the state or
communities that they are “authentic” representatives of the communities in the area.
Cultural Diversity
The constant struggles among communities and between the state and the
Coordinadora to define how to construct the physical building of the intercultural hospital
forced the Coordinadora to neglect the issues of enhancing the cultural diversity within
the existing hospital. In this part, I discuss how the troubled relations among actors
shaped or changed the hospital especially in terms of non-Mapuche workers’ attitudes
toward the Mapuche patients and actual combination of Mapuche medicine and Western
medicine.
Political Correctness without Transformation of the System: “Mapuche Patients are
Culturally Different”
The intercultural health program aims not only to improve cultural diversity in the
hospital setting but also to eliminate discrimination against indigenous people in the
health system. Therefore, it is crucial to change the attitude of health workers in the
hospital and to improve their awareness of the diverse cultural groups in the area.
However, the proposal made by the Coordinadora did not include any specific
plan to educate health workers in the hospital about ethnic/racial awareness. Non
Mapuche workers welcome the initiatives as a politically correct thing to do- but do not
realize that they also should participate actively in the process since it is “intercultural”.
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Most non-Mapuche health workers said that the intercultural health project of the hospital
is only for the Mapuche population in the area and not about fundamental changes in
their service as well. In other words, they understand the Coordinadora’s proposal for the
construction of an intercultural hospital as a proposal for the construction of an “annex”
to the new hospital building. The following are the answers from various non-Mapuche
health workers to the question of “What do you think about Intercultural Health?”
Intercultural health! People talk about it a lot in this hospital these days…I think it
(intercultural health) is nice because if someone talks about intercultural health, it
is about two cultures, right? (Interview with Rosa, a secretary to the director’s
office, May 7, 2002)
To me it seems good because the priority of attention for the Mapuche population
will be improved. Actually it happened already with the bilingual
office….Because there is an office that the Mapuche population could go, they
became much calm. And all these services are free. (Interview with Helena, a
nutritionist, April 22, 2002)
I think it is interesting. It is something new and will be some kind of union of two
medicines. The intercultural health aims at it, doesn’t it? That’s why they call it
intercultural health, right? I believe that it will be interesting and will be good for
us because we are going to have a new infrastructure and some annex for services
to the Mapuche population. (Interview with Sylvia, a nurse, May 4, 2002)
As these interviews indicate, non-Mapuche health workers of the hospital do not
know much about the intercultural health project in their hospital. However, most of them
expressed their “abstract level” support toward the program. They agree with the idea that
the majority of patients are Mapuche in the hospital and the hospital should develop a
“special” program for the population. They think the program is interesting and nice.
Furthermore, it is morally as well as politically correct thing to do for a public hospital.
When I asked Susana, a nurse at dental care, if she thinks the intercultural health program
is diverting funding from the major needs of the hospital, which suffers serious financial
problems, she responded that the financial problems should not prevent improving the
hospital for the Mapuche population noting that the majority of patients in the hospital
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are Mapuche. When I asked same the questions to the director of the hospital, Dr. Vera
replied,
We need to go through a very long process of training for non-Mapuche doctors
and nurses to make them understand that we should prioritize Mapuche
communities in the area. We can not say that from now on we have
interculturality in our hospital because it is a long process. Mapuche have
practiced interculturality for their life since it is forced but we (non-Mapuche
workers) need to learn how to do it. It is very important. Nobody should be
discriminated in the hospital and for that it is crucial to have intercultural
program. (Interview with Dr. Vera, the director of Nueva Imperial Hospital, May
14, 2002)
The director’s assertion of the need for an intercultural health program was
constantly reflected in non-Mapuche health workers comments which expressed general
support for the program. Despite the fact that Daniela, who was a member of the
Coordinadora, said in the interview that some non-Mapuche workers expressed concerns
and hostility toward the program, nobody in the interviews with me expressed their
opposition to the program. The interviews with me may or may not reflect their true
feelings regarding the program, but one thing is clear that nobody dared to say that they
did not like the program in formal interviews. The strong presence of the state in
sponsoring the intercultural health program was a given in the system. The issue for nonMapuche workers was not whether or not they would accept it.
However, this initial recognition of the need for a “politically correct” program
did not imply that non-Mapuche workers would be motivated and enthusiastic about the
program. Furthermore, the existence of a politically correct project did not change their
attitudes toward Mapuche patients and culture. The interviews with non-Mapuche
workers show the limited scope of changes in their attitude toward the Mapuche
population and especially towards the Mapuche patients.
During interviews I asked non-Mapuche workers how Mapuche are as patients
and what seemed to be the main health problems of the Mapuche population. From the
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non-Mapuche workers’ responses, I found that non-Mapuche workers identify the
principal health problems of the Mapuche population as residing in Mapuche patients’
relationship with non-Mapuche health workers in the hospital. They described the health
problem of Mapuche as deriving largely from cultural differences rather than
epidemiological differences between Mapuche and non-Mapuche populations. For
example, Laura, a nurse in the hospital pointed out that
The problem we have with the Mapuche population regarding the health service I
think, has been resolving with time since Mapuche have been accepting more and
more the health service and we have been trying to treat them appropriate to
Mapuche way of thinking. … Regarding quality of the service, it has been
improved in great deal since many Mapuche can speak Spanish and we can
understand a little bit of their language. (Interview with Laura, a nurse, April 16,
2002)
Instead of listing major health issues among the Mapuche population such as
diabetes, hypertension or depression, she pointed out the attitude of the Mapuche toward
the system and the health system’s treatment of Mapuche as the major health problem
that the Mapuche population faces. And she was not the only one who sees the major
health problem of the Mapuche population as deriving from the relation between the
Mapuche and the non-Mapuche health system. Cristina, the nutritionist of the hospital,
points out
Mapuche patients feel that they are discriminated against in the hospital.
Especially those who are hospitalized feel that way. We modify our diet to make
them feel less discriminated. And it seems to work. (Interview with Cristina,
nutritionist, April 22, 2002)
Pablo, a family physician, agrees with this point. While he acknowledged that the
Mapuche population has certain epidemiological problems such as diabetes and
hypertension, he connected this problem with cultural differences between the Mapuche
people and the non-Mapuche system.
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One of the most important things to overcome is cultural differences. Sometimes
it is hard to understand Mapuche patients. I was surprised when I realized that
they have serious psychological problems and often those mental illnesses even
caused muscular pain. Regarding diabetes and hypertension, they (Mapuche)
often have difficulty in understanding their illnesses. From our (non-Mapuche)
point of view, it (Mapuche not understanding specific diseases) makes it difficult
for them to keep checking in adequate form. (Interview with Pablo, a family
physician, April 15, 2002)
Despite the fact that he articulates the major problem of the Mapuche people as
“cultural”, what he really pointed out in this statement is that the Mapuche are not
knowledgeable of their illnesses and appropriate treatment due to “cultural differences”
i.e. the Mapuche are ignorant of their health. When I asked about how Mapuche patients
are, he replied; “A Mapuche patient told me that they are stubborn like bulls.”
He clearly represents the change in the hospital in terms of treating delicate issues
regarding Mapuche patients in the hospital. He himself did not say that Mapuche patients
are ignorant or stubborn. He quoted a Mapuche patient like many other non-Mapuche
health workers did in the interviews. “I heard that Mapuche patients think they are lazy”
or “Some Mapuche patients told me that they are of bad temper” These are quite common
responses when health workers were asked how Mapuche patients are or what the major
health problems for the Mapuche population are. For health workers to state such harsh
criticisms of the Mapuche patients became politically incorrect when the hospital
embraced intercultural health within the system. However, they did not have any problem
in “agreeing” with some Mapuche patients who criticized themselves. This shows that
knowing something is politically incorrect does not mean automatic changes in the
attitudes of non-Mapuche health workers toward the Mapuche population. Non-Mapuche
workers changed languages and became more self- conscious about discriminatory
remarks but when they mention “cultural differences”, it often means that the Mapuche
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are different from non-Mapuche patients and require special “cultural” treatment because
they are “culturally” less knowledgeable and more stubborn.
While some non-Mapuche workers are careful to choose their language to
describe Mapuche patients, some of them still quite openly expressed their prejudice
against Mapuche patients as especially stubborn and of bad temper.
I know a lot of Mapuche are nice but some of them are very selfish. They are
highly politicized. Whatever happens, they claim that it is because they are
Mapuche. Those who are politicized incite the other Mapuche to fight. Most
Mapuche do not even know why they are fighting. Some Mapuche got really
angry with paramedics saying that they wait too much because they are Mapuche.
It is just not true. Some Mapuche do not know how the hospital works. (Interview
with Ana, paramedic, April 17, 2002)
Her comments are typical of prejudices stemming from the portrayal of the
Mapuche by Chilean media. For example, the Mapuche fight without understanding
complex national issues or the Mapuche who are violent and claim their rights selfishly
… etc. However, her comments also reflect how many non-Mapuche workers feel about
Mapuche patients. The prejudice of non-Mapuche workers became more evident when I
conducted interviews with hospitalized Mapuche patients in May 9, 2002.
Expecting to interview various hospitalized elderly Mapuche patients, I asked
Carmen, a Mapuche student who can speak Mapudungun (Mapuche language), to come
with me to the hospital to conduct interviews in the inpatients’ ward in Mapudungun if
necessary. I already had received permission from the director of the hospital to do the
interviews and talked to the head nurse about the interviews. Once we arrived at the
ward, we approached the head nurse at the ward again and explained what we were going
to do. After a few interviews together, we decided to split up to conduct interviews
separately.
However, in a few minutes, a very upset nurse came to me and demanded an
explanation of why a Mapuche student was asking questions of the patients. I had
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interviewed patients before but I had never faced any annoyed health workers in the
hospital. The nurse did not ask me why I was conducting interviews. The only thing she
felt upset about was Carmen’s involvement with the interview. She asked why Carmen, a
Mapuche student, was interviewing patients. The nurse demanded that Carmen stop
interviewing and asked if I could go and talk to the director. I was completely shocked by
this hostile encounter with the nurse because I had not experienced such hostility despite
conducting the research by myself for almost 2 months.
The director called the nurse and me in to explain the situation. Dr. Vera, the
director of the hospital, explained that they were not expecting anybody except me and
that was why some nurses were upset. She said “if it was only you, there would not be
any problem. It was because of her. The student”. This did not explain why nurses
became suddenly suspicious and offended as soon as I left the Mapuche student alone in
the ward. Later the Mapuche student told me that nurses came to her as soon as I left the
room and stopped her from doing any interviews. They apparently did not listen to any
explanation from her and insisted in calling me and talking to the director.
It was quite an experience for me to witness such prejudice and hostility toward a
Mapuche. Everything worked fine until I brought a Mapuche assistant to the hospital.
After the incident, the Mapuche student had to face the same type of interrogation two
more times even after she had been permitted to return to the hospital to conduct
interviews. I was shocked since I had not faced any questioning from non-Mapuche or
Mapuche workers in the hospital over my talking to patients even though not every
worker at the hospital knew about my research. Carmen told me that she was kind of
expecting those reactions jokingly saying, “if a Mapuche asks about the service to
Mapuche patients, they should be nervous about it! Of course! ”
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The apparent political correctness imposed by the existence of a massive state
sponsored intercultural program did not quite change the heart of the problems that
intercultural health programs aimed at tackling. The state driven intercultural program
succeeded in making any directly discriminatory use of language in public
“inappropriate” but it did not change non-Mapuche workers’ attitudes toward the
Mapuche population in the area.
However, I found some non-Mapuche workers who expressed genuine interests in
learning Mapuche culture and in understanding the socioeconomic situation of the
Mapuche population in the area. While some workers see the relationship problem in the
health system as the major problem that Mapuche face in the hospital, these other
workers expand the scope of the relational problem from one between Mapuche
population and the health system to that between the Mapuche and Chilean society.
Lorenzo, a family physician at the hospital, stated that the major health problem of the
Mapuche population that he learned from medical school did not quite explain the
essence of the issue. He stated that the essence of the health problem of the Mapuche is
Poverty. Poverty is one of the problems that Chilean society in general has.
However, it becomes more visible when you look at the Mapuche population.
Mapuche population is not “stamped on by fuss of Chileans”. All I witnessed here
is that the conflicts with the Mapuche population are not just “cultural”. It is a
very sociopolitical fight…Chilean media portrays the Mapuche as conflictive
sabotaging highways and burning forestry companies but I know that the
Mapuche are very easy going and peaceful. They are very conscious about their
situation. They just want to live as a community without being bothered by
anybody or bothering anybody. (Interview with Lorenzo, a family physician, May
7, 2002)
Several non-Mapuche workers including the director of the hospital expressed
similar attitudes and opinions about the Mapuche population in general. They see an
urgent need to transform the hospital as well as Chilean society to be more equal and fair
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to Mapuche population. And these attitudes show in how they perceive the Mapuche
patients. Lorenzo also said,
Mapuche patients are different. They are very stubborn in terms of preserving
their own way of treating illnesses. When they feel that doctors do not understand,
they go to see a machi or shaman. They want to cure their disease with Western
medicine but also they want to use their own medicine. So once they do not see
the usefulness of Western medicine, they stop using it.
Unlike some non-Mapuche workers who connect the stubbornness of Mapuche
patients with Mapuche people’s unwillingness to understand the health system or with
their ignorance, he tried to rationalize his experience in connection with Mapuche culture,
which has its own medical knowledge. Even though he refused to understand Mapuche
conflicts as merely cultural, he understands the resistance of Mapuche patients to follow
instructions from Western medical system in terms of Mapuche culture of medical
knowledge, not out of a “culture of stubbornness or ignorance”. Thus, he was one of a
few non-Mapuche workers who are genuinely interested in understanding how
intercultural health program works.
The presence of a huge state-driven project did not change much of the
understanding or attitudes toward Mapuche medical knowledge in Nueva Imperial
Hospital. Individual preferences or attitudes determine how each non-Mapuche worker
treats or perceives Mapuche patients, as well as Mapuche medical knowledge. Individual
attitudes, as described before, vary from willingness to learn or understand the Mapuche
patient and culture to prejudice against Mapuche patients and culture. The intercultural
health project in the hospital succeeded in making it inappropriate to disdain Mapuche
culture. However, the project did not change non-Mapuche workers perceptions and
attitudes toward Mapuche patients beyond their personal preferences. This lack of change
could be explained by the fact that the project is in course and there was no systematic
training program for non-Mapuche workers. Even though the hospital actively
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participated in “basic” intercultural programs given by the SSAS such as having bilingual
signs and establishing a bilingual office in the hospital, it did not include any program to
target non-Mapuche health workers.
As shown in the interviews, the lack of a systematic channel to transform nonMapuche workers’ attitudes toward the Mapuche population and the culture of the
hospital resulted in leaving each worker’s individual perceptions and/or prejudices
against the Mapuche population intact. Without a systemic training program or
educational efforts, non-Mapuche workers interpret the intercultural health program
mainly their personal experience with the Mapuche culture. Therefore, despite the
existence of a project to construct “the first intercultural public hospital in Latin
America”, the openness or willingness to understand Mapuche culture and to eliminate
prejudice against the Mapuche population depends on individual preferences.
Hierarchical Combination of the Medicines: “Machis Shall Not Work in the Hospital”
The lack of a systematic approach to intercultural health becomes more evident
when non-Mapuche health workers were asked about the machi. Considering the
intensity of the debate on machi’s participation in the hospital between the state and the
Coordinadora and among Mapuche communities in the area, the absence of any
discussion of the issue between non-Mapuche health workers and the Coordinadora is
alarming, especially when non-Mapuche workers are actually those who would work
with machis if the Coordinadora’s project would be approved.
According to my interviews, there was not a single non-Mapuche worker who
visited a machi. But most of them told me that they had heard about a machi. They knew
that the Mapuche visit machi for cures and would not object to a Mapuche patient visiting
machi as long as they (non-Mapuche workers) could know and evaluate what the machi
does to the patient.
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Have ever any (Mapuche) patients asked permission to visit machi?
Yes, yes, many times. Eh… In case of pregnancy, during the first quarter, many
experience morning sickness. Pharmacotherapy works with most cases in
general…. But some cases it is not sufficient… At least two patients in this year
asked permission to visit machi……I do not feel any problem (giving permission)
under certain conditions such as patients should not be suffering from
dehydration...etc. I have not transferred any patients to a machi yet. But it could
be beneficial. (Interview with Pablo, a family physician, May 14, 2002)
It depends on the patient’s condition. If the patient is in stable condition, I do not
object them to see a machi because I know that it works psychologically to cure
the illness. (Interview with Lorenzo, a family physician, May 7, 2002)
While the doctors I interviewed seem to have no problem sending a patient to a
machi as long as the patient wants it and they could control the situation, interviews with
some other non-Mapuche workers show different sides of the relation between machis
and doctors.
Would you tell patients that they need to see a machi?
No. I don’t think so.
Do you think that a machi also has capability to cure illnesses?
Well… we have our knowledge and ideas that we learned from university…Of
course, we are now living in a world that there are so many rural areas, where
there are many beliefs. But those beliefs are not ours. We respect them but we do
not practice them. I heard some positive stories of machis but we do not take our
family to them.. no.. no… We chose what we know and what we learned from the
university. (Sylvia, a nurse, May 4, 2002)
If a patient tells a doctor that they want to go and visit a machi?
Normally they do not ask a doctor if they could go and see a machi.. Ha Ha Ha…
Because Mapuche patients believe that the doctor will be angry and will not let
them go and see a machi. They might be right. (Interview with Cristina, a nurse,
April 22, 2002)
The doctors who agree with Mapuche patients visiting a machi still emphasized
the fact that they should know what a machi offers and that they want to check with
patients after their visit to the machi. However, doctors did not recommend patients to go
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and see a machi. The permission to visit a machi would be given only when patients want
it and patient’s condition is stable. As Sylvia noted, most non-Mapuche workers,
including doctors who would allow Mapuche patients to see a machi if patients ask, told
me that they would not actively recommend patients to visit a machi because they do not
know a machi’s effect enough. Sylvia’s interview suggests that, when non-Mapuche
workers say “they do not know machi enough”, it is actually another way to express their
doubts about the machi as a legitimate health care provider. They are very careful to say
that they “respect” those people who believe in machi but a machi’s medical practice is
not “learned from universities”. In other words, a machi plays more a religious role than a
“medical” function since her knowledge is not certified from formal health institutions.
Furthermore, non-Mapuche workers often related a machi with rural practices where
“beliefs” still exist.
Therefore, it is not strange to find patients who fear that they might offend doctors
if they ask doctors if they could visit a machi because a machi represents disbelief in the
mainstream health care system as well as “rural beliefs” that are not quite legitimate in
the formal health care system in Chile. Most patients I interviewed expressed a similar
concern about asking doctors for leave to see a machi.
I have been here for a year but nothing happens. Doctors seldom come and see
me. It seems to me that they do not know what is wrong with me. I want to go and
visit a machi but I am not going to say it to the doctor. I will just leave and visit
my machi. I think she could cure me. (Interview with Anita, a hospitalized
patient, May 9, 2002)
My daughter in law felt really sick when she was pregnant. She came to see a
doctor here but it did not work. So I recommend her to visit a machi. And the
machi cured her. But we did not tell the doctor that we visited a machi. Why? I
would not do it. You just go and visit a machi. (Interview with Julia, a patients at
the dental service, May 9, 2002)
Despite a general resistance to accepting a machi as a part of the medical system,
some doctors said that they would respect a patient’s wish to see a machi. But it also
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depends on an individual health worker’s choice. Some doctors and nurses think that a
machi would help especially in the psychological area as long as they, doctors and nurses,
could maintain control over patient’s condition. However, many Mapuche patients as
well as non-Mapuche health workers were especially skeptical about a doctor’s
acceptance of a machi since doctors represent the non-Mapuche system. Actually the
director of the hospital told me that some doctors at the Regional Hospital of Temuco
expressed their concerns about the project of intercultural health hospital. She told me
that “they” asked: “what are you thinking?” (Interview with Dr. Vera, May 7, 2002).
As there was no systematic attempt to train non-Mapuche workers to transform
their attitudes and perceptions to the Mapuche population and their culture, there was not
a single meeting between the Coordinadora and non-Mapuche workers to discuss this
contested topic: how to work with Mapuche health specialists such as machis.
When I asked non-Mapuche workers, especially nurses and doctors, what they
think about working with a machi in the hospital, the lack of any systemic effort to
develop the content of intercultural health became evident. Most workers, including those
who were most positive about the project, expressed clear discomfort with the situation.
That (having a machi in the hospital) has not been told yet… it is still under study.
I suppose that those patients who want to go and visit a machi would go…
(Interview with Sylvia, a nurse, May 7, 2002)
No. I think in the hospital. No. A machi should be in their environment because
their environment is not a doctor’s office. They should be in their own
environment. (Interview with Pablo, a family physician, May 14, 2002)
I do not understand why the Coordinadora wants a machi in the hospital. We want
to go to the communities. Being a part of the hospital does not solve the problem.
(Interview with Marcela, a psychiatrist, May 8, 2002)
Most paramedics and non-Mapuche workers do not think that to install an office
for a machi inside the hospital is a good idea. Some workers like Pablo argued that,
according to Mapuche tradition, it is not good to have a machi inside the hospital, while
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others did not want to comment on why they do not think a machi should be in the
hospital. Most non-Mapuche workers insisted that the presence of a machi inside the
hospital has not been decided yet even though they also admitted that they did not know
how the project portrayed the relation between doctors and machis.
However, Lorenzo, unlike most non-Mapuche workers, said it would be fine to
have a machi inside the hospital under certain conditions.
I think it (having a machi in the hospital) is under evaluation…We are not
opposing to machis… but what we are concerned about is that, for example, if a
patient can not find a doctor and could not get an appointment with a doctor, they
might want to try a machi’s office. If the machi treats the patient with some herbal
teas and tell her/him to come back after 2-3 days…the patient could die in 2-3
days. Some abdominal pain can cause the death of a patient…a machi can be an
alternative but a machi is not a doctor…like we are not a machi. …It is perfectly
okay to have a machi inside the hospital but a machi should not be in a doctor’s
office or they should not be qualified as a doctor. Their action should be qualified
as complementary to a doctor’s practice not as a substitute. (Interview with
Lorenzo, a family physician, May 7, 2002)
He shared basic concerns with most non-Mapuche workers who opposed a
machi’s presence inside the hospital as a Mapuche “doctor”. He stated that she/he can not
be qualified as a doctor like a “regular” doctor since she/he does not have formal
education from a “university”. A machi should not tell a patient what to do prior to a
“regular” doctor’s diagnosis. Doctors should have full authority to control conditions
under which patients see a machi. Lorenzo admitted that a machi could be within the
hospital as long as there is clear stratification between doctors and machis. As he said, “a
machi is not a doctor.”
Listening to non-Mapuche workers take on the possibility of a machi’s presence
in the new intercultural hospital, I came to realize why the Coordinadora wanted so badly
to invite a machi into the new hospital. Because non-Mapuche workers clearly mark the
distinction between a machi and a Western doctor and do not recognize the medical
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authority of a machi, the Coordinadora wanted to establish a machi as a legitimate health
practitioner in the hospital. On the other hand, the resistance of non-Mapuche workers to
recognizing a machi as a legitimate health specialist raised concerns among Mapuche
communities who opposed the Coordinadora’s plan to invite machis into the formal
hospital settings. One activist said,
We do not want to make our machis exhibited in the new hospital like a strange
animal in the zoo. Winka do not respect our belief and religion. Our machis would
suffer in the winka’s hospital. We should not let it happen. (Anonymous activist,
May 8, 2002)
Considering the unchallenged perception on machis and Mapuche medical
knowledge in the hospital, both arguments have strong points. However, the arduous
debate between the Coordinadora and the communities about the Coordinadora’s project
did not translate into equally arduous efforts to modify the essence of the problem: nonMapuche workers’ hierarchical understanding of Mapuche medical knowledge. Despite
the fact that the recognition of a machi as a doctor and having her/him inside the hospital
was the most contested yet most important part of the project, there is no consensus or, at
least, broad understanding of the project among health workers in the hospital.
There are several reasons why most non-Mapuche workers do not pay much
attention to the project. Most of all, non-Mapuche workers, as several interviews made
clear, do not think the intercultural health project is related to them. Non-Mapuche
workers understand the project as strongly based on identity issues to which they are not
directly related.
While non-Mapuche workers became indifferent about the intercultural project
believing it is only for the Mapuche population, the Coordinadora also excluded nonMapuche workers in the process of constructing the project using the same logic: the
project needs to be done by the Mapuche without any influence from non-Mapuche
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workers in the hospital. It is about Mapuche culture not about the whole culture of the
hospital. The suspicion about non-Mapuche institutions and/or the state that the
Coordinadora has greatly influences the exclusion of non-Mapuche workers in the
process.
What was the reaction of non-Mapuche workers about the project?
Some of them were very worried about the project. They did not like it. There was
a rumor among non-Mapuche workers that we (the Coordinadora) will fire all the
non-Mapuche workers and make the hospital only for the Mapuche. It made them
angry. On the other hand, some of the non-Mapuche workers see that it is too nice
to give to the Mapuche. They wanted to be a protagonist of the project. But at the
end, they realize that it is the Coordinadora’s work. (Interview with Daniela, exbilingual facilitator, March 20, 2002)
The Coordinadora was an organization of patients, health workers of the hospital
and officials from the municipal government. But as soon as the (intercultural)
project became the main focus, we (health workers of the hospital) stopped
participating in meetings. (Interview with Cristina, a nurse, April 22, 2002)
At the beginning, the Coordinadora did some type of survey to ask us opinions in
general about the service and Mapuche patients. But after that, I do not know how
the project has evolved. The Coordinadora did not ask us our opinions. I was not
invited to participate. (Interview with Laura, a nurse, May 4, 2002)
Since non-Mapuche workers did not participate in the Coordinadora any more, the
relation between non-Mapuche workers and the Coordinadora became one of mutual
exclusion and indifference. The Coordinadora excluded non-Mapuche workers claiming
that non-Mapuche workers are ignorant of their culture, while non-Mapuche workers
excluded themselves agreeing with the Coordinadora that they do not understand
Mapuche culture. Also, non-Mapuche workers minimized the scope and importance of
the program considering it as an ethnic project for the Mapuche population.
However, mutual exclusion/indifference does not mean that non-Mapuche
workers would agree with the Coordinadora’ project, as in the case of the presence of a
machi inside the hospital. The lack of participation of non-Mapuche workers resulted in
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their strong resistance towards one of the most important aspects of the project. It also
caused problems in the implementation of the program.
In sum, the intercultural health project driven by the state in Nueva Imperial
Hospital has a limited effect in promoting a multicultural atmosphere in the hospital. It
succeeded in making blunt discriminatory languages inappropriate in the public sphere
but it did not change non-Mapuche workers’ perceptions of Mapuche patients and
Mapuche culture. This absence of crucial changes in non-Mapuche workers’ attitudes can
be explained by the lack of participation of non-Mapuche workers and of the lack of
communication between the Coordinadora and non-Mapuche workers, which were based
on the perception of both sides (the Coordinadora and non-Mapuche workers) that the
intercultural project is only for Mapuche and is an ethnic program targeted at the
Mapuche population.
Satisfaction of Mapuche Patients
The satisfaction of Mapuche patients varies largely depending on which health
workers they happened to meet in the hospital. And it is closely related to the fact that
non-Mapuche’s perception of Mapuche patients depends on individual preferences. Some
Mapuche patients claimed that they experienced severe discrimination against Mapuche
patients while others were very happy with the service.
Doctors and nurses at least treated me very well. I did not have any problem.
(Interview with Raul, a patient visiting the emergency room, April 22, 2002)
There are not many Mapuche working here. So, if a Chilean (non-Mapuche) or a
more or less “Westernized” person came with a good look and talked to the
window (of office), that person would receive preferential treatment. A Mapuche,
if badly dressed and can not express oneself clearly, does not receive any favor.
Actually a Mapuche has hard time understanding all the procedures. They said to
a Mapuche to wait a minute but she/he ended up waiting hours. I have bad
experiences… The service here is bad. There is discrimination against the
Mapuche as well as against poor peasants. (Interview with Orlando, a patient
waiting at the pediatric, May 9, 2002)
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The nurses and doctors who treated me are nice. I did not have any problem
personally. It depends on your luck…ha ha.. If you happened to be treated by a
bad nurse, you will feel bad. If you meet a nice nurse, you are okay. (Interview
with Melissa, a patient, May 9, 2002)
As table 2 shows, the survey results reflect the same pattern. Thirty eight percent
of the respondents said the service of the hospital in general is very good or good while
35% thinks the service is bad or very bad. Twenty seven percent said it is neither good
nor bad. Regarding health workers of the hospital, the same pattern appears. Thirty one
percent of patients think health workers treated them well while the other 31% said that
they were not treated well by health workers. Most of patients said that doctors’
explanations are clear. Note that the level of satisfaction of Makewe Hospital was much
higher.
Table 2: Quality of Service (the survey results)

The quality of
service in the
hospital
Service of
health
workers?
The
explanation of
doctors
The quality of
treatment

Very good

Good

Bad

Very bad

21

Neither
Good or bad
15

0

17

2

0

17

21

16

1

Clear
37

Regular
15

Not clear
2

Adequate
34

Regular
17

Non adequate
4

(Total number of households = 97, Number of households that use the service of the hospital=55)

The bilingual worker of the hospital, Antonio, also told me that how a Mapuche
patient is treated is largely based on who would treat the patient. If a Mapuche patient is
lucky enough to meet a health worker who is not prejudiced against the Mapuche
population, she/he will be treated well. If not, she/he will be in trouble. Due to the
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absence of a systematic channel to control the quality of service, the quality of service
largely depends on each individual worker’s conscience. The lack of a mechanism to
control the quality of the health service is directly related to the lack of channels to
address complaints or suggestions about the administration of the hospital.
Even though some of the leading members of the Coordinadora acknowledged the
unpredictable and often low level of satisfaction of the service provided by the hospital
and the presence of discrimination at the hospital, they said that they do not see the
channels or the power to change the whole system since they do not participate in the
administration of the hospital. Even though they can receive complaints from Mapuche
communities regarding the health service, how to address those complaints again depends
on how each leader of the Coordinadora decides to resolve the issue. Some of them told
me that they would talk to the director while some of them told me that they do not have
a definite way of handling the issues yet.
The lack of channels for participation from the communities in the administration
of the hospital is also reflected in the survey results. Sixty five percent (63 out of 97
households) of respondents replied that they would address their issues with the hospital
administration, while 35% (34 out of 97) of respondents said that they either do not know
how to address the issue or they will not say anything about the issue. The majority of the
respondents showed willingness to express their opinions and concerns about the
hospital. The issue is whether there is a proper channel to direct participation of
communities to improve the administration of the hospital.
Since there is no feasible way to direct their opinions, a near majority (27 out of
63 cases) of the respondents who said that they would address their grievances to the
administration replied that they would use the opinion box. However, according to my
observation in the lobby from March to May of 2002, the opinion box was used as a
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small trash can. To submit complaints through the opinion box, you need to write your
name, social security numbers and home addresses in Spanish. Considering patients’
concern about retaliation from the hospital and the status of Nueva Imperial Hospital as
the only public hospital in the area, this is not the best way of encouraging participation
from patients. Actually one of the paramedics said that the system protects the “higher”
level of the health workers such as doctors and nurses. He said,
Patients were worried about retaliation after they complained. So they pick an
easy target like us. Paramedics. They write horrible things about us whenever we
commit any mistakes. But they do not complain about doctors and nurses because
doctors and nurses have power. We don’t. (Interview with Juan, a paramedic,
April 17, 2002)
Furthermore, according to Sonia, the secretary to the director’s office, the total
number of complaints submitted through the opinion box is 2-3 per month. She said that
the director’s office directly responds to the complaints and there was not a serious
problem in handling them. The small number of complaints about the hospital may
represent good performance on the part of the hospital. However, taking account of the
low satisfaction levels with the hospital and many concerns regarding the hospital’s
service, too few complaints are more likely to represent the lack of a systematic channel
to address patients’ concerns.
The lack of a channel to address concerns and recommendations from
communities to the administration of the hospital became one of issues for the project.
Through community meetings on the project, several Mapuche leaders pointed out that
co-administration is crucial to make the hospital truly intercultural. The Coordinadora, in
its final version of the project, also stated that they would be interested in negotiating
how to co-administrate the hospital. Thus, it never became the central issue of the whole
project. Most health workers and the Coordinadora itself focused on how to build the
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intercultural ‘annex’ to the hospital and administer the “intercultural” space. Since there
was a major dispute regarding how to administer the intercultural part of the hospital about presence of a machi inside of the hospital or putting a rewe in front of the hospital the issue of increasing the community’s participation and presence in the new
intercultural hospital did not receive serious attention. Only 3 out of 97 respondents see
the Coordinadora as their voice in the hospital.
It is quite ironic to evaluate the impact of the intercultural project on the
satisfaction of the patients or the possible future impact of the project on the satisfaction
of the patients. The goal of the project is to improve Mapuche patients’ satisfaction level
with the service of the hospital as well as increasing the accessibility of the hospital.
However, this project has not addressed the key issue of how to listen to communities’
opinion about the service nor to induce communities’ to participate in the administration
of the hospital in an organized way. While most discussion was centered on the issue of
what is the culturally “authentic” intercultural project, one of essential issues of the
project - to make the hospital more accessible and satisfactory to Mapuche patients - was
constantly ignored. Furthermore, limiting the Coordinadora’s function to planning - not
administering- the annex to the hospital, the Coordinadora did not have much to say
about the quality of the service in general, which the majority of Mapuche patients see as
poor.
CONCLUSION
The formation process of an intercultural health project in Nueva Imperial
Hospital shows us the disadvantages and advantages of a state driven multicultural social
program. First of all, the bureaucratic procedures and lack of flexibility in organizational
structure, which most state entities share, greatly limit autonomous organization and
mobilization on the part of the community. Community based organizations like the
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Coordinadora consist of volunteer activists with good intentions. The activists often do
not have the proper skills and knowledge to handle the highly professionalized and
specialized procedure that most state entities live with. Especially if there is an immanent
or historical antagonism between communities and the state such as in the case of Nueva
Imperial Hospital, the indigenous community organization interprets bureaucratic
procedures as an attempt to dominate or control the organization, rather than as a normal
procedure. The Coordinadora could not follow all the rules that the department of
standards and PROMAP required of them. At the beginning, the Coordinadora tried to
motivate young professionals to participate in the project. However, their status as a
volunteer organization meant that they could not keep highly trained professional
workers for long.
Also, in the case of a huge governmental project which covers a vast territory and
population, a community based organization, such as the Coordinadora, could not be very
effective in designing a project. Again as a voluntary organization, it is severely limited
in terms of transportation, communication and time. As a result, this limitation resulted in
selective participation from communities as happened in Nueva Imperial. Since there are
many communities in the area, the Coordinadora concentrated on the communities that
supported the organization. This occurred not necessarily because the Coordinadora
wanted to co-opt communities or to dominate the project. Due to lack of transportation
and other means of communication, the Coordinadora could not effectively reach those
communities that were not interested in the project or had different opinions on issues.
Since there are so many communities, only with “selective” participation from favorable
communities could the Coordinadora defend its representativeness based on numbers.
The same problem often occurs in state driven community participation programs. The
bigger the project, the higher is the possibility of selective participation.
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However, the Coordinadora was very efficient in channeling demands from
communities and in negotiating with the state. The Coordinadora could constantly
challenge state entities such as PROMAP or the department of standards since it received
support and participation from communities in the area. As a result, despite difficult
relations and distrust between the Coordinadora and the state entities, the program itself
survived through the whole process.
If there is an advantage to a state driven intercultural program based on
community participation, ironically it is due to the strong presence of the state. The state
gives it considerable sustainability because of the political importance of the program.
As we witnessed in the case of Nueva Imperial Hospital, despite conflicts between the
state and communities, the ending of the program itself was not an option. The budget for
the program had been approved and, as long as the program stayed intact, the
sustainability of the program is tied to the government. Of course, with a change of
economic policies, state driven multicultural social programs may face the tough task of
ensuring sustainability in front of changes in fiscal policy. However, in comparison to the
other cases, the state driven program suffers fewer problems with sustainability.
Also, in a state driven intercultural health program, the nature of the program is
less likely to change. The antagonistic relationship between the state entities and the
Coordinadora resulted neither in changing the intermediary organization, which is the
Coordinadora, nor in changing the nature of the program by cutting the element of
participation. As happens in a state driven multicultural social policy, the state tried to
achieve two goals in the intercultural health program in Nueva Imperial: the delivery of
the program and political gains. Since the state intends to gain legitimacy through
multicultural social programs, the state tolerates much more debate and problems without
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making a significant change and tries to avoid any moves which could provoke
indigenous communities.
As Povinelli (2002) points out, the state uses the discourse regarding
“authenticity” to manage the content and the scope of political recognition of cultural
rights. The SSAS used the “authenticity” to defend or to reject the Coordinadora’s
project. However, the case of Nueva Imperial Hospital shows us that the conflicts
between the state and communities could produce conflicts among communities. Certain
standards set by the state regarding “authenticity” of a multicultural social policy could
hurt the overall capacity of mobilization among the communities because the
communities could use this as a political tool against each other. The interpretation of
authenticity becomes a hotly contested issue. As we could see in this case, communities
often do not agree with the intermediary organization – the Coordinadora – about how to
represent “authentic” Mapuche culture in the program. Once the debate turns into a
contest of “authenticity”, identity politics, which is a good tool to challenge and negotiate
with the state, damages the internal mobilization of communities.
Conflicts among Mapuche communities about the authenticity of the program
stem from the strong presence of the state in the program. Due to the historical and social
antagonism between the state and Mapuche communities, the communities that do not
directly participate in the program as a member of the Coordinadora suspect the nature of
the project. Especially when the project could alter the “traditional” way of understanding
Mapuche knowledge – such as having a machi inside the hospital, it gave the “excluded”
communities enough reason to accuse the whole project as being awinkado (Chileanized)
no matter if the Coordinadora was actually co-opted by the state or not. At the same time,
the Coordinadora became more rigid over any modification of their project because they
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also suspected that any objections to the project were driven by communities who were
co-opted by the state.
Identity politics also became a double edged sword in expanding the
multiculturalism in the hospital. Since it is a state-driven program and promoting
multiculturalism turned into the normative principle of the hospital, non-Mapuche
workers became conscious of and sensitive to any discriminatory languages and
prejudice. Non-Mapuche workers know that it is a mandate from the government and as a
public employee they should follow orders from the government. However, it does not
necessarily mean that they will change their entire attitude toward Mapuche population
and culture.
Since the program was defined as a “Mapuche” program, despite its emphasis on
interculturality, non-Mapuche workers do not participate in the project building process.
At the same time, the Coordinadora excluded non-Mapuche workers in the process
because of their ignorance of Mapuche culture. This mutual exclusion resulted in
superficial changes in the hospital environment. Non-Mapuche workers understood the
intercultural program as a “cultural” annex only for the Mapuche population, and not
directly related to their every day work in the hospital. Therefore, the non-Mapuche
workers’ basic understanding of Mapuche culture remained unchallenged and largely
depended on individual preferences. And it is the reason why the satisfaction level of
Mapuche patients remains considerably low.
In the next chapter, we turn to the case of the Nueva Extremadura Clinic in
Santiago. This case shows significantly different political, economic and social
conditions to the other two cases. It does not rely either on the communities or the state.
Its main actor is a NGO which succeeded in gaining strong support from the municipal
government. Furthermore, this case represents the new challenges that the Mapuche
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increasingly face these days: How to maintain its cultural rights in the urban areas?
Considering the increasing migration of the Mapuche population from IX Region to the
Metropolitan Area of Santiago, the intercultural health program in Nueva Extremadura
Clinic shows us an important element of the future of multicultural social policy in Chile.
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Chapter 5 When NGOs meet the Communities: Nueva Extremadura Clinic
The Nueva Extremaduara Clinic of Santiago is one of 6 urban general primary
health care centers in the municipality of La Pintana with 35,000 registered patients. It
has 7 medical doctors, 4 registered nurses, 4 midwives, 3 dentists and 2 social workers.
One hundred percent of funding comes from the department of health of the municipal
government due to the municipalization of the primary care in Chile. The municipality of
La Pintana is located in the south of Santiago and is one of 32 municipalities which
constitute the Metropolitan Region of Santiago. La Pintana’s population is 287.659,
which constitutes 3.9% of total population of the province of Santiago (INE 2005;
Municipality of La Pintana 2002; Margarita Flores, director of the clinic, 2002).

Illustration 2:

Map of Gran Santiago
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Historically La Pintana emerged as a product of the eradication policies of the
military dictatorship in areas that became hot spots for the development of the city of
Santiago from 1982. Those who are poor and who lived in the center of Santiago - El
Arrayan, Las Condes Alto, Vitacura alto, etc – were relocated to different places but
mostly to the south part of the Region Metropolitana, to La Pintana (Valdés 1996). The
drastic urbanization of La Pintana by relocating the poor population from Santiago gives
the municipality certain significant traits.
Most of all, La Pintana is the poorest municipality in the Metropolitan Region of
Santiago and has the highest unemployment rates among the 31 districts in Santiago
Province. While the national average percent of “poor” population is 20.6%, 31.5% of
Pintana’s population is qualified as “poor”. If we look at the lowest category of poverty –
that of indigency – La Pintana has twice more (10.5) % than the national level (5.7%)
(MIDEPLAN 2002).
Also La Pintana is characterized by a high Mapuche population. According to
recent censuses, 6.2% of its population is Mapuche and in some blocks 89.14% of the
total population is Mapuche (Instituto de Estudios Indígenas 1998; INE 2005). The
relatively high Mapuche population in the district gave birth to relatively large numbers
of Mapuche organizations. There are 5 Mapuche organizations that have registered with
CONADI as a civil organization. According to the list provided by the Office of Ethnic
Affairs of the municipal government of La Pintana, there are 15 Mapuche organizations
in the area. The Office of Ethnic Affairs (formerly the Office of Indigenous Affairs) was
the first office dealing with indigenous issues at the municipal level in Chile.
Given the socio-economic background of La Pintana, it is not surprising to see an
intercultural health program in the Nueva Exremadura Clinic. And this program is better
known both nationally and internationally than any other intercultural programs in Chile
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because it provides service by a machi within the clinic. Regular visits of machi to the
clinic – twice a week on Wednesday and Thursday- and the construction of a ruka inside
the clinic has been portrayed as true complementary health care between Mapuche
medicine and the Chilean official medical system (Reuters 2004; Qué Pasa 2002; La
Primera Línea 2003; El Mercurio 2001).
However, the popularity and the presence of a machi are not the only traits of this
program that stand out. The intercultural health program in Nueva Extremadura Clinic is
conspicuous because neither the state nor the indigenous communities initiated the
program. This popular intercultural health program in Nueva Extremadura Clinic was
initiated by the DECIDE project team of the School of Nursing at the Pontifical Catholic
University with funding from the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA).
The municipal government of La Pintana played a crucial role in establishing and in
guaranteeing the sustainability of the program, but the regional and national health
services did not participate in the program. Several Mapuche organizations attended a
few meetings at the beginning of the program but they soon abandoned the program
calling it an “intruder’s program”. Therefore this program represents a case of an
intercultural health program based on a partnership between NGOs 1 and the local
government. In view of the growing importance of NGOs in multicultural social policy,
the intercultural health program in Nueva Extremadura Clinic offers a valuable case to

1At

the beginning, the term “NGOs” literally included all the organizations except governmental
organizations. However, this is now an obsolete definition of NGOs. The most generally accepted
definition of NGOs today is “non-profit organizations that are private but serving public interests”
(Gordenker and Weiss 1997). Based on Gordenker and Weiss’s definition, I categorize both the Nursing
School (Only when it acts as one) and the CIDA as NGOs. The CIDA is a governmental organization from
Canadian’s perspective but an international NGO from Chile’s perspective. Categorizing the Nursing
School of the Pontifical Catholic University seems even further stretch of the definition of NGOs.
However, I argue that the nursing school’s strong involvements in consulting with the governmental
organizations should be understood as “NGO-like” activities and those activities are certainly different
from academic activities. For further information of the NGO-like characteristic of the Nursing School,
please see http://www.puc.cl/enfermeria/html/servicios/asesoria.html
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explore the relations between NGOs, municipal government and Mapuche organizations
around the formation as well as the implementation of the project.
THE PROJECT FORMATION PROCESS: THE MAPUCHE ORGANIZATIONS, THE
DECIDE PROJECT TEAM, AND THE MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT.
Intercultural health programs, as multicultural social policy, sought to expand
both social rights and cultural rights. The actors who participate in the formation process
of the intercultural health project tend to focus more on one of these goals than others.
For example, while some indigenous organizations tend to focus more on the expansion
of their cultural rights while the state under strong pressure of reducing its role in the
social policy is likely to be interested more in the improvement of social rights through
the social policy reform. While the interfaces among actors mirror the struggles and
negotiations among actors, the interactions among actors ultimately shape the content and
the outcomes of such policy.
Among actors, indigenous actors are indispensable in any intercultural health
program to expand both cultural rights as well as social rights. Indigenous actors are
those who advocate the expansion of cultural rights and, at the same time, providing local
and cultural knowledge to the state, they make an intercultural health program truly
intercultural. As Margarita Saez, director of National Health Program of Indigenous
People, said, “the state can not plan and implement the intercultural health program alone
because the state simply does not know about the indigenous medical knowledge”
(August 6, 2001).
However, an interesting characteristic of the intercultural health program at
Nueva Extremadura Clinic is the absence of indigenous participation in the project
formation as well as in the implementation process. A NGO-like organization, the
DECIDE project team of the School of Nursing of Pontificia Catholic University of Chile
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replaces the indigenous organization in the program. In this part, I explore how the
absence of the indigenous organization could be possible in an intercultural health
program and how the absence affects the interactions among actors within the program.
The Alliance of Efficient NGOs and Flexible Local Government
In 1999, a partnership among the WHO Collaborating Centre for Health
Technology Assessment, (Ottawa, Canada), the University of Ottawa School of Nursing
(Ottawa, Canada), and the Nursing School of Pontifical Catholic University of Chile
(Santiago Chile) developed the DECIDE project, a project to improve women’s decision
making power and to expand nurses’ capacity to support women’s decision making
process in the marginalized neighborhood. This project was funded by the CIDA and the
municipal government of La Pintana provided support for the project, too (the WHO
Collaborating Centre for Health Technology Assessment 2004).
Before initiating training programs for women in La Pintana to expand their
decision making power, a survey was conducted by the DECIDE project team to assess
where the demands were.

Among various results, a strong demand for Mapuche

medicine in the region caught the attention of the team. According to the survey, the
Mapuche population as well as non-Mapuche population in the area frequently sought the
health service of a machi in the other municipalities or regions and it meant additional
health costs and problems with accessibility (Interview with M. Sylvia Campos, the head
of the project teat of the Nursing School, June 15, 2002). Women participants in the
project expressed their difficulty in deciding to whom they needed to go when they were
ill. Many said that they wanted to go to a machi but they did not have that option in their
municipality. In Santiago, there are a small number of machis who live in Santiago. Some
machis occasionally travel from the south. Both locating a machi in Santiago and
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traveling to the south to visit a machi, are very expensive (Interview with M. Sylvia
Campos, the director of the project team June 28, 2002).
To respond to the demand identified by the first evaluation process, the
“Intercultural Health Center” project was born in 2000 in Nueva Extremadura Clinic with
funding from the CIDA as a subproject of the DECIDE project. The Intercultural Health
Center project was designed and executed by the DECIDE project team with support
from municipal government. The Office of Indigenous Affairs at the municipal
government participated actively in designing process of the project. According to the
interview with José Painequeo, the chief of the Office of Indigenous Affairs, this type of
the project had long been awaited by Mapuche organizations in Pintana since the demand
for machi services had been high among the Mapuche population as well as the nonMapuche population (July 11, 2002).
The DECIDE project team and the municipal government claimed in the proposal
that they aimed at achieving the intercultural integration of solutions to traditional and
non-traditional health problems through the construction of an intercultural health center
at Nueva Extremadura Clinic. To accomplish this goal, they set 4 specific objectives: 1)
intercultural training of health workers in the clinic, 2) construction of a nursery to grow
medicinal plants, 3) publication of a manual of medicinal plants, and 4) setting up an
office for a machi and an intercultural service provider (the Nursing School 2001). Since
the intercultural health center project was a part of the DECIDE Project, it had to be
finalized before 2001, when the main project ended. The planning of the intercultural
health center project began in July of 2000 and the project should be complete by 2002
when the funding ended. Therefore, the deadline for the inauguration of the service was
set by the project as March of 2001 (Interview with M. Sylvia Campos, chief of the
DECIDE project team, June 25, 2002).
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The project seemed to proceed well with strong support from the municipal
government. Nueva Extremadura Clinic accepted having the intercultural center because
the clinic covered a large Mapuche population in Pintana (Interview with Margarita
Flores, director of Nueva Extremadura Clinic, June 14, 2002). The working relation
between the DECIDE project team and the municipal government of La Pintana was
professional and efficient. Both Miguel Carrizo, director of the department of health of
the municipal government of La Pintana and M. Sylvia Campos, chief of the DECIDE
project team told me in the interview that they enjoyed working with each other and
appreciated each other’s support and professionalism. The project team produced a
proposal to persuade the CIDA to fund the project while the municipal government
immediately selected a clinic to be a part of the project as well as sending José Painequeo
to the DECIDE project team in order to share the knowledge on Mapuche culture. The
effective cooperation between the municipal government and the DECIDE project team
almost completed a proposal within a few months.
However, the project faced an unexpected major problem, which is the legality of
service from a machi. According to the Chilean Health Code, health professionals who
are not recognized by the law can not provide health service. Therefore, if the municipal
government offered machi service within its clinic, it could be considered as an illegal
activity. To resolve this problem, the municipal government sent out letters to the Health
Service of the Metropolitan Region, which supervised the department of health at the
municipalities in the Metropolitan Region, explaining the project and obtained a letter
from the director of the regional service expressing his total support and approval of the
center. However, the letter did not guarantee that the center would be safe from any legal
accusation against it. A political support from higher levels of the governmental health
bureaucracy does not change the Chilean Health Code.
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To resolve this problem, the municipal government opted to use the Indigenous
Law, which allows indigenous associations to provide and develop indigenous health
service as a mean of promoting and preserving their culture. In other words, if an
indigenous organization would be in charge of the administration of the intercultural
health center, neither the municipal government nor Nueva Extremadura Clinic would be
responsible for the activities in the center. To use the Indigenous Law, the DECIDE
project team and the municipal government decided to lend a piece of the land inside the
clinic, which had been used as a parking lot, to Mapuche organizations in La Pintana
under the condition that the land would be used by Mapuche organizations to complete
the project building a ruka for machi service, a cultural center, and a green house to grow
medicinal plant (Interview with Miguel Carrizo, director of the department of health of
the municipal government of La Pintana, July 11, 2002).
The indigenous associations, mostly Mapuche organizations, were not invited to
this project until the DECIDE project team and the municipal government realized that
they needed participation from Mapuche organizations to avoid unnecessary legal battles.
The question became whether Mapuche organizations that had largely ignored throughout
the process of project formation would participate in the effort.
The Conflicts and the Exclusion of Mapuche Organizations
The Office of Indigenous Affairs took charge of mobilizing meetings with
Mapuche organizations and ultimately forming an umbrella organization comprised every
Mapuche organization in La Pintana (Interview with José Painequeo, chief of the Office
of Indigenous Affairs, July 12, 2002; Interview with M. Sylvia Campos, chief of the
DECIDE project team of the Nursing School, June 25, 2002; Interview with Miguel
Carrizo, director of the department of health of the municipal government of La Pintana,
July 11, 2002). The reason why the municipal government wanted to see all nine
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Mapuche organizations in the area participate in the umbrella organization was political.
Carrizo, the chief of the department of health, said,
We can not lend the territory to a Mapuche organization. If we give that kind of
right to a Mapuche organization and then that organization will discriminate the
other organizations. (Interview with Miguel Carrizo, director of the department of
health of the municipal government of La Pintana, July 11, 2002: 2002)
The municipal government and the DECIDE project team wanted to make
Mapuche organization in the area involved in the project not for the program designing or
for the program implementation. The overall project for the construction of an
intercultural health center inside of Nueva Extremadura Clinic was complete with
specific goals and programs. What they needed was to avoid legal issues with some help
from Mapuche organization in the area and the municipal government would not risk any
possible political damage by incorporating a few Mapuche organizations. The
participation should be from ALL Mapuche organizations. If not, Carrizo feared, the
municipal government would criticized by the other Mapuche population which did not
participate in the project of practicing favoritism.
Therefore, establishing an umbrella comprised every Mapuche organization in the
area was the only condition that the municipal government stipulated in exchange for the
transfer of a piece of land inside the clinic. Carrizo made clear to the Office of
Indigenous Affairs that the center should be a center for all the Mapuche organizations
not for a few organizations. However, for the leaders of Mapuche organizations who
were interested in administrating the intercultural health center, this condition proved to
be a tough challenge for several reasons.
First of all, it was hard to identify “all” the Mapuche organizations and to form an
umbrella organization in such a short period of time. Mapuche organizations in the area
did not have enough mobilization capacity to build an umbrella organization which
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represents the whole Mapuche population in the area in a few months. Despite the fact
that the municipality of La Pintana contains the highest Mapuche population in the
Santiago area and the largest number of Mapuche organizations (nine according to the
municipal government and five according to CONADI), the Mapuche population in La
Pintana is only about 6% and the absolute organizational power of Mapuche
organizations was very limited. The limited organizational power of Mapuche
organization in the area stems from the harsh reality of the Mapuche in the urban area.
Unlike in the rural areas where Mapuche tradition and culture still have endured
the ethnocentric culture of mainstream Chilean society, in the urban area, the Mapuche
are the minority and, mostly, poor. The discrimination persists in the rural area but it
becomes more brutal in the urban area. Despite the fact that massive immigration of the
Mapuche from rural areas to urban centers resulted in about half of the Mapuche
population living in the urban areas, the image of rural Mapuche prevails. Once a
Mapuche immigrates into the urban area, the Mapuche ceased to be a Mapuche unless
she/he actively claims her/his identity and act on it. In other words, in the urban area,
being a Mapuche requires extra labor. Furthermore, the prejudice and stereotypes against
the Mapuche grew into be even more vivid in the urban area where most Mapuche
decided to hide their ethnic identity. Many Mapuche parents reported to stop teaching
Mapudungun, Mapuche language, in the fear of possible discrimination against their
children in the school. Using traditional cloth and following Mapuche religious holidays
become extremely tough challenges rather than part of everyday life (Reyes 2001; Ancán
Jara 1997). The harsh reality of urban life forced many Mapuche not to exercise their
culture while oblige a few Mapuche organizations to struggle to maintain its
organizations. Under these circumstances, organizing an umbrella organization which
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represents all the Mapuche population in the area within one or two months turned out to
be an extremely difficult task if not impossible.
Furthermore, there has not been a tradition of working together among Mapuche
organizations in the area. Rather, the relations between Mapuche organizations have been
competitive if not conflictive. Some organizations had a long history of working in La
Pintana for more than 10 years while others just began to organize recently with the
emergence of indigenous policy.
For veteran Mapuche activists like Painequeo, some organizations emerged
recently and were not based upon broad support meanwhile leaders of new organizations
complained about the concentration of power and information on the hands of a few
“old” Mapuche organizations which developed special connection with the municipal
government. This antagonistic relation among Mapuche organizations became intensified
when the organizations realized that only a few Mapuche organizations participated in the
project and the rest of them were invited to participate in the last moment. Some
Mapuche organizations felt that they had been excluded by the project until the last
moment of completion of the project. Even though the intercultural center project dealt
with Mapuche culture and it was a long awaited service for the Mapuche population in
Pintana, some organization leaders opposed the project because every detail had been
decided by the DECIDE project team and the municipal government. For some Mapuche
leaders, the project only represented “folkloricization” of Mapuche culture.
I guess the service of machi began with some project… I don’t remember… I
heard that our organization received an invitation to participate in the project… I
do not know. We were invited for the territory…to have land …but not directly
about machi service… (Interview with Marcela, a leader of Rayen Mapu, June 2,
2002)
We did not participate in the process of project building. We only participated in
the process of negotiating how to transfer the land rights to Mapuche
organizations. When we participated in the project, the part regarding machi had
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been already established. Some organization leaders were upset about it. They felt
that they were excluded but I did not feel that way. Despite the fact that the
municipal government and the university made the project, it was good and it is
more important for me to have a machi in the clinic. Maybe the municipal
government had too much to say about the project not knowing enough about
Mapuche culture. But again, I felt it was a good project and I agreed. (Interview
with Victoria, president of Rimeliwen July 1, 2002)
However, Painequeo noted that the project received sufficient inputs from
Mapuche organizations through the Office of Indigenous Affairs. Since he actively
participated in writing the project and collected comments from Mapuche organizations
that had direct or close contact with the office, he claimed that the project was not of the
municipal government nor of the university but of Mapuche organizations in the area.
Four organizations stood up to form an umbrella organization to administer the
service, while the other organizations refused to participate in the organization due to
their distrust of an “umbrella” organization as well as of the project itself (Interview with
José Painequeo July 15, 2002; Interview with Victoria, president of Rimeliwen July 1,
2002; Interview with M. Sylvia Campos June 25, 2002). The efforts of the four
organizations which expressed interests in administrating the service were not approved
by the municipal government because they could not form an umbrella organization
including all the Mapuche organizations in the area. There was selective participation in
the project design process. But at the end, both the municipal government and some
organizations excluded from the selection rejected the whole plan to let an umbrella
Mapuche organization administer the intercultural health center.
Finally, the difficulty of participating in the meetings and projects itself thwarted
creation of a single umbrella organization of all Mapuche leaders in La Pintana. Due to
structural changes in the economy, participation became more difficult for poor
populations, especially in urban areas, because poor households need to increase the
number of their members and their time in the labor market not for social mobility but for
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survival. The increased salience of economic issues for households brought, to some
extent, a reduction in the salience of social issues as the priority of the poor becomes that
of feeding themselves and household members have less time to spend on neighborhood
organization (Roberts 1998).
The growing difficulty of participation in the urban area is evident in the
interviews with Mapuche leaders. Several leaders said that they barely had time to
participate in some of these meetings since they had to work. More and more Mapuche
expressed their interests in participating in Mapuche organization but, at the same time, it
became harder to find time for them to participate in the organizations. Therefore, most
Mapuche organizations in La Pintana used to have meetings during weekends or late
evening to encourage more participation. I attended in Mapudungun classes organized by
Rayen Mapu in June of 2002 and the classes began at 8:00 PM. However people showed
up around 9:00. The teacher finally changed the time of the class to accommodate
people’s schedule.
Not considering the reality of Mapuche organizations in the area, the municipal
government set the meetings for the center during the daytime on weekdays. This was
another factor that impeded participation and effective negotiation among Mapuche
organizations as well as made many organizations upset about the government (Interview
with Alberto, Rayen Mapu, June 2, 2002; Victoria July 1, 2002; Interview with Marcela
June 2, 2002).
No matter what was the reason for the lack of “total” participation, without an
umbrella organization, the decision for Carrizo was clear: The municipal government
would not lend the land to any Mapuche organization in the area. For the municipal
government, the Mapuche organizations in the area could not organize themselves and
did not meet the only condition to obtain the administration of the center. Carrizo said,
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In that process, we realized one of characteristic of our indigenous peoples. They
can not reach a consensus. Never. Only one organization came to us saying that
they would administer the territory but the rest of organizations did not agree with
that organization. So we (municipal government) decided to directly administer
the service. (Interview with Carrizo, July 11, 2002)
The municipal government could not give the right to use the land and to
administer the service to organizations that, according to the director of the department of
health, were politically and socially more close to the indigenous office. An umbrella
organization formed by four Mapuche organizations in the area could not satisfy
municipal government’s condition since, number wise; more than half of Mapuche
organizations in the area did not participate.
The municipal government could not wait more than a few weeks because the
project had to meet a due date. Therefore the municipal government decided not to
transfer the administration of the intercultural service to Mapuche organizations. This
decision upset the organizations that tried to participate. The result was that all the
organizations in the area felt excluded from the project by the municipal government and
it caused conflicts between Mapuche organizations and the municipal government. 2
The decision to exclude all the Mapuche organizations from the project represents
a drastic effort by the municipal government to complete the project by the deadline, over
which the municipal government did not have much control. It was, however, an unusual
move from a political institution which has to consider its constituencies. The decision of
the municipal government not only jeopardized its political legitimacy in front of the
Mapuche population, but also posed serious problems to the project itself. One of goals of
the project was to increase participation from local communities – in this case, Mapuche
organizations- and thereby improve quality of health service for the communities.

2

Interview with Campos, June 25, 2002: Interview with Painequeo, July 15, 2002: Interview with
Carrizo, July 11, 2002: Interview with Victoria, June 2, 2002
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Apparently the municipal government did not take seriously the grievances from
Mapuche organizations. Its indifference toward the Mapuche organizations’ grievances
stems both from Mapuche organizations’ lack of mobilizing power and the problems that
urban Mapuche organizations face. There has been low level of identification as a
Mapuche among the Mapuche population in the urban area and the urban setting posed
other challenges for Mapuche organizations wishing to mobilize and to maintain an
organization. Since the power of Mapuche organizations were limited at both political
and social levels, the municipal government could go ahead and ignore the political
necessity of participation from Mapuche organizations.
Moreover, the municipal government perceived the intercultural health center as a
health center for an alternative medicine rather than a center to promote interculturality in
health or much less Mapuche culture. For both the municipal government and the
DECIDE project team, the center was to target not only the Mapuche population but also
the general public who had trouble in finding a machi in the vicinity. The DECIDE
project identified significant demand for a machi service as an alternative medicine from
the survey of female residents in the area. The center was to respond to the need for
machi service identified in the survey rather than to promote Mapuche culture and
increasing the cultural diversity of the area. In other words, the municipal government
and the DECIDE project team perceived the inauguration of the intercultural health
center solely as a renovation in health service. One of two elements of multicultural
social policy programs, expansion of cultural rights, disappeared in the process without
participation of Mapuche organizations, which pushed the agenda of expanding cultural
rights.
Free from political obligations toward the Mapuche organizations in La Pintana,
the municipal government and the DECIDE project team decided to leave out Mapuche
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organizations of La Pintana, inviting instead a machi from the municipality of la Florida,
a neighbor municipality of La Pintana. The Office of Indigenous Affairs contacted
Manuel Lincovil Collipal, a machi, for the project. He agreed to contract directly with the
municipal government as a public employee of the municipal government. Since the
machi did not have any ties to any specific Mapuche organization in La Pintana, he did
not have any difficulty in bypassing Mapuche organizations in the area and working
directly with the municipal government.

Meanwhile the presence of a machi and an

indigenous organization from la Florida in the project enabled the municipal government
and the DECIDE project team to meet one of requirements of the project: inputs and
participation from the Mapuche population. Dr. Campos’ comments revealed the attitude
of the municipal government and the DECIDE project team toward the participation of
Mapuche organizations:
Eight meetings between health workers of the clinic and indigenous organizations
were open to public. Some of them (Mapuche organizations in La Pintana)
participated and the others did not. There are organizations who wanted to
participate and who did not want. Then you could work with those who wanted to
participate. (Interview with M. Sylvia Campos, June 25, 2002)
Once free from any political pressure from or obligation to Mapuche
organizations in La Pintana, inclusion of Mapuche organizations became a matter of
choice for the municipal government and the DECIDE project team rather than a topic for
negotiation and dialogue. As Campos pointed out, if one does not need to work
specifically with Mapuche organizations in the area, there are always several Mapuche
organizations in the Santiago area that could provide Mapuche “services” and inputs
about Mapuche culture. Without strong organizational and mobilizing power, Mapuche
organizations in Pintana could not resist the decisions made by the municipal government
and the DECIDE project team and were excluded.
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The exclusion of Mapuche organizations in the area from the project caused
tension between the project and Mapuche organizations. To ease the tension, the
municipal government and the DECIDE project team announced that on the first day of
machi service in the clinic in March 2001, only the patients recommended by Mapuche
organization in the area would receive the service (Interview with Campos, June 25,
2002). However, only a handful of patients visited the clinic to receive machi service via
the Mapuche organizations in La Pintana. Some argued that it was because the Mapuche
organizations in Pintana did not have enough grass-roots support in the area (Interview
with Melinao, assistant to machi and president of Kallfulikan in la Florida, June 13,
2002). Others argued that it was because the Mapuche organizations’ dissatisfaction with
the municipal government prevented them from actively promoting the service (Interview
with Painequeo, July 15, 2002). No matter what was the reason, Mapuche organizations
in the area did not bring enough patients for the service and, as a result, the municipal
government and the DECIDE project team canceled the plan to designate one of two days
of machi service only for patients transferred from Mapuche organizations.
The municipal government and the DECIDE project research team left out
Mapuche organizations due to the lack of political obligation towards Mapuche
organizations. This absence of political obligation toward Mapuche organizations stems
partly from the lack of organizational and mobilizing capacity of Mapuche organizations
in the area. However, the technical nature of the project itself forced the municipal
government and the DECIDE project research team to act and perform according to the
guidelines of the project without much room to be flexible. That is, the intercultural
health center was constructed by funding from the CIDA as a sub project of the DECIDE
project. The DECIDE project was connected not only to the CIDA but also to the WHO’s
initiatives to strengthen health service user’s decision making power. Also the DECIDE
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project was organized with partnership with University of Ottawa. Too many
organizations and institutions were involved in the project and the timetable was set by
these organizations when they submitted a proposal to the CIDA for the funding.
Ironically, these international and domestic NGOs efforts to produce more efficient
projects in the local context without the state bureaucracy ended up tying hands of the
local actors.
In the following sections, I explore to what extent this type of relations between
the state (the municipal government), the NGO (the DECIDE project team) and Mapuche
organizations in La Pintana affected each aspect/goal of the intercultural project.
EVALUATION OF INTERCULTURAL HEALTH PROGRAM
Intercultural health programs are multicultural social programs, which seek to
achieve the expansion of social rights as well as cultural rights. The renovation of the
health service and the elimination of racial/ethnic inequality through recognition of
indigenous rights are the two important goals of such policy. And it means that the
Intercultural Health Center project in La Pintana also needed to achieve both renovating
the existing health service of Nueva Extremadura Clinic and eliminating any
discrimination against the Mapuche population as well as empowering Mapuche
organizations in the area.
In this part, I examine the effectiveness of the Intercultural Health Center project
in achieving both goals of multicultural social policy. The intercultural health program in
La Pintana stood out because the strong involvement of the DECIDE project team which
replaced the participation from local Mapuche organizations. Evaluating the outcomes of
the intercultural health project, I illustrate the limitations and advantages of a
multicultural social program with strong NGO presence.
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Mobilization and Participation: Frustrated Participation and Growing Antagonism
among Mapuche Organizations
One of the important goals of intercultural health programs is to promote
indigenous rights and to increase awareness of indigenous culture not only within the
clinic but also in the area that the intercultural program covers.
Despite the fact that the intercultural health program is obviously a program to
promote better health, it is also a part of democratization project that civilian
governments in Chile pursued ever since they took power and launched CONADI and the
Indigenous Law. Because of the history of the program’s formation, intercultural health
became a symbol of the general multicultural policy that the Chilean government
promoted rather than health policy that uses indigenous knowledge. That is why each and
every guideline for intercultural health programs emphasizes strong involvement
/participation by indigenous communities.
However, in the case of Nueva Extremadura Clinic, the project did not pay much
attention to this political and cultural goal of the intercultural program. This political and
cultural aim of the intercultural program emerged as a result of the constant struggle of
the Mapuche people and their powerful organizational and mobilizing contribution to the
process of democratization in Chile. Ironically, in the case of Nueva Extremadura Clinic,
the opposite occurred i.e. the weak capacity of Mapuche organizations enabled the
municipal government to ignore the political obligations of an intercultural program.
Before analyzing the effect of this relation between the state/NGO and Mapuche
organizations in La Pintana, it is necessary to look at the socioeconomic situation of
Mapuche organizations in the urban area. Mapuche organizations in the urban area
experience a harsh reality in expanding their organizations due to limitations caused by
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the urban life. In various interviews, the leaders of Mapuche organizations in La Pintana
clearly mentioned these difficulties.
Not many people could participate in the project because we do not have time.
We have to work to survive. We do not have time to prepare a project. Now we
need to apply funding to work but it is hard to write a proposal. (Interview with
Marcela, Rayen Mapu, June 2, 2002)
Once or twice per year every organization gets together. But it is difficult since
everybody works. When we organize We Xipantu every year, only 4-5
organizations come together and prepare together. (Interview with Roberto,
Rayen Mapu, June 27, 2002)
We want to participate and have more activities. But we need to work all the time.
I can not participate in the meetings. We want to see more people, especially
young people, to participate. But again, it is difficult to people to participate. It is
hard. They should work, too. (Interview with Alberto, Rayen Mapu, July 17,
2002)
As I mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, La Pintana is one of the poorest
municipalities in the metropolitan region. Also it suffers social stigma for being a poor
and potentially “dangerous” area. Since La Pintana does not have its own industrial base
to create jobs, most residents have jobs in other municipalities, especially in the
municipality of Santiago. It means people need to spend most of their time during
weekdays to travel and work in Santiago. Consequently, there has not been much
participation by Mapuche residents in Mapuche organizations in the area with some
organizations expressing discontent over meetings organized by the municipal
governments in the middle of the day during weekdays. Actually, the decline of
participation in Pintana is not only an issue for indigenous organizations. Pintana, once
had high degree of organization among residents via the Junta de Vecinos (Neighborhood
Committee), but has experienced a steady decline of participation and in political
organizations. As Victoria puts it,
Every social organization has problems with participation in this area. For
example, the Junta de Vecino had 7 thousands members here. It was the biggest
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Junta de Vecino in Santiago. But now only 20 people show up in the
meetings…Our organization could bring 40 members if we called for a meeting. I
guess we are doing fine. We are doing better than the Junta de Vecinos!
(Interview with Victoria, July 1, 2002)
In addition to the general decline of participation in the area, Mapuche
organizations face difficulties in mobilizing due to the acculturation process that urban
Mapuche go through. Their socioeconomic situation not only impedes the
Mapuche/indigenous population from meeting in organizations, but it also alters the way
they identify themselves. The migration of Mapuche into urban areas, especially in the
metropolitan area, results from both political repressions in the Pacification of the
Araucania Region and economic hardship due to the lack of land and jobs after the
Pacification (Ancán Jara 1997).
The Mapuche population, who migrate to urban areas in search of a better future,
often end up with poorly paid precarious manual jobs and become the lowest class in the
urban area. The identification of Mapuche culture as a culture of poverty has been
dominant in Chilean discourse since the colonization period, but the Mapuche population
in urban areas also internalizes this perception. According to Cariman’s research on
urban Mapuche (2000), many urban Mapuche sees the “occidental” culture or “Chilean”
culture as the way of improving their life while Mapuche culture represents “poverty”. It
also explains the fact that Mapuche in urban areas – as well as non-Mapuche public
workers- identify Mapuche residents as being poor rather than as being Mapuche. This
tendency in urban areas of identifying the Mapuche as just a poor population is evident
not only in the government’s attitude toward the Mapuche population in Pintana, but also
in various interviews with Mapuche residents in the area.
Some scholars such as Marco Valdes argue that the distinction between urban
Mapuche and rural Mapuche creates more problem than solutions. He argues that once
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we accept the existence of “urban Mapuche”, it justifies the usurpation and the shame of
Mapuche who want to forget their past and become modernizers (1999: 4-5). In sum, he
and those scholars and Mapuchistas who agree with him see the “rural” Mapuche
represent the “authentic” Mapuche population. According to them, once they leave the
Mapuche territory, the Mapuche becomes just a Chilean because the “Mapucheness” can
only exist within the context of being in Mapuche territory and observing the Mapuche
way of living.
This perspective ignores the persistent mobilization of the urban Mapuche and
the presence of organizations amongst them, especially since the 1990s, which seek to
preserve Mapuche culture and to eliminate discrimination against them. Furthermore,
since about 50% of the Mapuche population in Chile lives in urban areas, to ignore urban
Mapuche is more likely to weaken the Mapuche movement as a whole than to benefit it.
Ancán criticized this “fundamentalist view” because it “has glossed over the complexities
of contemporary Mapuche ethnicity, and even led to an internal discrimination that
juxtaposes the pure and authentic, in other words, the rural, with the impure or awinkado
the urban” (Ancán Jara 1997:2).
However, Valdes’ position serves to underline the particularity that urban
Mapuche organizations face. That is, Mapuche movements in urban areas not only face
socioeconomic difficulties in organizing due to the poverty of the Mapuche population
but they have to face cultural difficulties due to the strong assimilation process.
These socioeconomic and cultural difficulties result in the relatively weak
capacity of Mapuche organizations in the area. Even though there are 9 Mapuche
organizations in the area, each organization has no more than 50 members who
participate in activities. And these organizations are largely dependent on family ties
rather than on general participation from Mapuche residents in the area. The municipal
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government of La Pintana is the first municipal government that created the Office of
Indigenous Affairs within its governmental system but, as Painequeo points out, the
office resulted from the political decision of the municipal government rather than from
the demands and struggles of Mapuche organizations in the area (Interview with
Painequeo, July 15, 2002).
The weak base of Mapuche organizations in Pintana and the lack of participation
by Mapuche residents in Mapuche organizations emerged in interviews with Mapuche
residents as well as with the social workers of the clinic. Mapuche patients I interviewed
at the clinic often said that they never participated in any Mapuche organizations in the
area and did not know of the existence of any organizations.
I have never participated in any Mapuche organizations in Pintana because I do
not know. Nobody told me about these organizations. I do not know about that
office for indigenous affairs, either. (Interview with Olga, a Mapuche patient,
June 28, 2002)
There are a lot of organizations but the information about those organizations
does not reach the base. … I heard some complaints that the leaders of
organizations do not inform members of the organizations about their project or
plans…That’s why a lot of people who visited my office told me that they do not
know about benefits or about some programs. (Interview with Nestor, a social
worker, June 28, 2002)
Mapuche organizations did not have strong ties among themselves, either. Some
organizations were solidly established through a long history of working in the area,
while other organizations emerged recently with the creation of various social programs
targeting the indigenous population. There are tensions among Mapuche organizations in
the area. Some organization leaders complained that a few Mapuche organizations
monopolize important information regarding indigenous programs through the Office of
Indigenous Affairs in the municipal government (Interview with Victoria, a Mapuche
leader, July 1, 2002; Interview with Roberto, a Mapuche leader, June 27, 2002). These
organization leaders told me that they went directly to the CONADI office in Santiago
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bypassing the Office of Indigenous Affairs in the municipal government (Interview with
Victoria July 1, 2002). The competition among Mapuche organizations to get more
funding and projects from the government made them very cautious about each other’s
existence rather than ready to unify around their cause.
The intercultural health program in Nueva Extremadura Clinic did not play any
role in unifying the organizations in the area or strengthening the mobilizing ability of the
area’s Mapuche population. Rather the conflict over the process of building the program
among Mapuche organizations and between Mapuche organizations and the municipal
governments impeded participation of any Mapuche organization in the service. Instead,
the municipal government and the DECIDE research team decided to invite a machi and
Mapuche workers from La Florida, thus putting the whole service under the municipal
government’s supervision. This put Mapuche workers in the service and the machi in a
very delicate position. They had to go through a difficult process of justifying their
existence in La Pintana.
At the beginning, they (some Mapuche leaders in Pintana) called us intruders. We
participated in the meetings. But they just argue all the time. They could not
organize themselves. They did not even know we need Ruka to have service.
That’s why the municipal government decided to work with us directly. It made
organizations here upset. They were angry at us. They called us intruders.
(Interview with Manuel Lincovil Collipal, machi, June 10, 2002)
Because of conflicts in the formation process of the program between the
municipal government and Mapuche organizations, they (Mapuche organizations)
do not come together to participate in this program. Personally, I made a pact with
Mapuche organizations that, if they bring members of their organizations, these
members would have priority. So they would talk to me. I also talk to them if I
need their opinion. (Interview with Melinao, assistant to machi and president of
Kallfulikan of La Pintana, June 22, 2002)
As Melinao indicates, the relation among Mapuche workers, the machi, and
Mapuche leaders eventually improved. But the relationship did not evolve into one of
strong cooperation.
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The machi’s presence in the clinic and the media’s positive portrayal of the
service enhanced general understanding of machi and Mapuche culture in the area.
Several patients acknowledged that they became acquainted with the effect of machi and
Mapuche medicine via the service.

Furthermore, the machi recommended several

Mapuche patients to participate in activities organized by Mapuche organizations in the
area such as We Xipantu. However, since there is no strong connection between the
machi and the local Mapuche organizations, the recommendation was not easily
materialized into actual patients’ participation in the local Mapuche organizations. In
some cases, when patients decided to participate, they often went to the municipality of la
Florida where the machi and Mapuche workers in the service belonged. Some patients
told me that they participated in We Xipantu in La Florida because it was the only
information they could get via the intercultural service about Mapuche cultural activities.
It shows that the machi’s presence in the clinic does not directly affect or strengthen
Mapuche organizations in the area.
In addition, patients who seek a machi service in the clinic are often neither
Mapuche nor residents from Pintana. According to a survey conducted by the Nursing
School, only 27.2% of patients are Mapuche. And it surprised both the DECIDE project
team and the municipal government. It made many Mapuche leaders as well as the
municipal

government

consider

the

intercultural

health

center

not

as

a

“Mapuche/indigenous” program but as a state program that employs Mapuche knowledge
to improve the state health program. For those leaders, the participation of Mapuche
organizations in the program is not even an issue to fight because the program is simply
not theirs. Patients who visited the service also consider the program as a municipal
health program to provide an alternative medicine rather than a Mapuche/indigenous
program.
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Furthermore, the withdrawal of Mapuche organizations from the intercultural
program in the clinic led to the rupture of the other parts of the intercultural projects. The
intercultural project in the clinic planned not only to implement regular machi service in
the clinic but to construct a green house for medicinal herbs and a cultural center for the
Mapuche population in the area. As following pictures shows, the green house has been
long abandoned and the construction of the cultural center was not completed. Both
projects were supposed to be based on participation from Mapuche organizations and to
be implemented and administered by Mapuche organizations in La Pintana.

Illustration 3: The abandoned Green House for Medicinal Herbs (Picture taken in May of
2002 by author)
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Illustration 4: Cultural Center for Indigenous Peoples under Construction (Picture taken
in May of 2002 by author)
Several Mapuche leaders and health workers referred to these edifices as symbols
of how Mapuche organizations in Pintana neither could work together nor stop the
project. Also they claimed that it represented the essence of the intercultural program in
the clinic as another state-driven health program not as a “true” intercultural program.
The intercultural program in the clinic also failed to broaden the basis for the
promotion of cultural rights for Mapuche residents in the area. It is true that the
intercultural program in the clinic has positive effects in informing the general public of
the value of Mapuche culture and, especially, Mapuche medical knowledge. It created a
lot of interest from media as well as non-Mapuche patients in the area about the Mapuche
culture. However, due to the process of program planning from which all the Mapuche
organizations in La Pintana had been virtually excluded, the program did not evolve into
a cultural program to achieve the specific cultural goals of intercultural programs.
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Cultural Diversity: “There is No Mapuche in the City”
If an intercultural health program is evaluated in terms of the existence of both
medicines in the same physical space, the intercultural health center in Nueva
Extremadura Clinic could be considered as the most advanced model in Chile. It actually
has a ruka and machi within the clinic and provides a regular service by a machi to the
general public. However, the co-existence of the machi service with non-Mapuche
medicine, i.e. Western medicine did not necessarily result in furtherance of cultural
diversity in the clinic.
With the withdrawal/ exclusion of Mapuche organizations from the project, the
municipal government and the DECIDE project team changed the target population of the
program. At the beginning, the program sought to meet the demand from poor Mapuche
households who wanted to visit a machi or to use Mapuche medicine but did not have
enough resources to do so. But with the lack of participation from Mapuche organizations
in the program as well as the large number of non-Mapuche patients who visited the
machi service in the clinic, the municipal government and the DECIDE project team
began to realize that the target population of the program should be “general public” i.e.
the municipal government and the DECIDE project team began to ignore the cultural and
indigenous dimension of the grogram.
machi service not only works for Mapuche population but also for patients in
general. The machi service is an additional service that we (municipal
government) can offer to the population in general. It is not only for the Mapuche
population. In other words, it is Mapuche culture’s contribution to non-Mapuche
population…. Public health system is not any more able to solve all these health
problems. Some patients could find better solutions from Mapuche medicine. It is
democracy. Better choices for patients. (Interview with Carrizo, July11, 2002)
As shown in Carrizo’s remarks, once the service shifted its focus from the
Mapuche population in La Pintana to the general public, the intercultural program
became a channel to provide alternative choices to patients who could not find satisfying
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solutions from the existing system. In other words, Mapuche medicine became the issue
of diversifying the public health service rather than diversifying culture in the public
health sector. The physical structure of the clinic reflects this shift clearly.
As we can see in this picture, the Mapuche medicine part of the clinic, ruka, is
located in the backyard of the clinic along with parking lot. There are two ways to reach
ruka. One is through “Western” part of the clinic and the other is through the gate to the
parking lot. If one uses the gate to the parking lot, she/he does not need to go through t
“Western” part of the clinic.

Illustration 5: Ruka in the Parking Lot (Picture taken by author in May, 2002)
According to my observation, quite a few patients used the gate to the parking lot
once they had registered in the clinic as a new patient.
More importantly, the machi, Mapuche workers and patients who visited the
machi service had to go through the “Western” part of the clinic in order to register or go
through other administrative procedures, but non-Mapuche workers in the clinic and
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patients who did not use the machi service did not have to face the presence of the machi
service in the hospital, except when they came to pick up their car from the parking lot.
If one visits the clinic using the main gate and just visits “Western” doctors, she/he might
not even realize the presence of the machi service in the clinic unless some health
workers mention it, which is highly improbable. The ruka is located within the clinic but
the separation if not segregation of the ruka exists under the same roof of the clinic.
This physical separation of the clinic is a good reflection of how the intercultural
program in the clinic really works. There is not much communication between the machi
service and Western medical service. The machi and his assistants are not employed by
the clinic. They are directly contracted with the municipal government, whereas health
workers in the clinic are employed by the clinic through the Regional Health Service of
the Metropolitan Region (the Servicio de Salud Región Metropolitana). The director of
the clinic supervises machi service at a minimal level, such as checking whether the
machi and his assistants come or not. However, since the machi service was not directly
related to the health service provided by the clinic, the machi and his assistants were
relatively independent from the administration of the clinic (Interview with Margarita
Flores, director of Nueva Extremadura Clinic, June 14, 2002; Interview with Melinao,
June 21, 2002).
How is working with the clinic?
Generally it is daily routine. There was no close relation with the clinic. We just
come to work here in our ruka. There is not a profound relation with the clinic.
Personally, as an assistant, I do not have any problem working with employees of
the clinic. Sometimes, they invite me in some talks. (Interview with Melinao, June
21, 2002)
This relative independence of the machi service in the clinic might have given the
machi better working condition since he could be more flexible in providing his services
without too much intervention from the clinic. However, what actually happened was not
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that the machi was relatively independent, but that he was excluded from the clinic
administration. The machi service had little influence in promoting cultural rights or
transforming non-Mapuche workers attitudes toward the Mapuche population.
Furthermore,
machi is under the control of the clinic. We regulate when he comes, and if he
comes and sees patients. Also they (machi and his assistants) told us what they
need. We try to make patients who visit machi feel comfortable. (Interview with
Margarita Flores, director of Nueva Extremadura Clinic, June 14, 2002)
As the director puts it, what non-Mapuche workers as well as the municipal
government understood as the relation between the machi and the clinic was highly
hierarchical i.e. the machi was under the control of both the municipal government and
the clinic. His practices were supervised by the clinic (not necessarily tightly) and the
machi should not cross the line and behave like a doctor. The machi was registered as a
machi doctor with the municipal government (Melinao 2002) but he did not have the
same authority or control over the clinic as “Western” doctors have. When I asked Dr.
Campos about how western doctors and the machi work together she said,
At the beginning, we thought that there would be a lot of difficulty with doctors,
whose position is the highest in the clinic. But no. Doctors see patients whom
machi transferred …Personality of Don Manuel, the machi, helped a lot. He is a
very wise man. He will not try to solve problems that he is not trained for. He
only treats health problems that the (official) health system can not solve. He will
transfer patients to doctors without any hesitation. It helped a lot to persuade the
system. (Interview with Campos, chief of the DECIDE project team, June 25,
2002)
As she pointed out the system accepted the machi service knowing that machi
would not cross the line and know his limitations in terms of seeing patients. The machi
should be “wise” enough to see his limitations. Furthermore, the machi should not see
any patients under age 12 and needs to contact doctors as soon as he realizes that he can
not solve the problem (Interview with Carrizo 2002; Interview with Melinao 2002;
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Interview with Campos 2002). This relation would not be hierarchical if the conditions
were the same for doctors to transfer patients to the machi when they face their own
limitations. However, it did not happen. When I asked Carrizo if there would be any
possibility of the doctors of the clinic and the machi seeing a patient together, he replied:
I do not think so. But doctors evaluate machi’s service positively and machi
transfer patients to doctors when they can not solve the problem. (Interview with
Carrizo, July 11, 2002)
His answer reflected the characteristics of the intercultural program at the clinic.
The program did not promote any “intercultural” activities between Mapuche workers
(the machi and his assistants) and non-Mapuche workers. In other words, the machi
service was only to supplement the existing services in the clinic not to promote equal
exchange of medical knowledge between Mapuche culture and mainstream Chilean
culture. The functions of the two services are as much segregated as the physical
structure of the services and there was clear hierarchy between the machi services and
“Western” services.
The intercultural program included projects to promote interchange of medical
knowledge and to increase the multicultural approach to Mapuche culture in the clinic. At
the beginning of the project, the Office of Indigenous affairs of the municipal government
proposed that the intercultural program include cultural education for non-Mapuche
workers in the clinic. However, once the funding from the CIDA terminated, the
municipal government did not have enough funding to support a cultural education
program in the clinic. Furthermore, as we have seen, there was not much political
obligation for the governments to address “political” or “cultural” agenda of the program.
Without the strong involvement of Mapuche organizations in the area, the project
became that of providing alternative medicine for the general public in the Santiago area
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rather than a project to promote the cultural awareness or cultural rights of indigenous
people in the area. Carrizo’s remarks showed this clearly.
We are positivist in health from scientific perspectives. But health is not a
positivist issue. We only believe in science with evidence. Mapuche medicine
connects religions with the body. It is not a scientific medicine but could be a
good alternative…machi service not only works for Mapuche population but also
it works for patients in general. The machi service is an additional service that we
(municipal government) can offer to population in general. It is not only for
Mapuche population. In other words, it is Mapuche culture’s contribution to nonMapuche population. (Interview with Carrizo, July 11, 2002)
He saw Mapuche medicine as a non-scientific method or alternative
complementary service to that of the mainstream medical community but, as far as it
worked for the system and patients, he saw it as positive input to the service. However,
he understood the intercultural program strictly in terms of providing an alternative
medical service to the existing medical community in Chile. The recuperation of the
cultural rights of the Mapuche/indigenous population in the area or the increase of
cultural awareness in the clinic was possible but not necessarily a goal of the intercultural
program.
This perception about the nature of the intercultural program prevailed among
non-Mapuche workers in the clinic. Non-Mapuche workers in the clinic did not express
particular interest in the program. Some of them did not know that the machi service was
called an “intercultural” program. Most of them referred to the intercultural program in
the clinic as “psycho-physical therapy” or “alternative medicine” rather than as an
“intercultural program” or “Mapuche medical service”. Furthermore, most non-Mapuche
workers said that the service was not only for Mapuche patients in the area. The program
was for the general public. In other words, for non-Mapuche workers it was a program
for the general public who sought an alternative medicine only when the “traditional” i.e.
Western medicine failed to cure the patients.
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I heard that machi transfers patients to the clinic including him. Ha Ha. He knows
that each patient should see health workers as corresponds. We understand that
there are some patients who have only psychological problems. I heard that, with
those patients, any remedy from the system did not work so these patients decided
to see the machi. And it could help them. I do not know how it worked….machi is
an alternative medicine. If doctors could not find anything wrong but patients
keep feeling bad, the patients should be able to see an alternative, in this case,
machi. (Interview with Laura, a nurse, June 27 2002)
When the project started, we agreed that machi would do psycho-physical therapy
and he is doing that. Until now, we do not have any problem. When a patient
needs to see a doctor, machi transfer the patient to a doctor…I have not
transferred a patient to a machi. I might transfer a patient to machi if the patient
needs psycho-physical therapy. (Interview with Margarita, director, June 14,
2002)
Intercultural health is complex. Personally, I think that if the traditional medicine
(official) works, people should use the traditional medicine, first. But if it does not
work, people should be able to use alternatives such as the machi. I believe that
there are illnesses that the machi can not cure. For example, cancer could get
worse with alternative medicine. It is impossible to cure some illnesses with
herbs… I think that once the traditional medicine can not give solution, people
can use the alternative medicine but not the other way round. (Interview with
Ana, nurse, June 28, 2002)
In addition to a hierarchical understanding of Mapuche medicine as subordinate to
Western medicine, the disassociation of the intercultural program from Mapuche issues
or specific cultural needs of the Mapuche population in the area partly stemmed from the
fact that non-Mapuche workers of the clinic did not recognize any particular needs that
Mapuche patients have. In other words, if there was not any particular situation that
Mapuche patients faced as a Mapuche, it did not make sense to have a service only
dedicated to the Mapuche population. Many non-Mapuche workers stated that the
Mapuche in urban areas were different from the Mapuche in the “south”. Non-Mapuche
workers in the clinic claimed that Mapuche in the urban area might retain some traditions
or Mapuche last names but they were just poor Chileans rather than Mapuche. The
following remarks from the interviews confirm this perception.
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I can not see much difference between Mapuche and non-Mapuche patients.
There are many people who have Mapuche last names but they do not identify
themselves as Mapuche. I heard that 17-18% of residents in Pintana are Mapuche
but there is not Mapuche Mapuche. They are descendent of Mapuche. Yes. But
they live like Chileans. Including the psychotherapy part of the clinic is more used
by non-Mapuche rather than Mapuche patients. As I see, there is nobody who
lives like Mapuche in Santiago. (Interview with Laura, nurse, June 27, 2002)
The cultural difference between Mapuche patients and non-Mapuche patients is
not a relevant concept for our clinic. (Interview with Margarita Flores, director,
June 14, 2002)
I do not see any specific health issues with the Mapuche population. If there is
any problem, it is a problem of the Chilean population in general…The only
difference I can see is Mapuche patients, in my opinion, are very respectful. They
see a doctor as high authority… Ha Ha… (Interview with Gonzalo, a doctor, June
28, 2002)
Almost eighty percent of patients who used the intercultural service did not
identify themselves as Mapuche in the latest survey conducted by the Pontifical Catholic
University. The vast majority of the patients who used the service were non-Mapuche
and this service was widely recognized as an alternative medical service in Santiago. The
high turnout from non-Mapuche patients for the machi service actually reassured nonMapuche workers in the clinic of the disassociation of the intercultural program from any
ethnic issues. Furthermore, it reinforces non-Mapuche workers’ denial of the existence of
Mapuche issues in the area, especially in the clinic. Most workers used the high turn out
of non-Mapuche patients in the clinic as evidence of why the intercultural program is not
a “Mapuche” program, as well as of how Mapuche in the urban area were no longer
“real” Mapuche.
As a result, the intercultural program did not result in any participation of
Mapuche medicine in the administration of the clinic. Cultural diversity was not the
main issue of the program for many who were involved in this program. And often, non-
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Mapuche workers openly expressed their disbelief and discomfort with the machi service
in the clinic.
The only complaints I have (about Mapuche patients) is they use a lot of so-called
alternative medicines. Here in this clinic, we have intercultural service… I guess
with education we could correct this problem. (Interview with Gonzalo, a doctor,
June 28, 2002)
I do not know the other nurses would believe machi. I heard a lot of comments
that they do not believe in machi’s medicine. Maybe because they did not have
any experience like I had. (Interview with Angelica, a nurse, June 27, 2002)
Intercultural health has long history. It is a part of culture. It is impossible to get
rid of…. It is good to evaluate a culture. But with education, it would disappear. If
people became educated and the health systems work in good shape, they seek
less alternative medicine. (Isabel, a doctor, June 18, 2002)
In sum, the intercultural program in the clinic did not contribute to the
transformation of the health service of the clinic. The misperception about Mapuche
medicine or the Mapuche population in the area was maintained or was even reinforced
by the intercultural program. What, then, is the reason for the clinic to have machi
service in the clinic?
Actually machi service in the clinic benefited the clinic as well as the department
of health of La Pintana not by promoting a multicultural environment but by securing
additional funding for the clinic. Those patients who visit the machi came to the clinic
from all over the country. The majority of patients came from other municipalities.
However, to see the machi in the clinic, they had to register with the clinic. Most patients
who came to visit the machi service use public clinics in their neighborhood for “regular”
visits. Therefore the clinic can boost the number of patients registered in their clinic by
providing only machi service to them. Increasing the number of registered patients in the
clinic helps the clinic as well as the department of health of the municipal government
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because they receive funding from the ministry of health based on the number of
registered patients at the clinic. Carrizo said,
We receive money from the government per patient who registers in our clinics. A
lot of patients who come to see the machi need to register in our clinic. Then it is
good for the clinic since it would have larger registration without giving pressure
to doctors and nurses of the clinic. (Interview with Carrizo July 11, 2002)
As Carrizo’s remark shows, from the financial point of view, the installation of
machi service in the clinic was a very smart move. With diversifying the “product”, the
clinic attracted more patients/customers from all over the country without actually putting
more burdens to the clinic because those who visit machi would not use the Western
service of the clinic. However, it did not serve the political and cultural purposes of the
intercultural program, which are increasing multiculturalism in the health service sector.
Melinao, who worked as an assistant to the machi as well as being a community leader in
the municipality of la Florida said,
I will not call this program intercultural. In this program, you have doctors service
there and machi’s service here. To have intercultural health, the two systems –
Mapuche and non-Mapuche- need to work together and see a patient together.
Here you just have images of intercultural health. Not essence. (Interview with
Melinao, June 21, 2002)
The machi shared this view point. Neither the machi nor Melinao saw the service
in the clinic as an intercultural program. They categorized it as a complementary service
to existing western medicine at the clinic, which did not have much to do with the
cultural diversity of health service. However, since the Mapuche workers who work at
the clinic do not belong to the municipality of Pintana, they seldom make any suggestions
regarding the administration of the service. They planned to create an intercultural
program in their community rather differently:
Our organization proposes to have a more profound intercultural health program
in our district. We are planning to build a ruka in the clinic but not to see a patient
because it (seeing patients in the clinic) does not correspond to our view… Also
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we want our organization to administer the program. We want us to make contract
with machi not the Municipal government. Interview with Melinao, June 11,
2002)
These Mapuche municipal workers did not want a machi in the clinic as Pintana
had done. Even though machi offer regular services within the clinic in La Pintana, both
the machi and his assistants believed that placing a machi within a western clinic did not
correspond to Mapuche culture. They rather wanted to see constant dialogue between
western doctors and machi. Furthermore, they want more administrative control over the
intercultural program. It was the opposite of what happened in Pintana case.
Interestingly, for them, a “real” intercultural program is the opposite of what the clinic of
Nueva Extremadura at Santiago has.
The intercultural program did not change the existing framework of the clinic.
The presence of the machi service within the structure of the western clinic helps to
attract attention from media as well as patients from all over Santiago. It helps the
financial situation of the clinic boosting the number of patients who registered with the
clinic. The financial contribution of the machi service to the clinic became a good
incentive for the administration as well as for the municipal government to maintain the
service at the clinic after the termination of the funding from the Canadian Foundation.
However, the intercultural program at the clinic does not help promote cultural
diversity at the clinic. Neither the municipal government nor the research team from the
Catholic University pursued any project related to the promotion of cultural diversity and
awareness at the clinic. The lack of any participation from the Mapuche organizations of
the area enabled the municipal government as well the administration of the clinic to
ignore the cultural dimension of the program.
As the result, the intercultural program at the clinic has little impact on changing
the existing culture of the clinic. The machi service has been segregated from the western
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clinic and subordinated under western medical system. Health workers who work in the
non-Mapuche service did not experience any challenge or chance to rethink their
perception of Mapuche population in the area. Therefore, they have largely maintained
their original attitude toward Mapuche populations in urban areas: There is no Mapuche
in Urban Area.
Satisfaction of Mapuche Patients
Since the machi service and the western service were segregated in the clinic, it
was difficult to capture the general satisfaction level of the clinic, especially when those
who came to use machi service generally did not use the western service at the clinic and
vice versa. According to my observations and interviews, Mapuche patients who used the
western service of the clinic often do not know much about the machi service while
Mapuche patients who use the machi service at the clinic do not use the western service
of the clinic. Thus, it is hard to see how the intercultural program could influence the
level of satisfaction of Mapuche patients.
Elsa, who identifies herself as a Mapuche resident of Pintana, said,
I have a lot of neighbors who are Mapuche but they do not come here to see
machi. I don’t know why. Maybe they do not know about this. (Interview with
Elsa, June 28, 2002)
When I asked Mapuche patients who came to visit the clinic only to use the
western service whether they felt any discrimination against Mapuche patients in the
clinic, most patients pointed out that the discrimination was not about race/ethnicity, but
about their economic and social status. They had to wait for a long time at the waiting
room not because they were Mapuche but because they were poor. Mapuche patients
expressed their discontent with the clinic but also said that it was because the clinic was
located in a poor area. Therefore, it was not a particular problem of the clinic but a
general problem of the public health system.
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No. No discrimination against Mapuche. The Clinic does not discriminate
Mapuche. It is more about power and money or bureaucracy. They (workers in
the clinic) feel that they have power and abuse it. It is not about discrimination
against Mapuche. (Interview with Jaime, June 29, 2002)
Not much discrimination in general. But elderly people felt discriminated when
they arrived in Santiago because they could not speak in Castellano (Spanish).
These days still some workers laugh at Mapuche last names but not too much…..
Actually we felt more discriminated because of being poor not because of being
Mapuche in general” (Interview with Victoria, president, Rimeliwen, July 1,
2002)
There are every type of doctors and nurses. Some of them are well-educated but
some of them are not. Some of them became unpleasant when they realize my last
name is difficult to pronounce for them. But in general, there are good people in
the clinic. (Interview with Marcela, Rayen Mapu, June 27, 2002)
There are people who discriminate Mapuche. Not in the clinic. But people called
us with names like Indios or Chinos in the street. I can see a lot of people
discriminate. (Interview with Yolanda, a Mapuche patient, June 27, 2002)
The health service here in Pintana is not so good because it belongs to a poor
district. (Interview with Alberto, Rayen Mapu, June 27, 2002)
While denying having experienced any discrimination against Mapuche
population in the clinic, various Mapuche patients pointed out those non-Mapuche
workers did not pronounce their last name properly or, if there is discrimination, the last
name caused embarrassment at the waiting room. This point were reflected in the survey
of the Catholic university regarding the satisfaction level as well as non-Mapuche
workers’ points that they could not recognize Mapuche patients unless they saw the chart
with a Mapuche last name. Therefore laughing at or incorrectly pronouncing Mapuche
last names have been issues in Pintana. According to Painequeo,
We had testimonies regarding discrimination against Mapuche. Public clinics in
Pintana require a lot of bureaucracy. If you do not have an ID card or if you are
indigent, you can not see doctors…. Discrimination is not only for being Mapuche
but also for being poor. But for Mapuche patients it is more serious. Doctors and
nurses can not read our last names correctly and understand our name. Some
Mapuche brothers told me that they would not go to the clinics again because
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nurses there laughed at their last names after incorrectly pronouncing it.
(Interview with Painequeo, chief of the Office of Indigenous Affairs, July 15,
2002)
Pronunciation of Mapuche last name may seem to be minor discrimination, but,
through observations in the waiting room of the clinic, I realized why pronouncing the
last name correctly was an issue. A patient had to go through various administrative
procedures to be able to wait in the waiting room. Once a patient submitted their paper to
the administration window, they needed to wait in the lobby in front of the doctor’s
office. The problem is that usually there were more than 20 people waiting and the room
could be quite noisy especially with TV set in the middle of the waiting room. Some
patients became nervous and refused to do any interview with me because they had to
listen for their name being called. Since it was not guaranteed that nurses would call their
last name properly, Mapuche patients had to pay attention to every call that nurses made.
Furthermore, if they were not sure as to how to pronounce the last name, nurses tended to
guess the pronunciation of the last name, which sometimes made the other patients in the
lobby laugh. I witnessed once such an incident and it was quite embarrassing for the
Mapuche patient who claimed later that he waited for hours only to be laughed at. The
patient did not say that he was discriminated against by staff or health workers of the
clinic but he said that it was not a “pleasant” experience to be laughed at due to his name.
Originally the intercultural program included an education program for nonMapuche workers at the clinic to learn basic Mapudungun in order to read and pronounce
Mapuche last names correctly, but it did not occur. The municipal government did not set
a budget for the program nor did the administration of the clinic.
While Mapuche patients who use the western clinic replied that the service is
indifferent or poor, Mapuche patients who visited the machi service evaluated the service
as quite excellent. This was partly because the machi service could have a relatively
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flexible administration i.e. it did not need to follow the official criteria that the
government sets for public health employees. For example, the machi did not need to
follow the 15 minute rule to see a patient.
The contribution of machi in the clinic is to improve the perception of the health
system. Offering an additional service to patients, we can send a message that
every service of health system is for patients. Furthermore, the machi does not
have any limits in time to see a patient. So the machi see a patient for 2 hours
while see other patient for 15 minutes. It is a good service for patients. That’s why
people wait and want to see a machi. (Interview with Campos, June 25, 2002)
The machi had relatively less patients to see in comparison to doctors and more
flexible rules regarding the time to spend on a patient. Therefore, patients who used the
machi service felt that they had better attention from the machi than what they usually
received from non-Mapuche health workers. Mapuche patients who visited the machi
service confirmed. The survey results from the Catholic University also showed the same
tendency. Ninety eight percent of respondents said machi’s service was kind and pleasant
while 75% of respondents said the western part of the clinic offered a “kind” service.
Also Mapuche patients who visited the machi said that they were better
understood by the machi and felt more comfortable with the machi since he understood
their specific difficulties. According to my observation, the machi’s treatment began with
detailed interviews with patients regarding their daily lives. The machi saw the illness as
coming not only from physical conditions, but also from spiritual conditions. Therefore,
the conversation between machi and a patient often dealt with the economic and social
difficulties which the patient had. When a patient was Mapuche, the machi puts especial
emphasis on the importance of being Mapuche and following the lifestyle of the
Mapuche, such as eating in certain ways and participating in Mapuche ceremonies.
Therefore, Mapuche patients did not need to worry about being called with a strange
pronunciation of their last names or being intimidated because they followed their
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culture. Some Mapuche patients told me that they would not dare to tell non-Mapuche
doctors that they use machi service because it would cause “troubles” for them. However,
they did not have any problem discussing their non-Mapuche treatment with a machi.
I do not know about intercultural health. I do not use medical doctors. I just came
to see a machi. If I have to bring my kids to the clinic, they always made us wait
and take days to see a doctor. I did not like it. And thanks to God, my kids are
healthy. So I do not come to this clinic. I just came to see a machi. (Interview with
Olga, a Mapuche patient, June 29, 2002)
I do not live in Pintana. I live in Estación Central. I see a doctor in the clinic in the
Estación Central. I do not talk to my doctor about machi. If I got better, I would
tell him but … doctors generally do not believe. (Interview with Yolanda, a
Mapuche patient, June 27, 2002)
No. I will not tell my doctor that I would see a machi. No. They do not believe in
machi. But machi knows what kind of medicine I take. He told me that his
medicine will not complicate with doctor’s medicine if I follow his instruction.
(Interview with Manuela, a patient, June 29, 2002)
As shown in these remarks, there was clear division between the Mapuche service
and the non-Mapuche service. Mapuche patients also considered the two services
differently. The Mapuche who visited the machi service often did not have anything to
say about the non-Western service of the clinic because they simply did not use it due to
their residence. Therefore, the positive evaluation of machi service did not transcend into
the general evaluation of the clinic.
The general evaluations of the clinic done by the University Research team
confirm this trend. The evaluations done by the University included non-Mapuche as well
as Mapuche patients. The following table shows the results from the evaluations from
2000 to 2001. 3
3

N=97
This table is reconstructed based upon the information from:
Alvarez, Eugenia A. 2001. Satisfacción que tiene el Usuario de la Atención brindada por un Centro de
Salud de la Comuna de la Pintana. González, Patricia. 2001. Satisfacción Usuaria de los Pacientes
Atendidos por el Agente de Salud Mapuche en el Consultorio Santiago de la Nueva Extremadura de la
Comuna de la Pintana en Septiembre del 2001.
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Table 3: Satisfaction Level at the Nueva Extremadura Clinic at Santiago
Dimensions of
satisfaction
General Aspects of the
Clinic
Clarity of the information
given by the clinic
Access to make
complaints
Waiting Time
Kindness of the
Administrative Staffs
Kindness of the Health
Workers
Called by Name
Machi Service
Clarity of the information
given by machi
Kindness of machi
Kindness of
administrative staffs

Indicators
Very
Bad
0%

Bad

Fair

Good

7%

33%

53%

Very
good
5%

3%

18%

16%

23%

2%

0%
6.8%

35.1% 9.3% 50.5% 0%
20%
36.1% 31%
4.1%

2.3%

8%

4%

21.8% 3.1%

50%

17%

0%

0%

0%

49%

51%

0%
0%

1%
0%

6%
2%

51%
61%

42%
37%

13.4% 6%

69%

*Those who did not respond to the survey are not included in this table.

This table shows that patients expressed some discontent with the pronunciation
of their names in terms of the general service of the clinic. About twenty six percent of
patients expressed some or a lot of discontent with the way their name was called by the
administrative staff of the clinic. Since this survey covered not only Mapuche patients but
non-Mapuche patients, it is likely that discontent over pronunciation of their name could
be even higher among Mapuche patients who use the clinic.
The overall evaluation of machi service was better than that of the non-Mapuche
services. While 98% of patients who used the machi service replied that the quality of
service given by the administrative staffs was good or very good, only 35.1% of patients
said that the quality of service given by the administrative staff at the western service was
good or very good. Similar trends appear with clarity of explanation given by health
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workers about treatment. While 60% of patients who used the western service of the
clinic said that the clarity of the explanation given by health workers was good or very
good, 100% of machi service users said the explanation was clear or very clear.
Higher satisfaction level with machi services than with the western service did not
imply that the machi service produced, in any significant way, an improvement of the
western service. Rather, the higher satisfaction level with the machi service worked to
improve the general satisfaction level of the clinic as a whole. There are several reasons
for this. First of all, patients who used the machi service come largely from other
municipalities. They do not use the western service at the clinic so the difference between
qualities of care would not convert into demands to improve the Western service of the
clinic to make it as good as the machi service. Furthermore, the machi service is
separated from the western service. The machi does not have much to say about the
administration of the western service or vice versa. Doctors and nurses hardly know how
the machi treats patients, while the machi does not know how doctors and nurses treat
Mapuche patients in the western service.
Finally and most importantly, there is no systematic channel for patients to
express their opinions regarding the quality of service at the clinic. There is an opinion
box for patients to make suggestions and complaints about the clinic, but usually patients
do not even know if it exists. A small number of complaints and/or suggestions were
dealt with by the director of the clinic.
I heard that there is an opinion box but I have never seen it. (Interview with
Anonymous Mapuche Patient June 28, 2002)
There is a book to complain and we have about 5 complaints per month. I read
everything and respond them. (Interview with Margarita Flores, director, June 14
2002)
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Since nobody except the patient who expressed the grievance and the director
knows about suggestions and/or complaints, the channel for patients to express their
opinion about the clinic is very individualized and mostly unseen.
Regarding institutional and collective channels to voice demands regarding the
administration of the clinic, the director of the clinic says that there are community
meetings between the administration of the clinic and community leaders, but she also
added that those meetings are not targeted to Mapuche organizations in the area and often
Mapuche organizations do not participate in the meetings (Margarita: 2002).
In sum, despite the fact that Mapuche patients who use the western service of the
clinic have some difficulties in using the service, there is not a channel to address their
specific needs in the clinic. Since the machi service is separated from the western service
and Mapuche organizations do not participate in intercultural programs, there is no
interchange or mutual influence. There are separated and quite different perspectives on
the two services among Mapuche patients. i.e. the higher satisfaction level of machi
service does not translate into improvement of the western service.
CONCLUSION
The intercultural program at the Nueva Extremadura de Santiago clinic offers us
an interesting picture of the interactions between the state (the municipal government)/
NGO (the DECIDE project team) and community organizations (Mapuche organizations)
in the area. Since the DECIDE project team initiated the project with funding from the
CIDA, there were incentives to complete the project on time and effectively.
The research team contacted the municipal government to execute the project.
The municipal government and the DECIDE project team tried to secure participation
from Mapuche organizations in the area for various reasons. First of all, the emphasis on
community participation by both the Canadian Foundation and the government means
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that it is natural to include opinions from the “targeted” population. Secondly, under the
existing health system, establishing Mapuche medicine within public health institutions
could cause legal problems. To avoid this problem, both the DECIDE project team and
the municipal government came up with a political solution. They used the Indigenous
Law to justify violating the health code of Chile and pressured the regional and national
health authorities to write a supporting letter for the project. To do that, the municipal
government and the DECIDE project team organized participation from Mapuche
organizations in the area.
However, Mapuche organizations in the area did not participate fully in the
process due to their lack of mobilization capacity, as well as a result of the design of the
project. The Mapuche organizations are impeded from developing a strong mobilization
capacity because they are urban organizations dealing with cultural rights which are
mainly tied to a rural life style. Furthermore, economic and social conditions in a poor
urban area made it difficult for Mapuche organizations to attract strong participation from
the base.
Also, for some organizations, the program design process was problematic. They
felt that they were excluded from crucial decision making processes because it was not
them but the DECIDE project team which initiated and designed the whole program.
Those organizations that felt excluded and used by the program declined to participate in
the project. Those who participated in the project had to face the difficulty of dealing
with both the municipal government and the DECIDE project team. The municipal
government stipulated participation of “all” the Mapuche organizations in the area, which
has not happened because of their lack of mobilization capacity and internal conflict
among Mapuche organizations. Furthermore, the DECIDE project team did not need
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participation from local Mapuche organizations. They needed participation from “any”
Mapuche organizations in the area.
The municipal government which needs participation from all Mapuche
organizations in the area and the DECIDE project team which needs participation from
any Mapuche organization agreed to exclude local Mapuche organizations and invite a
Mapuche organization from Florida to assist with their project. In this process, a few
Mapuche organizations in Pintana that actually wanted to participate in the project were
excluded.
The municipal government could make this decision since the Mapuche
organizations in the area did not have enough influence to pressure the local government.
The DECIDE project team needed to finish the project on time with “those who willingly
participate in timely manner”.
The intercultural program at the Nueva Extremadura Clinic of Santiago is the only
intercultural program in Chile that installed a machi service within the clinic. It has the
physical presence of Mapuche medicine within a public health institution as well as
relatively sustainable funding from the municipal government. Since it attracts patients
from other municipalities, the machi service benefits the clinic financially as well as the
municipal government. It was established on time and widely advertised as the first and
most successful case of an intercultural program in Chile. Therefore, it terms of
sustainability of the program, the intercultural program at the Nueva Extremadura Clinic
scores high.
However, if we look at the interculturality of the clinic, we see that lack of
participation from the Mapuche organizations in the area negatively impacted the
development of the program. In terms of strengthening local Mapuche organizations, the
program did not contribute greatly. The exclusion of local Mapuche organizations from
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the project got rid of a good opportunity for local Mapuche organizations to develop
social capital via the program. The conflicts among Mapuche organizations in the process
and between the municipal government and Mapuche organizations jeopardized future
possibilities of cooperation among local Mapuche organizations and between the
municipal government and Mapuche organizations in the area.
In terms of cultural diversity there are other shortcomings. Without significant
inputs from Mapuche organizations in the area, the program simply installed machi
service within the clinic maintaining segregation and a hierarchical order between
Mapuche medicine and Western medicine in Chile. The machi service does not have any
influence on the administration of the hospital and non-Mapuche health workers did not
have any systematic chance to modify their point of view on Mapuche culture and
medicine. The machi is under the supervision of the director of the clinic and should
transfer patients as soon as he/she realizes that he/she can not handle the situation while
western doctors do not need to consult with machi at all.
Some workers acknowledged the effectiveness or importance of Mapuche
medical knowledge due to their personal background but most of them said that they have
not changed their point of view due to the intercultural program in the clinic. i.e. they see
Mapuche medicine as a traditional “belief system” which is not scientific or as good as
western medicine. Some workers stated that Mapuche medical knowledge will eventually
disappear with more education.
Lack of cultural awareness and diversity in the clinic influences the level of
satisfaction. The higher satisfaction level of the machi service does not translate into an
improvement of the service provided by the western medical unit of the clinic. Mapuche
patients said that non-Mapuche workers are not culturally sensitive enough, but the
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separation of the machi service and the western service hinders a solution for this
problem.
The intercultural program at Nueva Extremadura Clinic at Santiago shows us
what happens with intercultural programs when there is no identity politics or
participation in an indigenous community program. The program obtained a certain level
of sustainability because the municipal government has fully controlled the intercultural
program and the program itself generates substantial financial gains for the government.
Furthermore, the program succeeded in keeping to the specific guidelines of the projects
due to effective administration and management on the part of the DECIDE project team.
However, it did not meet the basic goals of an intercultural program, which is to
expand multiculturalism in the health sector, eliminating the discrimination against the
Mapuche population as well as strengthening the decision-making power of communities.
The municipal government and the DECIDE project team have transformed an
intercultural program, which is highly political by its nature, into an innovation program
without any political implication, which eases the financial and technical burden of
existing clinic. The elimination of the political aspect of the program did not bring any
substantial delay caused by the resistance of local Mapuche organizations. Instead, the
municipality formed a partnership with an NGO i.e. the DECIDE project team rather than
with local Mapuche organizations. Once the municipal government and the DECIDE
project team formed a partnership, local Mapuche organizations became complementary
to the program just as the machi service became supplementary to the western service at
the clinic. And the existing hierarchical power relationship between the state and
community persisted as did the hierarchical order between western medicine and
Mapuche medical knowledge.
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Chapter 6 Comparative Analysis of Three Cases
Three case studies of different types of intercultural health program reveal some
important lessons for understanding multicultural social policy programs which try to
tackle both the goal of providing basic social services more effectively and the goal of
enhancing the cultural rights of traditionally marginalized populations. As discussed in
the introduction, multicultural social policy programs need to be examined both in terms
of their effectiveness in service delivery as well as in terms of their impact on the
furtherance of cultural rights.
However, the reformulation of social policy does not follow a specific pattern.
Especially when we look at multicultural social policy programs, we realize that various
actors who participate in the program create distinct dynamics within the process.
Therefore, it is crucial to understand how different actors in the process i.e. the different
levels of the state, communities and sometimes NGOs interact with each other.
The intercultural health program in Chile is a good example of such a social
policy because it not only aims at providing health services to indigenous people more
effectively but also became a focus of multicultural policy in Chile. Targeting
traditionally marginalized populations - i.e. indigenous peoples- the Chilean government
has tried to increase the effectiveness of health service delivery as well as to reform the
state allowing more participation from indigenous peoples on the basis of multicultural
principles in the health sector. Furthermore, intercultural health programs vary from case
to case in terms of the degree of participation from communities as well as the state.
Therefore, these comparative case studies confirm that types of participation as well as
the different political and economic involvements of various actors in the program
generate distinct conditions that lead to the success or failure of such reform efforts.
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In this chapter I compare different dynamics among actors within three
intercultural health programs. After closely analyzing the differences in dynamics among
actors and the impact of these differences on the program formation process, I discuss
how the differences in the interactions among actors shape types of participation which
determines the implementation of the intercultural health programs as well as their
outcomes. Finally I elucidate the implication of this research for our understanding of
multiculturalism under the era of neoliberalism.
STATE, COMMUNITIES AND NGOS: THE DYNAMICS OF INTERACTIONS
All three cases of intercultural health programs in this dissertation have
community and the state as important actors. However, the three cases differ in the
degree of their involvements, depending on who initiated the program. Furthermore, in
the two cases – Makewe Hospital and Nueva Extremadura Clinic- the involvement of
NGOs in the process shapes the dynamics among actors. Interestingly, I found out that,
when NGOs become involved in the program, various forms of alliance emerged
depending on the social and political situation of the program rather than the three actors
constructing independent and bilateral relations with other actors. The alliance can
emerge between the state and communities (in case of Makewe Hospital) as well as
between the state and a NGO (in case of Nueva Extremadura Clinic). These alliances also
affect the dynamics of the program, which determines how different types of community
participation emerge and whether a program reaches the multiple goals of multicultural
social policy.
Makewe Hospital: Community Initiatives and Alliance with the State
The intercultural program in Makewe Hospital surfaced with strong support from
communities in the area. Facing possible closure of the only hospital in the area,
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communities organized themselves and mobilized resistance against the closure. In the
process, communities succeeded in achieving the right to administer the hospital with
financial support from the SSAS. The intercultural program began with the
administration of the hospital by communities. In this process, communities emerged as a
major player in the formation of the program by forming alliances with the state and
forcing the Anglican Corporation in Temuco to yield the control of the hospital.
Makewe Hospital was constructed by Anglican Corporation in Chile as a mean to
promote Anglican Church in the area in 1895. Once the Anglican Corporation in Chile
became autonomous from the British Anglican Church in 1963, the Anglican Church in
Temuco had to deal with a constant decline in the funding situation for Makewe Hospital.
Despite the fact that the church succeeded in making an agreement with the SSAS to
receive funding in exchange for providing basic health care to residents of the area, the
financial situation of the hospital did not improve due to growing demands from
communities as well as the Church’s lack of capacity to achieve additional funding from
state programs. Finally in 1999, the Anglican Corporation in Temuco decided to close the
hospital and this was when communities mobilized and protested against the closure.
The communities in the area of Makewe-Pelale have built their organizational and
mobilizational capability, i.e. social capital regarding the administration of the hospital
since 1993 when the church showed its first sign of closing the hospital. Leaders of
communities called community meetings over the crisis of the hospital and formed an
organization, the Support Committee for Makewe Hospital (Comité de Apoyo al Hospital
Makewe). Communities in the area Makewe-Pelale have had relatively favorable
conditions for maintaining and developing their social capital over the hospital for two
reasons.
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First of all, communities in the area Makewe-Pelale succeeded in maintaining an
indigenous community culture based on relatively stable land situation i.e. absence of
large logging companies as well as the widespread presence of small-medium scale
Mapuche farmers. Having more communities that succeed in maintaining their land and
culture means better conditions for Mapuche communities to accumulate social capital to
struggle for Mapuche rights as well as for the wellbeing of communities.
Secondly, Makewe Hospital covers the area of Makewe-Pelale which is not an
official Chilean geographical zoning. Working in terms of the area Makewe-Pelale,
which is a Mapuche territorial concept, benefits the community organization – the
Indigenous Association - because the Indigenous Association could use the historical
legacy of mobilization and organization of Mapuche communities as leverage for action.
Furthermore, the size of the area of Makewe-Pelale is manageable for a community
organization.
Based upon the solid social capital in the area, the Indigenous Association
negotiated well with the state and formed an alliance with the state in negotiation with the
Anglican Corporation in Temuco. The Indigenous Association mobilized protests not
only in front of the hospital but also in front of municipal government of Temuco to
pressure the state to align with the association. Furthermore, the Indigenous Association
also proposed to transform the hospital into and intercultural hospital once the
community was in charge of the administration of the hospital.
The state, faced with demands from communities to support their proposal, opted
to support the Indigenous Association. The first reason why the state aligned with the
communities in the area is that communities showed enough social capital via
participation and mobilization that the state could not ignore the pressure from
communities. Secondly, the state was sensitive to issues of indigenous rights because of
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the democratization process as well as because of the emergence of conflicts between the
Mapuche and the state regarding the land rights. By supporting an intercultural hospital,
the state could attain political legitimacy both by democratizing health sector as well as
expanding indigenous rights in the area. Finally, high ranking officers at the SSAS agreed
with the intercultural program due to their personal as well as academic backgrounds in
pro-democratic and civil rights movements.
However, note that though the state supported communities in their project, the
state was very careful not to involve itself too much in the project of the intercultural
hospital. The state increased its funding to the hospital but not substantially. The state
also made clear that the Indigenous Association would be responsible for the
administration of the hospital including its finances. The association maintained full
control of the hospital while the state supports the hospital financially. The administration
was not tightly supervised but it needed to write monthly report to the SSAS about basic
health programs such as vaccination programs and primary care statistics.
Once the church realized that the communities as well as the state wanted to
maintain the hospital, it decided to yield the administration of the hospital to the
Association. The church felt that the closure of the hospital would lead to antagonism
between communities and church in the area. Furthermore, since the SSAS would
continue to fund the program, the church thought that the Indigenous Association would
have a better chance to get more funding and continue the service.
In sum, the case of Makewe Hospital shows us the political and social dynamics
of an intercultural program where Mapuche communities with sufficient social capital
initiated the program. As long as the demands made by the communities did not
contradict the agenda of the state, the state supported the communities. The state did not
become the major actor of the project neither could it afford to ignore the demands from
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communities. The Indigenous Association negotiated with the state effectively obliging
the state to express its support to their project. Participation based on the substantial
social capital of the Indigenous Association played a significant role in making the
alliance between the state and communities work for the communities’ interests in
comparison with the other two cases which emerged under similar political and social
conditions. Once communities and the state formed a loose but clear alliance on this
issue, the Anglican Corporation had little option but to yield the administration of the
hospital to communities. The strong participation of the communities and the loose
alliance with the state shaped the participation of the communities in the intercultural
program of the hospital.
To insure support from the communities, the Indigenous Association created
various channels of participation for communities. It created regular meetings of
community leaders as well as of elderly members of communities including machi. Also,
the officers of the Indigenous Association visited communities regularly to inform
communities about the administration of the hospital and to listen to opinions regarding
the hospital from communities. Furthermore, whenever there are critical decisions to
make or negotiations to do either with the state or the Anglican Corporation, the
Indigenous Association called for a general meeting of communities at the hospital.
As a result, the Indigenous Association had a large and wide participation by
communities in the area, which served the organization as a valuable political resource to
maintain its autonomy as well as to dialogue with the state.
Nueva Imperial Hospital: State Initiatives with Selective Sarticipation from
Communities.
The intercultural health program of Nueva Imperial Hospital was initiated by the
state as part of a state project to improve public hospitals in the IX Region in response to
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demands from various Mapuche communities in the area to have an intercultural service
in the hospital. Communities had demanded the transformation of the hospital into an
intercultural hospital since 2000 when the first evaluation of the hospital was done by the
SSAS.
However, in 2001, when the project of the construction of the first public
intercultural hospital in Nueva Imperial was approved by MINSAL, it was clear that the
project was to be a state project with some participation from communities via the
Coordinadora. Participation from communities needed to be a crucial part of the project
since the SSAS could not implement “intercultural health” without incorporating specific
medical and cultural knowledge of communities in the area. Furthermore, the project was
not only to improve the service of the hospital but also to expand cultural rights in the
health sector by incorporating multicultural service into the public health system.
However, it is also clear that the participation had to occur under the supervision of the
SSAS which needed to follow specific guidelines and due dates to finalize an “official”
project to submit to MINSAL.
The municipality of Nueva Imperial is an important place of negotiation over
Mapuche people’s rights in Chilean history. Not only does it consist of a largely rural and
Mapuche population but also it was the place where the Nueva Imperial Agreement was
signed between the then candidate Patricio Aylwin of the Concertación and Mapuche
organizations. The pact is the political basis for the birth of CONADI as well as the
Indigenous Law that promote various intercultural programs and indigenous rights in the
Concertación regimes. Due its large Mapuche population and the history of struggle of
Mapuche organizations, the area has shown a substantial capacity among Mapuche
organizations to promote their rights.
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However, the Coordinadora did not capitalize the social capital of the area.
Ironically, the richness of the social capital/ mobilization capacity of Mapuche
communities of the area to some extent impeded the Coordinadora from transforming the
strong social capital of communities into their basis for the project.
There are several reasons why the Coordinadora failed to become an effective and
influential organization representing the area in front of the state. First of all, the strong
state involvement in the project made it difficult for the Coordinadora to convince
communities that the project can be autonomous and independent from the state. Many
community leaders questioned the Mapucheness of the project accusing the organization
as a “vendido” because it was a state project. On several occasions, the Coordinadora had
to face community leaders who disagreed with it and accused it in public of not being
Mapuche enough to execute the project. Especially, the initiative to install machi service
within the hospital was strongly criticized by the communities as a typical example of a
state project which does not understand Mapuche culture.
Secondly, the Coordinadora itself felt that the state did not grant much autonomy,
supervising their financial transactions and forcing them to follow guidelines given by the
state. Constant confrontation with the state made the Coordinadora very defensive and
even secretive about their projects. The members of the Coordinadora kept referring to
the state as the major obstacle of the project while the state, after various confrontations
with the Coordinadora, tried to contact the other community leaders who would share the
state’s perspective on intercultural projects. Because of this tension between the state and
the Coordinadora, the Coordinadora became very selective in organizing participation
from communities. At the same time, community leaders who did not oppose the
Coordinadora became cautious in participating in the project because the Coordinadora
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did not gain full support from communities in the area and they knew that some
communities felt very strongly opposed to the Coordinadora.
Finally, since it is a large scale state project to renovate one of the largest
hospitals in the IX Region, the Coordinadora had to cover a large area where the hospital
provided service. Physically it is very difficult to reach most communities in the area to
mobilize support especially when the organization consists of voluntary work of its
members. The members of the organization did not have time and resources to conduct
meetings with most communities in the area. Therefore, they opted to air announcements
for a meeting via radio which is not the most effective way of organizing communities.
Some communities who had previous contacts with the Coordinadora actively
participated in the meetings supporting the organization while other communities
complained about the lack of effort from the organization to incorporate more
communities into the project.
The limited and selective participation organized by the Coordinadora did not
give it full legitimacy in front of the state. The SSAS accused the organization of not
representing communities and not carrying true Mapuche culture. Also the state
questioned the professional ability of the Coordinadora since it could not produce the
project for an intercultural health program in the hospital by due date. The Coordinadora
refused to follow the state guidelines saying that they wanted to be more autonomous in
the project while the state accused the organization as being incompetent and secretive.
However, it is worth noting that the confrontation between the state and the
Coordinadora did not result in the elimination of the project or expulsion of the
Coordinadora. There are several occasions when the state organized community meetings
to discuss the intercultural project and to pressure the Coordinadora to work within the
governmental guidelines, but the state did not expel the Coordinadora from the project
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because the state needed to consider the political implications of the action. The political
considerations of the state became more evident when the Coordinadora began bypassing
the regional government and reached directly to MINSAL. MINSAL, despite the fact that
it shared the concerns of the regional government, supported the Coordinadora and
promised to give more time or funding to the organization.
Even though the Coordinadora only achieved selected participation from
communities, it still succeeded in organizing a substantial number of community leaders
in the project. The state could not completely ignore the fact that some communities of
the area supported the Coordinadora. The presence of communities which disagreed with
the Coordinadora gave some leverage to the state to pressure the Coordinadora, but the
state had to consider the political implications of its actions and could not openly
denounce the Coordinadora. Furthermore, the intercultural project of the program
contained the goal of expanding multicultural policy in health. To a certain extent, the
political goal of the project is even more important to the state than the medical goal of
providing intercultural service to patients.
In sum, the case of Nueva Imperial Hospital shows us the dynamics between the
community participation and the state when the state controls the intercultural health
program. The state and communities confronted each other because the state and
communities often do not share the same rationale regarding the program. The state
works within the bureaucratic rules of administration while communities find these rules
as another means of intervention. However, the case of Nueva Imperial shows that the
political significance of the program in promoting multicultural citizenship as well as
renovating the service delivery system meant that the state had to ask cooperation from
the Coordinadora because it did have some capacity to mobilize communities.
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On the other hand, the Coordinadora did not fully incorporate communities into
its project nor did it capitalize the existing social capital of communities because of the
state’s strong control of the project. It had to face pressure both from the state as well as
communities which were skeptical about the state-sponsored intercultural project.
Furthermore, since the state was very sensitive to the political meaning of the project,
the Coordinadora could maintain its political power in the process through skillfully
lobbying central government when it received no support from regional government.
Nueva Extremadura Clinic of Santiago: NGO Initiatives and Alliance with the State.
The intercultural program in the Nueva Extremadura Clinic was born as a result
of the DECIDE project, a research project of the School of Nursing of Pontificia Catholic
University of Chile funded by CIDA. As a part of the project, the School of Nursing
conducted an evaluation of the public health service in the municipality of la Pintana.
When analyzing the needs of residents of the municipality, the DECIDE project
team realized that there was a strong demand for Mapuche medicine in the area.
However, since there was no machi available in Pintana, people who wanted to see a
machi had to incur expensive costs traveling to the South to visit a machi or to other
municipalities in Chile. Since machi service is private, the cost of the service is very
expensive to most residents of Pintana.
To address this problem, the DECIDE project team contacted both the municipal
government and CIDA to obtain necessary funding for the intercultural project. The
municipal government contacted the Nueva Extremadura Clinic and got permission from
the director of the clinic to build an intercultural health center with a ruka to install a
machi service within the clinic. The Office of Indigenous Affair of the municipal
government helped the project but no participation from Mapuche organizations in the
area was sought until the last phase of the project.
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Once the project reached the final stage, the municipal government contacted
Mapuche organizations to make the ruka a cultural center for the Mapuche. It was a
necessary step because under the Chilean health code it is illegal to have machi service
within the hospital. The municipal government wanted to use the Indigenous Law which
allows indigenous organizations to practice their own culture within their own cultural
center. Transforming a ruke into a cultural center for Mapuche organizations, the
municipal government could avoid legal disputes regarding the machi service within the
clinic.
It was the moment the dynamic among the three actors – the DECIDE project
team, the Municipal Government and Mapuche organizations in the area – became
confrontational. The municipal government required participation from ALL the
Mapuche organizations in the area to transfer the Ruka to Mapuche organizations while
some Mapuche organizations questioned the way the DECIDE project team and the
municipal government pursued the program. They argued that the municipal government
as well as the DECIDE project team did not consult them in the process of program
building and just wanted to use their presence as a decoration for the project.
Those organizations which expressed their discontent with the program refused to
participate in the project while the others who wanted to participate in the project were
refused by the municipal government since they represented only a fraction of Mapuche
organizations in the area. As a result, the nursing school and the municipal government
contracted a machi from the municipality of La Florida and hired several Mapuche
workers from the municipality of la Florida. The transformation of a ruka into a cultural
center for Mapuche organizations of La Pintana failed. Rather the municipal government
decided to ignore the Chilean Health Code and restricted the machi’s service in the clinic
to a diagnosis for adult patients only.
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In the case of Nueva Extremadura Clinic, the municipal government and the
DECIDE project team could disregard participation from Mapuche communities in the
area for several reasons. First of all, the Mapuche organizations in the area did not have
enough social capital to mobilize a significant level of participation. Due to their socioeconomic situation as urban Mapuche, it is hard for Mapuche residents in the area to
maintain their cultural identity as Mapuche. Furthermore, even though one maintains
one’s cultural identity, it is even harder to participate in Mapuche organizations due to
lack of time and resources in a busy urban life. If we consider the fact that the majority of
Mapuche population in the area are poor and unemployed or underemployed, the chances
of a Mapuche resident participating in any Mapuche organization becomes even lower.
Therefore, most Mapuche organizations in the area have lower membership levels and do
not pose serious political blocks to the municipal government.
Secondly, as described above, due to the lack of participation from Mapuche
communities in the area and the strong involvement of the DECIDE project team, the
intercultural project in Pintana heavily focused on the delivery of machi service in the
clinic, but ignored the political aspect of an intercultural health program, which is
expanding citizenship rights by incorporating marginalized populations into the system.
Once the municipal government and the DECIDE project team set the main goal of the
project as the installation of machi service within the clinic, the participation of Mapuche
communities became a secondary condition for the success of the project.
The alliance between the municipal government and the DECIDE project team of
the Catholic University gave political justification to the municipal government to give
necessary resources and administrative support to the DECIDE project team. Whenever
Mapuche organizations contested the decisions of the municipal government or the
DECIDE project team, the municipal governments and the DECIDE project team could
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use each other to justify their acts and to search for alternative forms of “participation”.
And this alliance between the state (the municipal government) and NGO (the DECIDE
project team) without participation from Mapuche communities in the area shaped the
results of the intercultural project of the Nueva Extremadura Clinic of Santiago.
PROGRAM EVALUATION
In this section, I evaluate and compare the results of each intercultural health
program. And this evaluation illustrates how the relations and dynamics among actors
played a crucial role in shaping types of participation which ultimately determined the
outcome of the programs. As Table 2 shows, I used six criteria to evaluate each program.
The six criteria are flexibility, sustainability, satisfaction, accountability, mobilization
and cultural diversity. The first three stand for the goals of social policy reform to
improve social service delivery while the last three represent goals to expand cultural
rights.
Table 4: Program Evaluation of Three Intercultural Health Programs
Community Initiative:
Makewe

Flexibility
Sustainability
Satisfaction

High
Low
High

Accountability
Mobilization
Cultural Diversity

High
High
High

The State Initiative:
Nueva Imperial

Social Rights
Low
High
Low
Cultural Rights
Medium
Medium
Medium
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NGO Initiative:
Nueva
Extremadura
High
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Low

Improvement of Social Service Delivery
Flexibility
Both Makewe Hospital and Nueva Extremadura Clinic cases showed high level
of flexibility in both designing and implementing the project. The relatively higher level
of flexibility of both programs could be explained by the relatively lower presence of the
state in the designing of the program. Free from administrative regulations from the
health system, Makewe Hospital introduced various innovative measures to improve the
quality of the service and to expand participation and mobilization among the
communities. The case of the Nueva Extremadura Clinic also shows a significant level of
flexibility in administering the service. Challenging the existing Health Code, the
municipal government of la Pintana tried various ways to install machi service within the
clinic instead of abandoning the measure as the SSAS did in Nueva Imperial. In this case
local government was more flexible than the regional or central level government.
The strong initiatives from community participation and fewer involvements from
the state in Makewe Hospital gave great flexibility for the Indigenous Association to
administer the hospital. The Indigenous Association could implement many flexible
measures in the hospital such as flexible visit time for family members of hospitalized
patients as well as the introduction of Mapuche medical knowledge into health service.
The hospital developed strong ties with machi in the area so they could transfer patients
to machi as well as consulting with machi to better the service of the hospital. Legally the
hospital Makewe has no problems since the machi do not come to the hospital to see
patients. But the hospital frequently invites machi to get advice as how to administer the
hospital and offers transportation to patients who want to visit machi.
In case of the Nueva Extremadura Clinic of Santiago, the installation of machi
service within the clinic is in violation of the existing Chilean Health Code which
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prohibits any medical practice by personnel who do not have “formal” health education
from certified educational institutions i.e. no public health facility should provide machi
service since machi do not have “formal” education. However, the DECIDE project team
specifically wanted to install a machi service within the public clinic in Pintana and the
municipal government managed to install one in the clinic. Both the DECIDE project
team and the municipal government show flexibility in designing and implementing the
program despite the fact that both knew that these flexible measures could cause
problems for them. Regarding the legality of machi service in the clinic, both actors
expressed opposition to the government policy.
However, if we look at the case of Nueva Imperial Hospital, the SSAS did not
show much flexibility in implementing the project. The main issues of conflict – funding
for the Coordinadora and the machi service within the hospital – turned out to be related
to the legality of the procedure. The SSAS required the Coordinadora to follow the
procedure that MINSAL established to receive funding from the government because the
SSAS also needed to be supervised and audited by MINSAL. The SSAS maintained a
very skeptical position over the installation of the machi service within the hospital, since
it directly violates the Chilean Health Code. It promised communities to talk to legal
experts on the matter to see whether the SSAS could find a solution but the basic position
of the SSAS was very cautious if not opposing.
In sum, the dynamics between the state and communities shape the type of
participation, which determines the degree of flexibility of the program. In case of the
Makewe Hospital, strong and wide participation from the communities allowed the
Indigenous Association more room for flexibility leading to a loose alliance with the state
while no participation from communities in the case of Nueva Extremadura Clinic gives
full control of the program to the municipal government and to the DECIDE project team
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to be flexible in implementing the program. Only in the case of Hospital Nueva Imperial,
the flexibility level was low in comparison to the other cases. It is partly because the
limited and selective participation from communities could not force the state to be more
flexible and also partly because the project is controlled and supervised by the central
government i.e. MINSAL. Due to direct control of the project by the central government,
the SSAS did not have much room to be flexible except following bureaucratic
procedures.
Sustainability
One of the main reasons for social policy reform is to guarantee a sustainable
program reducing the role of the state. However, ironically enough, the evaluation of the
three cases show that community participation does not guarantee the sustainability of a
multicultural social policy program especially when the program deals with a
marginalized population.
The Makewe Hospital case shows no significant direct correlation between
participation and sustainability. Even though the Indigenous Association has been very
successful in both mobilizing participation from communities and negotiating with the
state, it had to face the constant problem of sustainability because it did not have any
alternative source of funding except the state. The donations from communities to the
hospital do not play a significant role in alleviating financial problems. Furthermore,
since the administration of the hospital was 100% controlled by the Indigenous
Association, the state acted passively in face of the economic crisis of the hospital. The
health workers of the hospital constantly feared the closure of the hospital due to lack of
financial safety.
Nueva Extremadura Clinic also experienced problems with sustainability when
the funding from CIDA ended one year after the inauguration of the service. However,
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the intercultural health program of Nueva Extremadura Clinic did not impose a financial
burden on the municipal government. Rather it brought more income to the clinic since
patients who came to see a machi need to register in the clinic. As a result, the clinic
increased its number of patients without providing them any “regular” western services.
Chilean public clinics receive 1,500 Chilean pesos (c. US$ 2.59) per patient registered to
the clinic. The machi service thus introduces more income into the clinic rather than
becoming a burden for the municipal government. In other words, the sustainability of
the intercultural health program in Nueva Extremadura Clinic is mainly based on its
profitability. The focus of the municipal government and the DECIDE project team was
to make the program effective and “helpful” to the existing health service system in la
Pintana without putting too much emphasis on the expansion of the cultural rights of the
Mapuche in the area. To a certain extent, in the Nueva Extremadura Clinic, Mapuche
medicines turned into a commodity to increase the profitability of the service rather than
a symbol of multicultural citizenship in the health sector.
However, Nueva Imperial Hospital is the case which shows the highest level of
sustainability in comparison with the other two cases. And it is quite the opposite of the
general assumptions on strong state involvement in social policy programs. Despite
criticism on the lack of sustainability of the social policy programs run by the state, the
case of Nueva Imperial Hospital illustrates that a social policy run by the state guarantees
sustainability. Since MINSAL officially announced the budget to transform the hospital
into the first intercultural hospital in Chile, the project does not need to worry about
financial difficulties in the future. Sustainability was never the big issue among health
workers as well as participants in the project.
The sustainability of the intercultural health program of Nueva Imperial Hospital
does not stem from its economic profitability (as in case of Nueva Extremadura Clinic)
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but from a political willingness to pay the cost to secure political legitimacy. In the long
run, the cost of these political considerations could exceed the economic capability of the
state to maintain the policy. Or an excessive political emphasis can develop into
clientalistic practices. However, I argue that, for a policy such as multicultural social
policy, which aims not only at efficiency but also at the political goals of expanding
democracy and cultural diversity, sustainability based on political consideration and/or
negotiation is crucial. Thus, relying on a cost-effective analysis to evaluate a policy like
multicultural social policy which seeks to achieve more than efficient delivery of certain
services can end up jeopardizing the nature of the policy itself because, in many cases,
values such as cultural diversity, democratization, equality do not directly transcend into
easily measurable assets.
Satisfaction
The different types of participation and the dynamics between actors affect the
level of satisfaction differently. In Makewe Hospital, where wide participation from
communities in administration of intercultural health program existed, the participation
contributed to increased levels of satisfaction. The participation of communities allowed
a higher accountability within the system which led to a health program sensitive to the
demands of patients. Furthermore, the loose alliance with the state based on the strong
participation of communities gave the system higher flexibility to effectively address
needs of the patients.
More importantly, for the Indigenous Association, the high satisfaction level is a
key to maintain its power in Mapuche communities as well as in the negotiation with the
state. The Indigenous Association made every effort to eliminate any discrimination
against the Mapuche in the hospital and those efforts influence the level of satisfaction.
When asked how long they waited to see a doctor, users of Makewe Hospital answered
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that they waited less than in other hospitals. However, according to my observations in
the three intercultural programs, the waiting time in the three hospitals was not
significantly different. What made patients in Makewe Hospital feel differently about the
waiting time in the hospital was their belief that the hospital would not discriminate
against them and make them illegitimately wait because of their race/ethnicity. In
addition, the strong participation of Mapuche communities in the administration of the
hospital made members of the communities feel that they own the hospital.
This illustrates a very important issue about multicultural social policy and how to
evaluate such a program. As the case of Makewe Hospital shows, the satisfaction level of
multicultural social policy depends greatly upon how such a program meets both the
goals of increasing the efficiency of the social service and of expanding cultural rights
within the social service system. Focusing solely on the efficiency of social service
delivery system or on the expansion of cultural rights can not guarantee the improvement
of satisfaction level. Only when both goals were pursued and achieved with significant
participation from communities, could the satisfaction level of an intercultural health
program be improved. Since Makewe Hospital succeeded in achieving both goals more
than did the other two cases, patients in Makewe Hospital expressed higher satisfaction
levels.
Comparing Hospital Nueva Imperial with Nueva Extremadura Clinic, another
interesting issue is raised: Participation does not improve the level of satisfaction by
default. According to surveys conducted in both hospitals, Nueva Extremadura Clinic
scored higher levels of satisfaction than did Nueva Imperial Hospital even though Nueva
Extremadura Clinic did not have much participation from the community. How could we
explain this?
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The answer is in the dynamics between the actors in the two cases. There is no
doubt that one could improve the level of satisfaction when there is massive participation
of communities in the administration as happened in Makewe Hospital. However, in the
case of Nueva Imperial Hospital, the participation was selective and most participation
was focused on negotiating and sometimes confronting the state. Furthermore, the
selectiveness of participation in the program created tensions among communities. As the
result, the Coordinadora did not pay much attention to improving the health service of the
hospital and many patients complained about lack of channels to discuss their grievances
with the system. Meanwhile, in the case of Nueva Extremadura Clinic, the intercultural
health program increased the level of satisfaction of the clinic not because it improved the
quality of existing western health care but because it added additional services to the
clinic. This service is used largely by those who do not use the western medical care of
the clinic i.e. the intercultural service is mainly used by patients who came to the clinic
from other municipalities to use the machi service. Therefore, while those who use the
western health care system might not express higher level of satisfaction due to the
intercultural health system, those who used the machi service expressed high levels of
satisfaction. This is how the Nueva Extremadura clinic achieved higher levels of
satisfaction than Hospital Nueva Imperial.
Therefore, comparing the level of satisfaction of three cases, we can conclude that
the participation from communities could have a positive impact on the level of
satisfaction only when it could truly relate to the overall transformation of the system
aiming at achieving both goals: improvement of social service delivery system and the
expansion of cultural rights. If not, as we could see in the Nueva Imperial Hospital, it is
hard to expect that selective participation, which does not have much impact on both the
improvement of social services and the expansion of cultural rights in the hospital, would
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improve the level of satisfaction of the service. A higher efficiency in the provision of a
social service without expanding cultural rights can improve the level of satisfaction to
certain extent as shown in the case of Nueva Extremadura. However, if we compare
Makewe Hospital with Nueva Extremadura Clinic, we can see the huge difference
between the levels of satisfaction and their contents.
Expansion of Cultural Rights
Accountability
Accountability is one of three criteria which show an almost direct relation with
the degree of participation from communities in the program. The more participation
from communities in the program, the more accountable is the program no matter who
the main actor of the project is and what the type of participation from communities is.
Also the issue of accountability is important for expansion of cultural because the
indigenous populations have long suffered in forced silence due to the lack of means to
make the state and its actions accountable.
As we can see in the case of Makewe Hospital, when communities themselves
administer the service, they tend to create more channels to listen to communities and
reflect opinions from communities. This happened not necessarily because they are more
democratic but also because being accountable to demands from communities gave them
a better political position in the negotiation with the state as well as with the church. The
Indigenous Association for Health of Makewe-Pelale created various meetings and
channels to listen to communities and is very sensitive to complaints as well as to
compliments from communities. Actually whenever the Association needs to negotiate
with the state, it held big community meetings in the hospital inviting all the members of
communities as well as governmental officers to show the Association’s accountability.
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In the case of Hospital Nueva Imperial, we see a somewhat different mechanism
to guarantee the accountability of the program. The Coordinadora organized some
participation but it was selective rather than general. However, the state could not ignore
that substantial number of communities participating in the project. Furthermore, since
the intercultural health program emerged as a response to the political demands of
Mapuche communities in the area to promote multicultural policy in health services, the
state tended to be sensitive and accountable to communities.
However, in the case of the Nueva Extremadura clinic, we can see that there is no
substantial channel for Mapuche communities to address their concerns regarding the
program. Furthermore, due to the absence of participation from Mapuche communities in
the program design and implementation, the program became heavily focused on the
delivery of a machi service ignoring the political meaning of intercultural health
programs, which gives even less reason to the municipal government to be accountable to
Mapuche communities’ demand.
Mobilization
The comparative analysis of three cases shows that the impact of intercultural
health programs on the increase of mobilization of communities heavily depends on the
degree of participation in the project. As we can see from the case of Makewe Hospital,
the strong participation from communities in designing the program as well as in the
implementation of the program led to more participation from communities. Many
community leaders expressed their willingness to participate more in hospital
administration. Furthermore, Makewe Hospital became an important factor in
encouraging the mobilization of communities to expand the rights of indigenous
communities. Makewe organized several meetings and workshops in the hospital to
promote indigenous rights and awareness of these rights. Also the Indigenous Association
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played an active role in promoting intercultural health programs in various communities
such as Colpanao.
In the case of Nueva Imperial Hospital, the selective participation from some
communities of the area enhanced the mobilization of some communities which
participated in the project. The increased mobilizing allowed the communities that
participated in the project to form an indigenous association, which gives them a better
chance to apply for funding from CONADI and other governmental projects. However,
due to the emergence of conflicts between the communities that participated in the
project and the communities that did not participate in the project, the tension between
communities grew. In several community meetings, this tension became visible leading
to accusations against each other. And the tension among communities turned out to be
the obstacle for the furtherance of social capital of the area.
The Nueva Extremadura clinic case has the worst results of the three in terms of
developing mobilizing power among Mapuche communities. The lack of participation
from Mapuche communities in the area produced an intercultural program which only
deals with the delivery of a machi service in the clinic. It was not designed to promote
mobilization or encourage organizations of Mapuche communities in the area to expand
their rights in the system. Furthermore, due to bitter conflict between the municipal
government and the communities, some communities stopped communicating with the
department of indigenous affairs in the municipal government. The department of
Indigenous Affairs has been a limited but significant resources for Mapuche communities
in the area by organizing cultural activities around La Pintana. Once Mapuche
organizations began to see the Department of Indigenous Affairs as a tool to manipulate
Mapuche organizations rather than promote indigenous rights in the area, Mapuche
organizations lost an important means to increase their mobilization.
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Cultural Diversity
The increase of cultural diversity in the hospital setting also greatly relies on the
type of participation. As Makewe Hospital shows, the high level of participation of
communities in the administration of the hospital makes the Indigenous Association put
extra efforts into making the hospital more culturally diverse. The health workers have
been encouraged by the Indigenous Association to participate in various events that the
Hospital organizes to promote Mapuche culture. Furthermore, since the administration is
controlled by Mapuche communities themselves, not only was racial/ethnic
discrimination severely discouraged by the administration, but also knowing more
Mapuche culture and engaging actively in Mapuche mobilization have been perceived as
“right” positions for health workers. That’s why many non-Mapuche workers tried to
learn basic conversation in Mapudungun and engaged in intercultural research projects
such as investigation of Mapuche medical herbs. Furthermore, the hospital encouraged
the state to send pro-Mapuche workers – Mapuche or Non-Mapuche – to the hospital.
The loose alliance between the state and communities benefited the increase of cultural
diversity within the hospital setting.
However, in the case of Nueva Imperial Hospital, the selective participation from
the communities as well as the strong presence of the state made the increase of the
cultural diversity/ awareness of health workers less evident. Due to some participation by
the communities in the intercultural health program as well as to the strong political
message of the state to the hospital workers that multiculturalism would be crucial feature
of the hospital, workers became very politically correct in terms of recognizing Mapuche
people’s rights and the seriousness of discrimination. However, the promotion of cultural
diversity in the hospital became the least important issue in the intercultural project due
to constant conflict between the communities and the state regarding machi service
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installation and budgetary issues. Furthermore, non-Mapuche health workers were
excluded from the process of program building because they were supposed not to know
much about intercultural health. This is ironic given the fact that intercultural health
means the dialogue of both medical systems.
As a result, the presence of a strong discourse about cultural diversity and respect
for Mapuche resulted from the state sponsored intercultural health program. And the
presence of such a political discourse had an impact on health workers’ political
correctness. However, as the participation from communities in the intercultural health
program was selective, the cultural diversity was also very selective, too heavily
depending on individuals. Some workers tried to embrace the cultural diversity of the
hospital while the other workers still practice discriminatory behavior. The presence of
the governmental efforts to build an intercultural health program made health workers
more cautious when they express their opinions regarding Mapuche population, but it did
not necessarily result in a more tolerant and multicultural atmosphere in the hospital.
The case of the Nueva Extremadura Clinic of Santiago reveals, negatively, the
importance of participation from communities in enhancing cultural diversity. The
intercultural health program implemented in the clinic did not have any impact on
improving cultural diversity in the clinic because the program completely separated the
western medical service from the Mapuche medical service. There is no dialogue
between the two systems within the clinic. Even any political discourse to encourage
cultural diversity does not exist since the intercultural program exists only to deliver
machi service to the general public. The racial stereotypes of Mapuche persists among
non Mapuche health workers without any systematic challenge from the intercultural
health program of the clinic. Rather, the Mapuche health service became a subordinate
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system to the western health system reinforcing the hierarchy between western and
indigenous medical knowledge.
CONCLUSION
The three cases of intercultural health programs represent different types of
participatory social programs aiming at both improving service delivery and expanding
the citizenship rights of marginalized populations. The actors involved in these programs
– communities, the state and NGO- have been and will be the key actors of social
programs of this kind.
Comparing the three cases, we see that the success or failure of such programs is
not just matter of incorporating different actors in the program. Rather it is how these
different actors interact and build a particular dynamic which influences the outcome of
the program. The relation between the state and communities can differ based on a
different set of social, political and economic circumstance. The third actor such as an
NGO can play a crucial role in molding the relation between the state and communities.
Again, the different interaction and dynamics among the actors contribute to different
outcomes in the community participation program.
Furthermore, participation, which has been praised as a panacea of public sector
problems or a symbol of expansion of citizenship rights, has various spectrums. i.e. we
can not assume that participation means a single sociological concept. It could be a
unifying and mobilizing force as in the case of Makewe Hospital while provoking
conflicts between communities and the state as well as among communities. In the case
of Nueva Extremadura Clinic, the participation of communities was very weak yet
confrontational between the state and communities and among communities. How can we
explain these differences?
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The existing strength of social capital is a very important determinant of the
emergence of different types of participation in the program. Strong social capital based
on cultural identity and a rural setting helped both Makewe Hospital and Nueva Imperial
Hospital to engender participation while weak social capital in Mapuche communities
due to the assimilation process in urban area jeopardized the emergence of strong
participation in the case of Nueva Extremadura Clinic. Also, the comparative study of
three cases revealed that the dynamics between actors explains why there are different
types of participation. While Makewe Hospital could achieve massive and wide
participation from communities with a loose alliance with the state, Nueva Imperial
Hospital got a more selective form of participation with constant conflicts with the state.
In face of a strong alliance between the state and NGO, Mapuche communities in La
Pintana were excluded from the program loosing opportunities to participate.
The different types of participation contribute to the different outcomes of the
intercultural health program. Except for sustainability, different types of participation in
the three cases shape the outcomes of the intercultural health programs based on five
criteria – flexibility, accountability, mobilization, cultural diversity and satisfaction.
Overall, Makewe Hospital showed the highest levels of outcomes except in
sustainability. It shows us that even the massive and wide participation of communities
can not guarantee the sustainability of a program especially when the program targets a
largely marginalized population.
The case of Nueva Imperial Hospital has a high level of sustainability since the
state – the central government – put budget and resources to complete and maintain the
program. Accountability, cultural diversity and mobilization have medium levels of
outcome in this case representing the limits of selective participation due to constant
struggle between the state and communities as well as among communities. However, it
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has the lowest level of flexibility in comparison with the other two cases because the
selective participation from communities could not overcome the bureaucratic rationale
of the state.
Finally, the case of Nueva Extremadura Clinic shows high flexibility partly due to
the alliance with a NGO and partly due to the relative autonomy of a local government
from the core bureaucratic rationale of the state. Sustainability and satisfaction scored
medium. Sustainability is better secured in the Nueva Extremadura Clinic than in
Makewe Hospital because the state (local government) took responsibility for the
program. However, it does not have high sustainability because the local government can
not guarantee the program to the same extent that central government can. Also, the
municipal government in the case of Nueva Extremadura Clinic feels less political
obligation to keep the program than does MINSAL in the case of Hospital Nueva
Imperial. Local government has less to worry about from national and international
pressures and, in this case, there is little local community participation to force the local
government to keep the program. More importantly, the case of Nueva Extremadura
Clinic scored low in the categories of accountability, cultural diversity and social capital,
which are specifically related to the issues of expansion of citizenship through
multicultural principles i.e. the political goals of the intercultural health program. The
low marks on these categories could be explained by absence of participation in the
program from Mapuche communities in the area. Without significant presence of
participation and political pressure from Mapuche communities in the area, the program
could not make any significant gains in goals related to the expansion of citizenship
rights.
Analyzing the goals related to service delivery, it becomes clear that different
types of participation render different results. In the case of massive participation under a
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loose alliance with the state (Makewe Hospital), the outcomes score high except in
sustainability. But the case of the selective participation under strong control of the state
yields low scores when compared to the case of massive participation with a loose
alliance of the state. Furthermore, the case without any participation and an alliance
between the state and NGO produced better outcomes than that of selective participation
under strong state control. Based on this result, I argue that the quality rather than the
quantity of participation plays a crucial role in determining the success of a service
delivery program and, if the quality is poor it can yield worst results than when there is
no participation. It reveals the urgent need to approach participation as multidimensional
concept.
However the finding that I would like to emphasize is the impact of participation
in achieving the goal of expanding cultural rights. Unlike the goals of improvement of
social service delivery, no matter what the type of participation is, the participation of
communities plays a crucial role in determining the success of the program. In other
words, the degree of achievement differs according to levels of participation. If there is
massive participation, the expansion of citizenship rights tend to be improved while no
expansion of citizenship rights can be expected without participation from communities.
This shows that participation from communities is more than a mere political gesture tied
to state reform. It determines the success of social policy reform.
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Appendix : Research Method
This appendix offers more detailed information on the research method of the
dissertation such as the list of interviewees, sampling methods, and questionnaires. As a
struggling researcher who wanted to combine qualitative and quantitative methodologies,
my experience can offer lessons for those who wonder how we could possibly combine
these two methods which have become more and more remote to each other, not only
technically but also philosophically. It is not to say that I found a golden rule of mixed
method, or that I discovered it, by any means. However, I do believe that the questions
about mixed method I had both during and after the fieldwork as well as the constant
challenges I encountered while trying to produce a coherent piece of analysis based on
the data acquired via both methods can be helpful to others who feel the distance between
the two methods should not be growing any more and, more importantly, for those who
are brilliant enough to figure out the golden rule of mixed method in the future and will
share it with struggling researchers like me.
STRANGER AT THE BORDER: NEITHER AN OUTSIDER NOR AN INSIDER
While the “technicality” of mixed method is an important part of this appendix, I
also like to address less “technical” and more “theoretical” or “psychological” issues of
this research; who am I and why am I doing this? I am a Korean who studies Latin
America, specifically, in this work, Mapuche communities. I would usually be qualified
by many as a total “outsider”. I am not a Mapuche. I am not even a Chilean. I was not
born in Chile and I do not speak Mapudungun, Mapuche language. Thus I would be an
outsider. Am I? Not really. For Mapuche activists as well as non-Mapuche researchers, I
am not “just” another outsider wondering around indigenous communities to find the
truth of humanity because I am not even an “imperialist colonizing Western” researcher.
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At best, I am a stranger at the border. I am from the third sector, which is neither
Mapuche nor Western.
I am a Korean whose entire public education has built around the assurance of the
excellence of Korean aboriginal culture and the importance of preserving it against the
tide of the “imperialist Western” culture. I learned how wonderful Korean medical
knowledge was and how “Western” medical knowledge has always disrespected Korean
knowledge. I read famous Korean novels about the Christianity in early 1940s, which
literally killed Korean religions and medical knowledge. I was a witness of student
movements in Korea that highly emphasized the solidarity and similarities within the
Third World. The difference between Korea and Latin America, at least for me, has been
about the degree of exploitation from the First World, not about the nature of the
exploitation. So, as I do research of intercultural health, which is a constant struggle
between Mapuche culture and Western culture, am I am an outsider?
My position as a strange researcher at border does not end with the fieldwork.
Whenever I submit a paper, I am tempted to change my name into more “Latin” or
“Western” name thinking that it will enhance my credibility or authenticity as a
researcher. What about “Eva Parque” instead of “Yun-Joo Park”? or “Jennifer Park
Rodriguez”? I have not changed my name yet and probably will not change it. However,
I constantly struggle with the politics of authenticity because it seems my authenticity as
a Latin American researcher has no place in the world of the academia strongly divided
based on “outsider/insider” dichotomy or “the Colonized/the Colonizers” dichotomy.
Merton’s discussion (1972) on outsider’s view vs. insider’s view urges us to unite
rather than confront each other around intellectual and theoretical line that divides those
who hold each view. He points out the growing division between social scientists reflects
divisions and conflicts in the larger society and, because of that condition, scholars often
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become combative about their position. The debate on insider’s view vs. outsider’s view
turned into a matter of belief rather than a matter of academic conversation to find a
common ground. His arguments cannot be more relevant in analyzing the invisible
dissection regarding the questions of “who we are as researchers and which views
embrace more truth”. However, instead of producing a dialectical solution toward the
dichotomy of views, the debate has resulted in the division of labor within the social
science that we witness in these days. i.e. “outsiders” do their own little science project
without

consulting “insiders” while “insiders” write their painful or joyful stories

thinking that outsiders would never understand them. So, contrary to what Merton wanted
to see, the two views are yet un-merged and divisions persist. Therefore, I think my
experience as a “stranger at the border” could shed some light on the issue from different
angle.
As stated previously, I do not feel that I fall into either of the two categories.
Actually I also argue that the two categories are two simplistic in the era of globalized
world that endlessly produces new types of self and knowledge. The debates about
insider’s view vs. outsider’s view stemmed from the social conflicts and problems of
1960s and 70s when the US had yet seen neither Wal-Mart made in China nor Mexico in
the middle of L.A. The social movements were organized along the line of gender, race
and class. Brilliant thinkers like Collins (1986) later captured the intersection of
inequalities and urged to develop further comprehensive approach to the views such as
“outsider within”. However, she did not anticipate the much more complex and hybrid
future of researchers; the researchers in social science now are so diverse. Collins urges
sociologists to embrace their self and reflect it in the research. It is an absolutely urgent
thing to do, in my mind, in order to save the human face of sociology. And in doing so, I
argue we should think beyond the dichotomy of the self in response to the “subject”.
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Rather than categorize people into “insiders” and “outsiders”, why don’t we just try to
admit that these categories are becoming more and more ineffective to capture the nature
of researchers and accept the reality of diversity? At the end, it is not important if you are
outsider or insider--more and more people are confused about the distinction anyway.
The important thing is that what you find is considered trustworthy by both yourself as
well as your “subject”.
After all, I have never seen any researcher who does not doubt about their
“authenticity” as either an outsider or an insider. Mapuche scholars, for example, told me
that they might not be a perfect “insider” because they were educated in the first world
country or they do not share some traditional beliefs in the culture. Western scholars also
doubted their authenticity as an outsider; not only because they soon became a good
friend of Mapuche culture, but also because their personal biographies often resonates so
well with the struggles of Mapuche people. And there are other people like me, too-neither Western nor Latin American, who could not be an authentic member of either
group-- constantly struggling and questioned on the validity of my standing. No doubt
there are more and more scholars like me, and I welcome them as a new challenge of
social science which has dealt the question of “insider” vs. “outsider” by segregating the
two groups. Merton was right; the division reflects race/gender/class conflicts, which also
in reality resulted in less visible but more pervasive segregation of cities, schools and
families. Facing the tide of multicultural, hybrid, and hard-to-define researchers, I think
social science will have to revisit this unsolved debate again in the near future.
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Since this research explores the interactions among actors, I used qualitative
methods extensively to capture the attitudes, memories, intentions, and, most importantly,
actions of actors in the process of constant negotiation to define the meaning and content
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of an intercultural health program. The selection of interviewees is based upon voluntary
participation, but I attempted to reflect the gender and age distribution of interviewees.
The interviews with patients and health workers were semi-structured interviews and
usually happened in the hospital, while the interviews with community leaders,
governmental officials, Mapuche activists and local scholars took place in a location of
the participant‘s choice. The latter interviews were more in-depth interviews. Overall, I
have done 62 semi-structured open-ended interviews and 35 in-depth interviews. All the
interviews were tape-recorded. I also participated in various general community meetings
and social gatherings. Interviews happened in those occasions but I neither tape-record
those interviews nor directly cited them in this work.
Confidentiality of Informants’ Identity
Due to the nature of the research, which traces the conflicts and negotiations
among actors, many interviewees did not want to use their real names. I agreed to use
pseudonyms unless the name of the interviewee is public information, as in case of the
director of SSAS or the president of the Coordinadora de Salud, Nueva Imperial. Using
pseudonyms for the interviewees, in my judgment, gave me better leverage to access
information that otherwise could not be obtained. I avoided collecting any information
that could reveal interviewees identity unless the information is absolutely necessary for
the research. I did not ask the “usual questions” about interviewees such as income level,
education level, age.. etc because it was not the focus of my research. Despite the
possibility that this information might further my understanding of the interviewees and
their stories, I chose not to ask them these questions because I wanted to minimize my
intervention in their life.
Followings are the list of interviews that I tape-recorded. I did not include in the
list the interviews that I conducted informally. I have the information about informal
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interviews in the field notes but, again, I prefer to use the interviews that were taperecorded. The informal interviews however, greatly enhanced my understanding of the
dynamics of each program and also served as correctives to the research in the field.
List of Interviews
No.
Date
1
13 Feb. 2002
2
13 Feb. 2002
3
13 Feb. 2002
4
13 Feb. 2002
5
15 Feb. 2002
6
19 Feb. 2002
7
19 Feb. 2002
8
19 Feb. 2002
9
19 Feb. 2002
10
19 Feb. 2002
11
20 Feb. 2002
12
20 Feb. 2002
13
20 Feb. 2002
14
24 Feb. 2002
15
24 Feb. 2002
16
24 Feb. 2002
17
26 Feb. 2002
18
26 Feb. 2002
19
26 Feb. 2002
20
26 Feb. 2002
21
26 Feb. 2002
22
28 Feb. 2002
23
4 Mar. 2002

Informant/Event
Patient 1
Patient 2
Patient 3
Patient 4
Nurse 1 (1)
Patient 5
Patient 6
Patient 7
Patient 8
Midwife
Patient 9
Patient 10
Patient 11
Paramedic 1
Paramedic 2
Paramedic 3
Patient 12
Patient 13
Patient 14
Patient 15
Patient 16
Office Manager
Community Leader 1

24
25
26
27

6 Mar. 2002
6 Mar. 2002
11 Mar. 2002
11 Mar. 2002

Doctor
Social Worker
Nurse 1 (2)
President/Director

28
29
30

12 Mar. 2002
12 Mar. 2002
13 Mar. 2002

Paramedic 4
Community Leader 2
Community Leader 3

31

13 Mar. 2002

Community Leader 4

32

14 Mar. 2002

Community Leader 5
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Agency/ Sector
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Indigenous Health Association
Makewe-Pelale
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital
Makewe Hospital/ The Indigenous
Health Association Makewe-Pelale
Makewe Hospital
Colpanao, Makewe Hospital
Indigenous Health Association
Makewe-Pelale
Indigenous Health Association
Makewe-Pelale
Indigenous Health Association

33
34
35
36
37
38

15 Mar. 2002
20 Mar. 2002
20 Mar. 2002
20 Mar. 2002
22 Mar. 2002
26 Mar. 2002

Local Scholar 1
Intercultural Facilitator 1
Former Director
Bishop
Mapuche Activist 1
General Meeting 1

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

4 Apr. 2002
16 Apr. 2002
16 Apr. 2002
16 Apr. 2002
18 Apr. 2002
19 Apr. 2002
22 Apr. 2002
22 Apr. 2002
22 Apr. 2002
22 Apr. 2002
25 Apr. 2002
25 Apr. 2002
30 Apr. 2002
30 Apr. 2002
22 Apr. 2002
22 Apr. 2002
22 Apr. 2002
2 May 2002
2 May. 2002
3 May 2002
7 May 2002
7 May 2002
7 May 2002
7 May 2002
7 May 2002
7 May 2002
8 May 2002

Mapuche Consultant 1
Paramedic 5
Paramedic 6
Nurse 2
Community Leader 6
Director
Patient 17
Patient 18
Patient 19
Patient 20
Director
Staff
Chief
Community Leader 7
Nutritionist 1
Community Leader 8
Mapuche Activist 2
President
Vice President
Local Scholar 2
Secretary to Director
Nurse 3-4
Doctor 2
Patient 21
Patient 22
Patient 23
General Community
Meeting 2

66
67
68
69
70

9 May 2002
9 May 2002
9 May 2002
9 May 2002
9 May 2002

Patient 24
Patient 25
Patient 26
Patient 27
Patient 28
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Makewe-Pelale
Universidad de Frontera
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Anglican Corporation of IX Region
Coordinadora de Salud N.I.
SSAS, the Coordinadora.,
PROMAP and Mapuche
Communities/ Nueva Imperial
PROMAP
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial
SSAS
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial Hospital
FONASA de IX Region
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Department of Standards
Nueva Imperial
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial
The Coordinadora
The Coordinadora.
The Coordinadora
Universidad de Frontera
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial Hospital
SSAS, the Coordinadora, PROMAP
and Mapuche Communities/ Nueva
Imperial
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial Hospital

71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

9 May 2002
14 May 2002
16 May 2002
16 May 2002
10 Jun. 2002
14 Jun. 2002
18 Jun. 2002
18 Jun. 2002
19 Jun. 2002
19 Jun. 2002
19 Jun. 2002
19 Jun. 2002
19 Jun. 2002
22 Jun. 2002
25 Jun. 2002

Patient 29
Director
Doctor 3
Doctor 4
Machi
Director
Patient 30
Doctor 5
Patient 31
Patient 32
Paramedic 33
Paramedic 34
Nurse 5
Assistant to Machi
Professor

86
87

27 Jun. 2002
27 Jun. 2002

88

27 Jun. 2002

89
90
91
92
93
94

27 Jun. 2002
27 Jun. 2002
28 Jun. 2002
28 Jun. 2002
28 Jun. 2002
28 Jun 2002

Nurse 6
Mapuche Organization
Leader 1
Mapuche Organization
Leader 2
Patient 35
Patient 36
Doctor
Patient 37
Patient 38
Social Worker 2

95

1 Jul. 2002

96
97

11 Jul. 2002
12 Jul. 2002

Mapuche Organization
Leader 3
Director
Chief

98

15 Jul. 2002

Director

99

17 Jul. 2002

100

2 Aug. 2002

Mapuche Organization
Leader 4
Presentation & Discussion
on Intercultural Health
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Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Imperial Hospital
Nueva Extremadura Clinic
Nueva Extremadura Clinic
Nueva Extremadura Clinic
Nueva Extremadura Clinic
Nueva Extremadura Clinic
Nueva Extremadura Clinic
Nueva Extremadura Clinic
Nueva Extremadura Clinic
Nueva Extremadura Clinic
Nueva Extremadura Clinic
Pontificia Catholic University of
Chile
Nueva Extremadura Clinic
Rayen Mapu, La Pintana
Rayen Mapu, La Pintana
Nueva Extremadura Clinic
Nueva Extremadura Clinic
Nueva Extremadura Clinic
Nueva Extremadura Clinic
Nueva Extremadura Clinic
Nueva Extremadura Clinic
Riñeliwen, La Pintana
Department of Health, La Pintana
Office of Indigenous Affairs, La
Pintana
Health Program of Indigenous
Peoples, MINSAL
Rayen Mapu, La Pintana
MINSAL

QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH
Honestly I did not “plan” to conduct surveys in the field. I was advised to use a
survey to grasp more general ideas of how Mapuche residents in the area feel and act
about each intercultural health program, although I was not sure about the possibility of
conducting a reliable survey in such a short period of time and resources. However, once
I arrived in the field and asked questions about what type of contribution I could have in
the communities, I realized that conducting a survey evaluating health care centers in the
area would greatly help the local organizations as well as health care administration to
pinpoint problems and to solve them.
The survey would not be possible without the support and advice of both Bryan
Roberts and Peter Ward with valuable comments on the questionnaire as well as funding
for the research. Also, Andrés Cuyul was an impressively serious assistant both in
designing the questionnaires as well as conducting the surveys. I could conduct surveys
with Andres in Makewe area and some part of Nueva Imperial, but about 2/3 of Nueva
Imperial was surveyed by Andrés.
In the field, I quickly realized that the survey could become short open-ended
interviews. Since we went to the communities and conducted the survey by asking
questions in person, people answered the survey questions with long answers with their
life stories. My experience of conducting survey in the field was so rich and helpful for
the entire research. I met as many people as possible in the communities traveling remote
areas both in Makewe-Pelale area as well as Nueva Imperial area. I again thank those
who opened their homes and sat with me to answer thirty something questions about their
life and experiences. Due to time and resources constraints, I could not conduct the
survey in La Pintana so I used the survey on quality of service at Nueva Extremadura
Clinic done by the Nursing School of Catholic University of Chile.
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Sampling
The biggest challenge of all for the survey was the difficulty of finding a sample
list. I wanted to conduct the survey based on Mapuche territorial division, community,
which has not been recognized by Chilean government as a legitimate geopolitical term.
As a result, the information about number of communities or demography of each
community could not be found. Thus, I had to find a way to create the sample list and
obtain closest estimate of demography of each community. Thanks to supports from
CONADI, I succeeded in obtaining a map of land title made in 1987. It is a very old map
but is the only information about communities in the area. When Chilean government
asked Mapuche communities to register the land, they decided to register their land
collectively under the name of their lonko. Therefore, the territory that a land title covers
usually coincides with a community.
Even after I obtained the number of communities and their names, there was still
no demographic information of the communities. Therefore, I decided to use cluster
sampling method: randomly sample 20% of communities (40/190) in Makewe Pelale area
15% of Nueva Imperial (45/306) then survey 10 percent of households in each
community. Since I did not have any information about how many households lived in
each community, I had to ask the first family in the community about number of
households and randomly pick households there. Using this method, I ended up surveying
103 households in Makewe-Pelale and 97 households in Nueva Imperial. Both surveys in
Makewe-Pelale and in Nueva Imperial were conducted only with Mapuche households
based upon self-identification.
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Questionnaire 1: Makewe Hospital
Buenos días/tardes. Estamos colaborando en una evaluación sobre el servicio del
Hospital Makewe. La evaluación es el parte de proyecto de la Universidad de Texas en
Austin en los EE.UU. sobre el impacto de participación de las comunidades Mapuches
en el servicio del Hospital Makewe. Su caso ha sido seleccionado de una lista de
comunidades que tiene CONADI. Esperemos que usted este dispuesto de participar en el
estudio y contestar a las preguntas en nuestro cuestionario.
Es importante subrayar que esta encuesta forma parte de un estudio universitario.
Ninguna de la información que usted nos proporcione hoy será vinculada con usted o
con su familia, sino que será totalmente confidencial. La información será utilizada para
generar cuadros estadísticos sobre la calidad del servicio del hospital Makewe. Nuestro
propósito es mejorar el servicio del Hospital Makewe.
I. Información Básica
Nombre de Comunidad:
Género de entrevistado: Mujer

Hombre

Edad:
Religión:
¿Ud se identifica como mapuche?

Sí

No

Por favor, identifique el nombre, la edad, el género y la relación con Ud. de los miembres
de su grupo familiar.
1.1. Identificación grupo familiar.
Nombre

Edad

Género
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Relación con el(la)
entrevistado(a)

II. Calidad de Servicio
1. Cuando Ud. o alguien en su familia se siente mal de salud o tiene una enfermedad que
necesita atención. ¿Usa el servicio del Hospital Makewe?
Sí
No ¿Por qué?________________________________________________
(Si no, va al pregunta 13)
1a. ¿Cuál servicio del hospital Makewe usa Ud.?
Hospital Makewe
Posta que atiende el equipo del
Hospital Makewe
Ambos
1b. Si Ud. fue atendido por el Hospital Makewe ¿Quién recomendó el hospital?
Familia
Los vecinos
Machi
Otros (Favor de especificar)
1c. Si Ud. fue atendido por el Hospital Makewe, ¿Cuántas veces visitó en el año
pasado?
1
2-3
4
Más de 4 (Favor de especificar)
2. Ud usa el hospital Makewe porque:
El trato es bueno
El hospital Makewe está cerca del mi hogar
El servicio en el hospital es barato
Otros (Favor de especificar)
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3. Normalmente, ¿cuánto tiempo tiene que esperar para ser atendido en el hospital
Makewe?
Menos que 1 hora
Más que 1 hora y menos que 2 horas
Más que 2 horas y menos que 3 horas
Más de 3 horas (Favor de especificar)
4. Normalmente, ¿cuánto tiempo tiene que esperar para ser atendido en la posta del
Hospital Makewe?
Menos que 1 hora
Más que 1 hora y menos que 2 horas
Más que 2 horas y menos que 3 horas
Más de 3 horas (Favor de especificar)
5. ¿Cómo describe Ud la calidad de tratamiento (o atención) de funcionarios del hospital
Makewe?
Muy buena

Buena

Ni buena ni mala

Mala

Muy mala

6. ¿Cómo fue la explicación que el medico le dio sobre su enfermedad en el hospital
Makewe?
Clara
Poco clara
No clara
7. ¿Ud. cree que el tratamiento del médico para su enfermedad en el Hospital Makewe
fue:
Adeacuado
Regular
No adecuado
8. ¿Cómo Ud. evalua el servicio del hospital en general?
Muy buena

Buena

Ni buena ni mala

Mala

Muy mala

9. Si Ud. se enferma de nuevo, ¿Volverá a usar el servicio del Hospital Makewe?
Sí
No
Porque__________________________________________________
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10. ¿Qué opina sobre la aportación de los 1000 pesos por el servicio del Hospital
Makewe?
Barato
Ni barato ni caro
Caro
11. ¿Ud. Cree que en el box medico tiene privacidad para hablar de su enfermedad?
Sí
No

Porque___________________________________
Porque___________________________________

12. En que aspectos piensa Ud que podría mejorar su servicio medico el Hospital

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------13. Cuando Ud. o alguien de su familia se siente mal de salud o tiene una enfermedad que
necesita atención. ¿Ud. visita a Machi?
Sí
No

¿Por qué?_______________________________________________
¿Por qué?_______________________________________________

13a. Si Ud. fue a ver Machi, ¿Quién recomendó ir a ver Machi?
Familia
Los vecinos
Los medicos del Hospital Makewe
Otros (Favor de especificar)
13b. Si Ud. fue a ver Machi, ¿Cuántas veces acudió el año pasado?
1
2-3
4
Más que 4 (Favor de especificar)
14. Cuando Ud. o alguien en su familia se siente mal de salud o tiene una enfermedad que
necesita atención. ¿Va al consultorio u Hospital de su comuna? (Padre Las Casas, Nva
Imperial, Freire)
Sí
No

¿Por qué? __________________________________________
¿Por qué?___________________________________________
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14a. Si Ud. de alguien en su familia fue al consultorio u Hospital en su comuna,
¿Quién se los recomendó?
Familia
Los vecinos
Machi
Otros (Favor de especificar)
14b. Si Ud. fue al consultorio u Hospital en su comuna, ¿Cuántas lo hizo el año
pasado?
1
2-3
4
Más que 4 (Favor de especificar)
15. Cuando Ud. o alguien en su familia se siente mal de salud o tiene una enfermedad que
necesita atención, ¿va al Hospital Regional de Temuco?
Sí
No

¿Por qué?_____________________________________________
¿Por qué?____________________________________________

15a. Si Ud. o alguien en su familia fue al Hospital Regional de Temuco, ¿Quién lo
recomendó?
Familia
Vecinos
Machi
Otros (Favor de especificar)
15b. Si Ud. fue al Hospital Regional de Temuco, ¿Cuántas veces fue al Hospital
Regional de Temuco en el año pasado?
1
2-3
4
Más que 4 (Favor de especificar)
16. ¿Para qué tipo de enfermedad necesita visitar a Machi?
Ninguna
Todas
Algunas (Favor de especificar)
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17. ¿Para qué tipo de enfermedad Ud. necesita utilizar medicina wingka?
Ninguna
Todas
Algunas (Favor de especificar)
18. Señale si está o no está de acuerdo con la siguiente opinión:
“Combinar la medicina Mapuche con la medicina wingka mejora la calidad de
servicio.”
Muy acuerdo

Acuerdo

Ni acuerdo ni
desacuerdo

Desacuerdo

Muy desacuerdo

19. ¿Ud. Prefiere que algún familiar o amigo(a) lo acompañe durante la consulta?
Sí
Porque________________________________
No
Porque________________________________
III. Participación
20. ¿Sabe Ud. quién es responsable por la administración del el Hospital Makewe?
Gobierno regional
Municipalidad de Padre las Casas
Asociación Indígena para la Salud
Otros (Favor de especificar)
No sabe
21. ¿El dirigente de su comunidad participa en la Asociación Indígena para la Salud?
Sí

No

No sé

22. ¿Ud. ha participado en alguna reunión en su comunidad que ha referido al Hospital
Makewe?
Sí

No

22-a. Si participa,
¿Cuándo?
¿Sobre qué?
23. ¿Ud. ha participado alguna campaña de cosecha para ayudar al hospital Makewe?
Sí

No
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23a. Si ha participado:
¿Cuándo?
¿Qué?
24. A quien acude si tiene quejas sobre el funcionamiento y atención del Hospital
Makewe?
1) el libro de reclamo
2) Hablar con el dirigente de mi comunidad
3) hablar con la Asociación Indígena para la Salud
4) hablar con el director del Hospital
5) mejor no quejar
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Questionnaire2: Nueva Imperial Hospital
Buenos días/tardes. Estamos colaborando en una evaluación sobre el servicio del
Hospital Nueva Imperial. La evaluación es el parte de proyecto de la Universidad de
Texas en Austin en los EE.UU. sobre el impacto de participación de las comunidades
Mapuches en el servicio del Hospital Nueva Imperial. Su caso ha sido seleccionado de
una lista de comunidades que tiene CONADI. Esperemos que usted este dispuesto de
participar en el estudio y contestar a las preguntas en nuestro cuestionario.
Es importante subrayar que esta encuesta forma parte de un estudio universitario.
Ninguna de la información que usted nos proporcione hoy será vinculada con usted o
con su familia, sino que será totalmente confidencial. La información será utilizada para
generar cuadros estadísticos sobre la calidad del servicio del hospital Nueva Imperial.
Nuestro propósito es mejorar el servicio del Hospital Nueva Imperial.
I. Información Básica
Nombre de Comunidad:
Género de entrevistado: Mujer
Hombre
Edad:
Religión:
¿Ud se identifica como mapuche? Sí No
Por favor, identifique el nombre, la edad, el género y la relación con Ud. de los miembros
de su grupo familiar.
1.1. Identificación grupo familiar.
Nombre
Edad
Género

Relación con el(la) entrevistado(a)
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II. Calidad de Sevicio
1. Cuando Ud. o alguien en su familia se siente mal de salud o tiene una enfermedad que
necesita atención. ¿Usa el servicio del Hospital Nueva Imperial?
Sí
No ¿Por qué?________________________________________________
(Si no, va al pregunta 13)
1a. Si Ud. fue atendido por el Hospital Makewe ¿Quién recomendó el hospital?
Familia
Los vecinos
Machi
Otros (Favor de especificar)
1b. Si Ud. fue atendido por el Hospital Makewe, ¿Cuántas veces visitó en el año
pasado?
1
2-3
4
Más de 4 (Favor de especificar)
2. Ud usa el hospital Nueva Imperial porque:
El trato es bueno
El hospital Makewe está cerca del mi hogar
El servicio en el hospital es barato
Otros (Favor de especificar)
3. Normalmente, ¿cuánto tiempo tiene que esperar para ser atendido en el hospital Nueva
Imperial?
Menos que 1 hora
Más que 1 hora y menos que 2 horas
Más que 2 horas y menos que 3 horas
Más de 3 horas (Favor de especificar)
4. ¿Cómo describe Ud la calidad de tratamiento (o atención) de funcionarios del hospital
Nueva Imperial?
Muy buena

Buena

Ni buena ni mala
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Mala

Muy mala

5. ¿Cómo fue la explicación que el medico le dio sobre su enfermedad en el hospital
Nueva Imperial?
Clara
Poco clara
No clara
6. ¿Ud. cree que el tratamiento del médico para su enfermedad en el Hospital Nueva
Imperial fue:
Adecuado
Regular
No adecuado
7. ¿Cómo Ud. evalúa el servicio del hospital Nueva Imperial en general?
Muy buena

Buena

Ni buena ni mala

Mala

Muy mala

8. Si Ud. se enferma de nuevo, ¿Volverá a usar el servicio del Hospital Nueva Imperial?
Sí
No
Porque__________________________________________________
9. En que aspectos piensa Ud que podría mejorar su servicio médico el Hospital

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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10. Cuando Ud. o alguien de su familia se siente mal de salud o tiene una enfermedad que
necesita atención. ¿Ud. visita a Machi?
Sí
No

¿Por qué?_______________________________________________
¿Por qué?_______________________________________________

10a. Si Ud. fue a ver Machi, ¿Quién recomendó ir a ver Machi?
Familia
Los vecinos
Los médicos del Hospital Makewe
Otros (Favor de especificar)
10b. Si Ud. fue a ver Machi, ¿Cuántas veces acudió el año pasado?
1
2-3
4
Más que 4 (Favor de especificar)
11. Cuando Ud. o alguien en su familia se siente mal de salud o tiene una enfermedad que
necesita atención, ¿va al Hospital Regional de Temuco?
Sí
No

¿Por qué?_____________________________________________
¿Por qué?____________________________________________

11a. Si Ud. o alguien en su familia fue al Hospital Regional de Temuco, ¿Quién lo
recomendó?
Familia
Vecinos
Machi
Otros (Favor de especificar)
11b. Si Ud. fue al Hospital Regional de Temuco, ¿Cuántas veces fue al Hospital
Regional de Temuco en el año pasado?
1
2-3
4
Más que 4 (Favor de especificar)
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12. ¿Para qué tipo de enfermedad necesita visitar a Machi?
Ninguna
Todas
Algunas (Favor de especificar)
13. ¿Para qué tipo de enfermedad Ud. necesita utilizar medicina wingka?
Ninguna
Todas
Algunas (Favor de especificar)
14. Señale si está o no está de acuerdo con la siguiente opinión:
“Combinar la medicina Mapuche con la medicina wingka mejora la calidad de
servicio.”
Muy acuerdo

Acuerdo

Ni acuerdo ni
desacuerdo

Desacuerdo

Muy desacuerdo

15. ¿Ud. Prefiere que algún familiar o amigo(a) lo acompañe durante la consulta?
Si
No

Porque________________________________
Porque________________________________

III. Participación
16. ¿Sabe Ud. quién el Hospital Nueva Imperial va a ser hospital intercultural?
Sí
No
17. ¿Sabe Ud. quién es responsable por el proyecto del hospital intercultural de Nueva
Imperial?
Gobierno regional
Municipalidad de Nueva Imperial
Coordinadora de Salud Nueva Imperial
Otros (Favor de especificar)
No sabe
18. ¿El dirigente de su comunidad participa en la Coordinadora de Salud Nueva Imperial?
Sí

No

No sé
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19. ¿Ud. ha participado en alguna reunión en su comunidad que ha referido a la
Coordinadora de Salud Nueva Imperial?
Sí

No

19-a. Si participa,
¿Cuándo?
¿Sobre qué?
20. ¿Ud. ha participado alguna campaña de cosecha para ayudar a la Coordinadora de
Salud Nueva Imperial?
Sí

No

20a. Si ha participado:
¿Cuándo?
21. ¿A quien acude si tiene quejas sobre el funcionamiento y atención del Hospital Nueva
Imperial?
1) el libro de reclamo
2) Hablar con el dirigente de mi comunidad
3) hablar con la Coordinadora de Salud Nueva Imperial
4) hablar con la directora del Hospital
5) mejor no quejar
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